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TABIE 1

SOT'RCES OF INFORITIATTON ABOUT RADAR

OPEBAI'IOI{AIr USE AITD fB,AIl{nC

(* Indicates ixud onl'y to shifs canying ohoolt)

Geneml
C.B. +L82145 Radar Manual. (Use of Railar.).

C.B. 3108 Instructigns for tie use of radar in merchant vessels. \

' t C.B. (R) 4180 Radar operating procedure-General.

F..R. Radar exercises'

S.P. O2Lg2 (2) Fleet Signal Book.
Sections .9 and 10-- Signals -PLcerDqIg r$ar. gelqally,

includins radar-alcl I.F.F. policy signals' state of
efrciency signals, and sigEals for setting and ceasing
radar witcb and detailing guardships.

Article 1'f8A-Radar reporls of aircraft (code).

ArLicle 148B-Code for radar reports of Surface Contacts.

Article 150-Afar:n Signals Table

Article 210-Radar Guard duties table.

. C.B.042!7 ... FChti"C experience.

I Note. It is intended to supersede CrB. (R) 4180 and issue revised and amplifled inforgration
in the following publications:-

(a\ C.B. (R) ar B.R.-Rad.ar Ot'eration-Notes Jor Operatgrg. An.abrid-ged.version of*' a:B: ildZt+S for radar operitors. lvill inglude getre.raLdgscriptiogs.of radar set: a.uil
their uses'and the techni{ue o{ operating radar sets ancl displays, and classifying echoes.

ft\ B-R-4beratins broceil,we fm Warning Ra.dan T\bwrll be the counterpart of B.R. 9&$'-' (Dtill fd gu"#+ radar slts) and will include reporting procedure and also teacher-
i".ist"a eiercises]

b\ C.R. (R\ or B.R.-Rad.ar manibrtration frocedure issued with the technicd handbook of
' ' i""n ie[, explaining how to minipulate the controls so .t{t to get the best out of the set.

(d) B.R.-Radar Training m,aryual,, containing detafu of courses antl syllabuses

I.F.F. anil Raita,r Beacoas

C.8.040g21++ Instructions for the use of I.F.F. transponders and radar- beacons bY Allied forces.

C.8.0+Ag2Ll+2 ... Summary of.radar identification (I.F.F., radar beacoas, and
interrogators)

c.B. 4245 Instructions for the use of M'A'B' (: ftaclar beacons in merchant
vessels).

S.p.2560 Morse groups for use with British Shipborne Racons (: radar
beacons).

9'9'?tI9 I ... '... *Location of Racons (: radar beacons)-Atlantic, etc.
s.P.2559 i
C.C.B.P. 01 I ... *Location of Racons (: raclar beacons)-Pacific, etc. (issued by
C.C.B.P.02 t U.S. Authorities).

Gumerv
C.B.3001 (series) Progress in naval gunnery'

C.B. (R) 3085 H.A. Firinp Manual'

9'B-' (E)-1120 *d ) Gunnery Firing Manual
B.R. e87(4) . J
C.B.4LL2 Guar<lbook and. Index for pamptrlets of ttre Handbook on the use

df radar for gunnery PurPoses.

C.8.4112(1) Handbook on the use of raclar for gunnery purposes-General.



..:

Gunnery-(corld.)
c.B.4LL2(2)

c.8.4L72(3)
c.B,4LL2(4)
c.B. 4L72(5)

c.8.4112(6X43) ...

c.8.4L12(7)

, 
c.8.4112(8)

c.8.4L12(9)
c.8.4112(10)
c.B.+272

B.R.984 ...

B.R.'s ("a"io*) ...

trIghter Ilirection
c.8.04262
c.B.+n4h+

llorledo Gonhol .

c.8.4045

Anti-Submarine
C.8.04050 (series)

c.B. 04040
N.N..

thore Bailar
c.B. u27t

i
Eneny Baila,r anit Bailio Counter [easures

c.8.03067143
c.B.(R) 4153

feohnical
c.B. (R) 30e0144...

Aotion Inloruatioa Organisatioa
C.8.04357 Action fnformation Organisation.

Ahboare Radar

Handbook on the use of. radar for gunnery purposes-Con-
tinuous prediction unit, Mark I.
Handbook on the use of railar for gunnery purposes-Type 282.
Handbook on tle use of rad,ar for gunnery purposes-T1rye 284.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-Type 285.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-The Auto-
barrage unit, Mark I.
Handbook on the use of radar foi gunnery purposes-Typ es 271,
272 and,273.
Handbook on the use of radar for runnery purposes-Visua{
Radar Target Indication.
Handbook on the use of radar for grmnery purposes--Type 2?4.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-Type 275.
Typ* 2821415M(L) afi 282ft | 5M(2)-adjustment of frequency to
red,uce risk of being jammed.
Radar operating procedure-Part II-Drill for gunnery radar
sets.

Drill boola for gun mountings and fre control systems.

Notes on the direction of fighters by H.M. Ships.
Heightfiading by radar.

TorpedoTiring Manual.

Montbly Anti-submarine report.

Naval Air Fighting Instructions.
*Naval Air Tactical Notes,

Coastd radir stations and Naval plotting organisation.

Enemy radar.
Descriptive pa,nrphlet on raclar instructional grarnophone records,

Instructions for installation and fitting of radar equipment and
associated commuaications.

Note. Section O contains a list of all current technical
handbooks and fitting-out specifrcations.

A.S.E. Technical Bulletin.
Note. This publication may also contain notes on current

radar operationalmatters.

R.H.600 Series ...
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TABLE 2

WHAT SET AT A GI.ANCE.

(For fuller detaiis see Chapter III)

WA:Wa:ning of Aircraft.
WS:Warning of Surface craft.
WC:Warning (Combined Aircraft and Surface)'

GS:Gulaery fre control-Surface (i.e. Iow angle)'

GA:Gunnery fire control-Aircraft, high angle (or combined low angle and high angle).

GB:Gunnery fire control-B
GC:Gunnery fire control-Close Raage, High Angle'

TI:Target Indicatiou.

TYPE
NUMBER

REMARKS

2+2
24:3
244
2+s
zstMlP
?53

262
263
267W

'" 268
> 27t

272
" 273

n4
275
276
277

7sl27s
281
282
283
28+

, ,285
286
288
29t

,.293

930
931
940
941G-Bautl
951
9s2
960
970
980

255
256
257

For use with WS and WC sets.
For use wittr WA sets.
For use with U.S. tYPe SL.
For Fighter Directing shiPs.

Mark III systetn (in force).
Tvoe 253P has codins.
d"?t"t buoy for use onty with type 291.
For use onlY rrith tYPe 297.
For Aircraft Carriers.

Under development to replace tpe?U.
F"1u"i"tilH*:Uxlff'y;'Jtf"3% and wc tvpe 2er,
which can be used alternativelY.
For coastal force. Will replace type 291U'
F6r small ships.
For smatl alii medium-sized ships.
Fog la.rge and small shiPs.
Successor to lYPe 2&4.
Successor to tYPe 285.
To be replacetl bY tYPe 293.

mff"fg*:t;6, : 
zli 4 e. can measure approximate elevation'

tone rani6 aircraft warning set for large ships.
LonE ranEe aircraft warning set for large ships.
For bom oom directors, etc.
Autd barrage for main or secondar5l armament.
For main arma^uient directors.
F;; H"A.. directors. (H.A./L.A. directors in destroyers')
For small shiPs (obsolete).
Type 282, adiptbtt for training ashore.
For smdl shiPs.
i';; Gtt"F* aod abott"' Wheretype 217 isnotalso fitted, type
293 replaces tYPe 27t1213.
Unaefaevetopment as bn adjunct to type/s 28+127+'

Ditto
For use with tYPe 980.
For use with tYPe 2818M,
Marf; beacoriior use with 10 centirnetre WS and WC sets'
Marker beacon for use with type 268.
Under development to replace t5rpe 2818.
f'o..-.:t shiis, mainly f6r use in combiaed operations'
i'ian d6hy's6t una,i development for figtiter direction from
alcraft carriers.
Under development for use with t5rpe-980.
Under development to replace type 293.981

992

Interrogator
Interrogator
Interrogator
fnterrogator
Radar Beacon
I.F.F. in ships

Radar Beacon
Shore ratlar Beacon
Blind Approach
Beam System

(BA3s)
GC
GB
wc
WS
WS
WS
WS
GS
GA
WC and TI
WS

WA
WA
GC
GB
GS
GA
wc
GC
wc
WC antlTI
GS
GS
Interrogator
Interrogator
Radar Beacon
Rad,ar Beacon
\ryA
ws.
wc
Heightfintler
WC a.nd TI
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Sufrices :-
B Adapted for one.mast workiug.
M, P, Q 1st 2ncl a.ud 3rtl major modifications to a t5pe.
R Accurate rangrng panel added.
S For fixed use on shore.
T For tranqrortable use on shore.
U edalted for fitting in trawlers and coastdl lopce craft.
W Adapted for fitting in Submarines.
X, Y, Z lst, Znd and 3rd uperimental models of a new t1pe.

Futule allocation ol tyBe numbers.

In future, type nu:rrbers will be allocated from the following groups :-
900-909 GA sets.910-919 GB sets.920-l9n GC sets.930-939 GS sets.94G949 Interrogators.

. 950-959 I.F.F. and Radar Beacons. 960-969 WA sets.97U979 WS sets.98f989 WC and/or accurate Heightfintling sets.99M00 WC sets.

PRTNCIPAI, U.S. SETS A}i[D TIIEIR APPROXIMATE BRITISH EQUIVALENTS
u.s. TrpE AppRoxrMATE BRrrIsiE EgurvALrNT, oh, aRtrr DEscRrprroN.sA wc 291sc wczstsF ws27LsG ws 27u3Q

SJ WS set in Submarines
SK WA 798
SL WS 27L
SM Fighter Direction and Heightfinding set.so \rys 970
SP Improvetl SMSg After action WS set.su ws 268-
Motlifrcations are indicated by adding a letter or figure, e.g. SG, SM1A. .

tnterogators, LF.F. anit Eadar Beacos.
BK . I.F.F. type 253.
BL Interrogator tyge243.
BO 'G'-Band Inte,rrogator t5rye 941.
YJ Radar Beacon t'ipe 251M, bdt is atsb for use with ASB in aircraft.
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TABTE 3

IIST OF COMMON RADAR TERMS
(The firincifal' lerms uscd' for controll,ing rad,a'r are shotsn in heaay tyt'a')

"a" DISPLAy
AIMING ..,

AMPLITYING REPORTS

BEAM.SWITCEING.. .

BEARINGS

BLIND tr'IRE

CAIIBRATION

CATSODE RAY TUBE
CLASSIFICATION ...
COYERAGE DIAGRAMS

DISPLAY ...

Di$egaril...

Distance; Range

Echo ..i
First Report

Saa " Display."
PointinA a director or mounting and its associated raclar at lhe p5esent

5f,1*;***;m'i;,l,ll':trf"-x*Hi:r.*;til"F'#t-l,S:l
rad,ar aiming.

All reports of a ta.rget subsequent to the first report'
e metnoa of obtaining accurate bearin-g and/or elevation of a target by-- 

iaoid movement of &e raaar 6sam, tL:us prbducing two echoes' Wben
thi echoes are equally matchetl the bearing is correct'

Forwarning radar are classifred as follows:-
1sI Class Within 1 degree.
2nd Class Within 3 degrees. +
3rd Class Within 10 degrees.
epp.oxiIrratu Less'accurate than 3rd class'

"x?,-.:f i,lHH$aH*f;,ffi 1t'"i?ffi'ffi Yil?':;l"?ff t35il3Ts
;;H;.e;t;iil"t tht;Jof raaar, a.g. bombardment ; but in this
;;;J td a;t-;' Bliod Fae " refers dnty to radar methods')

Rad,ar Bearing Btrind F'ire:Radar training and ranging, estimated
elevation.

FutrI Radal Bl'ind Frlre:Radar diming andranging.
There are tlree fonns of radar calibration :-
Tuhnical Califuatiox, a.g. electrical setting up of ttre trace'

't:8,'"tr'i#i::;"1""""iiiltrffi H$:fl-'trJ:fi g:.Snffi "$'Y'i
Ganner t Ranse cahibratiott,,i.e. obtdning the " radar straddle cortectioo,"--;hi.6 G tfi" aif"r*ce-between radir raage and hitting true range.

(Chapter 12.)
The electrical device normally used to display radar echqes'

Echoes may be classifed as lasge ship, small ship, alrcraft, lancl, etc'
lForsrerlv called " Polar Diagra-s ") show the areas -Fgl"o:id. oT
' verticatl within which a target of specified size can be reliably detecEeo

at any given instant.
the metnod of presenting radar echoes to the observer' The most

commontyPes
" A " Disfrlay (formerly called " 'A' Sca.n l') which shows rang-e (onl. y).

ot. ttti"t"til"" tn""t"arr b"am G trainectbn it' Alternatively 'A "
iilrpi"V"Gi""a-*tn t""*:"*it.Ui"S to display and matchthe twocchoes.

P..F.f. (Phn Position Indicator), which shows simultaneously botl ra'uge
^ ;a'd;;ttil of trts"i., *a iirus gives a -complete picture.of thj ?T:

roundings is detected byradar. P.P.I. display reguires the aenar ro
be kept spinning or sweePing

Shiatroi, e aitpt*y involving the optical prgjection of a form of P'P'I'- oo io a grouni giass screm] to faiilitate PIoIti"s' Echoes aPPeaf, as

&k pffiil;-"'liltt b;&gil*d, as opposed to P'P'I' where they are
uormilly bright ecloes on a dark background.-. r !rL:_

Secnr bisfl'ay which shows on a type -ol " A " display all echoes within
one or iroie selected small sectors of bearing'

Mders aresometimes used to match echoes produced by beam-switching'

H.P.I. (Height Position Intlicator) which shows elevation, range' and
height.

Is an order to cease reporting a target unless, owing to. 31 important-.ti"iu*i" il.;;;;;i.-the"operai6r consid&s it inoua be reported
agam.

Distance (in sea miles) is used when r.ePorllgg aefqctioSl {on1,Ii95:"t'
whose tiaces are mlrked in miles (cg' WA gets)' . Ragge (rn y,ards or
ildr"d" ;i-Fd;fir;;d tfi;rl,p"o_*i"s dere'ctions frbm radar sets

whose traces "t. #*iuJ i" v*a. tt.i. WS;WC and Gunnery Sets)'

:.. Is the visible efiect of detection o{ an object, as shown ou a radar display'

The initiat rePort of an echo.



Followiug

GROUND WAVE

II.F.P.

I.F.F.

Interrogate

hvestigate

MAXIMIIM RANGE

.PAINfiNG ...

P.P.I.
RACON

RADAR BEACON ...

nanging ...

R.C.-R.P.. RATINGS

R.D.R.

RELIABLE RANGE

RESPONSE

Resume'SweeB ...

SATURATION

SCANNING

SEARCI{ING

Is the whole process of continuously determining the present position of
_a tqrget inciTgding its beaiing, elevition and ran"ge. Folowin'g therefore
includes both aiming and ranging.

Own ship's radar transmission, breaking through straight to the receiver,
ma^kes detection of objects close to the ship diffiault or impossible,
The part of the trace so.obscured is'called the^" Ground. wave."^

Ileight Filtering Position. This is the position where all available radar
leightfin$ng information is received, filtered, and passed to where it
is required.

Saa " Displiay." -

Means conceintrating attention on a particular target aud passing frequent
reports. The order to " hold " means that the sweep or investigation
is intemrpted until further orders, aod all-round warning (and P.P.I-
,dicplay) is lost.

Identification of Friend or Foe. I.F.F. is the term used loosely to describe
tle Radar Recognition system whereby friendly ships or-aircraft can
be recognised as such by radar. The systeui requires an " Interrogator'"
in own ship and an " I.F.F. Tranqlonder " in ttre ship or aircraft being-
detected. "similarly aircraft rte itted with Interrolators (somptimd.
c4led " Lucero ") to enable them to recognise friendly ships or other'
aircraft-

Is an order to train the fnterrogator on a target and transmit in order'
to obtain f.F.F. responses. '

fs an order used with warning sets to carrSz out a special search over a
particular sector. The order to " invesfigate," while in force, meaas
that all-round warning (and P.P.L display) will be lost. (See atrso
" Searching.")

The range to whictr an echo can be held, under normal conditionb, after
having once been detected. It is unusual, though not impossible, to
detect an echo at maximumrange

Sometimds referrbd to as " Grass " on 'f A " Display or " Snow " on
P.P.I. display, is the background interference in- a radar receiveq.
Tle heigtrt of an echo is usually measured by comparing it to the
height of the noise (a.g. " Three times noise ").

As the aerial sweeps round ttre trace is said to " paint " echoes on a
Skiatron, P.P.I. or Sector Display.

Saa " Display."
. 1-: ..Radar Beacon

A type of I.F.F, transponder of which aircraft can obtain the range and
bearing for homing purposes. Radar Beacons are also used ashore to
assist ships and aircraft.

Means obtainlng and transmitting or reporting a continuous series of
acatratetatges of a particular target.

The radar-control and radar-plotting branches of searnen. Radax'
Control ratings operate gunnery radar sets and the Fire Control
Organisation. Radar plotting ratings operate warning radar sets and.
carr5r.out the associated plotting.

Radar Display Room. The compartment of the Action Information
Centre where displays from all warning sets, and the II.F.P. are or
will be concentrated.

The range at which a given closing target can normally be fust detected
with a particular radar set, under normal atmospheric and weather
conditions. Reliable range is usually less than maximum range.

The effect on'the trace caused by another ship's or aircraft's I.F.F..
transponder or Radar Beacon leing triggered.

Carryr out the sweep in force immediately prior to the last ordered cessation
of sweep.

Means the maximum height of echo which can be indicated on the cathode
ray tube.

The technical process whereby some radar sets automatically search in
azimuth or in elevation, or in both simultaneously.

fs an order used with gunnery radar sets to carry out a special search
over a particular sector or near a particular bearing or angle of sight.It is the counterpart of the terrn " Investigating " used with warning
sets. Searching may be carrietl out in azimuth or in elevation, or in
both simultaneously; and can be clone manually or automatically (by
" scanning "). 

B
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Single'I'ew-GrouB

larget

T.I.R.

r.l.u.

ftacking ...

Watching

W.wa crurrnn ...

L4

When reporting detections of
are used:-

(a) Single ...
(D) Few
(c) Group

Two to six aircraft in a botlY.
More than six atcraft in a body.

aircraft, tle following rough categories

One aircraft.

Alternatively the approximate number may be reported (e.g. " Ten
plus ").

Saa " Display."
Rapid automatic and continuous sweeping of a radar aerial.

The technique of observing fall of shot by radar.
A:r electripal range marker operated in gonjungtio,n witl a range. trans-

mission'systernl It usually takes the forrr of a bright spot which caa
be moved along the trace. The strobe can also be used for pointing out
a particular ecEo to a remote position
Contiauous movement in azimuth of a ratlar aerial, layed horizontally or

at a fixetl elevation at the most efrcient speed in order to maintain an
all-rountl look-out (or look-out in a special sector if ordered).

... The term used generally to refer to an eiho which is receiving particular
attention, a.g. which is being watched, held, or ranged on.

... Target Indication Room. The compartment or part of-a compartment
oi the Action Information Cbrrtre which contairis ttre display from the
Target Indicating radar set, and the Target Indicating Unit.

Target. Intticating Unit. A! instrumQnt -for transmitting bearings and
riages of one or more targets from the Target Indicating rad'ar set to
outlyrng fire control positions.

...' .The line of light traced out on the face of the Cattrode ray tube,.thus
displaying tLe ground wave, echoes, f.F.F. responses, and " noise."

Means plotting successive bearings and distances of a target ancl ttrus
deducing its course and speed.

Using "A" Displll, " Watching" mearxs pSyr+g. qgti.ol"t, attention to
one or more ec[oes and reporting them in detail on each occasion of
sweeping past. With P.P.I. disPlay the lqqget is reported abolt once
a minute,-or as orderetl. The order to " Watch " does not alter the
type or rate oI sweep previously ordered.

Interference on the trace caused by detection of waves or swell which,
together with the ground wave, may ma.ke detection of targets close
to tbe ship difrcult or impossible.
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TABIE 1

SOT'RCES OF INFORITIATTON ABOUT RADAR

OPEBAI'IOI{AIr USE AITD fB,AIl{nC

(* Indicates ixud onl'y to shifs canying ohoolt)

Geneml
C.B. +L82145 Radar Manual. (Use of Railar.).

C.B. 3108 Instructigns for tie use of radar in merchant vessels. \

' t C.B. (R) 4180 Radar operating procedure-General.

F..R. Radar exercises'

S.P. O2Lg2 (2) Fleet Signal Book.
Sections .9 and 10-- Signals -PLcerDqIg r$ar. gelqally,

includins radar-alcl I.F.F. policy signals' state of
efrciency signals, and sigEals for setting and ceasing
radar witcb and detailing guardships.

Article 1'f8A-Radar reporls of aircraft (code).

ArLicle 148B-Code for radar reports of Surface Contacts.

Article 150-Afar:n Signals Table

Article 210-Radar Guard duties table.

. C.B.042!7 ... FChti"C experience.

I Note. It is intended to supersede CrB. (R) 4180 and issue revised and amplifled inforgration
in the following publications:-

(a\ C.B. (R) ar B.R.-Rad.ar Ot'eration-Notes Jor Operatgrg. An.abrid-ged.version of*' a:B: ildZt+S for radar operitors. lvill inglude getre.raLdgscriptiogs.of radar set: a.uil
their uses'and the techni{ue o{ operating radar sets ancl displays, and classifying echoes.

ft\ B-R-4beratins broceil,we fm Warning Ra.dan T\bwrll be the counterpart of B.R. 9&$'-' (Dtill fd gu"#+ radar slts) and will include reporting procedure and also teacher-
i".ist"a eiercises]

b\ C.R. (R\ or B.R.-Rad.ar manibrtration frocedure issued with the technicd handbook of
' ' i""n ie[, explaining how to minipulate the controls so .t{t to get the best out of the set.

(d) B.R.-Radar Training m,aryual,, containing detafu of courses antl syllabuses

I.F.F. anil Raita,r Beacoas

C.8.040g21++ Instructions for the use of I.F.F. transponders and radar- beacons bY Allied forces.

C.8.0+Ag2Ll+2 ... Summary of.radar identification (I.F.F., radar beacoas, and
interrogators)

c.B. 4245 Instructions for the use of M'A'B' (: ftaclar beacons in merchant
vessels).

S.p.2560 Morse groups for use with British Shipborne Racons (: radar
beacons).

9'9'?tI9 I ... '... *Location of Racons (: radar beacons)-Atlantic, etc.
s.P.2559 i
C.C.B.P. 01 I ... *Location of Racons (: raclar beacons)-Pacific, etc. (issued by
C.C.B.P.02 t U.S. Authorities).

Gumerv
C.B.3001 (series) Progress in naval gunnery'

C.B. (R) 3085 H.A. Firinp Manual'

9'B-' (E)-1120 *d ) Gunnery Firing Manual
B.R. e87(4) . J
C.B.4LL2 Guar<lbook and. Index for pamptrlets of ttre Handbook on the use

df radar for gunnery PurPoses.

C.8.4112(1) Handbook on the use of raclar for gunnery purposes-General.



..:

Gunnery-(corld.)
c.B.4LL2(2)

c.8.4L72(3)
c.B,4LL2(4)
c.B. 4L72(5)

c.8.4112(6X43) ...

c.8.4L12(7)

, 
c.8.4112(8)

c.8.4L12(9)
c.8.4112(10)
c.B.+272

B.R.984 ...

B.R.'s ("a"io*) ...

trIghter Ilirection
c.8.04262
c.B.+n4h+

llorledo Gonhol .

c.8.4045

Anti-Submarine
C.8.04050 (series)

c.B. 04040
N.N..

thore Bailar
c.B. u27t

i
Eneny Baila,r anit Bailio Counter [easures

c.8.03067143
c.B.(R) 4153

feohnical
c.B. (R) 30e0144...

Aotion Inloruatioa Organisatioa
C.8.04357 Action fnformation Organisation.

Ahboare Radar

Handbook on the use of. radar for gunnery purposes-Con-
tinuous prediction unit, Mark I.
Handbook on the use of railar for gunnery purposes-Type 282.
Handbook on tle use of rad,ar for gunnery purposes-T1rye 284.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-Type 285.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-The Auto-
barrage unit, Mark I.
Handbook on the use of radar foi gunnery purposes-Typ es 271,
272 and,273.
Handbook on the use of radar for runnery purposes-Visua{
Radar Target Indication.
Handbook on the use of radar for grmnery purposes--Type 2?4.
Handbook on the use of radar for gunnery purposes-Type 275.
Typ* 2821415M(L) afi 282ft | 5M(2)-adjustment of frequency to
red,uce risk of being jammed.
Radar operating procedure-Part II-Drill for gunnery radar
sets.

Drill boola for gun mountings and fre control systems.

Notes on the direction of fighters by H.M. Ships.
Heightfiading by radar.

TorpedoTiring Manual.

Montbly Anti-submarine report.

Naval Air Fighting Instructions.
*Naval Air Tactical Notes,

Coastd radir stations and Naval plotting organisation.

Enemy radar.
Descriptive pa,nrphlet on raclar instructional grarnophone records,

Instructions for installation and fitting of radar equipment and
associated commuaications.

Note. Section O contains a list of all current technical
handbooks and fitting-out specifrcations.

A.S.E. Technical Bulletin.
Note. This publication may also contain notes on current

radar operationalmatters.

R.H.600 Series ...
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TABLE 2

WHAT SET AT A GI.ANCE.

(For fuller detaiis see Chapter III)

WA:Wa:ning of Aircraft.
WS:Warning of Surface craft.
WC:Warning (Combined Aircraft and Surface)'

GS:Gulaery fre control-Surface (i.e. Iow angle)'

GA:Gunnery fire control-Aircraft, high angle (or combined low angle and high angle).

GB:Gunnery fire control-B
GC:Gunnery fire control-Close Raage, High Angle'

TI:Target Indicatiou.

TYPE
NUMBER

REMARKS

2+2
24:3
244
2+s
zstMlP
?53

262
263
267W

'" 268
> 27t

272
" 273

n4
275
276
277

7sl27s
281
282
283
28+

, ,285
286
288
29t

,.293

930
931
940
941G-Bautl
951
9s2
960
970
980

255
256
257

For use with WS and WC sets.
For use wittr WA sets.
For use with U.S. tYPe SL.
For Fighter Directing shiPs.

Mark III systetn (in force).
Tvoe 253P has codins.
d"?t"t buoy for use onty with type 291.
For use onlY rrith tYPe 297.
For Aircraft Carriers.

Under development to replace tpe?U.
F"1u"i"tilH*:Uxlff'y;'Jtf"3% and wc tvpe 2er,
which can be used alternativelY.
For coastal force. Will replace type 291U'
F6r small ships.
For smatl alii medium-sized ships.
Fog la.rge and small shiPs.
Successor to lYPe 2&4.
Successor to tYPe 285.
To be replacetl bY tYPe 293.

mff"fg*:t;6, : 
zli 4 e. can measure approximate elevation'

tone rani6 aircraft warning set for large ships.
LonE ranEe aircraft warning set for large ships.
For bom oom directors, etc.
Autd barrage for main or secondar5l armament.
For main arma^uient directors.
F;; H"A.. directors. (H.A./L.A. directors in destroyers')
For small shiPs (obsolete).
Type 282, adiptbtt for training ashore.
For smdl shiPs.
i';; Gtt"F* aod abott"' Wheretype 217 isnotalso fitted, type
293 replaces tYPe 27t1213.
Unaefaevetopment as bn adjunct to type/s 28+127+'

Ditto
For use with tYPe 980.
For use with tYPe 2818M,
Marf; beacoriior use with 10 centirnetre WS and WC sets'
Marker beacon for use with type 268.
Under development to replace t5rpe 2818.
f'o..-.:t shiis, mainly f6r use in combiaed operations'
i'ian d6hy's6t una,i development for figtiter direction from
alcraft carriers.
Under development for use with t5rpe-980.
Under development to replace type 293.981

992

Interrogator
Interrogator
Interrogator
fnterrogator
Radar Beacon
I.F.F. in ships

Radar Beacon
Shore ratlar Beacon
Blind Approach
Beam System

(BA3s)
GC
GB
wc
WS
WS
WS
WS
GS
GA
WC and TI
WS

WA
WA
GC
GB
GS
GA
wc
GC
wc
WC antlTI
GS
GS
Interrogator
Interrogator
Radar Beacon
Rad,ar Beacon
\ryA
ws.
wc
Heightfintler
WC a.nd TI
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Sufrices :-
B Adapted for one.mast workiug.
M, P, Q 1st 2ncl a.ud 3rtl major modifications to a t5pe.
R Accurate rangrng panel added.
S For fixed use on shore.
T For tranqrortable use on shore.
U edalted for fitting in trawlers and coastdl lopce craft.
W Adapted for fitting in Submarines.
X, Y, Z lst, Znd and 3rd uperimental models of a new t1pe.

Futule allocation ol tyBe numbers.

In future, type nu:rrbers will be allocated from the following groups :-
900-909 GA sets.910-919 GB sets.920-l9n GC sets.930-939 GS sets.94G949 Interrogators.

. 950-959 I.F.F. and Radar Beacons. 960-969 WA sets.97U979 WS sets.98f989 WC and/or accurate Heightfintling sets.99M00 WC sets.

PRTNCIPAI, U.S. SETS A}i[D TIIEIR APPROXIMATE BRITISH EQUIVALENTS
u.s. TrpE AppRoxrMATE BRrrIsiE EgurvALrNT, oh, aRtrr DEscRrprroN.sA wc 291sc wczstsF ws27LsG ws 27u3Q

SJ WS set in Submarines
SK WA 798
SL WS 27L
SM Fighter Direction and Heightfinding set.so \rys 970
SP Improvetl SMSg After action WS set.su ws 268-
Motlifrcations are indicated by adding a letter or figure, e.g. SG, SM1A. .

tnterogators, LF.F. anit Eadar Beacos.
BK . I.F.F. type 253.
BL Interrogator tyge243.
BO 'G'-Band Inte,rrogator t5rye 941.
YJ Radar Beacon t'ipe 251M, bdt is atsb for use with ASB in aircraft.
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TABTE 3

IIST OF COMMON RADAR TERMS
(The firincifal' lerms uscd' for controll,ing rad,a'r are shotsn in heaay tyt'a')

"a" DISPLAy
AIMING ..,

AMPLITYING REPORTS

BEAM.SWITCEING.. .

BEARINGS

BLIND tr'IRE

CAIIBRATION

CATSODE RAY TUBE
CLASSIFICATION ...
COYERAGE DIAGRAMS

DISPLAY ...

Di$egaril...

Distance; Range

Echo ..i
First Report

Saa " Display."
PointinA a director or mounting and its associated raclar at lhe p5esent

5f,1*;***;m'i;,l,ll':trf"-x*Hi:r.*;til"F'#t-l,S:l
rad,ar aiming.

All reports of a ta.rget subsequent to the first report'
e metnoa of obtaining accurate bearin-g and/or elevation of a target by-- 

iaoid movement of &e raaar 6sam, tL:us prbducing two echoes' Wben
thi echoes are equally matchetl the bearing is correct'

Forwarning radar are classifred as follows:-
1sI Class Within 1 degree.
2nd Class Within 3 degrees. +
3rd Class Within 10 degrees.
epp.oxiIrratu Less'accurate than 3rd class'

"x?,-.:f i,lHH$aH*f;,ffi 1t'"i?ffi'ffi Yil?':;l"?ff t35il3Ts
;;H;.e;t;iil"t tht;Jof raaar, a.g. bombardment ; but in this
;;;J td a;t-;' Bliod Fae " refers dnty to radar methods')

Rad,ar Bearing Btrind F'ire:Radar training and ranging, estimated
elevation.

FutrI Radal Bl'ind Frlre:Radar diming andranging.
There are tlree fonns of radar calibration :-
Tuhnical Califuatiox, a.g. electrical setting up of ttre trace'

't:8,'"tr'i#i::;"1""""iiiltrffi H$:fl-'trJ:fi g:.Snffi "$'Y'i
Ganner t Ranse cahibratiott,,i.e. obtdning the " radar straddle cortectioo,"--;hi.6 G tfi" aif"r*ce-between radir raage and hitting true range.

(Chapter 12.)
The electrical device normally used to display radar echqes'

Echoes may be classifed as lasge ship, small ship, alrcraft, lancl, etc'
lForsrerlv called " Polar Diagra-s ") show the areas -Fgl"o:id. oT
' verticatl within which a target of specified size can be reliably detecEeo

at any given instant.
the metnod of presenting radar echoes to the observer' The most

commontyPes
" A " Disfrlay (formerly called " 'A' Sca.n l') which shows rang-e (onl. y).

ot. ttti"t"til"" tn""t"arr b"am G trainectbn it' Alternatively 'A "
iilrpi"V"Gi""a-*tn t""*:"*it.Ui"S to display and matchthe twocchoes.

P..F.f. (Phn Position Indicator), which shows simultaneously botl ra'uge
^ ;a'd;;ttil of trts"i., *a iirus gives a -complete picture.of thj ?T:

roundings is detected byradar. P.P.I. display reguires the aenar ro
be kept spinning or sweePing

Shiatroi, e aitpt*y involving the optical prgjection of a form of P'P'I'- oo io a grouni giass screm] to faiilitate PIoIti"s' Echoes aPPeaf, as

&k pffiil;-"'liltt b;&gil*d, as opposed to P'P'I' where they are
uormilly bright ecloes on a dark background.-. r !rL:_

Secnr bisfl'ay which shows on a type -ol " A " display all echoes within
one or iroie selected small sectors of bearing'

Mders aresometimes used to match echoes produced by beam-switching'

H.P.I. (Height Position Intlicator) which shows elevation, range' and
height.

Is an order to cease reporting a target unless, owing to. 31 important-.ti"iu*i" il.;;;;;i.-the"operai6r consid&s it inoua be reported
agam.

Distance (in sea miles) is used when r.ePorllgg aefqctioSl {on1,Ii95:"t'
whose tiaces are mlrked in miles (cg' WA gets)' . Ragge (rn y,ards or
ildr"d" ;i-Fd;fir;;d tfi;rl,p"o_*i"s dere'ctions frbm radar sets

whose traces "t. #*iuJ i" v*a. tt.i. WS;WC and Gunnery Sets)'

:.. Is the visible efiect of detection o{ an object, as shown ou a radar display'

The initiat rePort of an echo.



Followiug

GROUND WAVE

II.F.P.

I.F.F.

Interrogate

hvestigate

MAXIMIIM RANGE

.PAINfiNG ...

P.P.I.
RACON

RADAR BEACON ...

nanging ...

R.C.-R.P.. RATINGS

R.D.R.

RELIABLE RANGE

RESPONSE

Resume'SweeB ...

SATURATION

SCANNING

SEARCI{ING

Is the whole process of continuously determining the present position of
_a tqrget inciTgding its beaiing, elevition and ran"ge. Folowin'g therefore
includes both aiming and ranging.

Own ship's radar transmission, breaking through straight to the receiver,
ma^kes detection of objects close to the ship diffiault or impossible,
The part of the trace so.obscured is'called the^" Ground. wave."^

Ileight Filtering Position. This is the position where all available radar
leightfin$ng information is received, filtered, and passed to where it
is required.

Saa " Displiay." -

Means conceintrating attention on a particular target aud passing frequent
reports. The order to " hold " means that the sweep or investigation
is intemrpted until further orders, aod all-round warning (and P.P.I-
,dicplay) is lost.

Identification of Friend or Foe. I.F.F. is the term used loosely to describe
tle Radar Recognition system whereby friendly ships or-aircraft can
be recognised as such by radar. The systeui requires an " Interrogator'"
in own ship and an " I.F.F. Tranqlonder " in ttre ship or aircraft being-
detected. "similarly aircraft rte itted with Interrolators (somptimd.
c4led " Lucero ") to enable them to recognise friendly ships or other'
aircraft-

Is an order to train the fnterrogator on a target and transmit in order'
to obtain f.F.F. responses. '

fs an order used with warning sets to carrSz out a special search over a
particular sector. The order to " invesfigate," while in force, meaas
that all-round warning (and P.P.L display) will be lost. (See atrso
" Searching.")

The range to whictr an echo can be held, under normal conditionb, after
having once been detected. It is unusual, though not impossible, to
detect an echo at maximumrange

Sometimds referrbd to as " Grass " on 'f A " Display or " Snow " on
P.P.I. display, is the background interference in- a radar receiveq.
Tle heigtrt of an echo is usually measured by comparing it to the
height of the noise (a.g. " Three times noise ").

As the aerial sweeps round ttre trace is said to " paint " echoes on a
Skiatron, P.P.I. or Sector Display.

Saa " Display."
. 1-: ..Radar Beacon

A type of I.F.F, transponder of which aircraft can obtain the range and
bearing for homing purposes. Radar Beacons are also used ashore to
assist ships and aircraft.

Means obtainlng and transmitting or reporting a continuous series of
acatratetatges of a particular target.

The radar-control and radar-plotting branches of searnen. Radax'
Control ratings operate gunnery radar sets and the Fire Control
Organisation. Radar plotting ratings operate warning radar sets and.
carr5r.out the associated plotting.

Radar Display Room. The compartment of the Action Information
Centre where displays from all warning sets, and the II.F.P. are or
will be concentrated.

The range at which a given closing target can normally be fust detected
with a particular radar set, under normal atmospheric and weather
conditions. Reliable range is usually less than maximum range.

The effect on'the trace caused by another ship's or aircraft's I.F.F..
transponder or Radar Beacon leing triggered.

Carryr out the sweep in force immediately prior to the last ordered cessation
of sweep.

Means the maximum height of echo which can be indicated on the cathode
ray tube.

The technical process whereby some radar sets automatically search in
azimuth or in elevation, or in both simultaneously.

fs an order used with gunnery radar sets to carry out a special search
over a particular sector or near a particular bearing or angle of sight.It is the counterpart of the terrn " Investigating " used with warning
sets. Searching may be carrietl out in azimuth or in elevation, or in
both simultaneously; and can be clone manually or automatically (by
" scanning "). 

B
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Single'I'ew-GrouB

larget

T.I.R.

r.l.u.

ftacking ...

Watching

W.wa crurrnn ...

L4

When reporting detections of
are used:-

(a) Single ...
(D) Few
(c) Group

Two to six aircraft in a botlY.
More than six atcraft in a body.

aircraft, tle following rough categories

One aircraft.

Alternatively the approximate number may be reported (e.g. " Ten
plus ").

Saa " Display."
Rapid automatic and continuous sweeping of a radar aerial.

The technique of observing fall of shot by radar.
A:r electripal range marker operated in gonjungtio,n witl a range. trans-

mission'systernl It usually takes the forrr of a bright spot which caa
be moved along the trace. The strobe can also be used for pointing out
a particular ecEo to a remote position
Contiauous movement in azimuth of a ratlar aerial, layed horizontally or

at a fixetl elevation at the most efrcient speed in order to maintain an
all-rountl look-out (or look-out in a special sector if ordered).

... The term used generally to refer to an eiho which is receiving particular
attention, a.g. which is being watched, held, or ranged on.

... Target Indication Room. The compartment or part of-a compartment
oi the Action Information Cbrrtre which contairis ttre display from the
Target Indicating radar set, and the Target Indicating Unit.

Target. Intticating Unit. A! instrumQnt -for transmitting bearings and
riages of one or more targets from the Target Indicating rad'ar set to
outlyrng fire control positions.

...' .The line of light traced out on the face of the Cattrode ray tube,.thus
displaying tLe ground wave, echoes, f.F.F. responses, and " noise."

Means plotting successive bearings and distances of a target ancl ttrus
deducing its course and speed.

Using "A" Displll, " Watching" mearxs pSyr+g. qgti.ol"t, attention to
one or more ec[oes and reporting them in detail on each occasion of
sweeping past. With P.P.I. disPlay the lqqget is reported abolt once
a minute,-or as orderetl. The order to " Watch " does not alter the
type or rate oI sweep previously ordered.

Interference on the trace caused by detection of waves or swell which,
together with the ground wave, may ma.ke detection of targets close
to tbe ship difrcult or impossible.
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CIIAPTER'I

INIRODUCTION AND SI,JMIMARY

This book describes the many uses of radar and is written primarily for the non-techaical
officer, particularly in cases where he has no specialist or qualifred radar off.cer to advise him.

2. Radar now has such universal application that it is necessary for general seryice ofrcers
to l:row as much about it as the older established subjects, such as gunnery and navigation, of
which it now forms an integral pari.

3. In the early days of radar, technical ofrcers had necessarily to play a large part in its
operational use. While their technical advice will always be necessary it is very important
that the development and control of the asa of radar should. come from those at sea whom it
serves and who are in the best position to judge its value and state new requirements. Indeed,
it will be dangerous to leave this function solely to technical offi.cers if we are to get the best
out of our superior radar equipment and keep ahead of the enemy.

4. Constant training is of great importance. An o1d. radar set used well is ahrays.better
than a more modern set used badly. Attention must therefore be directed towards getting
the best out of equipment actually fi.tted, rather than on optimistic hopes of the performance of
forthcoming gear; the latter is in any case unlikely to give its desigrred results for some time
after arrival

5. In planning and in the execution of every opetation, the influence of radar must now be
kept constantly in mind, as must also efiect of the use of radar or counter-measures by the
enemy.

SIIMIWA'RY OF CO!|IITEIflI{I
6. The following'is a brief sunrmary of the contents of this book. It should be explained

that the Chapters in part II do not set out to be a d.etailed description of the various uses of
radar; detailed use is contained in the various specialist publications listed iu Tabl'e I. This
book is intended rather as a general introduction to the subject, and the various chapters are
written as far as possible self-contained, which accounts for a certain amount of duplication.

7. Part I contains a description of koa rad,ar works, wkat it can ilo
and, wkat 'i,t cannot d,o, d'etail,s of tke variows types of radar, and, tke typical'
rad,ar eqw'i,fment of skit's.

8. Radar is no longer black magic, and it is perfectly easy for t}.e
average ofrcer to understand eaough about it to realise its capabilitieg.:
and limitations. Two points particularly worth studying are:-

(a) the coverage grven by difierent types of radar in the ship.
(A) the correct manipulation.gf r-emote_ display (P.P-I')-which is

'now conmoniy fitted outside the radar office, e;g. in the A.I.C.,
and therefore is not necessarily operated by radar personnel.

9. It is necessary for ofrcers to know t}ire ferforrnance to be expected
against various targets from the radar in their ships for two reasons :-

(a) so that they will appreciate the extent of warning that should be' ' received and the range at 'which " blind " fire is likdy to be
effective. Thi's is analogous to i<uowing the range of the guns or
torpedoes themselves.

(6) because performance is the acid test of technical effrciency : if the' ' performlnce $ven tnChapter III ar:din more detailin Appendix I
is not being achieved, special steps should be'taken to find the
cause.

10. Besides knowing radar's capabilities, it is very necessary to
appreciate its l,imitations such as inability to detect objects under water
oiit very close range, the effect of gaps in the vertical coverage diagram
of aircrait warning iets, and the confusion that may be caused by faise
echoes.

11. Fa,rt II is tbe primary object of this book (thoggh il cannot
be fully understood witf,out a study of Part 4, a*d describes the many
uses of rad'ar.

12. TlcLe Action Inforuwtion. Or*anisatiom is the nerve centre which
controls the operation"of radar in a ship, receives ladal.reports, and,
ajter filtering them and collating them with other intelligence, passes
the result to the Command.

D

CIIAPTER II

CHAPTER III

APPENDD( I

CEAPTER V

CIIAP,TER YI
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CIIA?TER VII

CgAPTER VNI

CHAPTER IX

CSAPTER X
CSAPTER XI

CIIAPTER XII

CHAPTER XIII

CEAPTER XIV

CHAPTER XV

CHAPTER XVI

CHAPTER XVII

13. surface \ryaming radar has not alterdd the principles of. tacticsbut it has considerably altered the techaique of'such'operations as
r-econnaissance, search, patrol, shadowing, and .. weapon taltics.,, Theformation of slips in column must nowleceive speciir consid.eration, in
order to avoid &sclosing their disposition to the- enemy and. becoming
a target for accurate Uiia gunfiie.- -'-

14. With the adva-nce in technique of surface warning and gunnery
radar, night actions of the future fray be fought at da'v t"oi.s "n[indeed have already been fought at considerable"range. "

.15. 4 specjal application of surface warning radar is its use in //S
warJare wherc detection r€rnges are relatively smll and great alertness'is
required.

- 7!-. _Ng.uigation rcceive.g geat .assistance from radar, particularly
from P.P.I. display which " charts " the coastline, and from^other radi-o
devices such as Radar Beacons and Loran. The'snags of these devices
must-be learnt, ls well as theii'capabilities, if they ;; i" t-"..a *itn
confidence as aids to navigation. -

- L7 - Airuaft warning rad.ar besidesenabling general defensive measures
!o ]e .!ake3, Takes possible fighter direcrion and at a later stage target
,nd'tcation for the armament against those attackers who have penetratid
the fghter defences. The use of several radar sets, property'controlled,
is necessary for complete cover,

L8. Radar is now an integral part of gunncry f,re control,,and the radar
panels are usually fitted in the vlrious fue coirirol rooms so that radar
langg' bearing, and spotting are available near the fire control table.
ljesides overcoming many of the former lysaLnss5s5 iu fire control such as
raaccurate l1ngg-ana uneven rate, radar now makes blind fire practicable
up to considerable ranges.

-19. Torped'o control, is also assisted by radar. Even if btind. fire is not
. used, radar enables the torpedo arm2ment to be brought to such a d.egreeof readiness that fire .?"-b9 opened as s-o-on as thE.eaemyii ii!ni"a.
1{t}ough radir does not-replace the,searckl,igftt, it reduces ine nec'essity
for large numbers of searchlights and helps in Ihefu control.
' 20. An inherent weakness of radar is its inabilitv to distinsuish atonce and with certainty between friendly and holtiie tarset"s. Therailar rccognition systern (Interrogation and r-.F.F.) hetps to oveicome thistrmltatron and is at present the safest method of recognition. oftcers

should troow the rules for the use of I.F.F. and its codeJin the same waythat they are acquainted \4/ith visual recogaition systems.

21. Rad.io and non-rad,io counter-measures are used, by the enemy orourselves to spoil the other side's radar, and are likely t6 come inlo in-
creasing,prominence as the attainments of radar appioach a foreseeabieIit_"i1. Alternatively, the side which lags behind iir'radar aevetopment$ lrkely to- concentrate on counter-measures as a quick cheap metlod ofrestoiing the tactical balance. anti-jamming measires are thdantidote to
couateir-measures, and a race between them may ensue rike that between
armour and the gun.

22. shore rad,ar though normalry the responsibitity of another
service is often of interest and value to the navy, paitic"tartv in the defenceof leet anchorages and.shipping off beaches a"fi"g * ffirtt-;;Jltior,.rt has also been used with effect offensively to direct small craft ittr"*n!enemy shippiug.

. 23. c.om.b,ined of.erations have become increasingly dependent upo*radar and other radio aids, particularly in the requ"iiem.it to, reliible
and accurate location of the objectiye. -Trre defenie of large nomuers orughtly armed ve_ssels and crafr under diftcult conditions [t r."i, io*e.
special radar problems.

24. Rad'ar in aircraft enables them to cover an area of search moreefrciently a_n$ quic$V,partic}larly in poor visibility, ""a,o *at" fu]] ur*
_oj ll:,T *"b{tV. .It also makes practicable synchionised attacks in poor
vrsrDilrty and by nrght.

CIIAPTER XVIII



CHAPTER XIX

CHAPTER XX

CHAPTERS XXI
AND XXII

CIIAPTER XXUI

CIIAPTER XXIV
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25. Pa,rt III deals wit! the employment oI rada,r at sea, andits organisa-
tion and control, in a unit in order to achieve reliable cover. This iill call
for considerable skill in the case of air cover if the density of targets is high.

26. The Rad,ar Policy to be adopted must be a balance between the
considerable advantages qhich radir. confers and the possibility and
con€equences- of disciosing the unit's presence. Knowledge of thi skill
and extent of the enemy's interception and D/F (" Y ") seririces will pl"y
a large part in the decision. It is important,'however, not to attaclito-o
much-weight to problematical dangers of interception, and a good rule
is " when ia doubt, use radar." Radar should atwiys be used wh6n action

.is imminent

27, In harbour, full opportunity shouid be taken for rest, mainten-
ance, and training ; but where the shore radar cover is insufrcient it may
be necessary for ships to provide or augment it.

28. Part fV deals with a number of miscellaneous though important
subjects.

29. Thi personnetr and trainingaspects of radar should be given careful
Itleltto+ Traiaing and exercises must include not only the " man
behind the tube " but aJso those in associated compartments such as the
Operations Room, A.D.R., and Fire Control rooms. - The recent formation
of the R.C.:R.P. branch should facilitate this,, since ratings are inter-
changeable ryrthin their own spheres; but it must be remembered that
ratings cglqng to sea will have received only basic training and must
acquire their skill and experience at sea.

'30. Maintenance is probably the most irnportant aspect of radar at
the preselt tirne, as the complexity.of modern radar equipment is tending
to outstrip the resources available to keep it working eff.ciently. Any
asSistance that can be given to maintenance staffs will iherefore be amply
repai{ by-results. If it is necessary to employ technical offcers or ratiigl
on other duties, the price is likely to be inefrCient radar.

31. The degrees of secwri$t attached to rad.ar has now been relaxed
and equipment actually in service'is rated no higher than " Confidential,"
or even " Restricted " in the case of some older sets. The same applies
to literature about radar, e.g. this book is " confidential " thougE its
predecessor was "'sdcret.'i Tlere is clearly everything to be gainEd by
encouraging discussion of radar and its uses within the service, though
this must not of course be carried outside the service, nor should radar
matters be disiussed with the Press.

32: Correct rad,q.r dritrl or " Operating Procedure " both by operators
and by controlling ofrcers must be insisted upon. Incorrect or slack
orders will lead to poor operating and inaccurate and misleading reports.

31. ft is the cluty of ships to provide fu\| reports about the use and
tech+lcal efrciency of radar, particularly in action. Without such reports,it is impossible to disseminate radar information, nor to guide future
development along the right lines. New ideas and suggestions from sea
are always welcome and always read, even though it is not always possible
to act on them, for exarnple because of their limited application or the
large numbers of other radar requirements.

I,OCAI ONDERTI
34. Commanders-in-chief will issue in Fleet or Station Orders any amplification required

to the contents of this book. This applies particularly to Part III, portions of which are framed
as instructions ; these are, of course, subject to local acceptance or modification,

R,ADAR GUARDBOOKS
35. Owing to the speed with which radar is developing, it is not practicable to keep a

book such as this one dways up-to-date. Further, there is often infonnation, such asintellig-
ence of enemy " Y " or counter-measures, Which for a time must remain secret, yet.requires
.to be readily accassibl€. To meet these requiietnents, it is recommended that a system of

. lecret radar guaSilbooks should be employed on each station. These guardbools coultl alss
contain copies of relevant Admiralty " A' messages and station messages concerning radar.

o2
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CHAPTER N

HOW RADAR WORKS

Note. This Chapter should be read in conjunction wrth Chafter { which describes
the limitations of radar, and Chartter.If.I which gives its capabilities in greater
detafu.

WHAT IS RADAR?
1. Radar is a system which uses the reflection of wireless waves in order to locate ships,

aircraft and land, irrespective of the visibility. In nearly all cases radar gives botb Range
and Direction-hence the name-and consequently the precise relative position of the object
located. High aircraft can be located up to a range of over a hundred miles, and large surface
objectb up to ranges which egual or exceed the best visibility.

2."A radar set send.s out a strea;n of short pulses of radio "rr.rgy. These strike objects
in their path and are reflected bdck as " echoes " and picked up by the radar receiver. Since
radio pulses travel at a known constant speed (the speed of light), the time taken for a pulse
to go out and return represents the,range of the located object. This time is, of course, exceed-
ingly small, but it can be measured electrically aad shown as a range on a suitable radar
display, such as the cathode ray tube " A " display shown below. A steady picture is ensured
by the rapidity with which the pulses follow one another (c/. the Cinema). In addition, tbe
surface of some tubes is made of retentive material CrvinC " after-glow " which makes it easier
to see small fluctuating echoes.

Fig, 1-" A " Displ,ay. X represents zero ran'ge, ri.a, the position
of own ship. Y is the echo of an object on the bearing of tbe
radar aerial. XY is the range of the object which can be read of

the scale underneath the trace.

3. In order to get the tlirection of the object the transmitted energy is focussed into a beam
which can be pointed in dny chosea direction. This.beam is obtained by using a specially
designed aerial.
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4. The general arrangement of a radar set is shown in Fig. 2 :-

Fig. 2-Sitrlffied ddagran showi,ng hou rcda,r worhs. The outgoing
pulses aro generated in the transmitter and fed to the aerial, which
directs tJlem' at the target. The reflected pulses (" echoes ") are picke<l
up agaio by the aerial, fed clown to the receiver, and shown on the

raclar display.

5. There are two analogies with radar which may be found helpful :-
(a) Sownd.. A man shouting near a clifi hears the echo of his voice and by the time interval

he can gauge its distance, or even measure it if he has a stop watch. The louder he shouts, the
further away can he receive echoes (in radar, increasing the power increases the range obtain-
able). If a megapbone is used, not only is a greater " range " obtainable, but a sense of direction
is introduced; this corresponds.to the directional aerial in radar.

(b) Asdics. Everyone is familiar with the A/S system of underwater detecfion which
consists of sending out supersonic wave pulses in a given direction, by training thei oscillator,
and recording the echo in terms of ran$e on an A/S recorder. The oscillator coresponds to the
radar aerial, and.the recorder to the radar ditplay.

WAVELENGITT$I AER,IAT.S USED IN R,ADAN,AITD
6. It is assumed that the reader has a rough knowledge of wireless as it is used for broad- -

casting and communications. Though fundamentally the same, radar uses wavelengths con-
siderably shorter. This is for two main reasons :-

(a) The most efrcient aerial is one wbose length corresponds to the wavelength used, sincq
it will then resonate electrically. fu there is a severe limit to the size of aerial that can be
mounted in a ship, a short wavelength must be used for efEcient results. In practice half-
wavelengths aerials (" dipoles ") or tleir equivalent are used in ships ; by this mean! a high
proportion of the transmitter's energ'y is made to take the air.

(6) In order to get the focussing of energy requirgtl to obtain direction and greatest possible
rangd,-it is also oecessary to have a reflgctor behind the aerial. Sometimes there are several
aeriiG and several.refleciors, constituting ar." aerialorr&f," Once again the dpaie limitations
in a ship are sdch that small aerials and reflectors, and therefore short wavelengths, must be
used' 

D3



7. There is no such thing as a " general-purpose " radar, at least not an efrcient one. Each
set is desie-ned for a special intpose"aoa reqitires a particular shape o.f radar " beam " to do its
i;;. 

- F-;;"t*;;;;;;;ii"ir.""J aitfi""t catigories of " short " wavelengths in radar :-
(a) Metric sets (WA and certain WC sets) using wavelengths of 7,1or 1$ metres which

r"" o!.ia t* rough ahtl ready waruing wheie afloodfight efiect is required.
(b) Decimetric sels using a wavelength -of $ melre.(50.ientimetretl y!:l-:::1$-tl"

enerrii to be concentrated into a narrower beam. Such sets are used tor gunnery Pnqng
iC5,"6e, CC*a Cgl where maximum range in one direction and greater precision of bearing
are required

b\ Centinwtric ssls (sometimes called microwave sets) using a wavelength of 10 -centi-*etril "i i.rr *ni.n 
"ttab'l"s 

a still sharper be4m to be obtained. Centimetric waveleagths are
;;[il;;r"; warning and.low aircrift warning cover (WS setsf and fo-r the latest gunlery
il;il ,.tr (CS, Ca ina CCl. Centimetric wivelengths are also. used in certain modern
Wi;;ir;hg;-.hil ; -"ai""i *.,Sr air and surface wirning is required for target indication,
as explained in paragraPh,24.

COVERAGE I}IAGMMS
L With the radar aerial trained in any one direction there is an area in both the horizo[tal

""a ""ttiJlir"" *ithi" *li.U a target cif giv.tt size will be detected.. This area is called the
fto;ro"t"f oi vertical " Coverage Diigramt (or sometimes the " Polar Diagram ") of a set'
iiir i-po*""tto study the typiial covErage dia-grams of various types of radar as they rep:esent
the ext?nt and reliabiiity of riarning thaican 5e expected.

Horizontal Ooverage Diaexa,ms. Siile ee,hoes anit'back echoes I

9. Horizontal coverage diagrams are quite straigfotforward. It wiII be clear from what has
t".o-i"i[-t"fot thai the"shorier the waielength, the narrower can be made the beam in a
rtoriro.rtat ptaoe. T)"i"al.horizontal coverage diagrams are shown in Fig, 3.

(.)MErRrasgr(wAnp€?sr),no'tTr:llli".*:;,HF"L',11" *)f,iyl$l1iu"'

Fig.3-HorizenlalCoaerugc iliagrams'for lypicd metric, decigretric, and centiq',etric radar sets.
M-main lobe.
S, S-Side lobes (in the casi of decimetric and centimetrib sets there may be additional Srnaller

side lobes.
I!, B-Back lobes (decimetric sets may have small back lobes ; ceatimetric sets have practically
. none).

The abovrr diaerams are NOT to relative scale as regards nnge, i'e. the range of a WA set against hifh
aircraft is rnuc[ gr6ater than that of a GS or WS sdt igainst surface targets' AIso, the actual ertent of the

. coverage diagram depends upon the size and inclination of the target.

tJ

(.) METRIC sET (WA flP€ ?gD
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'10. In each of the above diagrams {' M " represents the main beam or lobe, witbin which
objecls of a give.n size will be located with the radar aerial pointing in a given direction. The
lctual exte-nt and width of the cover in ririles will depend upon thJsize of the target as well as
the-type of radar set, but the general shape of the civeragi.diagram will remain"the same for
each t5pe of set.

11. Unfortunately the main beam " M " is ooi th. only one transmitted. This is because
the reflector used to focus the beam is seldom 1@/o eff-cient. In metric sets the reflector
consists only of a number of dipole rods placed behind the aerial (see Photograt'hs 1, 2 and 3), sothat a cprtain amount of the radar transmission escapes in the reverse direction glving riie ts
back lobes (B, B) which result in back eckoes up to short ranges.

l?. Sryitqtty,-sg4e of the energy gscapes at an angle to the main beam Srving rise to
sidelobes [Q, !) which result in sid,e echoes. Thus, in Fig.3a, an object at short ra-nge on a
bearing of 070o, might well be detected when the main lobe was pointiirg 000". This of course
is-vgry confusing, but it should be noted that the side echoes occur at equil angles either side
of the main echo and this is how they are usually spotted as such.

13. In decimetric sets, more complicated aerials and rnore efi.cient reflectors of the pig-
trough-typ,e are used (see Photographs I to 111. The result is that little energy escapes baclir'v&iis
and side lobes are much reduced.

14. In centimetric sets the wavelength is so short that a parabolic reflector can be used.
The aerial is placed at the focus of the reflector, rather,like a fire-side radiator and besides giving
better concentration of the main beam, side echoes are still further reduced, while back elhoe.
a,re p_ractically eliminated. T5pical parabolic reflectors are shown in Fig. 4 and. Photograpks
4to 7 and 72 to 1.5, In some sets a complete "dirh" or "mirror" islsed; in othdisihe
reflector consists of a " cheese " or sliee of a'ful] dish.

15. It is of interest to note here that in modern centimetric radar sets an aerial, aq we .

normall- y knorr it, is not used at all. The radar energy is fed up a " wave-guide," instead
of a wire feeder, and the mouth of the wave:guide is pliced at thi focus of tf,e reflector, i.e,
at the point whbre the dipnle aerial would otherwise have been. The ene?gy is tlus " sprayed "
into the reflector, which focusses it and sends it out in a beam.

This is shown n Fdg. 4. The dimensioris of the cross section of the wave-guide correspond
to the wavelength.

Vertical CoveragB Diagramg
16. Vertical coverage diagrams are not quite so straightforward. If the radar aeial ''

was elevated. so as to be pointing well clear of the sea, we should get a result (called a " free-
sPage $"gt"ot), as !n {rg. 5. ."Such a system is in fact used in certain sets foi heightfinding,
as described in Ckafter XI.

Fig.5-Radar beam clouateil olear of sea, sbowiag " free-space,' diagram.
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. 17. If, however, the radar aerial is layed on the horizon, as is usually the case, tle -shape
of the beam and therefore the vertical covbrage diagram ge! clanged very considerably due to
reflection ofi the sea. The reason for this is clear from the Fig' 6 :-

-fttn*.,.//
-lt ,u

-t 
/.././ /

',/v'

.

It will be seen that radar pulses arrive at the target by- two simultaneoris routes, one direct
end oneviathesurface ofthesia, whichactsas anearfuperfect reflector. Theseroutes difierin
lerigth, and it may be thbt pulse B will have the efiett of c.ompletely cancelling pulsc A so
thai no echo will -be 

received back. In another relative position of the target the efiects of
pulses A and B may act in unison, and a stiong echo willbe received back, In intermediate
ielative positions of the target the itrength pf ecio received back will be somewhere in between.

18. This means that a kincl bf wave pattern is formed, as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7-Pattem of tlpi,cal ae*ical coaerage diagtam (WA type 279), showing thrc variation
of intensity within Uie lobes caused by sea reflection. The lines ?, a' indicate
the limits bf the .reas withio which dltection is possible' The numerous
narrow lobes aud gaps in the region X are not shown.
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Fig. 6-Elfect of sea reJleatdon on rdd,ar beaw, ttiil'e paragraph 17.
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19. Aircraft Detection. Referring to Fig.?,.an aircraft target approaching will first be
detected weakly at point A. The echo will rise to a maximum at B, and then fall away
again in strength. Between the first and second lobes ,,i..e. trom C to D, there will be a minimum
or'.'gap " and no echo will be received. FromD to E the echo w'ill rise again to a maxirnum.

20. This pattern due to sea reflection is a nuisance because itmeans that a metric radarset
cannot give c6ntinuous radar cover since there will always be gaps between the lobes where
an aircraft cannot be detected. If the target is very lucky he may.even fly down a gap and not
be detected at ail. The only relieving feature is that use can be made of the wave pattern
to estimate height. A fuller description of the effect of vertical coverage diagrams on aircraft
warning, and their use for heightfinding, is contained iaCkapters 70 xd 11,

21. Surface detection.. The lowest part. of the first lobe is used for detection of ships and
land., and it'will be seen thatit graduall5i rises. This partly explains why a large ship is risually
detected at greater range than a small one, though in modern centimetric WS sets the power
and concentration of the beam is sirch that the actua.l optical horizon between own ship's radar
aerial and the top of the target ship's superstructure is normally the limiting factor, and not
the rise of the lobe.

22. TVBical vertical coveragie rtiagra,ms. In Fdg.7 which is the vertical coverage diagram
for WA type 279 the fines aa join the points within which the strength of echo is sufrcient for
reliable detection of a target of given size, which for aircraft warning is generally taken as a
medium bomber or two fighters. Vertical coverage diagrams are usually indicated by these
exterior lines alone, but.it is important to-remember that the echo strength within the lines is
not constant. Typical vertical coverage dlagrams foi other metric sets are shown in Fig. 8.

(b) rvre zrr (ti uera:r)

Fig. 8-Typicatr aertical aoaerage il,iagrams lq metria. se!;, Sa9 also F1g.-7_-for W4 t-yPe 279 (7$ mebes) .
The nunirerous nirrow lobes antl gaps in the regioas marked X are not showa,

It will be seen from Fags. 7 and 8 that for a given aerial height the longer ttre wavelength
the broader the.lobes and fhe fewer the gaps. -With WC type 29L (l$,metres) -t-lre 

iobes are
ielatively riarrow and the gaps arenurnerous and consequently an aircraft echo will frequentiy
disappear as the target appr-oaches.
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23. As the wavelength is again decreased tle gaps at extreme rarige becorne eve,D more
numerous, but so foitunately do the lobes so that an aircraft target can be tracked.fairly
continuously. At doSe range there may be no gaps since the nilrroril bearn nay not strike
the sea and so may riot experience sea reflection. Tlpical vertical polar diagrams for decimetric
and centimetric sets are shown n Fig.9 (c) and (6).

. DISTANCE IN .YARDS

Fig, 9 (a\-Ttpiaal Veilical Coaerage iliagam for daci,Tnetria Set
ic3 typb'za+l-.ilt* layed on horizoi. D"ue to'sea riflection the
" main lobe " is really made up of a la.rge number of oarrow lobes,
as showa in thp inset to Fig. 9 (6) (but in the case of type 284 the
lobes are 750 feet apart). This results in rapid fluctuation ofthe

echo as the target approaches.
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CEX?RE UIIE Of LOSES
t3o FEEI IPART

Fie. g @)-Typ.aal Vertical Coaerage d,iagra:n for Cenlbnetric Sal (WS type 277) wheri layea on horizon. ' In
the region marked " A " sea reflection ce,use.s numerous der.row gaps aod lobes. . This results in rapid
fluctuafion of the target echo when in this area, of which a portion is shown enlargetl in ttre inset.
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24. Bv tiltine up the aerial and using high power, centi-
metric seti can be- mide to detect high aircraft at close r€Inge'
while retaining good surface detection and a narrow beam in
the horizontai- ilane' fhis prop-e{Y '..q macle use of in the
Target Indicati6n Set, WC type 293, whose vertical coverage
diagram is shown rn'Fig. 10,
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Fis. L|-Vertical Coaetage iliagrams Jor Target Indicalien Sct (WC
ri+a 2.q?\. In the resion marked " A " sea reflections cause nnmerous
s-rjir ;e'i.b.s (saa in-set * t 

idrj?}). 
and the target echo fluctuates

25. Alternatively, greater range can be obtained at the
exDense of hieh cover at close range. Such a set (WC tSrpe
g8bt is under-development for gt"i"S plan display for fighJ^e5
direction. The forecast verbical coverage diagram for t5rye gEo ''
is shown inCkarttur XI' Fig. 40.

26.

27. Surntnirtg uP :-
(a) lletric ..t. t " used for long and medium range air

warrung.
(b) Decimetric sets are used for gunnery ranging where

".*i"jt" bearing and maximum range in one direction are
required.

(c) Centimetric sets are used for surface warning and
fo* i-iri"e aircraft warning, where the enerS'y must be con-
centrited into the smalteit possible beam in order to get
;;;"* range; and also lor the latest gunnery ranging
."ti. ifr"v ar6 als. used in a difierent Jorm'where thor! on ".;;di;-;;"ge aircraft cover, combined with precise bearing' '
i. i"qoit"a f"or target indication or fighter direction'

?3. The vertical covelage diagrams shown in FigL-I to I
,r" oi'"o*t" only typicat. The exact pattery will- velY
;;orE"g i; the tyie o-f iet and the height at which it is fltted'

29. Beforc concluding the remarks on vertical cover-age
airs;;;iithould be poiitea out that, for convenienge-, thlY
*""""*f" 

"f''"avs 
sho:wn on a distorted scale, a'.e. with the

fr.ishtidl" exa[geratetl. Also, the effect of curvature of the

"#n-ir-"*r:tv"6*itt.a' The true appearance is shown in
Fi;: i1.-*ni.it is the vertical coverage diagram -for WA
tvie 28i. This should be compared to the standard method
o-f^drawing it (Fig' S (o) ).
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3EAR,INC, BEAR,ING ACCURACY, AIiID BE"ARING DISCR,IMINAITON
30. There are two ways employed in warning radar sets for obtaining the bearing :-
(a) The aerial is trained round by hand right and left of the target. The bearing is read

off when the echo is considered to be a maximum on " A'.' dispiay, z.e. when the target is in
the centre of the beam. Alternatively, the bearing can be obtained by taking the meau of
the two positions where the echo is equally small, i.a. as the target leaves the edges of the beam.
In WA type 79 there is a special angle-dividing device for doing this expeditiously.

Or (b) thie aerial is trained round continuously (usually by aytgmqtic means). and the
echo dispiayed on a Plan Position Indicator (P.P.I.) which is explained in t'ara. 54 below.
The echo is then bisected by eye or by cursor and the bearing read off. A11 modern warning
sets will have continuous rotation, because this best suits the P.P.I. which is the most useful
Jorrn of display for warning purposes.

. 31. Whichever method is employed it is clear that the narrower the beam (i.e. hoizontal
coverage diagram) the more accurately can the bearing be measured, since there will be a sharper
rise and falt of the echo on " A " display as the aerial is traiaed, or a sma.ller echo to bisect on
the P.P.I.

32. Also it is obvious that the narrower the beam, the easier willit be to distinguish between
the two targets at the sarne or nearly the same rurnge.. This is called beaxing tliscrimination
and good bearing discrimination, while always desirable, is particularly important in gunnery
and fighter direction where there are often several targets close together.

33. In gunnery too there is the special requirement to be able to fire at unseen targets,
and in order to achieve a bearing accuracy in blind firewhich approaches that of visual it is
necessary to use a special system known as beam-switchmg @ig. L2).

This consists of splitting the beam into two slightly separated halves, and switching the
transmitter and receiver rapldly from one half to the other. Remembering tha! each beam is
" strongest " in the midale;it *ltt le seen that a target at Y will give a much laiger echo from
the riglit-hand beam than from the ieft. The two echoes are displayed side by side (or else
superimposed) and it can be seen at once that the target is to the right of the line of sight,
and the necessary action can be taken to bring the director on. When a target is at X two
echoes of exactly equa.l height will be seen ancl the director is then dead on for bearing.

Fig. L2-Fig. 12 (a) ds the horizontal coaerage diagram for GS type 284 and shows the two
slightlyseparated beams which a.reenergised alter:nately. (For clarity the sicle lobes of oae beam
only a"re shown). Fig, L2 (b) shows the appearance on the training tube of ttrin echoes
fiom two targets X and Y. Target X is on bearing and the echoes ([ X) are of equal height.

Target Y is ofi bearing and tb.e echoes (Y, Y) are therefore of unequal height.

3,AI{GE, RANGE DISGRIMI$IATION AI{D R,ANGE ACCUR,ACY
Maximum range

34. It will be cleir from what has been said before that the methods of getting the greatest
range from radar consist in

(a) Concentrating or focuising the energy into as small a beam as possible.
(D) Using as much power as pqssible (see also " pulse length," para. 35),
(c) Mounting the radar aerial as high as possible. Increasing the height of aerial has the

eflect of depressing the lobes, and so St"i"S better detection of ships, land, low flying aircraft
and high aircraft at long ftmges; on the other hand if the first lobe of a WA set is depressed
too much very high aircraft may be able to " skip " the top of the first lobe and escape detection
till they reach the second or even third lobes.
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35. Under the best conditions as above, WA sets will detect high aircraft at 120 milss s1
more. WS sets will detect ships and low aircraft to horizon range (Battieship v. Battleship
25 rniles, Battleship v. U-Boat 10 miles, and aircraft at 1,000 feet to 40 miles). Gunnery radir
sets will outrange their guns against all but the smallest targets.
Pulse length. Effect on range anal range tliscrimination

36. It will be remembered that the radar transmitter sends out a series of short pulses of
radio energy. The pulse length or actual duration of each pulse has considerable operational
as well as technical significance. On the one hand, a long pulse carries with it more energy
than a shorter one, so that a bigger echo is received back (ofa greater range can be obtained
against a given target). Consequently long pulse lengths are used for warning radar sets, and
when there is a choice'of pulse tength (as theriusuatly-is) the longer pulse length should be used
when searching.

Fie. t3-Effact bf using long or short pulse length. Appearance of two echoes at nearly the
saie range, showing how thcy tend to merge when -using loug pllse lengtl (fr:9. 13 (aD'
Better dGcrimination on " A " dtsPlay;ir:t$rui by using a shorter pulse length, as in

37. Onthe other hand a long pulse iength will result in a broad echo, the width on " A "
disptay corresponding to the duration of the pr4se. Thus the width of an echo on " A "
dirplri using an aircraft warning (W-A) set andlong pulse lengthmay_take-up-as much as
2 riilei on the trace, and this echo will blot out or become confused with the echo from another
tprget near the same bearing and whose range is 2{ mileq grealer than the first. This is
usu-ally quite acceptable for purely warning purposjs but.it lc.efviously not at a1l ascspfsllg
wheriit is important to distinguish between several ta_rgets clobe together, as ma-y be_ re-quired
in navigation, AgUter direction, and gunnery. , fn o_rder to obtain good range tliscrimina-tion
therefor:e a short pulse length must be used, and the 19ss in rqnge accepted or comPensated for
in other ways. tn ttre latest gunnery (GS) set type 274, wlric:u* has a very short pulse length,
the witlth oi a target appears is only 100 yards.

38. Using P.F.I. display, however, range discrimination i9 nq! as-a_rule imp-roved-by
switching to slort pulse length, except on the shortest range scale., This is,because the s-pot of
light whi-ch paints the echoes has a si?e which is normally greater than the longest pulse length
of the radar set.

39. Whether using " A " display or P,P.I. the use of the shortest range scale will improve
range discrimination simply because it spreads out the echoes on the trace and the gaps between
ih&, th;;centuatinf the targets. 'Naturally, however, the shortest range sc-ale can orily
be used if it includes all targets in which the observer is interested.
Ground wave antl wave clutt€r

40. Ia wiU Ue seen from the figures of " A " display so far shown that a large echo alway's]'
appears at the left ar zero endof the scale- (marked G_in Fig. 13 (a) ), and that this echo obscures
ti6 nrst part of the trace. This is calhd the grountl ware, and is not r9all-y a1 9ch.9 at all. but
interfereice caused by tbe force of the transmitted pulse breaking thr_ough direct.to the receiver.
Using the analory of sound it corresqonds to the-local noise rnlde by ? **--*outing, which
mayivell obscur-dthe echo returninglfrom a nearby cliff. ff however the cliff is farther away
the"man will have stopped shouting by the time ihe echo has returned, and the echo wi1l be
heard.

41. It will be clear from paras. 36 and 3? arLd Fig. L3 that long or short pulse lengths
cause large or smdl ground waves respectively. 

-42. .[nother pheiomenon which o-bscuresihe early part of the trace is waveclutter-w.hich
is ""oi"d by iUe iaAar beam striking a"d F9t"g refleitet from,waves near the ship.. {,ith a
high power-WS set on a rough rtay it is possible_ for wave clutter to appear u-p to several q4es." 4j. fne etects of grourid wa?e andwave clutter can be retlucedby making use of " Watson
efiect " and anti-cluttEr devices, as described later.

E
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Range acctuaey-*?.. ir;"4;entally, radar is dead accurate for rang-e proyrdgd
(a) the equipment has been property set up as laid -down in the technical handbook of the

set.
(b) Any small residual error has been found by methods which are referred to in Ckat'ter

X,II) and applied as an fndex Correction.
45. Range inaccuracy which is actually experienced in pryciicg is due primarily to human
,r,lf' enJ errnr in rrl,lir,r off the scaLe on the trace. and is thus constant on any range
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difrculty and error in reading off the
scale. Thus on the lons ranse scale (Uon the long rangjscale (120 miles) of a WA set an eTor-oj $-1 mile mayte-e^x^pecte-d.

r* tritg" rl""i" IZS,OOO ya.1 of a WS set the error should not exceed 200-300 yar.ds.
. trno."scales tire erroi is'oroportionatelv less. On P.P.L they are about doubleOn tfre medium t"tg" r?J" IZS,OOO ya.1 of a frS set the error should not exceed 200-300 yarjs.

Using shorter range"scales tLe erroiis proportionately less. On P.P'I' they are about double
owing to the shorter length of the trace.

46, These errors are normally acceptable'for warning and tactical puqPoses, blt they are

"ot """i,iy ".""i"1" enough for'gunneiy rangqg; and f!1 this.purpose-special .displays are
provided Lith"t "r attacbrients tdor as nqrt-ofgie set. _The method lt..d T to select lF" q111provided either as attacbrients tdor as part of thl set. The method used is to select t-he qSrt
6i in"-i*". i" which the control is particiularly interested an{ expan{ it electrically, rather like
rrcino an clentrinel mee'nifvinrr plessl It then becomes oossible to read off ranges to an accuracy

on the trace, and is thus constant on any range

using an electrical magnifying glnss. It possible to read off rangFg to an accurary
;i_2i t"tdr ;!.;gl iess." fSipicat expanded traces. ised for accurate ranglng are shown in
Ckapter XII, Fig. 42.

BADAR, DISPX,AYS
47. Radar dirpluy is one of the most impqrtalt radar subjects-for-the g6ngrat se$ice

ofrceito underst"id, 'b.c"or" it is now usual t6.fit displays inthe Actioa Information Centre,
far remote from the radar oftce itself. While the operf,toiwill lemain the expert in inte-rpreting
tne ai.ptay, .dnd will continue to be responsible fdr watchilg it and -r9p9{inS-it9w echoes, an
;;;";;;ii'th" A.I.C. witt miss a lot of riseful information if he is unable himseU to understand
;;d;p;;;lil;;a;; dt.pt"y t" which he is interested. Also, he will be unable'to work
hand in hand with the operator

48. There are a good*"tty types of radar display, but the only ones i4 general use are :-' (o)'" A" display.
(b) Sectordisplays.
(c) P.P.L (Plan Position Indicator).
(d) Skiatron.
tri g.p.l. (Hejght Position Indicator)-describejl. inC& a!,ter -{!,g E*prtttied tiaces used for.guanery, described in Chafter XII -

" o 
iffntlsluea of an " A " display is already familiar-it shows the-range of an eclo.wh-en

the radar aerial is trained in th? direction oi the target. Fig. ltl shows an '1A " display
inct"ai"g an echo, the ground wave, and wave clutter, aI of which have already been described-

Fie. t4-" A " Disflay shoui'ng seaeral, llpes oJ echoes.
1f-grouad wave, B-wave cluttlr, C-noise or " Grass,"

, D-; large echo, E:--a very small echo appearing as a
break in-the trace, F-land echoes (numerous jagged'

peals)..

50. On " A " display aircraft give echoes which pulsate faiily rlEdl-y, and whose.mean
heieht viries from a 

-m#imum to:zero as the target passes through lobes and gaps !n the
verlical coverage diagram; by comparison ships-give steady gchogs whose height-grows
g1ad""11y ; thJrange"is cloSed.' Land appears aJa series of jagged lieaks, as shown n Fig. Ja.
R.ain ctotds may ak6 be detected and ap!6ar fike land, but aie less distinctive and the position
of the peaks continually alters.
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Pnorocn,rps 2}-General P.P.I. aiew shouinp
IsIe oJ Man and shipping, taketr with tNS lype 27i
on 0'-75,000 yard scale :-

Pnotocn.r.ps Zl-View oJ P.P.I. disflay ofi Scapa
showing battlzships and, destroyars taken with WC
type 293, using 0-15,000 yard scale and input
turned down in order to improwe discrimination.

l.-Battleship.
2, 2.-Side echoes from 1.
3. 4-Destroyer escort.
5.-Destroyer.
6.-Battleship.
7,-Ground rvave and rvave clutter.

PnorocRApir 23---'Ihe same view as ir photogaph22, but using the 0-75,000 yard scale. - The
battleship ahd-her escort (t) apfear much nearer
the centre of the tube, rvhile land (2, 2) is now
shown together wit!. numerous side echoes. The
distinctly speckled background indicates that the
input is correctly arljusted for best warning.

1.-Land.
2.-Ships and Aircraft.
3.-Ground wave and wave clutter.
4.-True bearing scale.
5.-Ship's head on Relative bearing scale.

Pnotocnapn 22-The same view as in photo-
graph 2I, but with the input turned up to its
normal " warning " setfing. Side echoes fromthe furtler battleships have increased, whiteher destroyer escort is now also showing side
echoes. Wave clutter has now obscured the

nearer battleship and destroyer.



Pnoroceepn 24-View of P.P,I. shouing am Easl
Coasl Conuolt, taken wi{h WC type 293 using
0-15,000 ya.rd scale with input turned do$a to

improve discriminatioo.

Pnorocnaps 26-Showing P.P.I. displalt uith
llp limiter inaorrectl'1t adjusted'. Giving too much

brilliance and a confusecl mottled effect.

Pnorocneps 25-The same as photograph 24, but
taken 5 minutes iater and with the input retumed
to its normal " wa"rning " position. The more
distant ships (t), barely Visible in photoSraph 24,
are now easiiy seen. The relative position of the
Convoy (2) has changed slightly, and many side

echoes are now being shown.

PnorocRApn 27-Surface ol Shialron ddspl,ay,
showing painting of dark echoes on light plotting

surface,l.-Aircraft. 2.-Land.
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51. In Fig. 14 it will also be seen that the trace instead of being straight and clear has a
layer of fuzzy ippearauce. This is called the noise or grass and is caused by inlerna,l electrical
diiturbancei in'the receiver. Its value is that it is one pointer that the receiver is working
properly ; also it can be used as a guide when adiusting the P.P.I. By turning up the San (i.e.
i*pm6riioo) of the receiver, w[ich correspotidr to'the volume c6ntrol in a broadcasiing
rec6iver, the echo height is increased. ; so however-is the height of the noise, in fact their ratio
remains constant, Consequently, orr. " A " display increasing the gain does not materially
help in detecting very weak echoes.' 52. " A " displals are not usually found outside the radar oftce, but must be understood
in order to'appreciate the working of the P.P.I.

Sector DisBlay
53. A sector display is used in associaticjn with a P.P.I. Any desired 6o sector can be

selected from the coripl6te plan display and shown sepaiately on a type 9f " A " displa.yrrith
an after-glow tube. This enables lieightfinding and.fairly accurate ranging to be carried out
without stopping rotation of the radar aerial.

Plan Position Intlicator (P-PJ.)
54. On " A " display the position of own ship is on the left, and echoes of targets at which

the aerial is pointing ire snowi along to the right, accbrding to their rqnge ; so-.wr!h onp sjngle
glance only ?ange can be measured.-. On P.P.I. both range and bearing are. displayed ot!"I-
Ianeously.- Own ship is in the centre of the face of the tube. As the -aerial swelP! rgur-rd,
echoes aie traced outlor " painted ") not only at the correct range (from the centre of the tube)
but also on the correit beiring, leajving a 

"drigtrt 
arc to mark their position. An after-glow

tube is used, so that echoes di not irimediaiely did away, and prwided the aerial is kept
rotating at a reasonable speed the result is a complete piciure or plan_display of- the_ lelative
positioi of'atl objects wilhin radar range. Flg. lS slows the standard naval P.P.I., and
Fnotograph 20 sho"ws a general view on p]p.t. iniUaing laqcl (IsIe of Man), ships .a1{ aircr-aft.

5"5. tn" top of a P.F.L is always True North. A retative bearing ring is provided, workecl
from the gyro, io that the ship's h6ad can be seen at a glance. I!,woriLld, of course, be oPera-
tionally trindier to have.ship's head at the top; but-this would mean rotating-the w1ole
P.P.I. 

-with the ship's moveri,ent, which would '6e very complicated, or would result inechoes
becoming spread out as the ship altered course.

56. -Biaring is measured 5y moving one of the lines on thg rotatable cursor so that it
bisects the echi', and reading oil the beiring scde (gyro or relative). A flxe{ perspex mask
may be fitted instead of a curlor ; this has rafual Endilvqry 10o which can similat'lybe used to
estimate the bearing.ii. Foragiveisizedtargetthelengthof thearcof anechoonthe P.P.I. corresponds
exactly with th; width of the horizontal Eoverage diagrarn at the range in_q-uestion. .Thus at ''
rvorkirig ranges and against normal targets P.P.I-. echois from a WA set will be about 40o'vvide,
while tf,ose fiom a WS set will be aborit 8o wide. Except at close range it is noticeab\reasier
and quicker to get a good bearing off P.P.I.. than off "-A' display !9caus9 the eye is better
atbGctinganircthanatj"ds'"sthehighestpointofarisingarrdfailingecho.

58. Af extreme rangei th6 h6rizonta-l covdrage diagram is narrower, and the width of the
echo on P.P.I. is conseq:uently less ; at closer ranges il is wider. and at very close range the
effect of side lobes is to rriden the echo still further.

59. Bearing discrirnination on P.P.I. can be improved by turning down the "'inFut " '(the
equivalent of ""gain " with " A " display). This lias thp effect of c-ontracting the hori.zontal

"oirrorgr 
diagrail and eichoes rvill theief6ie be narrowdr and more easily sep-arated, while side

echoes"will ilso be reducecl. At the same time, however, the maximum detection range is
reduced so that small targets and targets at extreme range may be mis,sqd altogether. C9t.
sequently the P.P.I. musfnormally bd operated with the Input-adjusted for the best warning
poiitionjm explained in para. 68i and tie input should only te tlrned down while actually
separating out targets. ],' 60. j;de echois. Pkotograph 2/ shows a P.P.I. picture taken ofi_Scapa. It *iU be seeu'
that in spite of the " input 't hiving been turned well down, considerable side echoes are being
;bi"i";d-i;"m the batileship bearirg 205o distant about 17,000 yards. It will be observed,
however, that they are verytasy to i--dentify as side echoes because they are at the saPe t?lg9
;;h. ;ri" ecno intl eqoaity spaced on eitirer side of it. They could riot have been identified
; a;"At;;-; ,, A " dispiay. The destroyer escort, peing iqlaJtgr-targets, 3re not :lrowing
;ide';ch;s at this range. ^Tlie reason why itre second battleship gt bgqing 260" 5,0O0 yards
ir ""i-rft"*i"g-rid. ".[o.. is that an anti:chtt$ itevice was fittedr This device cuts out a]l
b"t;.ty laigi echoes at close range, and. so reduces the effect oJ wave clutter. It cannot
fro*"".i "ot 

*t the ground wave rihich appears. as a.circular area at the centre of the tube.- Ot,'pl*tiirabh dg rhorc the same taiiets, but in this case tbe input has.been-returned
to its normal flwa?ning) setting. - Sicle echoes are considerably-increased, but so is the ability
io a"t""r irtgiit.' etbngrapil 23 is taken. from the same p6sition but using a longer range
scale ; again the input is at its normal setting so that side echoes are obtainecl lrom tne snlps
and frorn the land beyond. 
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62. Photograpks 24 and 25 show a convoy off the East Coast of England and again
illustrate the use of " input " to obtain best discrimination or warning, as required,

63. Range is read off by rotating the cursor and reading off from which ever scale is in use.
If a fixed perspex mask is fitted instead of a cursor it will have concentric range circles from
which the ian$e can be read. These range circles together with the 10' bearing lines make it
easier to observe movement of targets than is possible with the rotatable cursor, and also speed
up reporting

64. Either of these methods, however, is rather rough, and to enable more accurate
ranges to be taken for tactical or gunnery purposes a sector ditpl"y may be fitted as described
in laragraph 53.- 65. ADJUSTING A P.PI It is most important to understand how to adjust a P.P.I.
properly since as explained in para. 47 any ofr.cer may have to do it. There are two controls
whose use is obvious-see Fig. 15.

(a) Range switch,. The only point worth mentioning is tbat any range can be selected at
a rejmbte position, irrespective of the range used by the operator or by other remote P.P.Is.

(b) Focws which is adjusted to the obviously best position.
66. The other two controls are (c) Brightness, and (d) Input. These might seem at first

to be much the same thing, since they both make the picture bright; but there is a great
difference, and the two controls must be operated separately and correctly.

67.. The object is, of course, to make echoes stand out as sharply as posslble, i.e. to get
the brightest possible echo and the darkest possible background and so achieve good " contrast."
This is easy for strong echoes, but needs careful adjustment if weak echoes are to be seen as
well. Turning up the Brightness alone lightens both the echo and the background, and one is
relatively no better off. On the other hand turning the Inpwt u;l to a certain point increases
tbe echo alorie. Ihe InBut is therefore the main conhol on the P.P.L

68. The correct way of adjusting the P.P.I. is as follows.:-
(a) Turn tble Inpcet right down.
(D) Turn the Biigh,tnass up until the revolving trace is just visible. (This gives all the

" Brightness " necessary.) Thereafter LEAvE TIIE BRIcHTNESS ALoNE and clamp it.
[1 furn up the fnfiit untit the noise of the receiver shows as a firm specHdd background.

This shows that the P.P.I. is being " fed " suffciently.
-(d) A-djust the focus as necessary
69. The P.P.I. is then in the best condition for giving maximum waxning, i,e. for detecting

weak echoes. Photograph 23 is a good example of a P.P.I. properiy adjusted for best warning,
and shows the amount of specHed background reguired.

70. To get better discrimination between several echoes, or eut out side echoes, turn the
INPUT down as described tn para, 59. Remember, however, that maximum warning has been
temporarily lost, and do not forget to turn the Input up'again.

71. Therg is a pre-set device inside the P.P.I. called a Limiter whistr controls the maximum
brightness of the echoes. This iontrol is set by the radio mechanic, but it is advisable to
know if it has been improperly set.

(a) If the Limiteris sit t6o high,bigbfechoes will become blurred and cannot be focussed,
and the tube will have an unnecessarily mottled appearance, as shown in Pkotograpk 26,

(b) If the Limiter is set too low rt means that there is not enough signal strength coming
from the receiver, and it will be impossible to get sufrcient brightness even with the Input
turned well up.

(c) Wheri the limiter is set conectllt, strong echoes wiil be very slightly out of foius, and
all other echoes will be in clear sharp focus.

72. Never turn the Input right up. If this is done it will bring in almost as much noise
as sigrral, and contrast will be lost.
Skiahon

73. The P.P.I. suffers from the drawback that plotting cannot easily be carried out on
thb tube face, which is in any case rather on the small side. For applications such as Fighter
Direction, where immediate and direct plotting of radar targets is important, a modified form
of P.P.I. called the " Skiatron " is provided. In the skiatron, eichoes from a special Cathode
ray tube are projected optically upwards on to an opaque cgcu@1 ground glass screen and
appear as daik echoes (or " stains ") on.a light background., The ground glass screea is
marked with radial bearing lines and concentric range circles, and is used as a plotting surface.
Pkotograph 2Tshows part of a skiatron surface, with echoes.

Lining uB a P.P.L or Skiatron
74. It is necessary to make sure that the electrical trace of a P.P.I. or Skiatron is in fact

painting echoes on th-e same bearing as the radar aerial. To check this a mechanical aerial
bearing repeater is sometimes fitted near the display. Aiternatively a " ships Eead_light "
may be fittetl; this flashes each time the radat aerial passe_s thlough right a"head and if the
traie is out of step an adjustment can be made in the P.P.I. It is, of course, necessary also
to ensure that the gyro scale is iined up.

7s-89. i
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I.F.I" AND II{TEN,ROGATORS
90. One of the things that radar cannot do alone is to distinguish between echoes from

friendly and enemy ships (or aircraft). To help to overcome this, a radar recognition system is
fitted in both ships and aircraft. Each warning radar set has an interrogator, which electrically
asks the question, " Are you friendly ? "; and each frieirdly ship or aircraft should have an
I.F.['. set (Identification of Friend or I'oe) which, if " i.nterrogated," gives a distinctive
" response." If tbere is no response the target is " unidentified " by radar.

91. The interrogator is a subsidiary radar set working on a metric wavelength (abou!
1$ metres), and is sometimes fitted so that it rotates with the warning set to which it is an
adjunct, In other cdses, however, it rotates independently. Orving to space limitations the
aerial is small, so that the focus is poor and the beam is wide, Swi"g poor bearing accuracy
and discrimination,

Fdg. t6-Horizontal couerage ili,agrarn for Interogator
type 243 when triggering I.F.F. or type 253. The outer
lGe is for interrofition-o1 shiFs and.-low flying aircraft
The ianer (peckecl) line is for interrogation of aircraft at
long'range and is about one-ffth the scale of the outer

92. Owing to space limitations some interrogators have an all round instead of a directional
aerial. The horizoatal polar diagram is then of course a circle, and no bearing can be obtained ;
only range is given. T54pical directional and non-directional interrogator aerials are shown in
Pkotographs.Z to 3 and 6.

g3. the I.F.F. set or " transponder " consists of two parts :-
(a) A receiver which normally searches over a small wave-band in order to pick up the

radar transmission from any interrogator which has been trained on it. When this occurs the
receiver actuates :-

(&) a small transnitter which sends back the necessary radar sigrral (sometimes codecl)
to indicate friendly character. The returning signal need not be on the same wavelength as
the incoming interrogation,

94. Finally the I.F.F. response is picked up by the receiver (or " responsor ") of the
Interrogator and displayed as a distinctive type of echo on the " A " display of the warning
radar set, or on a sepaiate " A " display or Sector Display, or in some cases direct on the
P.P.I. (or Skiatron). -In all cases the iange of the I.F.F. iesponse can be allied to the range of
the location echo.

Fig. t7-Afpe&ra.nce of I.F.F. response on " A " display and P.P.I. Fig. L7 (a) shows a
noimal narrow code I.F.F. response (A) on " A " display, The response appears inter-
mittently on the interrogator trate underneatb the associated locatioo echo (B), A wide code
reslronsdwould appear"thicker, as shown at(C,) Fig' 1? (D) shows theapp'earanceof special
" G-Band " LF.F. response (D) on P.P.L display, with the associated location echo (E).

B3



95. The I.F.F. set has a non-directional aerial, as shown in Photograph l. This is obviously
.t*""6qt 

"r 
ih" ship or aircraft cannot tell from which direction she may be interrogated

and thei.F.F. must-therefore keep an all round "'watch."

96. The following points should be noted :-
(a) The range of an interrdgator is designed to be the same as that of the warniug radar

.et v'iin *ni"n ii *orr.t. ih; G*ical co'ttei"g" diagram is of the qame- general shape as WC
i14l;igl (il7. q,but the ranges are greater and 1te {aps less pronounced owing to the extleme
sensitivity of the I.F.F. transponder.

(b) Provided the Inierrogator is strong enough to " trigger " the I.F.F' at all, the strength
of thi'response is constant.

RADAR BEACONS. (SometimescalleclBacons.)
97. A radar beacon is really a high-powered f .F.F. set. The difierence is one of application.

1.Ue i.f'.n. ry.tu* i. ".ra i"lonjuii'ction with radar warning sets for recognition, and I.F.F.
and location'r*g"s are Grig""a to be as near as possible the same. Radar Beacons, on the
otGr trand, are f,esigrrecl tor"homing aircraft and 3o have greater power than I.F.F. in order
;;gi"" th"';*i-"fr fro*ing r*96-; a.lso tley invariably have a coding device so that the
aircraft can be sure he is homing on the right beacon.

98. Otherwise the system is identicai with the rada.r. recognition system. The ,aircraft
nt"y UL fitted with " rp#J.itrt.rrogator (callecl " Lucero ") or rlray use its radar set (A.S,V.)
to trigger the Radar Beacon direct.

HOMINC AIRCRAFT

'\- -\---
\lr \--

\t-
---t---*'h+-

\t

k.

AIRCRAFT
CARRIEP

Fig. L8-Sitnplif'ed!'iagra.rlt s.houfing the operdtion of Intewogation, LF'F' rcsponse,
a*d use of a naa5"rjffi;oradar 

set obtains echo -; - - (green)
(D) Interrogator is traiaed o_n targeJ and transmits - (tu$.
(ri f.f'.f. ii triggered aad gives c-oded response - - - Qtoq)
ia1 eircratt usifu e.S.V. Iocates carrier - and triggers Ratlar

. Beacon (red)
(a) Rada,r Fpacin {ives Codetl response (UK) - - - (blue)

99. It should be noted ihat a radar beacon gives toth range and bearing, whereds a W/T
beacon gives bearing only.

1fl). For further detaiis of Interrogators, f .F.F., and Radar Beacons, see Chapter XIV.
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CHAFTER Itr
TYPES OF RADAR, AND THEIR CAPABII.ITTES

IiIfITORICAL
Radar in Grbat Britain was first applied ashore to long rAnge warning of aircraft, and the

" coastal chain " played a vital part inlhe Battle of Britain in 1940. Aircraft warning was
also the first use t6 wfricn radar *as put at sea : WA type 79 underwent sea trials in 1938 and
fitting became general in 1940,

L. CC typd 282 made its appearance in 1940 in response to a re-qqiremgnt for protection
against the 6ive bomber. Thdrinexpectedly good ranfes obtained led to its adaptation for
long range fire control-GS type 284 and GA type 285.-3. For small ships whicir-could not iarry a heavy radar set_we borrowed and adapted
the R.A.F. aircraft t'A.S.V." set, which became WC type 286M. Its ultimate successor
as a WC set was type 297, but in the meanwhile th9 urgegt r_equirement tg S-g!_bettgr ranges
against U-boats led to the very rapid production in 1941 of the first centimetric WS settype2TT'
Tiris set had. a considerable iiflu6nce on the Battle of the At1antic, and was later modified for
bigger ships as tyBes 27213."" 4. Nearty rfi 6f tA" above types now have successors in produclion o1 und91 development,
and special seis have been produiJd for submdrines, coastal force craft, and combined operations
ships.- 5. It is iriteresting to note that on the whole we have tended to concentrate on anti-
aircraft radar (with tlie notable exception of. type 27t), By contrast the U.S. have tended
to concentrate on anti-ship radar.
DEI/EI..OPMEI{T AIM PBODUCTIOIT

6. It is necessary to realise that radar sets take_a long lqne to dev_elop and produc-etand
get to sea. As an eiample, the requirements for QS type 274 were laid down _early in 194L ;
ihe first set went to sea iir May 7944. In peace this intelval would be a-great deal longer, for
extensive sea trials would be iarried out before going into production. . In war it is necessary
to take a chance which inevitably means an oicasional failure in performance. It is not a
coincidence that the only set developed in peace, type 79, is stili thdmost reliable one.

7, The object of str-essing this point is to avoid disillusionment, New ideas from sea are
very welcome and essential, but they bannot always readily gr,.qrlcHy be conv-erted-into a
general stock article. Furthermore, there is a severe practical limit to the number of radar
irojects which can he-handled simultarieously ; adding another usually nry tnf .4".t o{ slowing
irp ine outstanding dnes. It is therefore neCessary for the aaqta]ly to decide, from the many
piojects proposed,-which are of most general application and should proceed, and which should
not.
CLITSSIFICATTOil OF' RADAR SETS ..J, 

.'
8. Radar sets are classified according to the primary function they are designed to perform,

vide Table 2. In general, any attempt t-o make a set perlorm more th3n one_primary function
means that it will-do neitheireatly rilell. A typical &arnple of this is the _1$ metre WC_set.

9. WA (WaminC of Aircraft) sefs are deiigned -for logg range general warning of high
aircraft. Th'ey are consequently poor detectors of-ships q{ low agcraft-

10. WS ftarning of Surtaie-Graft) sets are- designed for_maximum range.against.ships.
Consequently'ih"y wfU not detect hifh aircraft. ftrey will, bowever, detect low aircra{t
betterihan frA seis, which is to be expicted from a set wiih a low concentrated beam.

11. WC (WaxninC combineil Airciaft anil Srufq,ce) setsare of trro-categories-.:-
(a) 1$ rnetre WCsets (tvpe 29L), designed pr,rmarily.for small ships a! a time when only

one wamrng set wli'carried. Co-mpar6d to ![A and WS seis, aircraft and surface
ranges are much reduced.

(b) 10 im.WC sets (t51pes 276,293), desrgne{ primqily as Target Indicating sets. AircraJt' ' results are smali i6mpared to WA sets, but surfaie (and low aircraft) results approach
those of WS sets. ' F., '!

12..Ggnnery sets (GS, GA, GC antt GB) are designed to form anintegral part of theii
associated fire control equipment.

SITING OF RADAE AERLAI,S AND O$'FICES
13. All warning aerials require an a^11 round view, but this is not possible if more than one

type is fitted." L4. WA.and WC set aerials usually occupy masthead positions bec-ause they are light
enough to do so. A low site (a.g. type ilgt Xt-ii a destroyer) is acceptable as far as range of
deteclion is concerned, but entails a blank arc'

15. WS set aerials cannot usually be mounted at the masthead because of their rygfght.
They must, however, be mounted as high as possible in order to get the best range. Where
forr"iUt. the view, pa-rticularly forward, lhoulli be unobstructed by stays, aerials or halliards.- 10. Gunnery set aerials are rnounted on their associated directors.

17. Interrofator aerials are either mounted on top of their parent set's aerial, or fitted
sepirrately. 
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18. Radar Beacons and I.F.F. set aerials must be mounted high up in order to provide all
lound coverage.
. 19. .Figwre 77 at the end of the book shows the typical siting of radar aerials and ofifrces
rn a cruiser.

20. From an electrical point of view ratlar offioes. should be sited as near the aerial as
practicablb in order to keep loss of energy in the feedir to a minimum. On the other hand,
it is advisable to site the offi.ce in a position where it is reasonably free from gun blast and
splinter damage, so that a compromise is usually necessary. Feeders may bq open wire,
concentric cable, or wave guide, and in each case there is a desirable limit to their length and
therefore to the separation between ofrce and aerial. The recommended maximum length of
rvaveguide in the case of types n6P77 W3 is 100 ft.

21. Warning sets are at present operated in the receiving (or combined transmitting/
receiving) office. The future aim is to site radar offices below armour and to concentrate the
display ind technicat control of each warni,ng set in a ratlar tlisplay room remote displays being
provided as required in the A.I.C. (Ckapter 6). The ofrce itself will then contain only a
technical watchkeeper, and will be used for actual operating only if the R.D.R. goes out of
action.' ?2. Wtth gunnery sets this principle has already been introduced, and the accurate ranging
displays and spotting and training tubes are sited in the appropriate fue control rooms.

IYPES OF RADAR, SETS
23. The ensuing paragraphs describe briefly the main types of British and U.S. radar

equipment in service in the R,N. Detailed, perforrnance figures are giaen in Apt'end.ix I. The
photographs referred to show the aerial systerir and site in typical ships, antl reference shor:ld
also be made to Figs. 19 and, 20 in Chafuter IV. In describing a Set, one generic name is used
to cover all variations, e.g. type 79 is used to refer to the group of sets comprising79,79B,
279 and 2798. -!i

l'YA SETS
,(Note. Oomparisons of the warning and heightfinding capabilities of WA sets arq' contained in ChaPters 10 and 1L.)

Type ?9/?98l?V9lglgB. (Pkotograpks 1., 2, 36 and 75)
24. Type 79 is a high power long range aircraft.warning set for large ships, operating on

7$ metres, and giving ranges of 50-90 miles agaihst medium and high aircraft. Results against
low aircraft and ships are poor.

25. Due to the wide beam, P.P.L display is not practicable, and bearing discrimination
is not good. Bearing accuracy is only about 5-10o foithe same reason.

26. Two range scales are provided,0-24 and,0-120 miles, CrvinC accuracies of .} and 1 mile
respectively.

27. Type 79 is noted for its reliability and for its consistent results against medium and
high aircraft.

28. In type 79 separate receiving and-transmitting aerials are used, and two masthead
sites are required. In type 798 a common receiving and transmitting aerial is fitted. In
most ships type 79 has been or will be converted to type 79B.

29 . In types 279 and 2798 an accurate ranging panel was provided. This has now become
redundant with the general fitting of gunnery ranging sets.

30. Directional Interrogator type 243M is fittecl.
Tvpe 28U2818/281BDI (Photografhs 1-3, 30-33,35 and 74)

31. Type 281 is a more powerful long range aircraft warnilg set for large ships, operating
on 3! metres; and gtrins ranges:of 60-110 miles against medium and high airclaft, These
ranges wili be igcreased by 70-750/" when a pre-amplifier is fitted. ResultS against low aircraft
are better than with t1rye 79 but do not meet modern requirements. Useful results against
large ships can be obtained (Battleship-Battleship 11 miles), and if necessary type 281 can
therefore be used as a standby for surface detection.

32. Type 281 is fitted with beam switching Siving a bearing accuracy of 1o and good
discrimination. 

-,O-wing to tle,nqrorye,r beam, comparei to type 7_9, P.,P.l. ald Skiatron display
is practicable, When P.P.I. is fitted beam switching is not used and the bearing accurady is
then 3o.

33.. On l'_A " display tlvo lvarning range scales are provided, 0-30 and 0-100 miles, glving
accuracies of f aud 1 mile respectively. With the fitting of a pre-amplifier the long rangJ scali
is increased to 0-150 miles.

34. On P.P.I. two range scales are provided, 0-50 and 0-100 miles, giving accuracy of
better than 2$ miles up to 50 miles. With the fitting of a pre-amplifier the long range slale
will be increased.

35. Type 281 gives good results when properly maintained. ft is, however, a more difficult
set than type 79 to keep up to full efficiency.

3!-. fypg 2818 is the one-masted version of type.281. Jn 91d9r to improve P.P.I. display,
type 2818 will beconvertedtopermit continuousrotation, and willthen beknown ast54re281BM.

37, Type 28L at present has an accurate ranging panel. With the general- fitting of
gunnery ranging sets this has now become redundant and may be removed in order to provide
space for a small aircraft plot or H.F.P.
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38. Directional Interrogator type 243 is fitted. With type 2818ilI two directional
interrogators (types 243p and 941) will be fltted for reasons explained in Ckat'ter XIY.
Future F.I{. tleveloBment

39. A new long range warning set type 960 is under development to give longer warning
of medium high aircraft. In the first place it will use the type 2818M aerial. Later, larger
aerials will be fittecl in ships able to carry them. The set will then be known as type 960M or P,
the latter having the largest aerial.
U.S. [yBe SK (Photograph 37)

40. U.S. Type SK is a long range aircraft warning set, operating on 1$ metres, fitted
in certain escort carriers. Ranges of. 65-L20 miles are obtained against medium and high
aircraft, but owing til the larger riumber of gaps detection is not so coirsistent as with types 79
and 281. On the other hand low aircraft are detected somewhat better.

41. Bearing accuracy should be 2o. Rotation is continuous and U.S. type P.P.I. is fitted.
U.S. I?Be SA. (Photograt'k 45)

+2. U.S. Type SA is a medium powered version of type SK, fitied in certain frigates.
Ranges of 35-50 miles are obtained against medium and high aircraft. In other respects it
is similar to type SK.43'4s 

\rys sETs
. 46. WS sets are used for surface detection. Modern WS sets are also used for detection
of low flyihg aircraft.
[ype271Q (Photographs 4, 39 and. 46)

+7. Type 271Q is the present small ship WS set operating on 10 cms., but will be replaced
by types 273Q, 277 or 293. fn a corvette retable ranges obtained arc 26,000 yds. against a
battleship lrnd 8,000 yds. against a-U-boat. Low aircraft may be detected up to 10-12
miles.

48. P.P.I. display is fitted and gives bearing acflrracy of about 2o except at very close
range, when " A " display may have to be used. Aerial stops are fittad, Umiting the sweep
to 400'. Training is by hand.

49. The aerial system is contained in a lighthouse protected by a perspex lantern. In
ships which have not been supplieil with all-round perspex lanterns, trouble is experienced
from side echoes from the wooden supports.

50. Standard range scales of G-15,000 yds., 0-75,000 yds. and 0-150,000 yds. aie provided
for both "A" disp.lay and P.P.I. "" A" display r€rnge accuracy is from 200 to 500 yds.
according to the scale in use, and P.P.I. accuracy about half as good. 1t1 5hips fitted with
Squirl ranging (Chapter VIII) ttLe longest range scale is replaced by one of 0-3,500 yds. giving
a range accuracy of 10-15 yds.
IVpe2?8Q/QR (Photograplw 30 and 32)

51. Type 273Q is the large ship version of type 27IQ, and has fulI parabolic reflectors as
compared to the " cheese " mirrors of the latter set. The larger aerial system, and the greater
height at which it is normally fitted, results in considerably greater ranges which approach or
equal the optical horiaon. In a battleship reliable ranges obtained are 46,000 yds. against a
battleship and 15,500 yds. agupst a U-boat. Low aircraft may be detected up to 12-15 miles.
On account of the narrow horizontal beam the aerial is stabilised.

52. Type 273Q is being replaced in large ships by type 277, and is itself replacing type
27LQ in certain small ships (e.g. Cowettes) which cannot take type 277. fn these ships it will
prove noticeably better in rough weather on account of the aerial stabilisation. t

53. In large ships an accurate rangrng panel L18 (accuracy 2.5 yds.) is added-dnd fitted
in the Fire Control Room (type 273QR). SeeCkapter XIL.

54. Other details are as for type 277Q.
Trrue8?2PpB (Pkotografhs 2, 33, 36,.40, 42 and iI4)

55. Type 272P is an earlier and lower powered edition of type 27lQ,but with the aerial
and office separated so that fuil advantage can be taken of aerial height. It is found in small
cruisers, destroyers and sloops. Reliable range from a cruiser is 30,000 yds. against a battle-
ship, and 7,500 yds. against a U-boat.

56. Type 272P is not such an ealy set to operate as types 27113 because the aerial training
system is somewhat slow and laborious. For the same reason P.P.L display is not very satis-
factory and is not universally fitted. Type 272P is being replaced by type 293.

57. Two range scales are provided, 0-15,000 and 0-75,000 yds., giving accuracy of 24A0
yds.

58. An accurate ranglng panel is added in larger ships (type 272PR). See Ckafiter XIL
lYpe 2?? (Pkotographs 5, 31 and' 34 and Fig. 4)

59. Type 277 is a high power 10 cm. WS set replacirr-g types 27LQ and 273Q in frigated and
above. Against targets-larger than a destroyer, optical horizon range is normal, i.e. ftom a
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battleship the range should be 47,000 yds. against a battleship, and 22,0N yds. against a
U-boat ; and {rom a frigate 36,000 yds. and L3,000 yds. respectively. When laid on the
horizon low aircraft will be detected up to 40 miles at 1,000 feet. These figures may be
greatly exceeded under conditions of anomalous propagation.

60. A single exposed parabolic reflector is used and because of the narrow beam it is
stabilised. Rotation is normally automatic antl continuous (at any desired speed. from creeping
speed to 15 r.p.m.) In emergency, hand drive can be used.- 61. Bearing accuracy on -P.p.t. is L-2o, and better on " A " display.

62. Two pulse lengths are provided, " long " for warning and " short " when better
discrimination is required.

63. " A " display and P.P.I. range scales are 0-15,000, 0-75,000 and G-150,000 yds.
Range accuracy on " A r'. dispiay is from 200 to 500 yds. according to the scale in use, and
about half as good on P.P.I. Ranging to tlre accuracy of the " A " display is possible while
sweeping by using the Sector Display L37 and R*Sttg Outfit RTA (late RTU52). In ships
fitted with Squid Ranging (Ckapter XVIU) t}Le longest range scale is replaced by one of 0-3,500
yds., giving an accuracy on " A " display of 1G-L5 yds.

64. When fitted in large ships, the aerial can be elevated. up to 40o in order to obtain the
approximate elevation of targets. Provided the elevation is above 3$' heightfinding is possible
to 25 miles with an accuracy of }{' (which represents 7,20V2,500 ft. at 25 mils5). When
heightfinding it will usually be necessary to put the type 277 on for bearing from the WA set,
and while heightfinding all round surface and low aircraft cot'er tvill be lost.
TyBe 2?6

65. Type ?76 uses the sa^me panels as type 277 and. differs only in the aerial system which
consists of air exposed unstabilised " cheese " reflector. Type 276 was designed as the successor
to type 272P, i,r. for ships such as small cruisers where it was desired to make maximum use
of a-eiial height, but top*eight precluded the heavy type 277 aenal. To coinpensate for the
lack of stabilisation the verticd beam is 20o, so that low and medium aircraft are detected up
to 12-17 miles. Type 276 has been used as an interim target indicating set. Type 276 vdn,
however, be replaced by WC type 2931M in the majority of ships, by changing the aerial
because:

(a) It has since been found that the majority of small cruisers can take both types 277 and
293.

(6) Iir ships such as fleet destroyers which can only take one high-powered set, advantage
of the better air cover of type 293 outweighs the slight decrease in surface detection
range comparcd to type 27 6.

66. Other details are as for WC type 293, aid,e fara.-100.
Type970 (Photograpk 49)

67. Type 970 is the R.A.F. airborne blind bombing 10 crn. set adapted for ships and is
used for nairigation and station keeping in combined operations sbips. Range is not very
great [M.L. to M.L. G€,000 yds.) but a good P.P.I. display is given, which is what is required.

68. The aerial is protected by a perspex lantern and rotates continuously and automatically
at 60 r.p.m. P.P.I. bearing accuracy is 2".

69. P.P.I. range scales are 3$, 7 and25 rniles with accuracy of 50 to 500 yds. according to
the scale in use.

70. Type 970 wil be converted to a 3 cm. set (type 970M) in order to improve
discrimination.

71.-76.

l5rpe 268
77. Type 268 is a lightweight 3 centimetre WS set similar to type 970M ancl designed for

coastal force craft to replace type 291U. Range expected is about 7,000+,000 yds. against
an E-boat or U-boat, and 30,000 yds. against the largest ships. Very low aircraft may be
detected at 2-3 miles.

78. The aerial which is similar to that of type 26TW (Photogra!,L 8) is exposed and rotates
continuously and automatically at 22r.p,m., displaSnng on P.P.I. with a bearing accuracy of $o.
The P.P.I. is of a special t5rpe : by expanding the starting point of the trace and thus pushing
out, the bchoes from the centre of the tube bearing accuracy can be maintained at close range,
but ranging must not be carried out when this device is in operation.

79. P.P.I. range scales are 6,000, 30,000 and 60,000 yds. with accuracy of 50 yds. on the
6,000 yds. scale.

80-84.

Future R.N. DeveloBment
85. Optical horizon range having been achieved against all but small targets, no further

increase irrrange of WS sets is likely to be aimed at. Development is likely to take the form of
sets rvith better discrimination and having improved anti-jamming.and anti-clutter devices.

86.
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U.S. IVBe SG (Photografh 37)
87. Type SG is the standard U.S. 10 cm" WS set for larger ships. It is-fitted in certain

R.N. Escort Carriers and figates. SG1 or SGIa is the modified and improved version. From
an escort carrier the range of SG1/a against a'large ship is 43,000 yds. and against a U-boat.
15,000 yds. Low aircraft may be detected up to 12 miles.

48. Disptay is on " A " display and U.S. type P.P.I. The exposed aerial rotates
continuously and automatically, oi can be trained by hand.

U.S. TyBe SL (Pkotogra\k 45)
89. Type SL is the standard U.S. 10 cm. WS set for smaller ship-s. It is fitted in certain

R.N. friga:tis. From a frigate the range against_ a large _ship- is 37,N0 yds. and against a
U-boat fl,000 yds. Low aircraft may be detected rlp to 15 miles.

90. The eiposed aerial rotates continuously an{,auJoqaJically and Stplgy. on U.S. type
P.P.I. " A " clisplay and hand training are not provided, wi!!r th91e9ult that bearing accuracy
at close range is fooi. For this reason SL has been replaced by SG in many frigates.

U.S.fyBeSO
91. Type SO, with variations SO1, SO2, etc., is the standard U.S. 10 cm. set for coastal

force crafi ind combined operations ships. It may be met with in certain British vessels.
Results are generally similar to type 970. P'P.I' display is provided.

92.-96.

1* MEIBE WC SEIS
frne291/P91U/99LW (Pkotografks6,4942, 47, 48 and' 50)

97. Type 291 is the standard wc set 1s156a4-ghips and operates o1 {}^ag}res. - It is
fitted with i difierent form of aerial in destroyers (291), coastal force craft (297U), and sub-
marines (291W).

98. Owing'to the difierent aerials used and th9 yidely different heiglJs _at whichlhey are
fitted, results iary considerably and reference should be- made to Aften(ix !. - fn a dgstroyer
usefui reiults are obtained ag-ainst surface cra{t (17,000 yds. against battleship, 6,0'00 yds.
against U-boat). Maximum ralge against aircraft is 3G35 miles, and useful results are ve-ry
oiten obtained, but owing to thb numerous gaps ih the vertical coverage diagram and the
comparatively slow sweep rate cover is not completely -reliable... -.gg. tne aeriat can be trainert continuously by hand. " A " display is used with a bearing
accuracy of 5o. fn destroyers, automatic rotation and P.P.I. will eventually be provided
rvhich will improve the reliability of warning

100. Range scales are 0-15,000,0-75,000 and 0-150,000 yds. with accuracy of 20G-500 yds.
according to the scale in use-

101. In ships such as destroyers where a WS set (or type 293)is fitted as-well r'stype2gt,
the primary fuiction of type 29i is aircraft warning and it may be regarded as a lo'lv power
WAiet. it is, however, a useful standby for surface warning.

CENTIMEIBIC WC SETS

TyBe 298/M (Pkotograph's 7, 31,34,35,47 and,43)
102. Type 293, rrhich uses the same panels F Wq type 277 , is_ a high power L0 cm. WC set

and was deliloped primarily for target ingication of aircraft and surface vessels. It is part
of the equipmerit of aI ships down to and including fleet destroyi:rs and A.A. sloops'

1g3. \ftith aerial AUR, aircraft at all heights from 200tt. to 20,000 ft. should be detected
at 15-20,000 yds. With the larger aerial AQR this shouli-be increased to_1&-250,00Q yds.
(tvpe 293M). -gutface results vJry with the.height of aerial; fro1q_a battleship the range
id"Oa Ae 42,OOo yds. against a batileship, and 14,000 yds. against a U-boat.' LO+. The aeial reEector is an exposed "cheese".tiltedupat aslight angle, dnd rq-t3let
continuotrsly (15 or 7$ r.P.m.) displa5ing on P.P.I. Allernafively hand trainin-g and'"A"
display c1o-be used if it ii desired id dearch a-sector. The change from one speed to anotheri',
or iroir automatic to hand, can be made in a few seconds.

105. The object of the high rotation speed (1_5 r.p.m.) is t-o ensure gettts an up-to-date
bearing of fast mbving targets at close range, a.g. divebr torpedo bombels. Bearing accuracy
iro* iY.p.t. is about Fl" oltrd.t favourablelonditions, but may be 3-5'if the rate of _change of
U""ti"g ir lriglt. Ad&tional error may be caused if the ship rolls or pitches, due to the lack of
aeriat itattisation. A cross-level corrector is being fitted to allow for this.

106..,A" display and P.P.I. range scales-are 0-1-5,000,0-75,000 and 0-150,00p l.$s.,.A,, display accuiacy is 200-500 yds. iccording t9 Jhe scale in use. . In order to attain this
accgracy'foi putting-6n gunnery sits oi rangrng without stopping the sweep, Sector. Display
panels LZZ ui" fitted in the Target Indication office''- ibi t" ships where no sefarate surface warning set is fitted (such as destr_o^yers), or
where the WS type 277 is in usi for heightfinding, W;e 293 takes the place of a WS set and
therefore has a drial function---tactical antl gunnery function.
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108. Two pulse lengths are provid.ed., " Iong " for warning uod ;'short " for use when
better discrimination is required. The change can be made instantaneously.

109.

ISrBe 2?6
110. Type 276, thoughofrcially a WS set, has been used as an interim target indicating

(WC) set as-Jxplained in paragraph 65. By a change of aerial it will in most cases be converted
to type 293/i\{.
IVBe 26?W (PkotograPh 8)

111. T5'pe 26TW is a " hybrid " set for submarines and consists of the addition of a
3 centimetre set to type 29LW. There are thus two components :-

(a) The centimetric set for warning of surface vessels and low aircraft.
(a) fne 1$ metre set (type 291W aeial'and panels) for warning of medium and high

aircraft,'and as a standby against Surface targets.
lLi. On account of" spice restrictions c6mmon display and power supplies are used.

Consequently only one of the components (a) or (b) can be used at one time, accordtng to the
circumstances. Changeover takes about 15 seconds.

113. The centimelric set has a small exposed aerial which normally spins continuously
at 8 or 4 r.p.m. and displays on P.P.I. rrrith-a bearing accuracy of t'. - Alternativeiy, hand
control and " A " display can be used in order to maintain bearing acqqacy at close range.
TWe267Yrt will give moie accurate data for torpedo control than is possible with type 29tW.- - 114. Preliminary trials, subject to sea experience, show that the centimetric set may-give
ranges of 10,000 yds. against an E-boat or U-boat, and 30,000 yds. or more against a rrnedium
ship-. Very low -aircralt may be detected at 3-4 miles. For performance of the 1$ metre
portion of set, see Append,ix / under type 291W.- 115, " A " display range scales are 7,500, 15,000 and 75,000 yd9. with an accrrrac-y of
100 to 250 yds. according to the scale in use. P.P.I. range scales are 15,000 and 75,000 yds.

116. The aerial of the 1$ m6tre portion of the set has to be lowered to a stowage position
before diving (see photograpks 47 and 48 of. type 291W,)

tt7-L22.
Future dN. DeveloBment

New Target Inilicating Set.
L23. Type 992 is being developed to replace type293. The aim is to increase the rotation

speed up to 90 r.p.m. in order to get absolutely up-to-date bearing of close aircraft targets
(t5rpe 992). This necessitates the development of a new P.P.I. system, since at such a hig!
iotition speed the existing system the aeiial and P.P.I. would soon get out of step. Type 992
aerial wilfbe stabilised to prevent bearing error due to roll and pitch.
Fighter Direction Set

L24. The fighter direction requirement is to give a continuous plan display of all aircraft
out to, say, 70 iniles, with good discrimination. Type 980 is being developed on 10 cms. for
this purpose, for fitting in aircraft carriers,. Type 980 will also be a good surface and low aircraft
deteltor-. Ileightfinding will not be possible, and for this a separate set (981, SMI or SP) will
be used. See Ckapter XLL2:r-L26' 

IIEIelIrrrI{DINc sETs
(Se e al'so Chaf . XI)

L27, In order to make use of narrow centimetric beams for direct measurement of the
elevation of aircraft, a number of sets have been produced or are under development for use in
coniunction with WA and TarSet fndication sets. To get accurate results particularly in
rough weather a high degree of stabilisation in three dimensions is necessary. Ileigttfinding
setJare naturally good surface and low aircraft detectors when layed on the horizon, and
can be so employed when not used for heightfinding
TVBgtTT

.128. As described it paragrafh, 64, type 277 can measure approximate elevation.- It
was not however designed as a heightfinderand the range and accuracy do not attain modern
operational requirements, though the results may often be very useful.

U.S, Type SMI (PkotograPk 35).
L29. A number of these sets have been made in the U.S,A. for the R.N. for

fitting in Carriers. SM1 operates on 10 cms. and has a single paraboljc dish reflector. Wttbn
searcf,iog, the aerial sweeps continuously. up to 6 r.p.q. al! sc^ans -a vertical_segment of 12o
in steps Jf 3' ; any desired segment can be-searched, e.g.0-12' or B-20o, r1q to 7-5'. Alternatively
the sweep can be restricted to any desire{ horizontal sector, while retainini the vertical scan ;
or sweeping can be carried out at a fixed elevation.

130. When a target is pickecl up, either by scanning or by being put on by another radar
set, the required elevition and bearing accuracy is achieved by means of a conical scan which
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GIINNERY SEIS-GA (see also Chap' XI\
Trne P85[Vi/Pl@ (Pkotograpks 2, 70, 11, 30-34, and 3943)

159. Type 285M is a 50 cm. GA set. It is used for control of long range H'A. T*tTllj *
i"rg" rtipr."'In destroyers it is used for control of both H.A' and L.A. armament' In small

""iir"t r'*fr.r. t*o CS".rs "r""ot-Ue 
Rttea, the after type 285 t4 b. used for L.A. control as

a standby to type 284 (or 274).
160."The i":og" ugii"rlaiicratt varies from 23-40,000 yds. according to the typeof shjp

"rd h;igh;; axirai(iii app."ai. tj. Surface range Dlstroyer-Destroyer i1 10,000.y-ds.- - ioil itre aerial torirr"-" nIf;-uo". " iyp") and refleitors are niounted on the HA or HA/LA
Jdirector.

162. With beam switching bearing accuracy i9 15-3Q minutes, $eqgndgr$ on the rate of

"nr"!" ot b;;ti"g- A traininftube oiradlr.btiaring sight is_fitted in the Director.-----iOa. n"t g" Airpt"y ii* i"".t ftZ io th" radar-offie. Scales are 0-15,000 and 0-30,000
yds. with accu-racieioftsO and 300 yds. respectivelv.

164. An auto-barr"s;;;it (iibi*iriph 194)'and. panelL22 are fitted in the H'A'C'P'
Scale is 0-7,000 yds. with accuracy of 40 yds.---fOS. drr isfp U"i i"*ot"'display with accurate -ranglng panel124 in the H'A'C'P'
instead otLiZin the ofi.ce. 

-Tr";;"^des 
L24 has to be fitte-d in the office due to lack gf-space

i"-if," H.[C.p.l. fft" rLSI;"of" oipu".lL24 is 0-30,000 yds. with.accuracy of 25 yds'
A spotting tube is fitted with panelL24'-- -i66.bih;t*ir" typ" 285p'is similar to tylp 285M, and all the latter sets wilt be converted
(or reolaced bv tvoe-275), except in certain destroyers.
'-- -i6t:-rypg'es'bb ir r#il"r t,J typ" 285P except ihat panel L34, resemblilg.mgre th: lyPe
ZZS "nanfJffe"t,lJnti.a i" tit" ti^.e.C.p. insteai of-paielL?4. Type 285Q is intended for
ships witd K type directors and remote power control.

L68-172.

Syne 2?5 (PkotograPh 12)
173. Type 275 is a L0 cm. GA set for control of H'A' armament pr {'{'/I-,n."919?"t

in aeriioyeiri. -ir*iff u" nit"at" Mark VI and U.S. Mark 37 directbrs instead of type 285.
ln small cruiiers where ;;-Ga;;cannot be fitted, the after type 275 wili also be used for
LA control as a standby to type 284 (or 274).

LT4.The *ort i-io*#f "d"""i," of dype 275 ovet type 285 is its abilitylo obtain
elevation as well ". U#i"gE t"*r ot beail switching in {9tn- the vertical and horizontal
pf"""r, tfr"r making bli"e ffipracticaUte. Discriminati-on will also beimproved.
'---'17i. Oory tor"i"rt results'can be given,' pending sea .experience. These are :-

Maximum range against medium bomber .,. 4'9Q V{"
Reliable ,, ,, ,, ', 20,000 Yds'
Bearing.""*t"y '|.i' 15 minutes
Elevation """ori"y, except between f and 3$' 15 minutes
Range accuracy 20 Yds'

176. The aerials and reflectors are contained in two " nacelles " mounted on the director:'
izz. R"rrg., "r""Jio" ""a toi"i"g ai.pt"ys (including metgrsJ are contained in one panel

L36 in in* g.d.c.p. t".Ts. ir-a.rti"Etrl.-'nJ*dt" trainiig and eievation meters are provided
in one director.* --fZA. 

O*ittg to the narrow beam type 275 must_be " put on "jj9* the Target Indication
set tvpe nd. \n otaer io guara aga:iist a breakdown -of^ty,pe 2a93,whe1',a roygh lookout
i"*ir!"#"ra *;ii;;-;"4;bd j'di'lhe WA set 9y ty.ee.zilr it-is intended to fit an H.P.I.
;thl;p;btt The procedure will be to sweep *^ti*""ilj'in f" s!9_ls of training. The H'P'I'
*"r, jdo enable twe-nS i" n"a the elevatio'n of the t-arget more quickly eve' when range
and bearing are piovided from type 293.

179-180

GUNNEBY SE,TS_GC
Type PBB NIIP (Photograflk L3\

181. Type 282Misa 50 cm. GC set for control of close range H'A. armament in {estroyers
and above. The aerials 

-(of " fishbone " type) and reflectors are fitted on the director or
mounting.- - i8i: The ranging panel L12 is itted in the radar offrce. Rltglg is possible against

"i..t"if op1o tne rEniT 6f the scale (Q,000.y{s') with accuracy"gl {0 yd:,' --.--- -^.-L+:183. beam switchine is fitted. A training tube may be fitted on the lJotors mountmg'
or in the ,"a", omceTrr'so"i;Liio" with R.F.C. of poinpoms. In these cases the bearing
accuracy is 30 minutes. Wiih no-training tube it is 2''- -1g{. Erue pgpp rr"r p*.iri2 insteal olLL2, scale 0-7,000 yds. otherwise details are

"r:c"-typ."fs2lt--typ.r'ai[p-"ia.zgCp1 
are Jor'pompom direCtors, type 282P2 for Bofors

mountings.
185-188.

.rl
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ftrBs 202 (Photograpk Ltl)
L89. Type 262 is a 3-cm. centrimetric GC set which will eventually leplace trype 282

whenever i{ can be fitted. The complete set, including the 2 ft. parabolic mirror which forms
the aerial reflector, is fitted on and forms an integral part of the gunmounting or director with
which it is associated.

190. Type262 will be fitted with the followihg range systems:-
Gunmor:nting or alirector fype

40 mm. Bofors twin S.T.A.A.G. IVIk. II mounting ... 262(1)
Close Range Btind Fire Director 262(2)
Close Range System Mk. I Director... 262(3)
B.U.S.T.E.R. gunmounting 262(4)
191. The radar beam.scans 15'horizontally at the same time elevating 50o in 3o steps.

Simultaneously it searches for range about the rough range supplied from the Target Indicating
set. " Lookout " bearing and range are provided continuously from the Target Indicating
system. When a target is picked up within the space thus searched the aerial " locks on "
to the target and automatically provid.es all the tunnery data required.

t92.

GI'NIIER,Y SETS-GB
Type 288/M (Photografh 15)

193. Type 283 is a 50 cm. GB set for control of barrage fire of main armament in cruisers
and secondiir armament in battleships. The aerial ahd rEflector are mounted on the Barrage
Director. fn appearance and performance type 283 is similar to type 282,but not of course in
function.

194. The auto-barrage unit and Pan elI22 arc fitted in the radar office. Scale is G-7,000 yds.
with accuracy of 40 yds. Guns are automatically fired from the radar oftce when the radar
echo reaches a pre-selected range, due allowance being made for rate.

195. The training tube is in the Barrage director, and accuracy with beam switching is
30 minutes.

196. [VBe P88M to which type 283 will be modified, has ranging panel L45 with scale
0-1.2,000 yds. and accuracy 60 yds. Type 283M is usecl with a Constant Prediction Unit, not
an A.B.U., and enables a series of barrages to be fired at the enemy instead of only one as is the
case with type 283 anil A.B.U.

t*i3flt* 
e263,anadaptationoftyp e262,wilJbefittedinsteadof type283M,ir,"*ior,.tio"

with the Medium Range System Mk. I and wilt give continuous prediction.
198-200.

INTER,ROGAIORS, I.F.F. .A!ID RAD.AB BE.A.CONS

(See al,so Ckat'ter ltt)
IIfTER,ROGATORS
Trrue 249/lE (Pkotografhs 7, 2, 6, 43 and 50)

201. Type 242 is the Mark III system A-band interrogator fitted in conjunction with
WS, WC, and new GA radar sets. There are three types of aerials:-..-

(a) Directional and, rotatabl.e. The dipole aerial array either :-
(i) is fitted on top of the parent radar set aerial and rotates with it (types 27!,272,

273,275)
or (ii) is fitted separately from the parent radar set aerial and rotatin! in synchronisni,,'

\4/ith it (types 27!,272, 273)
or (iii) fitted separately from the parent radar set aerial and is rotated by hand

independently (types276,277, 293). This arrangement is necessary because
these parent sets are normally rotated continuously at a speed unsuitable for
interrogation (as explained in ChaPter XIV).

(bl Non-d.irectional. In small ships with type 291 a non-directional interrogator aerial
of conical type is used, giving range only.

(c) Directionatr but Jixpd.. This type is used in coastal force craft. A form of beam-
switching is employed, and interrogation is o.nly possible on ahead bean4gs.

To get Bearing the craft must be swung till the responses are balanced ahead.
202. WifhType 242 interrogation range equals or exeeeds location'range against aircraft.

Against ships the ieverse is sometimes the case and a mor,e powerf 
-ul 

jlterrogator Type 242M
islherefore fitted with high powered 10 cm. sets types 276,277 and 293.



2A3. Tbe LF.F. responses are normally disptayed on the "A" display of the parent radar
set and appear as interirittent downward i' echbes " at a_range 200-500 yds'greater thanthe
location d"tto. Wneo, however, an independently controlled interrogator is fitted a separate
r."ioiiufu.i"r disfiay'panel L43 is proviS.ed. Btiaring accuracy of directional interrogators is
5-10'.

204. Type 242 catalso locate targets in the same manner as a radar set. Ranges obtained
are about a quarter of.type291.

20s.

Type P,43/M/Q (Photographs -Z-3 and 3O-36)
206. Twe 243 is tbe Mark III system A-band directional interrogator- fitted with WA

typ"1ai. -'fypl 
z+ilvt is a similar inierrogator for trVA 1fp: Z.g. The dipole a€lal,T1ay is

dtiea on toplt tfre parent radar set aerial-and rotates wiiti it (except when types 243Q and
94i are fittid, sea fira. 21?).

207. r'B.F. responses are displayed on t!'e-"A" display.gi tlg {A s-et and ap-pear as
intermittent downwird echoes at drairge 200-500 yds. greater than the location echo. Interro-
gation range equals or exceeds locationiange. Bearing accuracy is 5-10'.

208. Paragraph 204 aiso applies to type 243'

wee#: 
Type 2A4is an interrogator, simitar to type 242, lor use with u.s. type SL. It

displays responses on a separate "A" display

TyBe 245
210. Type2AS is aninterrogator similar tgtype243.but separately-c9nt1911-e$ "lq *iil, "f"tg.t ""f"i 

-"i*V *hirtt gives b":tter bearing disirimination. I1 is fitted in Fighter Direction
Ships.

21L-21,s.

ByBe 941
2t6. Type 941 is the G-Band grtgqggator for lvne 29leu t"g I{1 *1Pl:,t9T1?-Tl'f

friendly ngitirs fittetl with I.F.F. Mark IIIG to be shown direct on P'P.I. or Skiatron cl$play,
*irifl-typ8Z8i aeriJ is rotating. (For _a.{ull explanation, s.ee CkaPtar XIn. In appearance
and chiiacteristics it is similar to type 243,

217. When type 941 is fitted, typg 2!.3Qwill be fitted instead of lypg 243.and mounted in
u ,uourri" positioi] lt *il U" *irti'6[ed inEependeutly by hand, displaying either on 28L " 4"
disflay or 6n a Sector Selector Display panel L43.

218-?23

U.S. Intenogators
224. Tine following U.S' lnterrogators may be met with :-

(a) 81 which is a directional "A"-Band Interrogator built into the aerial system
of U.S. t5ryes SC, SK and SM1.

(D) BO whici;is a directional " G "-Band Interrogator built into the aerial system of
U.S. tYPe SM1.

r,F.s'.
fype 25S, 258ilIW, 258P (Photograflt' 1)

225. Type253 is the Mark III I.F.F. transponder fitted in ships for ship-ship or aircraft-
ship recognifion. A conical type of aerial is used'

226. Sixdifferent codes and a distress code are provided. In Typg 253P morse coding is
ptonia"d i., "aaitioo 

in order to improve security foiship-ship recogrrition.
222. Type 253MW in Submarines carries out the dual function of an I.F.F. Set and a

,"a", U""#t', and can also be used for communicating with aircraft.
H8. For fuller particulars and future development sea chapter xIV.
229--238.

U.S. Nonrenclatmes
239 U.S. nomenclatures for I.F.F. sets are as follows:-

(a) ABK: I.F.F' Mk' III'
(b) BK :tYPe253.
(c) SCR695: I.F.F' Mk' IIIG'

In each case the sets are identical'



R,ADAR BEACOSIS

TVBe P5trSI, 251P
240. Type 251M is the Standard Radaq B9*o1in shiplfor homing-.aircra{t fitted with

A.S.V. Mk.ii or Loc"rl.--A n"l ai"*ot a-rhaped aerial is uied. A multiplicity of morse codes

can be set; and are allocated in S.P.2560.
24L. InType 251P the sensitivity is_increased to -compensate for the low power of Lucero

(Interrogator)"cbmpared to A.S.V. iVIk. II. Ranges obtainable arg :-
Lucero a 251P
A.S.V. Mk.II.tt.251M

Aircraft 1,500 ft. 50 miies
5,000 ft. 80 miles

A.S.V. Mk.II a 257P
60 miles

100 miles
2+2-2+3.

$rBe 2583
244. The I.F.F. Set tvpe 253 is also used as a shore radar beacon and is then known as t5lpe

2535. 
' ila; rio* rnipr rir6"ra-u" "to"t io-rs miles,but will beinfluencg{-uvln9}eightof the '

rfto* .it",: iiearing """'"i""y *ittt typ. 242 (dtrection'al) or type 2\3 should be 3-5o'

TyBe 255
245. Type 255 is amarker buoy beacon-for use with type.fst rn-cg1p"9^:tili'i:"t'

The greater po*", *J'il;Ght"f Itp" i9t gr*,bettgr q."s.gi than w,ould !" LTlbllifliyjr}+2, anh bearing can-also be- obtained. 10 miles is the normal range, wth beanng
ic-curacy of.2-5o, Three codes are provided.

trBe 256
246. Tvoe ?56 is ashore radar beacon for use with type 291 for naviga-tional purposes'

rn" il[t"i;;;;J l;fht;iTvpu 291 gives greatgr- iinge tlan woutd-be possible.with
i.i""?;+7"tia't.;;;;;'=; be ob'tlained. F.rttgisnould be dqual to-opticalLorizon t"l91
;t""i"ft;;;; ;; ;ffd;ht ot lne trtore site. Biaring accuracj' is 2-5': codes are provided'

2+7-2+9.

Tyle 951
250. Type 951 is a secure marker beacon,for use with type 970 in combined gpefations.' It

can be used either "rnot", 
oi*o;ted on a buoy, or fiJteri gr board-a ship. When fltted in

tinii-ft t "*d ptiilJy'to distinsuish importint units. Three codes are provided.
?5t. Type g5l requires to be triggerea^uy !49f70.or,other 10 cm. set, the resPonses on

1* metres beins clisda;Adire"t o" p.F]f. Co'oa?-.p.I. display is made possible since a resPonse'
ir"o"rv i.""i""t *dit"ihe n.urow beam of type 970 is actually trained on type 951.

I?pe 952
252. Type 952 is asecure marker beacon, similar to type 951, under developbent for use

with type 268.
253-259.

U.S. Type Ytr
260. yJ is a radar beacon fitted in certain aircraft carriers for use i! homing aircraft

fitteJwittr .6,.S.v. u"* Il:ot i"".r" tt* metres), or AS9. (50 cm. A.S.V.). The aerials consist
;fi;riril;i u*rr"p"a aip;6i; t"iif wavelerigths, Thb beacon can be triggered and will
respond on either wavelength.
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CTTAPTER IV
TYPTCAL MDAR EQUIPMEMS OF SHIPS

1. The authorised radar equipment of ships is laid down in C8.3090 Section F, and the
following remarks are only a general guide. I

. 2. The equipment can conveniently be divided tnto .Warning sels (including the'Target
Indication Set) and Gunnery sefs, and will vary according to the type, size and function of the
ship.

3. In describing typical equipments :u;,t9!4' a ditrculty arises because we are in process of,
or within sight of, converting from old to new types of neail5r every dassification of radar set.
Since this conversion has to rvait for a refit period, radar equipments will inevitably be a
" mixed bag " for some time. For convenience they have been divided into categories " old "
(1943) and " new " (1945), but some " ne\4r " equipment has already been fitted while much
" old," equipment will still be in service in 1945.

4. F'igures 19 and, 20 show, diagrammatically, typical " old " and " new " radar
equipments, and reference should also be made to the photographs in Grow! 3, It should be
noted that im the Figures-

(a) The number of GC sets shown is only approximate: the precise number of " new "
GC sets will depend upon the Close Range Directors and/or mountings fitted.

(&) Interrogators are not shown, but are fitted with each warning set and new GA sets
as described inCkafter III.

(c) GB sets are omitted for clarity.
5. The following remarks aaplify Figures L9 and 20:-

BattleshiBs anil Cruisers
6. As will be seen, a large number of gunnery sets are fitted, including 2 GS sets under

the new scheme. Small cruisers, however, will have only 1 GS set, and will use the after GA
set as a stand-by GS set.' 7. WA sets t5pgs 281 ard79 arc fittecl in the proporbion 3 : 1 with the object of ensuring
that in any large unit there wilt be both good high and good medium air cover (see Chat'ter X).
Type 281BM will ultimately be replaced by type 960 or 960M.

Aircraft Ca,rriers
8. Full aircraft cover and fighter direction facilities are of paramount importance and in

Fleet and Light Fleet Carriers two WA sets (798 antl281B/BM) are therefore fitted. These
will ultimately be-l9placed by type 960P (iarge aerial), or alternatively type 2818M will be
repiaced by t5rpe 960 or 96OM (small aerial).

9. A heightfinder (SM1, SP, or later type 981) is fitted where possible.
10. The ighter direction plan display set type 980 will ultimateiy be fitted in large Carriers.
11. Escort Carriers have.a reduced equipment (e.g. only 1 WA set) and their equipment

varies considerablv because some were built in the U.S.A. and some in the U.K. In Assault
Ca,uiers fighter direction is important and therefore 2878 or SK with SP is desirable. In
ConvoyEscort Carriers rough high air cover and good low aircraft tracking are the requirements,
and types 79B a,ntl 277 arc therefore desirable.

12. Aircraft Carriers usually carr5r extra Radar Beacons, such as A.I. beacons.

F1eet Ileshoyers and d.A. SlooBs
13. Although the radar equipment of a Cruiser is desirable in these ships it is not practic-

able. Air warning is the chief sufierer, and type 29L is in effect the WA set in these ships.
14. The target indication set (WC type 293) when fittetl is also the ships WS set.

Frigates antl Corvettes
15. The.emphasis is on U-boat detection and the best possible WS set is fitted., i.e. types

277,273Q, SG oi in some cases SL. On account of the A/S requirement H/F D/F is normally
fltted instead of type 291 in Frigates. Corvettes have neither. GC sets may in future be fitted
in frigates.
Submarines

16. The larger submarines will be fi.tted with type 267W, but smaller submarines can
only take type 291W.
Combinecl OBqra.tions Ships

17. The requirement is chiefly navigational, so the best practicable WS set rvith P.P,I.
is desirable. In practice a variety of WS sets including t5'pe 970 may be found.
Special Fishter Ilirection ShiBs (L.S.F.) anil Tentlers

18. A small number of ships are fitted for fighter direction duties in combined operations.
They carry the maximum practicable number of WA, Fighter Directing, and Heightfinding
radar sets. These may be R.N., R.A.F. or U.S., and sets are sometimes duplicated to avoid
blank aics and to guard against breakdown.
Convoy n'ighter Directing Ships

19. These difier from Special Fighter Directing Ships in that they have to keep the sea
for longer periods, and this reduces the number of radar sets that can be fitted since greater
precautions against weather damage are necessary
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CIXAPIER V

TIMITATIONS OF'RADAR

1. Preceding chapters show.what radar can do; before reading how to use radar it is
necessary to be quite clear what it cannot do, otherwise the user will have gained alr un-
balanced picture and perhaps be baclly misled. Some of the limitations of radar have alrgady
been mentioned in Chapter II,brtt they are recapitulated here.

EIIMAN FACTOR,
2, This point is mentioned first d.eliberately. Rada.r is not an automatib instrument;

it requires tobe operated inteliigently. The best radar set in the world is little use in the hands
of badly trained opgr.ators, or if the rest of the " team " in the Action Information Centre or
Fire Contqol Room are ignorant of what iadar can and cannot do. Training is dealt with in
Chafter XXII, and it must be remembered that when operators first come to sea they have
had little. practical experience of operating

3. Similarly, the corr.ect procedure (drill) between the control position and the operator
must be followed (see Chafter XXIII), or the radar reports may become actually misleading.

UAIflENANSE
4. When a new radar set is installed, it should be turned over in full working order.

That, however, is onl5r the beginning of the battle, for constant maintenaace is required to
keep it working properly ; even in 1944 a high proportion of the radar sets in the fleet are not
up to full efficiency.

5. This problem is once again mostly one of 'the humaa elernent, {qf t\u maintenance
personnel are often too few and are rapi-dly trained, and therefore have a difficult task to carry
iut ali the routine tests and inspectioirs.*hich are necessary to Prevent breakdowns occurring.
The maintenance staff therefore should be left as free as possible and given all the assistance
necessary. It may be unavoidable to have to employ tliem on other duties, but in this case
full technical efficiency must not also be expected.

6, However, even if the maintenance staff do a{ that they can, occasional brealcdowns are .,
inevitable (a.g. from " dry joints " or burnt out valves). This is inherent in a complicatedl
instrument'dEveloped rapidly in war-time. It is therefore of importance to keep alwayq in
mind what action Shouta le taken if a radar set breaks down-therb may be another set that
can be used even if it is less suitable than the Proper one.

LOCATION (:Range plus bearing)
7. Radar cannot detect objects under the sea, nor very much beyond the direct optical

path and this limits the detectiqn range of ship,s and low-flyi4g aircraft. Also radar may- not
i.lways detect objects inside opticat diJtarcg if tlrey are qmaJl, and suc.! targets may be sightecl
first.- Finalln airtraft cannot be detected when they ar91n lhe " g-aps_" of the vertical-c-overage
diagram. For all these reasons, the alertness of visual lookout should not be relaxed because
i"ait ir being.used. i

8. The ground wave end wave clutter form a screen round the sEp and unlesg- spgciat .

measures are-iaken make detection of aircraft and surface objects at close.range riifficult"or
impossible. The ground wave may,exlend to 4 miles or so in the case of WA -set! using long Putsg.
Inihe case of WS sets, the groun-d wavb is only about I mile, but this maybe extended bywave
clutter to several miles on a rough day.

9. Range accuracy of radar is sufrcient fo1 moq!_ wa:rnlng.-pu{poscs,'blt_for^accurate
ranging, to"l "r is reqiired in gunnery, sets must be calibrated, aidi Ckaptet X!!^ Qompared
to ian[L accuracy, biaring accuracyis not-so good,_v-arying froml-2" for WS sets up-to
5-10" fir WA seti.- Combinecl inaciuracy of range and beiring may result in an irregular plot
particularly

(a) When a target is at extreme range and the echo is weak and intennittent.
(b) When there is a high rate of change of bearing of the ta.rget.
Under these conditions, it may take several minutes to obtain a pl5t which is smooth

enough to'deduce the targets course and speed with sufrcient acclracy.
10. Gunnery rargrng sets, which are fitted with bearn-switching and very accurate rangtng

devices will, of iourse, give a good plot very much more quickly
.
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DIf'CRIIIINATION
11. Owing to lack of raage discrimination and bearing discriminatio-n, particularly of WA

sets, it is not ilways possible to distinguish between targets whigh are close to each other, nor
sometimes even to tfu that there is more than one target. Discrimination is most difficult
when the targets are at very nearly the same range aild bearing. The best discrimiuation is
obtained by using a short iulse length, the shortest rangq'sgale, an$ by,turning down the
" input " when uJing f.e.l.-or the " gain " when using " A " display, but-these measutes also
hav6 the efiect of cutting down detection range and consequently reducing warning. More
detailed remarks on discrlmination and the advantages dnd disadvantages of P.P.I. and " A "
dirpl*y are containedin Chapter VII ; in general the best discrimination_is-obtained--bV-usinS
" C " -display but tJris, of cou-rse, means reducing all round cover and sacrificing plan display.

uA4nfim RANGE
L2, Tlne first detection of a new target will not usually occur at the maximum range of

which a set is capable. This is because at extreme ranges tJre echo is 1ery small_and. 9!t9no.nly
appears intermitlently. It uiay therefore easily be missed on several sweeps, by which time
the target will have closed.

L3. Witkowt P,P.I. d,isplay it is necessary to sweep round comparatively slowly, qtopping
perhaps several times during Cach sweep to takg bearings a1{ -ranggs of targets alr-eacly leingwatched. While d.oing this a new targel which has come within radar range may have closed
considerably before the sweep again ieaches the right bearing. The trouble is-accentuated
if the targeiis a small one, whose maximum range is not great in any case, and the closing speed
is high ; -in fact, when using an old set such as t54le 272P, the theoretical chance of detection
of a U-boat before it comes into sight may be nil under unfavourable conditions.

14. Sets with broad horizontal beams, such as WA sets and WC type 29L, can sweep
much faster without fear of missing targets than can n.urolv beam (WS) sets not fitted with
P.P.I. In general, it pays to sweep as fast as practicable except in small ships iri rough
weather, aid,e"para.57. i

L5. Witk P.P.I. d,isflajt it is possible to sweep much faster, and this is normally done
(usually automatically) so that a continuous picture is painted. This overcomes the dis-
advantlges of narrow beams and slow sweeping and greatly improves the reliability of detection.
When, however, it is desired to watch for fluctuating echoes, such as those from an aircraft
or E-boat at extreme r:urge, over a selected sector, it may be p:eferable to revert to hand
training*. Provided the sector is a small one, this procedure will give a greater number of
chances of seeingthe echo andwill, therefore, increase the probable detection range. Needless
to say, all round warning will be lost while the sector sweep is in force.

Effect of inclination
16. With surface waming sets the inclination of the target makes a considerable difierence

to the height of echo at extreme range and therefore to the maximum range obtainable. As
might be expected, better maximum ranges are obtained against targets beam on as the reflecting
area is then greatest. With aircraft warning sets thq inclination of the aircraft target also
afiects results ; a closing target gives a bigger echo than a similar target opening at the same
range and ta:gets of the same type are therefore detected at greater ranges when closing than
when opening, always provided that the aerial is pointing in the right direction at the right
ti:rre,

Aerial stoBs
17. The older types of radar (except type 291) cannot be rotated contiuuously because

of aerial stops, which are usually placeil aft. These limit the sweep to 400o, which means that
the aerial must be rotated first clockrryise and then anti-clockqrise. This, of course, tends to
increase still furiher the chance of a closing target-not being picked up straight away,
particuiarly:if it is on an astem bearing. Also with WA sets, the aerial stops make the taking
of bearings astern slow and difficult.

Sitias
18. The ideal is for all waming radar. sets to have an all-round view, but this would

require several masts or structures each higher than all the others which is clearly impossible.
Warning radar sets therefore usually have a blind arc, and its extent shoulcl be well known
like the " A arcs " of the guns. Where possible warning radar sets should be sited so as to be
complementary, e.E. type 277 with a clear arc forward and type n3'with a clear arc aft.

. * Nqte, The expiession " hand training " includes the use of slow or creeping speed with WS
type 277, " Hatnd training " usually infers sweeping from side to side as opposed to continuous
(antl if possible automatic) rotation of the aerial.
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HEIGIIrF'INbffC
19. Shipborng radar is unable to measure the height of aircraft with the same precision

as it measures range and bearing, nor is a change in height quickly detected. At present, the
average error obtained with WA sets is of the oider of 1,000-2,000 feet. 'V7ith-practice, it
may be less, but it may also be a great deal more. WC sets cannot efiectively measure height.
The fitting of centimetric stabilised elevation finding sets (SM1, SP, and types 277 and 981)
y1lt fmpry_v-e the accuracy and.reliability of heightfinding. Heightfinding is discussed fully in
Chafter XL

CLASSIFICATION AND IDENXTFIC^A,rION OF ECIIOES
20. By classification is meant distinguishing between the echoes from difierent kinds of

targets and by identification is meant distinguishing between friendly and hostile targets.

Classification ol echoes
2L. By the form of the echo shown on " A " display it is usually easy to differentiate

between ships, aircraft and land, and the plotted relative movement of the echo should clear
up any doubt which exists. ft is not, however, so easy to determine the number of aircraft
in a body. A good operator will be able to tell the differ.ence between a " single," a " few," and
a " group " (aid,e Tabl,e 3), but he will seldom be able to do better than this, and there is always
a tendency to report a " single " as a " few," especially if the target is'a large aircraft.

22. On P.P.I. atl .echoes appear of equal consistency, owing to the efiects of the " limiter "
and the after-glow tube. It is, therefore, only possible to distinguish between ships and
aircraft by their movement, and the numbei of aircraft in a body cannot be counted. Lanci
can usually be distinguished by its contour or irregular shape.

Zl. lne size of ship targets may under normal conditions be estimated by the initial
detection range (assuming, of course, thbt an all-round sweep is in force). But this method
cannot be used under anomalous conditions;aide paragraph,s 54to 56.

24. Operalors may also coiifuse cloud echoes with land echoes or formations of aircraft ;
and decoy balloons may be mistaken for U-boats, uide faragraPk 4l (b),

klentification between ilientl anit foe
?.5. Ttie Radar Recognition or I.F.F. system provides a radar means of distinguishing

between friendiy and hostile detections, and non-radar evidence may also assist as explained
in later chapters. The radar recognition system, however, is not infallible, a.g. .'-

(a) The I.F.F. (or the Interrogator) may not be working efficiently.
(a) fUe I.F.F. riay not be switihed'on, o1may not be fitted.
(c) The I.F.F. may become saturated if too many interrogators are trained on it. In a' big operatioa ii may be even necessary to " ration " the use of I.F.F. to avoid the whole

system becoming useless.
26. I.F.F. must therefore be regarded as being an aid to recognition-useful when it

responds, but not positive proof of hostile nature if it does not.
27. There is also always the possibility of the enemy simulating our I.F.F.

FATSE OR IINWAIITED ECIIOES
28. There are, unfcirtunately, quite a large number of kinds of false or unwanted radar

echoes or forms of interference which are obtained from time to time and which confuse the
radar display and slow up reporting, even if they do noi actually confuse the situation 

i

L,antl echoes
29. These are naturally worse closest to the land, and with \,VA sets may be trorlblesome

up to 20 miles or *o.e oft-.'hor". fngy are made worie b_y the"fact that num6rous side echo8sl,
aid back echoes may be obtained off large land masses. Cleqff, Iand echoes are_most trouble-
sonie with wide bdirn (WA) sets, and least troublesome with narrow beam (WS and centi-
metric WC) sets. Use bf short rangb scale and short puls9 length hetps to reduce land echo
confusion, ind when opgrqtrng near the land it is often wisest to go for good discrimination
rather than maximum r'ange.

30. P.P.L has the advantage over " A'r display.that it is easier to follow the movements
of targets amongst the land echoes.

Sitle echoes
31. Sitle echoes are causgd by the subsidiary beams of a radar set. They are distinguish-

able by the.fact.ihat they qppeaf at equal angles either side of- the true echo. They are worst
when'de'tecting lar.ge taigeid at blose:rang_eJ and can be reduced or eliminated by turning
dowp,theinpuior gdin,bwlthisd,efriaestheshdf oJwaTningof srnallertargetsatgreaterranttt'r,
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False bea,ring echoes

32. False bearing echoes are caused by reflectidns'off own ships superstructure ol rigging,
and are worst with hilh powered centimetric (WS and WC) sets. -

ooo

. Fig, 2l-Showing cause of false bearing eckoes dueto reflection ofi superstructure or rigging.
As the radar aerial sweeps, two echoes-one true, one false-may be painted on the P.PJ.

It will be seen fuom Fig. 21 that with the aerial bearing 150' an echo. may be received.
from a target which is realiy bearing 030". .So two echoes of 'the target will appear on P.P.I.
as the aerial sweeps, as shown.

33. False bearing echoes may be spotted as such :-
(a) because they appear at exactly the same range as the true echo ;

(b) because they usually appear on the samp relaliae bearing, i.e. on the bearing where the
superstructure or rigging is nearest or gives most reflection ;

(c) because if the ship alters course, the true bearing of the false echo wili alter, while.that
of the target will not.

34. Unless the set can be resited, the only way of reducing false bearing echos caused. by
halliards and flT aerials in the way of the radar beam is to remove them (pariicularly, of
eourse, on ahead bearings). The minimum requirement for tlpe 271Q is that not mbre than
two stays, halliards, etc., should be " illuminated " at any giveu time by a 6 feet wide beam
at the centre-line of the aerial system and within a 72 feet radius of it. The requirement is
more stringent for types 277,276 and 293 which are of higher power.

35. False bearing echoes caubed by the funnel or superstructure rpay be reduced by mearrs
of a wire-mesh screen, placed so that it will reflect the beam upwards instead of horizontally.
The screen will, howevel, only be efiective if it can be placed more than 10 feet from the centie
of the aerial.
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Double retlpcition
36. At close ranges, and particularly with high-power centimetric sets, double reflection

may take place. ThE cause aid effect ii obvious?dm Fig.22, and iuch fatse e_choq should
be distinguishable by the fact that they remain at twice the range of the larget ?ng q the same
bearing even if own-ship alters course. Also, on " A l'displ4y, the.second-(fafse) echo wiil be
smallei than the true ecio because it has been reflected from three surfaces instead of only one.

Fig. 27-Skowing aawse o! " double reflection." Sometimes obta.ined with centimetrii and
deEimetric radariets a.t cl6se range. t'wo ec;hoes are painted on P.P.I., on the same bearing'

the false echo aplearing at twice the iange of the true echo'

Rainolouils anit Goltl trbonts
37. Rainctouds including thunderstorms give echogg rather like a large land Tass, but

the echoes are less distinctivi and their individual positions change frequentl,y. Jtre re11lt
on P.P.I. looks like " r"tt "r blurred picture of land,-and is sometimes confused witb it tothe
a.ttir"""t "i """ig"tio", though turning down theinput.Tay g1ab.le the lan{ and cloud"echoes
io be differentiate?. CbtA toints may iometimes be distinguished on a P.P.I. \ .,

Bhils
38. Flocks of birds and even single big birds such as the gannet laye frequgntly.given

echoes. These are usu"ly w"*t ancl?uctuiting, ?nd gay be ideritifietl by plotting since a
bird is faster than-an E-b-oat and slower than an aircraft'

Grounil wave and wave clutter. Wat"son effect
39. The cause of sround wave a4d, wave clutter has been explained -tn Chartfur II,

porosriph A042. Td;;;k" it dfficult-or impossible to follow echoes close in, and therefore
form a sort of screenio'""a ifr" rUip. This scieen has a minimum ran-ge determincfi.by the
ground wave and a maximum rangedetermined.ly th" wave clutter which may extend to some

iiiies in the case of high-poweredLiglily sited WS sets on a rough day.
' 40. Large echoeslcan be followed further i1 by reducing the input or gain, but as usual
this cuts doin detection of targets at greater distances'

s3
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41. With WS and WC sets, when using " A " display, a very strong echo canbe followecl

almost fight into the ship by"making use of Watson e$ect. This is achieved by tgnqg the gain
of the reciiver well up, wtreir a split wilt be seen at the peak of the echo. the-split willjncrease
as the gain is turnedup still fuither, and a bright spo] will appear at the base of the split.
The bright spot represints the echo of the target, and accurate bearings and fairly aecurate
ranges can be taken even after the spot has merged into the ground wave.

' Fdg, \T-Stzotuing the use oJ " Watson effect " ort " A " Displ'ay. By- lu-rning
up the gain the etho becomes split and a bright spot may appear lvhich oan

be followed into the grotnd wave,

" 42. Watson effect cannot be used with P.P.I. On the other hand, it is easier to follow the
',' moyement of echoes among.wave clutter rvhen using P.P.I., since the wave clutter appears as

irregular patches whose shape changes each paint, while the position and consistency ofthe
target echo remains appreciably the same.

Interference foom foientlfy railio hansmissions
43. W[ and R/T transmissi:L(includqg W/T beacon*.h o*l -ship o1 in lhe.vicinitymay cause serious interference. R/T is ugually the worst. The trouble can be alleviated by

a suitable choice of communication wavelengths, or sometimes by resiting the communication
aerials. Little can be done at the radar end, as the wavelength and aerial position are fixed,
though special " filters " have proved useful in some cases.

44. EquaJIy, radar can. cause serious interference with communications. To reduce this
a device known as a Radio Interference Suppressor (R.I.S.) is fitted to most communication
receivers.

'"* 45. Other radar transmissions using the same wavelength can sometimes be observed
on the radar trace. On " An' display they appear as evenly spaced vertical lines moving across
the screen. On P.P.L they appear. as evenly spaced spirals emanating from the centre.
They rarely cause interference to operating, and the effect can sometimes be made
use of to obtain bearings of friendly units.

Enemy counter-measnres (see al.so CkaPter XV)
46. Ja,nming: f.a. deliberate radio interference by the enemy, may appear in.a number of

difierent forms, as illustrated in Ckapter XV, Fig.64. Jamming can sometimes be countered
by a slight shift of wavelength or by anti-jamming devices fitted to some old sets and. all new
sets. The net efiect of the enemy's effort will vary between wide limits.

47. The enemy may also use non-ratlio methods of interterence in the form of reflectors.
The two main kinds so far met are :-

(a) " Wind.ow," which consists of a large number of metal foil strips (a familiar feature in
South-East England duringthe raids early in 1944). These are cut to length so as to
be good reflectors (i.e. " dipoles ") gt the estimated wavelength.of the radai to be
jammed, and form a cloud or " infected " area through which it is difrcult to follow
targets and behind which they may not be detected. Centimetric WS set-s are often
least afiected by "'Window," because of their good discrimination. The efiect of
of " Window " is illustrat ed in Ckat'ter XV , lhotograflhs 7 0 and' 71.

(b) Radar Decoy Ball,oozs (R.D.B.) are used by U-boats to mislead egcorts. Their con-
struction and the extent to which they can confuse WS sets used.for U-boat detection
are described in Chafter VIII, Paragrat'ks L1 to 13.

. 48; en if.O.S. will travel down wind at about two-thirds wind speed, so plotting should
often be able to classify the echo as " Decoy." '
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EFIECA OF THE WEATIIER A![D flNIOSPIIERIC COi{DIIIONS
49. Weather and atmospheric conditions may affect radar in a mrmber of ways as described

below.
Rough weather

50. The narrow beam of a centimetric (WS) set may be lifted right clear of the horizon
when-a_ship rolls or pitches. This seriously limits the vdlue of earlier WS sets (e.g. type272P),
especially in small ships against small targets whose echoes.become intermittent or aie missed
altogether. To counter this in later sets either:-

(a) The vertical beam is made wide enough to allow for all reasonable conditions, a.g. it
is 20o ntype276.

Or (6), the set is stabilised, as in types 27tl3Q d:lld 277.
51. Further, the swell may actually obscure the line of sight between a small i4rggt

such as a U-boat and a small ship where the WS radar set is mounted low down. In these
circumstances it is necessary with old WS sets to sweep verymuch more slowly than the normal
rate to make certain of detecting small targets'at all, which, of course, redirces the prbbable
detection range. With modern WS sets, however, the sweep rate should, if anything, be
increased. The object in all cases is to avoid ioinciding witli the period of the swell which
normally corresponds to a sweep rate of about 4 r.p.m.
Atmospheric tlonilitions

52. Under certain conditions of the electronic atmosphere anomalous BloBagafion exists.
It is particularly common in hot climates on sultry windless days, but is not uncommon even
in the United Kingdom, especially in surirmertime. It-is fare on cold and windy days.

53. The efiect on surfau detection is to give exceptional ranges, particularly with high
power centimetric sets (typ* 27LQ, 276, 277 ,293 and SG). .Ranges of over 50 miles on medium-
sized ships have been knswn. Of course, this is an advantage rather than a limitation while
it lasts. The danger is that ong. may be led to expect results which are exceptional and not
normal. ft must be appreciated that even if anomalous conditions pqrsist for several days-
as they commonly do-results will sooner or.larter return to normal.. There is no ready and
certairi means afloat of forecasting anomalous conditions, though some success has- been
achieved at shore radar stations. If it could be done, it would clearly be an irnportant cdn-
sideration when planning.

54. One way to recognise anomalous tesults is by observing the behaviour of the echo
as the target closes (keeping- the gain constant): Normally, the height of a ship echo rises
evenly as shown n Fig. 24. The dotteil line shows an anomalous detection, and it will be
seen that the echo height fluctuates or even disappears at anomalous ranges before finally
picking up its rig.ht " curve."

..-ECHO AT SA?UiATION HgICHTuslilc NonHAL GAtil

,t
I
I

rcro/nors:
NATIO

DISTAI{CE IN YAFDS

Fig. 24-Showi,ng tha effeat oJ anornalous atmospheri,a cond,i,tions on iletectien range.
The figure is based on Surlace detection by WS type 273Q at 65 feet, aucl the normal
detection curves for difie,rent sized targets are showq in black. These rise nearly
uniformly to saturation as the range decreases, Typical anomalous detectioa o-f

a U-Boat is shown in red.
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55. This method if worked up should prove of value in spotting-anomalous.detection
and unless anomalous conditions ari carefully watched for and understood, it will be impossible
to use the inilial detection range method (pira. 23) as a guide to the size of the target detected.

56. The efiect of anomalous conditions on aircraft detection whether by WA or- WS sets
is to filI out the lower part of the lowest lobe. This increases the detection rangg oj lgy *d
medium aircraft, but at the same time spoils heightfinding.by first detection method (Ckapter
X4. Results against high aircraft are not afiected'

57. l

III'IERSEIPTTON AnD D/F
58. Since radar is a radio transmission it can be intercepted and D/F d, in the same

way as W/T. It is, however, much less " dangerous " than flT begausq of !h_e very short
wai'elengtirs used and the faci that the energy iiconcentrated inio a directional beam instead
of being an all-rorind transmission.

59. I:nterception, which means actually picking up a radar transmission, is not easy,
particularly at the shortest b.r. centimetric) wivelelgt!1_ancl j-uilging from oyr ovn experience
ihere are iitety to. be freciuent " false aiarms " including those due to local interference.
Furthermore, iadar sets evtn of the same type are not ori exactly the same wavelength, so
that the enemy has to search over a waveliand. This requires a special operator, or more
probably several operators in watches.

60. Then again the radar beam is normally kept sweeping round; *-d lt is tferefore
necessary that tfre morne',rt that the enemy operat-or is-bn, the right wavelengt\should coincide
with the period during which the radar beam-is trained on him. This again reduces the chance
of interceptibn . 

,.ort61. Assuming, however, that the enemy is k-egping__w1tch, it is-neceslary t9 k"oY t\,
of ranges at whiih intefception might be-possible. Unforiunately-, it tg.lot practicable to
give pr:ecise figures, as thesdare a"fiected by sb many factors, the chief of which are :-" (n) the wavelength, power and height of the radar set. Of these the wavelength is the

predominant factor ;
(b)the technical development and operating_efficiency-gf tF. enemy's interception' organisation. In a sliip, laboratory standard is not achieved;
k) whethpr atmospheric conditions are normal or anomalous
62. The following ta.ble gives.guitlance figures which cover most of these factors. Unless

there is special need-for secirity;-it is recommended-that the figures lgrmally- used should
be those'*om column one, which is based on the efrciency of 9ur own interception receivers.
Should the enemy concentrate his effort on interception, the figures in column two could be
achieved, though a figure somewhere between columns one and two is more_ likely. Column
three gives thelikely iaximum figures under anomalous conditions (pa.ragtafh 52).

'll
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63. Guiite to interceBtion ranges of railar.

CLASSIFICATION AND.TYPE OF RADAR SET

WA sets

1$ metre WC sets

fnterrogators

50-cm. Gunnerysets

10-cm. WS and WC
and Gunnery sets

3-cm. sets

COLUMN I
RANGE THAT

COUI,D CERTAINLY
BE ACEIEVED

IF ENEMY
IS LISTENING

10-20

coLaMI{ 2
POSSIBLE RANGE IF

ENEMY ATTAINS
IIIGITLY PEVELOPED

ESUIPMENT AND
ORGANISATION

250

COLUMN 3
POSSIBLE RANGE

UNDER CONDITIONS
op ewou:irous
PROPAGAfiON

250 (*Seenote)

200 (*Seenote)

100

100

Not known

Not known

7e1
27s I
28t

29L

200

75

50

150

100

40

242 124s I
282 I
283 I2E4t
28s )
272P 12710 I
2nE I274 t27s r276 I277 I
2s3 )
262

267\4/\
268 J

* Note. Anomalous conditions will not materially affect the direct interception of metric sets.
s-pasmodic indirect reception_at lo''g distance riray, however, be possible blr day, particularly in
the-suntmer, oversmall an_d..changing_areas. Typical distanies tci type 791279 ire-OOO-SOO dites
and.!,2QG-,-1,.500miles. With type?8l the ociirrence is less freqridnt atia wiU be at distauces
owtsid.e 1,500 miles.

.64. The ngo*-t giv.en in Pn psrqf-h f3 are for norrnal ship-ship heights of aerial. Inter-
ception range oj-9Lby airc-raftfspecial ltllgol, or a high shore sfatioi maliUe two or tbree times'as great. In addition, a shore station is likely to be fitted with more efficient receiving gear.

65. Rad'ar Beacons if-$SSgred could also beintercepted, the surface range correspondingto Iype 242. I.F.F. could be intercepted, but this is v?ry unlikely owing t6 its shoit-interl
mittent transmission. Neither Radaf Beacons nor l.F.F.-transmit unless"ictually triggere$.

66. One factor which affects the likelihood of interception is whether the enemy knows
we are using a particular waveband. This is *!yf! is impohant to deny the enemy ldowledge
of new radar wavelengths, a.g. by avoiding publishing phbtos of aerial dr reflectorifrom whidh
Ig.g"l measiure or giess'thE *ir""te"gnl'This is ii.n *o* ttirp"*-i"itJt i"a* ln* totflT because the wavelength of a given radar set cannot be altered iery much, if at all.

67. It. must be assumed, holever, that the enemy is now aware of the wavelength of all
9gq qldgr_9ets,z.g. WA types 279 and 281, WC tlpe 291, and the 50 cm. gunnery seriies (t1ryes
2U+4-S). . There is also some evidence thit he knows that ships use 10 crls. (WS, WC,
and GS sets).

68. Enemy interception receivers may be used to estimate the distance and movement
g! 9uf ships and aircraft by the strength of received signal, and whether it is getting louder.
This is, !gy_e,v_er, a -very inexact science and our airciaft have means of couirtering it (see
Chafter XVII\. .1\1so, anomalous conditions may entirely u;iset range estimation.

20

20 30
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69. D/f'. Even iI the endmy succeeds in intercepting rqdar, he inust gttl gel its bearing
if the inJoination is to be of much tactical use to hirn. This is not difficult'for shore stations
to do, but it is not nearly so easy from a. ship as it requires an aerial, perhaps of some size,
and a good cleir site which is uniAly hard to find except at the expense of equipment which
may be considered more useful such as radar itself. Even if a directional aerial is fitted, it
will often only be possible to estimate bearing to the nearest quadrant, or by pointing the ship.

70. lhe combind intenoeBtiou anit D/tr'riisk may therefore be summed up as follows :-
(a) Interception is not easy, and bearings if taken are likely to bb inaccurate, especially

from ships.
(0) Ihe shortest wavelengths and narrow bedms are'safest.
(c) the iiewest wavelengths are safdst.
(d) Sweeping makes the enemy's task harder.
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CHAPTER VI

ACTIOI{ INFORIIIATION CE$ITRE AtilD oRGANISATION

Before proceeding, in succeeding chaPters, to the -various 
uses'of warning radar it is

"oorr"ri*i fo aescrruE't*ay tn" hy'out o? the Action Informatior o_rglmsation which uses

*a "o"trotr 
it. A full desciption ii contaiaed in C.B, 04357 Actdon Informat'ion Centra.

2. Tn the early days of radar rough and ready means- w.ere used to dispose of radar
infonnation. fnaela,-twar not unosuai for reports irom " the- " radar set-to-be passed direct
i;;fi;a;; ";; i" irrg; ships, though later ii became usual for these to be handled through
the Tactical and Aircraft Plots.

3. With the increase in numbers of radar sets fitted and their increased " vision," it was
rearisea tnat tue racticar-ana Aircraft Plots had become entile.Y inadequate and ueeded a
a;;i. iagr;; i".p""", i"i"*Jcommunications, and personnel if eftcient use was to be made
;i;;;;-;;;;ii"" ;i ini i"io*t"tion available from ovir and ether ships' radar. .Irl addition
tn"i. nur b."n " .o"ria.oUi"lo*"r. in Y information including D/F which, with all other
intelligelce, needs to be related to that from radar.

4. This was the inception of the Actiou Infonnation Organisation. Its function is to collect
information from all *""i"Ui" ro"rces (radar being one of lhe-largest contributors), relate and
,. filter,' the inform*tio", and serve ii up to th-e Command in a clear form. In fact the
Co*mandshould receiveihe " answer " wjthoUt having to worry particularly how the answer
was obtained.

5. It follows, therefore, that the control of- olvn shi-p's radar must be exercised from the
Action ittormatii," C""t* iej.C.), and this includes ord-ers for switchinggl a"d 9.t, ;wgen-tng;i;';e;";i;;',."alh" ,i'" ot i6"s "f'0",1"#n;;3fio;"#,nt*'"3t""m,g1?t:;;iii:the Oficers in charge of the Operations Root
*ori h"rr" a firm dt"rp "t tni capabilities and limitations of radar (Chaftet I to V) and the
.ggrrect orders to give Ghapter XXII}
&ADAR DISPLAYS

6. It/ith the introduction of continuously rotating radar aerials it--be9an1e practjcable
anct profitable to locate remote radar displayi of the P.P.I. type actu-ally in the i.I.C. It
S;"id;;;"d.-"1""r, however, that the respo-nsibility for warning, i.e. observing-and reporting
;;i;A;ttt ties with the opeiator in the Rlaq-n1sn$.R_.oom or warnTrg.Tadar oi0ce con-

".*"a. Dangerous confusfon is li\ely to arise if the_ plotter o-r o!\er individual at a- remote
iiriii"ir tertp"or*ity assumes this fuiction, only to have to dr.op it..1 lew minutes later on
;;il;;GT"ttiG""r oth"r duties. Further, the remote.positio! will frequentlY be turning
a;*o til f.f.f. iiput in ogder to get better discrimination, a:rd t$l *ill redlce warn-ing;
*n"i""t tn" p.p.L ii tle i"t.t om"e"can and should be kept permanefrtly in the best condition
for ma:rimum warning.
. 7. In fact, the obiect of fitting remote radar display is:-

int et" 
"onoenierice 

in order t"o see at a glance thb present general surface (or air) situation,
nartibrilarly if the plot has become confused.
'--iaii""order tdstucly in detail a particular part of the radar view, e.g. the escort, a convoy,
the cblst, or an enemv unit.

(c) Where contro"led interception is being carried out by means o{ radar, to enable

"frAYt.fV "p+o-tlate 
informatioriof a few seleCted targets to be plotted diiect, so cutting-out

,ff ti-" lie. ' Th" *osi uro"t case at present is fighter intercepllon of enemy bombers, {ol yhich
ffi" Skffi;; i. pro"ia.a. The Skiat?on has a surface larger than a P.P.I., and on which it is
possible to Plot.^ g. Nevertheless occasions may arise, particularly when the density- -of. t-argets-it higl,
*h;;i;;t il;;.f"1 gr eoeo ne-cetsary for selected I*s"E to be " told " direct from the
;;;t; dirpiay on to the local-operations plot iq llg.Opelations Room. On such occasions

"*" *rrt 
'be iaken to a"n"" the' precise r6sponsibilities of the radar ofrce watchkeeper and

the local " teller."
9. In order to get full value, it is c19ar1y necessary lgl tttq Operations.Room Officer,

F.D.O. "rra 
trti"gr Jo"c"r""a to icnow how td aiiust.a P.P.L, Attention is therefore parti-

;J.rl" invitecl to"thelew simple rules for doing this, gqv.enin--Ch.aPter II., If the.P.P.I. is not
;;;fu;&;t"d;;tn. t"q,iir"*ents of theinoment it wilt grve a confused picture and/or
imitt tirgeti will not aPpear at all.--ld.-t*o impo*aniflmitations of remote radar display.mlp!-bg pointed out :-.

irj ft *"V gi.r" "-iJr" impression of securitv. In fact all that is shown is uhat oun radar
,on irittt-1i",iii-*ilt-;;;;;"'.# that if lre f,r.{. is not prgperfldjusted)- There mav
*uir't" otii." objects inet", and this may indeed be known to the A.I.C from intelligence or
other ships' radar.---iai-fToofy 

$vesltre pre.senf position of echoes, and gives no clue asto their past movement

""a iil.rJoi" if,*it likely'future ^movement. only the plot can show this.
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It is o4 dccount of the above iimitations that the fitting of a P.P.I. on the briclge is not
countenanc'ed except in cases where it is impossible to fit an efficient viewing device to the
Bridge Plotting Room.

11. It is usual to arrange that a P.P.I. or Skiatron can be worked ofi more than one radar
set. This is primarily as an insurance against breakdown, ancl the P.P.I. should normally
be kept switched to the proper set according to the type of information usually required
(surface, low aircraft, or high aircraft). To change over sets of the same basic type, such as
types 277 artd293, the procedure is to stop both with the aerials pointing in the same direction,
a.g. forward, and make the change-over switch. An auto-aligning device will later be fitted,
which will dispense with the necessity of stopping aerials.

12. With R.N. sets of dissimilar basic t54pe, such as types 277 and 2818, the change-over
is more complicated and takes up to half an hour. With a mixed bag of R.N. and U.S" sets,
which use different methods of internal transmission, change-over is not possible except in
special cases.

COMPABISIET{TS OF TTIE .A.I.C.

. 13. The compartments of the A.I.C. comprise the Operations Room, Aircraft Directioa
Room, Target Indication Room, and R'adar Display Room (vrith Height Filtering
Position). These are the places where information is collected, collated and then
passed to the Command through the medium of the Bridge Plotting Room (Qara. 20). The
following description includes only the radar dFpect, but it should be remembered that they
have many other sources of information as well. For convenience the Bridge and Air Defence
Position are alss mentioned. These are the recipients of filtered information, for whose benefit
the Action fnformation Organisation functions.
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14. The general layout of the Action Information Organisation is shown in Fig. 25, arfi.
the radar aspect is illustrated in Figs. 26 (a), (b) and (c), which show typical arrangements in a
Battleship, Fleet Carrier, and Fleet Destroyer. It must be understood, however, that the
actual layout of A.I.C. Compartments and displays varies considerably, and depends on space
and equipr:rent available. Also on the latest thought, the organisation still being in its youth.
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OBerations Boom
15. This replaces the old 'i 'factical Plot " and as far as radar is concerned deals primarily

with the surface situation and contains the Local and General Operational Plots (L.O.P. and
G.O.P.). The P.P.I. is normally operated from the WS set (type 277), but is switched to the
WC set (type 293) if type 277 is in use for heightfinding as may often be the case in carriers or
other ships directing fighters.

16. In larger vessels, and where space permits, it is intended to fit an auto-radar plot,
which is an A.R.L. table combined with a Skiatron. The primary object of this is to speed
up radar-plotting by providing a plotting surface which rvill give a geographical position on
the actual radar display.

17. Enemy reports based on radar will be originated from the operations room.

.A,ireraft Direction Roorn (A.D.R.)
18. This is a development of the old " Aircraft PIot." It contains:-
(a) The ma'in aircraft d,ispl,ay pl,ot (M.A.D.P.). This is fed verbaily_from all sources

of own ship's warning radar (e.g. WA set or sets and WS set) capable of detecting aircraft,
and also receives by V/S, W/T or RiT radar reports of aircraIt from other ships in company.
The plot also receives heights from the Height Filtering Position. From the Plot the A.D.R.
originates internal Air warnings. Subject to the orders in force, the A.D.R. also originates
air warnings to the fleet, and signals details of own ships' radar detections (see Chafiter XIX).

(b) Interceptor Plots. For the purpose of carrying out actual interceptions of enemy
aircraft one or more Skiatrons are provided, and one of these may eventually be an auto-radar
plot (para. Jd) in order to introduce the geographical element. The Skiatron is normally
operated from WA type 2818, but the alternative'WS type 277 may be used if the interest
is expected tb-be principaliy in low aircraft, or if operating near the land when the t5rpe 2818
picture is likely to be very confused. In cohjunction with the Interceptor Plot Skiatrons are
fitted one or more P.P.I.s which can be operated from WA type 2818, WS t51pe 277, or in
certain cases WC type 293. The P.P.I. will normally be operated from type 277 itthe Skiatron
is on t5rpe 2818, and vice versa, thus filling the gap in coverage. The object of Switching to
type293, where fitted, is to d.isplay high aircraft at close r€Lnge, such as overhead shadowers
or own fighters. Type 79lB cannot operate on P.P.I. or Skiatron because of its large beam
width.

L9..It must be emphasised that the A.D.R. is responsible for knowing the air situation
as awhole, and for passing inforrnation to theBridge, Bridge PlottingRoom, Air Defence Position
and Target Indication Room (and also to the Fleet if ordered). Although the F.D.O. .is in
charge of the A.D.R., its functions are definitely not limited to fighter direction.

EriGe Flotting Eoono. (B.F.B.)
20.Ithas been shown that the A.I.C. colldcts and sorts allinformation flowing into the

ship, and that this information is passed to the B.P.R. for the benefit of the Command. The
B.P.R. contains a G.O.P. and an L.O.P. showing the surface situation, and a fiItered air plot
showing the air situation. It is.these plots which will be studied by the Command, and from
the information shown on them that decisions will be made and the battle fought. From
here also surface targets will be selected and indicated to the armament by the P.C.O. when not
acting on visual inforrnation.

21. In Flagships the B.P.R. is required to be immediately accessible from the Admiral's
Bridge. It is, in fact, sited on the sa"rne level and immetliately abaft the latter. If the
Admiral does not elect to remain in the bridge plot, he will at least have some of the senior
offi.cers of his sta"ff stationed there to keep him informed of the situation. To enable the
Captain, on the upper bridge, to study the plot and its associated. P.P.I.. without leaving
his action station, a viewing device is provided from the compass platform to the B.P.R.
through which both the plot and the P.P.I. may be seen.

Tareet Inrlication Room ;
22. The function of the Target Indication Room is implied by its name, and the details

are explainedin Ckapter XIL The T.I.R. may be a separate compartment, or may form part
of the A.D.R. If the former, it may not be possible for the Target Indicating Offrcer readily
to get a sight of the M.A.D.P., in which case he will have a hand plot kbpt by a plotter on a
fslling line from the M.A.D.P. to exhibit the essential filtered tracks and information to him.
Radar display is from the Target Indication set WC type293 with aiternative from WS type277.

P.C.O. antl A.I).P.
23. The A.D.O. is provided with P.P.I. from type 293 (or type 277) it space permits.

The P.C.O. is similarly provided if he cannot easily use the vierving device to the B.P.R.

,l
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Rattar Display Room (R.D.R.)
24. Theultimate intention is to group together remote dispiays from all w-arning sets in a

Radar Display Room near the Operations and Aircraft Direction Rooms, and !o inglude the
Height fiitering Position anil a Central Interrogating..Position in the R.D.R. In many
shipi, however, space at present precludes fitting the fu!- requirements, and the H.F.P. may
be iitea separalely, or the R.D.R.-may contain only the displays necessary for an H'F.P.

25. Ii must be made clear that the function- of the R.D.R. is not to control the radar.
This must be done from the Operations and Aircraft Direction Rooms. Sie paragrafuk 29,
below. The advantages of an R.D'R' are:-

(a) It provides a convenient central position in which the Radar Officer can supervise
the t;ihnidl performance of all warning sets.

(b) The Radar Offrcer can also supervise the working of the Height Fiitering Organisatiou.
(c) The R,D.R. being accessible will b9 aple- to grv.g immediate technical advice to the

Ooerliions and Aircraft Dlrection Roorrs as to the bestlction to take in the event of bieakdown
ot'1r**i"g of one or more sets, or if atmospheric interference or anomalous conditions utre
present.

26.The Height f'ftedng Position (II.F.P.) is explained mgre_ fully in Chapter XI- It
,u""i*, rU tuigh:t inforrnation from WA, W.S b^r special heightfindinq tgls., and prwides the
A.t:R. ; i.t.d. witfr tfre best height estimation for any target-. By centralising tle information
it is frequentlv possible to clear uf ambiguity in heighi which might occur from the use of only
o"" ..i,iit*6 rl"t. itra.p.ndently-; and i--t helps to avoid. two targets being plotted when there is
really bniy one.

27. The Central Interrogating Position is described n Ckat'ter XIV.

SmallShips
28. The Action Information layout described above applies generally to large tnip: (P

Aircrafi C*i"tr the A.D.R. layout ii obviously morg extensive than in a battleshi.o or cruiser).
i;5mr11 rhtps the layout is proportionall.y i-14q' !'9r-e7cgnile, in a Fleet'Destroyer a

""*tA"a "fti*house 
dndopeta:tioir room is prbvided, with thir T.I-. Unit inthe adjacentT.I.R.

ai";; ih" A.I.C. is sited in'the bridge structrire, and a viewing device is fitted between Bridge
and operations room, no B.P.R' is necessary

coNltsol, oF naDAn'
29. The operations room, A.D.R. ?qd T.l.B.-T".lud by radar information from the

Surf;; W;;dg, Aircraft Warning, and Target Indicalign seis-.. It is clear, therefore, th.at.
they must direct-ly control the operition of these sets, subject, of course, to any special ordss'
trorir tne Captain-or the Senior Officer.

30. As a rule the sets fall naturally into the three categories WS, WA and WC (T.I.)'
t"*,;"H:"'rfi.Lffi"j.1l1i'ltJ;*;".t 

a"t."to, or-low nying aircrart. rt is qossibte that
tne d/erations Room may wii! t9 slveep a Sector-by hand tlaining-to search for E-boats,
oi to .iUt"i" better bearing discrimination. This will react on all round low air cover.

(6) The A.D.R. or T.I.R. may wish to use WS type 277 tor heightfinding, which means
stopping its sweep.- 

lc) Consequently the T.I..set, W9 typ" 293, may temporarily assume a tactical function
(in C]ririers rtia f't"ut Destroyers it is if,e normal tactical set). Here -again there are two
;""flt"tifi;.q"it.*""*, as fir surface-warning a slower-sweep rate and longer pulsg lelg!;; fi;i5.disirabie, while target-indication-demands the olposite in order to get bbtter
aiscriminition and compete witb a high rate of change of bearing.

31. It is clear that a high degree of co-operation between the Operatiols Room, 4rD.xE:
and T.I.R.is necessary, and a suitable'organisation must be worked out in each ship, confllctmg
interests being referr-ecl to the CaPtai" if necessary.

12
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. CTIAPTER VTI

SURFACE WARMNG Ati[D TIIE TACTICAT USE OF' RADAR

1. The ability of radar to " see in the da+ "- must clearly hayg -a prof^og1d etect on
tactics. It is int6resting to speculate how the battle of Jutland would have finished had we
had even moderate rad# in those days. Now that surfJce warning radar-can-obtain horizon
range (and sometimes iee beyond the"horizon), and highly effective radar has been developed
loi? Uiina '; gil;t and torpedo control, we ire apprdaciring the time when night action may
be sought and fought at ranges equal to those by day.

2. As British and American night actions in this war have already shown, the dice is heavily
Ioaded in favour of the side with beiter radar, always provided it is beilg used to best advantag-e.
Ho*.t.r, it is perhaps not unfair to say that the Tictical use of radqr (except in the specific

""r" of e1S; ft"! op do d"t. received lesi attention than some of its_other.applications, such as

Sr""Lty ;a frghiit direction. The purpose of tt4s chapter is to indicate how. to 8et maximum
fienefit-from sirface t"a"t r ". oioit tiris also demants an appreciation of what radar will
not do.

3. In general it may be stated that radar has not f$""t-"9 any of t}ae frincifl'es of tactics.
ft has, hoiever, afiecteil the method of execution considerablv.

CAPABII,ISES AI{D I,IIUITArIONS OF RADAR USED FOR TAGTICS

4. The advantage of radar is self evident, and the gapapilities oJ the various types have
been describ ed in Ckibter IIL The tactical uses to which rbdar may be put are described later
it tt. chapter. In ine event (now unlikely, but always possible) of the enemy having no
radar, complete surprise may be achieved.

5. The limitations can be summarised as follows:-
. (a) unless P.P.I. is fitted, radar can only see in one direction at a time.

ibt Although radar gives the target's present position it does not immediately give !t9' ' 
"ooir" 

i"a.p."al These have"to bd obtained by plotting successive observations, and
are, therefore, never completely up-to-date.

(c) Fundamentally radar cannot distiaguish between friend, foe or neutral, but has to be' ' supplemented-by a radar recognition system, or intelligence (see fara.6).
(4 Di;;rimination between several targets, or between -targets and land, is not so good' ' as that of the human eye by day, anh radar when trained on one target casts a shadow

around it in which a second target will not be detected.
(e) Like otlier radio systems, radar is susceqtibie to radio colnter-measures, and this may

ultimateiy develop into a race like that betu'een.gun and armour'

R,ECOGNISION
6. To make possible recognition by radar methods all Allied warships and aircraJt are,

or should be, fittei with Inter;ogators ind I.F.F. ; some A11i9d qlerchaq!_v_gssels may- also be
fitted with I.'F.F. Tbe I.F.F. syJtem, which is fully degcribedtnCkapter XlT,.should therefore
theoretically overcome one of tLe fundamental limitations of radar by lTdicating echoes
are " friendly." In the latest modification of the geJ, ty-pe 253P, codin-g.may 3[o-establish
the identity "of a particular ship or unit, while special codes are provided in all I.F.F. sets to
indicate rliipr ot Lircraft in toirch with enemy iurface craft (code 4), or in distress (Distress
code).

7. L00% certainty of recognition cannot, however, be provided by the radar recognition
system, because:-- (a) The I.F.F. (or interrogator) may be defective, or not switched on. (It is usefirl to
,"*e*'be, that therd is a signai meining " Switch on I.F.F.").

(A) The I.F.F. may become " saturated " if there are a lot of bhips and therefore
interrogators in the vicinity. In fact during the7944 invasion operations it was necessary to
" ration " the use of I.F.F. for this reason.

(c) The enemy might imitate our I.F.F.
8. Consequentiy I.F.F. must be considered ooly T a quick means of establishing qrobable

identity, and'before a new echo is classified in the Operations Room as " Friendly," " IJn-
identifi'ed," or " Hostile," other evidence must be weighed, e.g.:-

(a) Intelligence, including knowledge. of the previous and likety movements of own and
enemy ships.

(b) D/F bearings of enemy or own W/T or R/T.
(c) Bearings of other friendly radar transmissions'
(d) The likelihood of merchant ships or fishing vessels being in the vicinity.
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9. Sofie estimate of the sr'ze of a nelv radar echo may be obtained from the rate of increase
T g"h9 heighj, as.described tn Chat'ter V. A quicker estimate can be obtained from the range
of-first_detection (assuming a constant sweep is in progre-ss), but this method is very apt to 5e
misleading under tonditions of anomalous piopagalioriwhi6h are cornmon in hot cliinaies.

DI$ICRIMINATION AND RADAR, SHADON' ANEAS
10. The following remarks may seem rather technical, but it is necessary to underbtand

them as they have an imporiant bearing on tactics.

Range itisqimination
11. Owing to the pulse tength an echo is not a sharp peak but extends on the trace of the" A " display some distance beyond the leading edge bf the echo. This distance varies in

waming sets be-tyee1 150 and 400 yards, according to whether short or long pulse length is in
use. Within this distance it is for practical purposes not possible to distinguish the echo
from a second target which is on the same bearing or nearly the same bearing, -viz. wittin tte
bearing discrimination of the set. In these circumstances it wilt only be practicable to see
the second target when the range difierence increases sufrciently.

12. Alternatively, when using " A " display, a change from long to short pulse length
may separate the echoes, i.e. give better range discrirnination, but this will have the effecf of
reducing the detecting capabitty of the set.

13. When using P.P.I. display the range discririrination is dictated by the size of the
spot of light whjch paints the echoes. Except 9n the shortest range scale the spot size is
always greater than the long pulse length of a WS set, and on norrral range scales switching
from long to short pulse length w'ill not therefore improve range discrimination.

14. The use of the shortest range scale, either on P.P.I. or " A " d.isplay, has the effect
of improving range discrimination since the echoes are not so crowded togelher.

Bearins tliscrimination
15. Owing to the width of the radar beam it is impracticable to distinguish two targets

whichareonthesame or nearly the same bearing if they are also at the same or nearly the same
rEulge, viz. within the range discrimination distance. In these circumstances the two targets
will not appear as separate echoes unless they open out till their bearing differs by an angle
which is called the " bearing discrimination " of the set.

Fig, Z\-Causa oJ railar slnd,ow area, The ecbo from targeL
T2 cannot be seeo since it is in the shadow area caused by

target T1.
r3
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Ratla,r shailow area
16. It lrill therefore be seen that whilst detecting a target the radar effectively throws a

" radar shadow area'! around it (or to be more precise beyond and each side o{.it)-which will
obscure any other targets within the area. Tliis is illusirated n Fig. 27. Sirnilarly when
close to th6 tand (andlspecially if it is high land) the radar beam as-it sweeps will.throw a
shadow along the boast fnd thus cause a "-radar ihadow area" near the shore within which
targets cann6t be detected. This is iilustrated in Fig. 28. The limits of the shadow area are
obt"ained by joining the points which are at the same- range as eqgh part of tle land detected,
but set oui 6y aJangle equal to the bearing discrimination. For practical purposes when
usine P.P.I. tliis ansle-can 6e taken as the width of the horizontal coverage diagram at normalusing P.P.I. tfris angle"can 6e taken as the width of the horizontal covErage diagraT at normal
wor[ing range (loos-ely called the " beam width "), grd ?.:j*qt qt_9]1T1"1.":"j]:T1= Pfmade aird usEd fbr quilHy tracing the shadow area.' The,difierence betyee.n Figs. 29.(a)-and (A)
should be noted. , WUen the hnld is viewed obliquely a much larger shadow area is obtained
than when viewed at right angles, since the effectbf the beam width is then greater.

SHADOW
AREA

LAND

RADAR
BEAM

5H IP

Fig. 28-Shotuing the radar shad,ow area thrown oround, a coasJ line as the radar beam sweeps past.
In (a) the land is bei:rg viewecl approximately at right angles, in (b) it is being viewed obliquely;
it will be seen that tie shadow area is considerably larger ro the latter case' The shadow area
as seen frory any particular position can be constructed by joining points which a"re set out from
the laatt by ttre widttr of the horizontal coverage diagram, as showa by tJre pecked lines in the

above figures.
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Ilifference between bearing rliscrimination usiag p.pJ. anil .s A,, DisBIay
17. It is necessary to expand a little on the meaning and efiect of bearing discrimination.
18. Usine F.P.I. Continuous rotation using P.P.I. displry is the normal method of

operating warning sets. The P.P.I. is fitted with a " limiter," the effect of which is to accept
all echoes that are of suftcient strength (usually J' twice noise "), but to paint thern w-ith equal
brightness on the P.P.I.

19. Fig..99 shows the horizontal coverage diagram
of a t54pical WS set. The edge of the diagram
represents the positions in which a target of given size
will just be detected, i.e. gSve a " twice noise " echo,
when the radar aerial is pointing in a given direction.
Inside the area of the diagram the echo will be
stronger, and it will be strongest on the centre line,
but owing to the "limiter" this difierence will not be
.apparent on the P.P.I.; the target will be shown at
equal brightness on the P.P.I. if it is anywhere inside
the coverage diagram, and will not be shown at all if
it fies outside it.

Fi,g. 29-E oriaontal Couerage.diagram of a typical WS iet
(type 27 7). The outer line en-
closes tle area witlin whicb
a target of givea size ca.n be
detected whqn the radar
aerial is pointing in a given

directioo.

20. The effect of this on P.P.I. bearing
discriinination is shown n Fig. 30. All targets are
assumed tb be the same size, and AAr, BB', etc., are
separated by the same angle of bearing. The length of
the echo that each pair of targets paints on tle p.p.t.
is shown, and these pairs of echoes are all of equal
brightness (and thickness). It is clear that at any
range the bearing discrimination on P.P.f. is equal to
the width of the horizontal coverage diagram "t th"t
range,

1, .l

Fig, ?0-E_lfecl on bearing discrimi,nizti,on oJ utidth oJ horizontal
ca.uef,age iljggratn at dilferent ranges, tithen uslng p,p.I.
d,isplay, vide p-ara_graphi : 20-22. - TLe coverage ?iagrams
are for a typical WS set and'the targets differ b/ten d6grees

of bearing.

14
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2L It will also be seen from Fig. 30 thatthe bearing discrimination on P.P.I. varies
with range. At extreme range, where the coverage diagram:is narrow, discrimination is best.
Within the limits of normal working range the width of echoes of targets of equal size is roughly
constant. At close ranges the effect of side echoes is to make discrimination poor, and in faCt
the echoes from CC'and DD'merge into one another and no discrimination on'P.P.I. is possible.

A
o

A,
c

B,
o

(c) 
.,,1

Fig. il---Tbis frgure should be compared to Fig. 30, and shows the effect on bearing
d'iscrirni,natioti of reduci'ng tke P.P.L input and thus contracting the horizontal coverage
diaglam. As a.resu$ the bearing discrimination is improved, e.g. CCI can now be
distinguished separately on P.P.f., but detection of longer range targets such as AA' and
BB'has been lost. DD'still **ilfl:1"rrT"13"."::" of the very short range and the

22. Certatn qualifications must, however, be made :-
- (a) Reducing-the "-I-nput "- b?t the effect_of contracting the size of the coverage diagram,

as sho$'n in Fig. JJ, which should be compared to Fig. 30. The result is better disirimination
at the expense of maximum range.

!b) Difierent_sized targets_c,omplicate lhe situation. Clearly a battleship will give a
" tlvice noise " echo over a much larger area than a U-boat, and the coverage diigram for the
former is therelore -greatgr. _ Qolsgquently bearing discrimination is worse for large targets,
and is worst when detecting high land..

- (c) Affhoqgh le_arqg-discrimination is not _pos9ible betyeen targets such as CC' in Fig. 30 ,
the exceptional width of the combined echoes should give rise to a suspicion that there arJ two
talgets,.and it may be possible to confirm this by turning downtle P.P.I. " Input " or reverting
!o " 4 " $tP-lty._ _ Jh9 srye sort of reasoning ap-plies to range discrimination.; an exceptionail!
broa,l echo should lead the operator to suspect that there is more than one tdrget ; and the use
of " A " display, switching, if necessary, temporarily to short pulse, may confirm this.

D

c

I
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23. use of 6(A" Displa,y. The "A" display has no "limiter".and relatively good
bearing discrimination can be obtained by training the aerial slowly and observing the rise and
ta]t in lle heights of echoes from targets at or nearthe same range. Thus, referring to Fig. 32,
when the aerial is pointing in a direction 000o, target " A " will give a maximum eiho. i, g tt
will also Srve a weak echo (of " twice noise ") though'it vrill not be visibte because it will be
swamped by " A." However, by training only hau the beam width, namelli to 004" in this
case, the position will be reversed i and by training to and fro it will be apparent that there are
two echoes.

Fdg. E?-Diqrarn shouing hou better beari.ng discrimination
is obtained aith " A " di,splay than uith P.PJ. . (See pa,ra-
graglas 23-26.) The coverage diagia,ms are for WS tyge 277.

24, Compare the difference with P.P.I. rr d' and " B " would each have painttid eili6es
8" wide and of constant brightness'(owing to the effect of limiter), and it would not beliill ,

" B " moved to " 81 " that it would. be possibie to separate it from ,, A," i.e. that a gap 1.

would appear between the two echoes on P.P.I.

2.5. Bearing discrimination on " A " display is therefore about turice as good a-i on P.P.I.,
and is approximately equal to half the bearn width. Further, except at e:itreme range the
bearing discrimination on i'A " display is a constant angle aad independent of the range,
since it depencts on ratios ahd not strengths of echoes.

26. It will therefore be apparent that when the best discrimination is required it will be
necessary to use " A " display in order to separate and corint targets which are close together,
This will usually mean reverting to hand training and temporarily surrendering all rouad
sweep and P.P.I. display.

oo4'

I
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PPI. aersws (' A " DISFIT.SY
27. The following is a summary of the pro's and con's of P.P.I. and " A " display, based

on the alrove remarks and those tn Ckapters II and V.

P.P"I.
25. (a) P.P.I. gives a continuous disptay of the present position of all targets within radar

range.
(b) P.P.I. enables a larger number of targets to be " told" (i.e. reported) or watched

simultarreously because the radar aerial does not have to be stopped to measure bearing.
(c) Because the radar sweeps continuously there is less chance of missing a fast closing

target ; reliability of detection is therefore greater.
(d,) Oa P.P.L it is much easier to follow moving targets a:nongst standing echoes, such as

land echoes and rvave clutteq and side echoes can-be recog:rised more quicHy because of their
symmetrical position relative to the main echo.

On the other hand :-
(a) Discriurination is not so good as on " A " display. Bearing discrimination may be

improved by turning dorvn the input, remembering tlat warn'ing is thereby-reduced.
(b)' Targets cannot be followed into the ground n'ave.

(6 A " Displiay

29. (a) Bearing Accuracy at close range is better than on P.P.I., where there is a very
"rride echo to bisect.

(D) Ranging accuracy is better (though in some sets accuracy of the " A " display can also
be achieved without stopping spinning by means of a Sector'Display).

(c) Discrimination is better. Bearing discrimination is normally about twice as good as
on P.P.f., and is independent of range. Owing to the effect of P.P.I. spot size, range dis-
crimination on " A " display is normally better and can be further improved by using short
pulse.

(d) Targets can be followed into the ground wave by means of " Watson efiect."
On the other hand:-
(r) OnlV one direction can be viewed at a time, which slows up reporting and reduces the

reliability of all round cover.

30. It is clear that although P.P.I. is obviously the most convenient form of display for
general warning and tactical pu{poses, the " A " display has by no mfftr$ lost its value, and the
two must be used in conjunction.

WEAPON TAEITCS
The radar considerations which primarily aftect grl"nneryt tactics are:-
The range at which Jull radar blind fire can be carried out.
The efiect of Radar Shadow Areas.

31.
(q)

(D)

Eadar blinat fre
32. Nowadays it is as important to know the range at which the a"rmament can effectively

use radar blind fire as it is tolnow the maximum and optimum fighting ranges by day.
33. With GS type 284 (or GA type 285 in a destroyer) the efiective range in blind fire is

limited by the maximum spiash spottlng range. This is about 20,000 yards for a battleship
and 8,000 yards for a destroyer under fair weather conditions, but may be much reduced iii
bad weather, and the effect oi yaw on bearing accuracy will then also be felt. Tactically it is
important for each ship to know the efiect of bad weather on her ability to fire btnd; no
precise figures can be given here because no conclusive reports have been received.

34. With GS type 274 (or GAtype 275:r;, a destroyer) the splash spotting range is very
much greater (over 30,000 yds. for l4-inch sheil), and the efiective range of the gun itself may
prove to be the limiting factor for blind fire.
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Barlar shadow area

35. The " Shadow Area " cast by radar around a target or by land can be put to good use
tactically.

tHA? A tEEr oF B

. rHAr.B rEc! oFA

Fi'sit' ,,-Rad'ar shad'ow *'rs:::('lr#'ynffi'K"#;':;y;!.*. 36' rhe above diasram

36. Fig. JJ shows two opposing fleets A and B which are approaching iu quarter-line .

and line-ahead respectively. The radar shadow arezrs as obtained from the leaders' radar are
shown. It wili be seen that A can readily distinguish that there are four targets and co'ultl
fire blind by radar at each. On the other hand, B udll not be able to distinguish the separ'ate
shiFs in fleet A (particularly if PP.I. is used and no check is made with ". A " display, ailil
indeed may not realise that there is more than one target at all. In any case, there is a stroa.g
probability that radar blind fire will be directed at the centre point of the unit (and therefore
not at any one of the four ships) owing to the limitations of beam-switching as described in
Chapter XII. 

,,
37. Under night o; low visibility conditions the moral is obviously to keep on a line of

bearing as nearly as possible at right angles to the enemy, and as close together as practicable ;
to neglect this qill invite the arrival of well directed fire.

38. The subject is discussed more fully tn Chafter 4 of C.B. 4172 (I),which should be
studied, and which gives detailed guidance to the optimum distances between ships and their
line of bearing. It must be remembered, however, that in the absence of exact knowledge of
enemy radar it is impossible to be precise. It is also possible that several targets close together
may be picked up.at a greater range than would be each individually
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39. The radar shadow area can also be put to use when operating near land or among
islands, either for evasion or to achieve surprise. Indeed, it might be turned to powerful
advantage by smail ships lying in wait for the enemy, and this subject appears to warrant
further investigation at sea. In general, the closer to the land the better chance will therebe
of escaping enemy detection. It is not possible to be precise owing to the greatly difiering
reflectivity of the coast', which depends mainly on its height, but it is-clear from Fig. 28 t}rat
it is best to keep inside bays and avoid lying ofi headlands.

40. Conversely, as explained in Para. -16, if the object is to detect an enemy luiking near a
coastline or emerging from a harbour, the coast should be approached at right angles and not
obliquely.

Evailing rletection
41. The d^esirability of evarting detection by enerqy radar, in order to achieve surprise,

may also arise when small ships are preparing to develop a sntcbroniseil torpetlo attack. Unless
the shadow of iaird can be made use of, it is problematic whether detection can be avoided
unless the eqemy radar is distinctly inferior. If equaliy effrcient radar is fitted, the probability
is that the greater height of the enemy's radar will outweigh the efiect of smaller size of the
would-be firing ship. For example , type 27113 ranges are Battleship v. Destroyer 36,000 yds.
and Destroyer v. Battleship 26,000 yds., and the defensive properties of radar win in this
case. ff, however, the enemy radar is inferior, as we hope it is, it will be advantageous for
our ships to keep as much head on (or stern on) to the target as possible, since this reduces the
reflecting area and therefore their range of detection by the enemy.

BECONI{AISSANOE, SEAR,CH AND PATROL
42. T}re main efiect of radar on reconnaissance, search and patrol by shifs is that, except

for the limitations of recognition, it enables an area to be covered as efiectively by night as bydry. A11 that is in fact necessary is to substitute " Radar reliable range " for " visibility " in
the design, " reliable range " referring, of course, to the size of target which it is required to
detect.-',, 43. Thus the necessity for " retiring in the dark " should no longer arise, nor should the
riecessity for units closing in ty aay whei the visibility drops.

44. Alternatively, if tie area to be searched is a limited one, e.g. a channel, the extension
to vision grven by radar at night may enable the number of units to be reduced., or their con-
centration increased with tactical advantage. The same applies to night screens.

45. It must be remembered, however, when designing searches or screens to takg the
fullest advantage of radar, that it will be necessary to use W/T or R/T to report detections
and perhaps to co-ordinate movements. The range of the inter-communication set and any
Iimitations on its use must therefore be taken into account when deciding on the distance
apart of units.

46. An interesting example- of the use of radar was that of H.M.S. " Sufiolk " when
patrolling to intercept the " Bismarck " in L941. One side of the Denmark Straits was covered
in fog, and. " Suffolk " therefore correctly kept near the edge of the fog bank and used vision
to cover one side and radar to cover the other. In fact " Bismarck " was sighted visualiy.

- 47. Aircraft are also fitted with radar (ASV) which considerably increases the reliability
of air reconnaissance by day and makes night reconnaissance a practicable proposition. See
Chapter XVIII for the capabilities of ASV and its limitations.

SEADOWING
48. The technique of shadowing has been altered by radar. Once the target has been

identifled there is now no necessity at night or in low visibility to close to sighting distance at
intervals (indeed with the advent of blind fre this would now be an exceedinlIy unhealthy
proceeding), and the danger and uncertainty of maintaining contact at dusk and dawn do not
now exist. Instead, the shadower carr' remain at a respectful distance, outside the range of
effective blind fire, and still obtain all the ipformation required. It is unlikely that the
shadower will herself escape detection, for the reasons given in fara. 47, unless she is a very
small ship.

49. The following guidance iefers to t!9 radar aspect bnly. There may well be other
tactical considerations, as referred to in the Fighting Instructions

Range at which to shatlow.
50. Any range between effective blind fire range (from the enemy) and reliable detection

range (of the enemy) is suitable. It is probably best to keep just inside reliable detection
range. This wili provide a margin sbould the enemy make a sudden alteration of course and
speed, and enable him to be held while his own ship regains position. During " Suffolk's "
historic shadowing of " Bismarck " the conditions were far from easy as the visibility varied
a lot and the.range of the old radar was comparatively poor, so that shadowing had to be
carried out at extreme radar range. _ " Bismarck " eventua.lly threw off her shadowei by
increasing speed till she was just outside radar range and then making a drastic alteration of
course.
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Bea,ring &om rfion to shailow
51. The beam position is slighdy better for quickiy detecting an alteration of course, andan ahead or astern-positiol for quickly detecting an alieration in speed. If, however, thbre isan-y-chance,of coming *ittt! grgr rq_rSe, a muclimore important fictor is that ro"*y gun fireis likely to.be less aciurate foi line thin for.range, p_articrilarly when firing uma.-__li leireral,therefore, it is best to shadow from astern (or ihead if the radar has a clJar arc aft), ita tiriiwill also increase the remote p_ossibility of eLcaping detection by the enemy. If the'r; ;;; iw;shadowers, 

. 
positions fog ot the quarier (or bbwi should be cirosen. Fr6m a radar point ofview more than two shadowers ardunneceis"ry, ahd indeed may confuse the situation.' Other

ships should therefore keep clear oJ form up i'ith the shadowers.

COIdTR,OIT.ED SITRT'ACE II{IER,CEPIION
52- A tactical uqe of radar which has come into prominence is the technique of a shipdirecting-smaller vessels. on to a target which-has not f"t,b..o detected. Uy lttu r'*"U* .nifrl

3*t This technique has been in use for a long tim6 ashore, e.g. in the doort Sirritr whereM.'l .IJ.s are directed on to enemy convoys, and has its counterpalt in nignter Direction usingair warning sets.
53. The two particular uses of shipborne radar for this technique at present are:-
(o)-.{ot -directing own patrolling M.G.B.s on to enemy E-boats. This was carried outsuccessfully during tld invasion operations usirig type 277 oiZgE in a cruiser or frigaie.

.. -(-A)-Fo. directing own destroyer screen on to U-boats. This was tried by a battleship inthe Mediterranean.

. 54.-The-typ9 277 range from a Battleship or Cruiser against a U-boat or E-boat is of theo,rder of 20-22,000 yds. Those from a destioyer. (type 2!3) or M.G.B. (type 29L) against aU-boat or E-boat are 10,000 and 3,500 yds. respectively. Thbre is thus a cbiriideradte distanceover which direction can usefully be given before th6 attackine vessels themselves locate thetarget. , T|9 objegl is to positionthemso that,they can-make tieir firral approach (using theirown radar) from the most advantageous position,-a.g. down sea and frori tne dari< quirter.
55. For controlled interception immediate communication direct from the operations

lgot it rqQuired, qtd,R/T usrJ'g-Plain L*q"ff is mu9-h to be preferred to flT for the'purpose.
.r he be$ing and distance of the target relative to the atta6kine force shbutd be p'assed atintervals in add.ition to the vector couises to steer. Illlhen the attickins force have tfiemselvesdetected the targel control should cease and the senior officer of the itt*"ti"g torce given afree hand and undisturbed use of the communication channel.

^qJffT-SIIBMAR,IIIE WAE,FARE TASTI$I AIID TORPm)O COI{TR,OL
56' Thes: are-particular cases where. radar is used for surface warning ahd tactical

purposes, and are deart with in separate chapters vIIr and Xrl/ respectively."
57.-s9.

COI{IB,OIJ OF SIIRE'A,CE WARI{ING RADAB
60. The WS set i1lUrc prim.ary.:ggrce of rad.ar information for tactical pulposes, and as

ff{ti*:g Tn.Chaptel Z/, control dt tnis set is exercised from the Operationr-n5o*.' If WSrype 277 is in use for height-finding, or if only WC Type 293 is fitte'd, the latter set becomesthe pi'mary _tactical radar set. In tle event oi breakdoivn ot totr, oi thu.. ;;t;;;E;ments
Ru-tt_t" made to provide surface cover from the GS set, a GA set, or WA set Gf tvpe"Zgf/B).
.lh: tr""1y sets give the better surface range but are less handy to use becausi th6y are fixehto a Director and can only sweep slowly. ;

When to use suxface wa,rning ratlar
_ ,611 Subject.to the.R?9ar?o.fi.y to forcg $kafler XIX) surface warning radar should bB.used whenever the visihility is less than ttre maximum radar range of thi largest trpe oftarget it is desired to detect, bearing in mind. the need for occasioiat resi ata ir"itrtJtt"tt"*routines.

62. Thus if the inteiest lies particularly in E-boats or U-boats there is no objecttn using
:1d1i,:" a fine day. If, howefer, the qtarry is a raid.er, *hoi" d"tuctid ,;;A;*ight bEzu miles or so from a cruiser, there will be many days on which radar shotid be" used.Normally the WS set is always used at night.
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Inshnctions which must be grven by the OBerations Room
63. It is the responsibility of.the Operations Room to give the radar office the following

instructions and/or information :-
(a) Orders to close up and to commence operating.*(b) Type of sweep-all round or sector.*(c) Rate of Sweep.

*@) Range scale to use.*(e) Pulse length to use.*iVote,-In tf,e absence of orders, all round sweep at normal rate, med.ium range scale,
and long pulse witl always be used by a warning set.-

(f) Whetheiiargets are to be interrogaled automatically, or only__!Y order fr_om the-' Operations Foom. (This arises because the Radar Polic-y for WS. sets and fnterro-
gators may not be the same.) In the absence'of orders, interrogation will be carried
out autohatically.

(g) The relative position of other ships in companyr an4 aqy su-bsequent- cfrange of any
consequence.- This helps the opeiator to visualise the situation.and helps to ensure
that he will quickly apipreciate the appearance of a new echo (e.g., from a U-boat)
at close range.

(Z) Subsequent irders to investigate, watch, hold, or disregard targets reported.

ltme of sweep (ell rounil or seotor) anil rate of sweeB
64. With neu sets (types 27612771293 and SG) having spinning aerials-and-P.P.I. display

all round sweep is nornial, antl tiitte is glained by reverting to hand control and sector sweep.
This should only.be employed:-

(a) If.ifis desired to search for small targets in a parlicular sector, a.g., E-boats approach-' ' ing up channel or down moon. privided tlie sector is small enoggt this procedure
miy $ve a better chance of detecting the fluctuating echo of a small target.at-extreme
ratrgei The P.P.I. will paint down to a speed of about 1 r.p.m. and may still be u5eful
while sector sweepingi

(A) If it is necessary-to-obtain the best possitrle discrimination, i.e., to separate and
count targets.

65. If sector swgep is used it must be remembered that all round cover has been tempor-
arily lost, unless this ian be provided from an alternative such as the WC set (type 293).

66. Although in theory the rate of sweep of spinning aerials should be as fast-as-possible
up to 15 r.p.m.;-in practic6 the best rate of iweep {or_wirning prrryoses is generally found to
b6 about hilJ speed-and for type 277 should be aSout Q t.p,*. This is a compromise between
going slow endrigh to avoid- ivatchkeeping strain and going fast gno384 to_get _up-to-dateinfoination. Inlsome sets, e.g., type 268 and 970, the spinning rate iq fixe$. In WC type 293
two alternative speeds (15 and-7!i.p.m.) are provided, and if this set is-being used for warning
as well as target itrdi"riiotr the sfuuier sfeed should normally be used when searching.

67. With old, sets (types 27Ll2l3) the aerials are rotated by hand, and P.P.I. display may
or may not be fitted. ' I{-ormally ia all round sweep should 6e used, but -owing to the aerial
stops ihis has to be done first ciockrnrise and then anti-clockwise, which reduces the reliability
of iover. Normally it pays to sweep as fast as possible, and ttre rate should be 360"/min'
with P.P.I. and 18ti'/min. withoqt P.P.I. In roufh yeather without P.P.I. the rate must be
slower (90"/min.) when searching for U-Boats, toleduce the chance of the beam passing over
the U-Boat while it is obscured by the swell.

68. Sector sweep may be necessary as in paragraph 64 ,(a). !1 gddiJfo1, owing to the
slow rate of sweep tliere id litfle object in sweep-iirg aft of tte beam if the ship's speed exceeds
24 knots.

69. Special rules for A/S sweeping are contained rn Chaptet VIII-
Bange scale to use

70. Tbebest watch-keeping range scale is that which just covers the maximum detection
range of the type of target titety to be encountered. Thid is the 0J5,000 V-ds. _s9a]e with the
WS"sets and i11pe 293." An ociasional sweep on the 0-150,000 yds. scale should be rpade in
case there is anomdous propagation, or to detect high land.

71. Exceptions to this rule ure:-
(a) When type 277 is used primarily as a low air cover set the 0-150,000 yds. scale should' 

be used.
(b) The 0-15,000 yds. scale is normally used'by A/S escorts, with occasional sweeps on

the 0-75,000 yds. scale.
72. Tbe above rules refer to the scale used by the watchkeepin-g operator in- the radar

of&ce. Where a remote P.P.I. is fittecl any scale ian be used, according to taste, without in
any way affecting the watchkeeping. It wilt be common for example for the -ofrce to use
O-7S,OO0 ycb. (foi warning) while tf,e operations room use 0-15,000 yds. in order to obtain
better discrimiiration and i more accurate picture of the local situation.

73.:7+,
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Ortlers to Invesiigate, Watoh, Holtl or Dsrega,rd
75. These terms are ddfined tn Tabl,e 3 and further explained inCka|ter XXIII, and it

is necessary for Controi gficers and ratings in the operations room to b6 absolutely sure of
their meaning.

76. With sets whose aerials normally spin (twes 277, 293 and SG) the order to
" Investigate " a sector impties reverting to"irarid-trdiiirg. With all sets the oider to " ifold "
means grving up sweeping and therefore P.P.I. display. In both cases all-round cover is lost.'

77. Tbe order to " watch," however, does not alter the t54pe or rate of sweep, and there-
fore does not interfere with P.P.L display, but the operator v'ill make reports of ttre target
more frequently. Unless told to disregard, all echoes are reported at regular intervals and it
is therefore not necessary to order every target to be " watChed " : indeed there is a limit to
the number of targets that the operator can efficiently " watch " if he is also to report all
other echoes and search for new ones.

78.-79.
Action taken on obtaining a new echo

80. Itsis clearly not possible to lay down rules on the action to be taken by a ship on
obtaining a irew radar echo. From.a radar aspect however the considerations are:-

(a) To avoid running down the target before her movements can be ascertained and own
ship brought to the necessary degree of readiness, and

(D) To avoid losing touch.
€1. The best plan is generally to alter course so as to bring the target on or slightly before

the beam. This avoids a too rapidly dosing rate and allows a plot to be established, and
subsequent action decided.

82. Exceptions occur when:-
(a) the initial detection is at short range and an E-Boat or U-Boat is suspecied.
(b) the target appears likely to menace other fiendly ships not fitted with radat, e.g.,

a convoy.
In such cases Ern immediate turn away or towards may be called for.

Use of raalaf, or countenneasures, etc., by the enemy
83. The Operations Room must be on their guard for radio countermeasures (see Ckapter

XZ) which thd enemy may use, especially iJ his-radar is inferior to.ours. ffe is untitety to
jarn urrltl our side opens fire because until that time it wor:ld only have the effect of disclosing
his position. He might, however, lay a curtain oL wind,oa from aircraft behind which he
could approach and maneuvre unseen by our radar. The presence of window must there-
fore be regarded with suspicion, though it is admittedly more likely to herald an air.than a
surface attack.

84. Rainclouds may form an impenetrable barrier to centimetric WS sets, and the possi-
bility of an enemy unit being within or behind a raincloud must'not be forgotten. Such a
case has in fact occurred in the Pacific.

85. Even if the enemy knows our approximate bearing, from interception, reconnaissance
or intelligence, it is to be hoped that our radar will detect hirn before he detects us. As the
range closes, however, he vdll doubtless make detection : it may be possible to deduce the
moment of his doing so by observing his movements (e.g., a sudden alteration of course) on
the plot.

!"
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CIIAFTER VIN

usE oF RADAR IN A/s WARFARE

The use of radar in anti-submarine warfare is a particular case of. its tactical .application,
and the remarks tnChapter VII apply generally. - There ale, however, some special problems
in the A/S sphere, and ihe subjecf ih-erefore requires amplification.

2. The three main detecting instruments used to detect U-boats arre H/F D/F, Radar,

""aLai".- fU"i""p.trte at reiativelylong, medium, agd.short range but the51ar.g comple-
*."i"w *"a *h"t" i:t ttt". come intb ptr,i ttre t1ry-e19"passed" from one to the other'
Til;;; e7S "."ott may morre out on theivihence of^U/!'D1F-be-arings-,gain contact aid close
by radar rintil the U-bbat dives, and carr5r out the final attack by asdic'

3. If the U-boat attempts to escdpe on the iur{acer-g.r i9 disablg$, ships fittecl with
" Sqoid; A*" n"aar inf6rmation t9 carry out a " Squid" attack. (See para. 40 below-)

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING ITIE USE OF RADAB rOR A/S PIIRPOSES
4. The following are the special considerations which afiect the use of ratlar for A/S

purposes.

Range
3. I U-Uoat is one of the smallest targets whic! radar is feqYirgq to-detect operationally-

and the detection range is relatively r*"U] Typical ranges obtainable by sets fitted in small
vessels are:-

R ange i1' Y 
"!4t- 

agai,nst
TyPe Where Fitted' surJaced U-boats

trffiSGlia Frigate
SL ' Fri[ate 11,000
293 A.A. SlooP ' 10,000
2739 Corvette' 9,00027tE Corvette 9,999272P A.A. SlooP 5,009
2gLV Trawlers, -Minesweepers, 3'500

MGB/MTB and M'Is'
6. These are reliable ranges obtainable under good. co:rditions, -and'. mqrymum range mqy

u" g""i"r. Under poo" 
"oo?ido]ts, 

e.g.t_i" ry"sF weather or with interference from side
."n|.r, the efiective'rrog. may be-coisiderably-less. Pgri_scopgs may-be detected in fine
weather at about o"r-init? of tire figures given in para. 5, but,in ryugh-wealher periscope
a.i."iioo is foriuitouc Cleariy the"technique of U-boat detection by radar demands alert-
ness and quickness ofi the mark at all times.

Ground wave and wave clutter- -;]-With ttr"'U-U*t at very close range, difficulty il g-arning andior holding contact may
U" causea Uy the ground wavd and wave-clutter, -sbeci4tt on a r-ough day. These can be
i"a"""a io 200-30b yds. by switching to shor-t -pulse. and turning down the receiver gain or
p.p.I. input, and acieptin! temporar[r loss of detection of more distant t-gg9ts-. It will be
i*tra "r.'i*t to follow fhe t"arget among ser returns on P.P.I. than on il-4 " ditpLy, but once
iili;tgrt;"t"r. tU" grou"al""ve (if "be hF,r,rot_ dived by then) it wilt be necessary to hold
the ech6 and use " WJtson efiect " on " A " display.

Disgimination---8. Whiieiearcbins for U-boats, whether on "A " display or P.P.I.,long p1'rlsp length and
a*ple t".ui""i e"i" (oi p.p.t. inpui) should be used, since this glves the maximum detection
;ffi;. - 

aiiiiaEt*ti'otr, rro*"r"t, "ttd as the attack develops, tlouble.is-frgquently experienced
i-fi.iai 

""n"es 
or snaaotr areasfrom ships of the convoy oqlhe-unit being screeled, or from

;tfi-ir""ttd ""s4.. linder these circimstances -bett-er. discrimination must be obtained
Uv i*it"fri"s"to short puise length and/or turning down the-receiver.gain (ot-l'Y'{: TpTt)'
/it ;i;;;;;ffi.-it *w b'e necessiry to stbp the sweep and use hand training and " A " display
tor g"tti"g a"ccurate-bearing, owirig to the wide echo on P'P'I'
Siile echoes-*g.-Wi+t powerlul moder.r centimetric.s.ets such.as,types,fTLf9']17 y!??!:-LyS:
.,ru..Jt ;ilgt5;. iii. ""il""r irt ranges which approximate-io the first detection rang-e of a
I1-boat. This is naturallv very coifusing. Ti6refore, when a nelil echo is detected withis naturally very confusing. Therefore, when a ngw eclo Is detectecl wrth

range of til-tZ,OOO yds. oiless,-the operator.must ry*tplq check,fgr side
U-boat.
these sets at a range of 10-12,000 yds: 9ILIIQE DSLJ @L 4 l4!6v vr 4v rarvvv J --' -';;h;;.- Thtl. aoi" when using."-A " display by training right and-Ieft to locate the main

""ii"-fii *"t-, *fr*; usine p.p.I] the side ech6es itroUa immediately be apparent as such by
il; !;t#.thff;;ritid.""rt.ia" of the main echo. In either case the gain or input should
be adjusted as necessarY
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False echoes .
t0. (See CkaPter V.) False echoes whether from rain, birds, or any other-cause, most

frequently q.ppet at short range and may cause an alarm. They should soon be appalgnt
for what they are by the intermittent type of echo, or by plotting their movernent. The
operator should not however be discouraged from reporting them immediately, and
classifying them later.
Rarlar Decoy Balloons (R.D.B.)

11. These are used by U-boats to mislead escorts. The device consists of a hydrogen
filled balloon connected to b small metal float by a single strand of nylon 150 ft. io 200 ft.
long. Three strips of metal foil are attached at intervals to the nylon line which fly like
pennants and whfch act a; the reflectors. In good conditions the decoy has been delecJed
it ranges up to 15,@0 yds. by type 27LQ and at ranges up to 6,000 yds. by lype 297. The
echo is 5imilar to that oi a fully surfaced U-boat but fluctuates if anything rather more rapidly
than a U-boat echo. With tlpe 27LQ at ranges iess than 3,000 yds. tlie decoy echo can b-e
distingdlshed from the U-boat echo by the absence of " Watson'" effect.

72. If. a U-boat echo is available for comparison, as in the case of a U-boat actualiy
releasing an R.D.B. while being held by radar, the R.D.B. is fairly easily identifi.ed as such.
If no U-boat is available for comparison, an R.D.B. may be mistaken for a U-boat even
inside 4,000 yds.

13.'The"a"ioy moves tlo1nwind at about two-thirds of the wind speed but it is untikely
that the decoys wbutd be used in winds above force 6. The importance is stressed of starting
a plot rs sooti as a suspicious echo is detected. The fact thatichoes travelling in directions.
other than down wind cannot be due to decoys may be the only means of differentiating between
decoys and U-boats.

IDEI{TIFICAITON OF U.BOAf ECIIOES
14. Owing to the comparatively short range of detection of U-boats there is not much

time to deliberate on the identity of a new echo at medium or short range which is not showing
LF.F. Apart from the possibility of a decoy, the points to consider are:-

(a) Whether in a known U-boat area.
(D) Evidence from HIF DiF or Asdic.
if'U-boats are known to be about, an unidentified echo first detected at the appropriate

iange should be assumed to be from a U-boat until proved to the contrary.-15. The requirement for rapid identification and the particular diffrcuities of achieving
this in A/S warfare emphasize the need to keep the operator fuliy informed of the position of
ships in iompany, and-any changes in their position, so that he may more easily spot a new
bchb. He siould also bd given the course and any other information, including future
movements, likely to be of assistance to him. He should be provided wiJh a locally made
mooring board, dr similar diagram, on which to note the range and bearing of escoris; the
limits oJ the convoy (or unit), and any other prominent echoes. ' \

sTAllONrr[G At{D COI{DUCT OF A/S ESCORTS
.16. The capabilities of the radar fitted will be a-major fg_"lq in th9 stationilg_oJ-A/S

escorts or the tjrpe of A/S screen adopted at night or in Jow visibility. Altlough th9 U.--boa!
will probably approach on the surface the scrbening dispositions cannot however be based
entirily on iadal. Other factors must be considered suCh as maximum asdic cover aglinSt
a U-b6at that may attempt to surface inside the screen, the best positions from which to
attack or counter-attack, tlie need for 6.lling the gap should one escort move out to investigate,
and the requirements of H/F D/F and comrnunications. It is desirable, also, should numbers
permit, to have both an oirter (raclar) screen and an inner screen, the latter placed so as to
iorm a physical obstruction or do as io be able to attack'U-boats surfacing rritlin the outer
screen. 'Detailetl ordefs and diagrams are to be found in appropriate instructions (A'C.Is.,
Manual of Anti-U-Boat Warfare, Stgrrrl Manual, etc.) depending on the particular op-eration.

17. From a purely radar aspedt it would. be possiile to extend the distance betwden
escorts to twice the r6fiab1e detdction range of a iJ-boat taking into account the wOather";
conditions. The limitations of certain sets ii ships must,however,be remembered; for example-,
in certaiir destroyers the WS set is blanked fofward, while in other ships i,f is blanked aft.''
Type27Ll3 is noi a convenient set to operate in astern positions because of the aerial stops. 'i:

Action on obtaining a susBecteil U-boat echo
18. The action taken by an escort on obtaining a U-boat echo will, of course, 'conform

with operation Orders, and tire following is grvgn 9n1y T a g-urde so that those concerned with
radar ian appr'eciate the way the situation is likely t-o.$eve.top.

19. Wdeh the echo is confrrmed as " unid.entified " or " i.ostile " a report is made to the
Senior Officer and other ships, usually by R/T. In the ship herself action stations ire assumed
and the armament brought to full readiness.

20. The detecting sfrip will normally close the,suspicious echo at qaximum speed until
within asdic range w[en fhe speed will be adjusted foi an efficient asdic sweep to be made
which witl be co-mmenced. eithir side of the iadar bearing. Due regard, however, must be
paid to the provision of anti-Gnat tactics.
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21. If the U-boat does not dive, action using the Squid or gunfire wilt follow and accuratennge flom radar will be required. lt:t ir deciided to ram it:rvill be necessary to hold thctarget for bearing and range using " Watson " effect.
22. If.the U-boat does dive the fact should be known from the disappearance of the echo,

and it may be expected that she will be picked up by asdic ancl attackedTith depth charges.

Other escorts
23. Until the echo is identified as that of a U-boat other escorts are unlikely to take

action other than movTg across to cover the gap caused by the detecting ship moving out'to
inv.eslig.ate.- Once the identity of a U-boat hai 6een established other esirts may be "cletailed
to join in the hunt. 

,

Convoy or unit being scr6ened
24' When the alarm is given the convoy or unit being screened may be ordered to takc

drastic avoiding action, usually a\4'ay from the suspicious eiho.
Detection anrl Conholleit Interception by laxge ships
. .5..4t.explained in ChapterVII, Paras.52-55, a large warship may detect a U-boatat about twice the range obtainable froni an escort. In suc[ a case the lafte ship may clilsslthe movements of thelscort until the latter Ua. a.t*iJtfG.t"rg.t.

CONTROL AIID USE OF R,ADAR,
. 26. For A/S-purpo-ses control of the WS radar set is exercised. frorq the Operations Roorn,

or i1;m{l ships direct from the B{d.ge if the Operations Room is not manned. 'The gontrotling
posltlon is responsible for giving all instructions and information to the radar offi.ce as describedin Chapter.Tll, para. 63, and. normally !he_p,S set is always used when ttre visiUitity is
less than the maximum .detection r_anga o_f a p-!oa-t. As statid in pn a. ld of this chapter,it is most important to keep the radai ofice fully informed of the position and morru*.tiis ofships in company.

f?pe of sweeB (all rounil or seclor) anil rate of sweep
_ ^. 27 . Fither all round- or sector sweep can be ordered.. With neu sals (types ?77 , 293 and
SG) continuoSs all round srreep i9 tlg_irognal procedure, using the aormal"iate o{ sweep for
:l{T:,y*Tng (6 rp.m, for fype ?77!7+ r.p}n. for type 29;3). Sector r*u"p ino,rta^onty
P-e eflp-loyeg when it is desired to obtain maximum range of detection over a slmal arc, ,,g.,if a U-boat's approximate bearing is already known, arid. even then an occasionJ all rounasweep should be oidered for the ieasons giv6n in fara, BJ.

28. With old, sets (types 27112/3) the lack of continuous rotation combined rvith the slowtraining.compligates the decision between all round and sector sweep. In fact trr" il""i.ii;"rprobability of detecting a- U-boat at a useful ragge depends upon ihree factom, n**"15i, th*ma:)<muT possible detection range, the rate and-exteni of swiep, and the retaiive aiilctionand spced of approach of the U-6oat ; and with old sets this pr'oLability varies letvren 07,and L000/o.' Zq. ihe decision whether to order all round or sector sweep should be based on thefollowing consideration :-
(a) If there- is a chance of a U-boat'surfacing inside the screeir an all-rouucl sweep shoulcl

be carried out.
(0) If the numb-er of escorts is inadequate to form a iomplete radar screen, an all-round

sweep should be carried.out. There wjlt be thus a good chance of deteiting a U-boatwhich has penetrated the screen outside radar ranle of any escort, but fihich sub-
sequently comes within iange of.a.1r'escort on the iir.rer arc'of its sweep. ----

(c) \ale3_ ryfficient escorts to form a. complete rad.ar screen are available, and the chalces
of a U-boat surfacing inside the screen are remote, the use of a " sector " sweeD shoirldslightly increase the initial detection range. The sector sweep rnav be from idiaceut
escorts outwards or {orq the edges of the convoy or unit bding sireened. A iector
sweep also has the slight advantage that most-operators det6ct new echoes nost
r-eadily if the arc they are given to sweep includes-very few echbes.

(d) \\rhenconditions ofhighspeed make a sweep over part of the arc astern unnecessary,
a sector sweep should of course be used.

(a) Iu cases where a sector sweep is used an occasionaL all-round sweep should be ordered.
30' In order to increase the.probability of detecting a U-bqat old sets when not fitted,y!,!k P.P.I, always sweep from af[ to forward, on either"side of the ship alternal.fv,-ritf, *" borv overlap "_ of. 20" ; except where the arc of sweep extends less than'4O" on one dow whenthe sweep-on that side may-be frpm forward to aft. The rate of sweep is 180. a minute incalm weather and about 90b a minute in rough weather and when inveitigiting * ;;;:
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37. WhenJitted, with P.P.L the rate of sweep should normally be 360o a minute, the sweep
being continuous from aft throrigh-ahead to aft again, alternatelyclockwise and anti-clockwise.

32. Under certain circumstances it may be necessaiy .ta kotrd the target and sacrifice all-
round lookout, uiz.:-

(a) When investigating a particular contact.
(b) In order to get more aicurate bearings for the plot when the target is at close range.
(c) In " Sguid " fitted ships, when necessary.to provide accurate ranges and bearings for

control of the " Squid."
(d) In order io establish the exact time when the U-boat dives.

33. In the above circumstances it is advisable to order an occasional all-round $ileep
for the purpose of :-

(a) Detecting any other U-boat which may be iri the vicinity.
(D) Closing the gap in the screen as far as possible.
(c) Confirming the position of the ship relative to the convoy or unit and other escorts.

Bange seale to use
34. Both with old and nerv sets the 15,000 yds. scale should normally be used for AiS

work. This gives the best discrimination and accuracy, and a U-boat is unlikely to be detected
outside this range even under anomalous conditions. fn order to detect larger targets, an
occasional sweep on the 75,000 yds. scale should be carried out.

Use of m{iaf, for station keeBing in convoy
35. It is important that the use of the WS radar set for station-keeping should not-be

allowed to interf6re more than absolutely necessary with the A/S function. Thus in sets with
no P.P.I. the number of ranges and beirings required of the convoy or unit being screened,
or of other escorts, should be kept to a minimum. This also applies to a lesser degree when
P.P.I. is fitted, as continually reporting details of the convoy tends to distract the operator
from spotting new echoes, which is his primary task.

Go-operation with asrlic Officer
36. Since the echo of a U-boat may often pass from radar to asdic, and sometimes rz'ca

uersa,lhere must be the closest co-operation between the two ofrces, via the Operations Room
or Bridge.

37.-3g.
' 'l-, 

t

USE OF BADA& WIEU SQIIID
40. The squid throws a pattern of three or six projectiles.ahead of the-shi-p and radar

iuformation cair be used to place the pattern corrgctly. It is nebessary to-hold-the tar-ggt
by radar, and ranging is. cariied out on a modified " A " display in typeg 27tl3Q and 277,
uiing a range scale-ot b-S,SOO yas. A dip in t!: tr:1ce i9 alignetl with the echo and the range-is
tranlmitted'automaticallv b'rRanging Outft R.T.C. with accuracy of 10-15 yds. to the Asdic
range recordui *n.r. if lJ pfotted "ag;nst time r1 tle same way ai 4taig q".noq.. (The i{,silic
ech6es also appear, if in coritact.) The rate of clgsing is tlus coTpurled godJhi. gives the'correct
time to fire. '.The radar bearing is also transmitted to the Asdic Bearing Recorder which gives
course to steer, puts the Squid on to correct bearing, and keeps the Asdic oscillator on the
bearing of the U-boat. 

j.. .. :.

t .l-

x2
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CIIAPTER IX

USE OF RADAR TOR NAVIGATION

1. The assistance which radar and similar radio methods can provide for navigation
and station-keeping is so obvious as hardly to need emphasis. There have been'numerous
instances of ships making long voyages at high speed, entering harbour, or making a rendezvous'under visibility conditions when the feat would seldom have been attempted in pre-radar
days. In the future, we may expect that radar will play an even more general part in pre-
venting loss of life at sea.

2. It must be realised, however, that radar is only an additional aid to navigation ; it
has its limitations, as described below, and it is still ndcessary to make use of all other avail-
able information.'

3. The surface.warning set is used for navigation, and the information is therefore ob-
tained vi,athe Operations Room unless it is decided in special cases to control the WS set direct
from the Bridge- The remote P.P.I. display in the Bridge Plotting Room (and on the Bridge,
if fitted) will prove of value. It is assumed in these notes that a P.P.L is available.

CAPABII,ITIES OF R,ADAR FOR NAVIGATNON
Range

4. The WS set is a good detector of land, and very considerable ranges of the order of 100
miles have been obtained against high peaks such as Teneriffe, especially under anomalous
conditions of pqopagation. Any bluff headland such as Dunnet Head will give excellent

. ireflection, but sloping land is not so good since tbe radar beam tends to be reflected upwards' iirstead of back to the receiver. Small islands are detected at ranges equivalent to those of
ships of similar height and mass. fcebergs and growlers can be detected, the range again
depending on their mass and height above water. (Ranges of 10,000 yds. against a 70 ft.
iceberg were obtained with t4tpe 277P and should be exceeded with more modern sets.)
Buoys can be detected at useful ranges, somewhat less than that of a U-boat; exact figures
cannot be given because the size of buoys varies considerably.

5. It is important to realise that the beam of a WS radar set is comparable to a pencil
of iight, such ai a searchlight, but inclined upwards at a small angle to the horizonta-I. It
will therefore be appreciated that, except at close range, it is improbable that low lying land
will be detected whereas high land beyond it will almost certainly be detected. In these
circumstances the off shore distance, as given by radar, would be incorrect. The curyature
of the earth also adds to this error.

6. Again, using the analogy of the searctrlight, it will be realised that high land will screen
lowerlandwhichliesbeyondit, and the radarpicture presented therefore generally consists of
a number of patches, and not a solid paint.

Fig, 74-Elfect of upward, inalination of the rad,ar beaw, a'nd earth's cu,ruature, on d,etection oJ land,
l.-Land oot detected. Too low
2'-Land detected.
3.-Land not detected, -Obscured.
4'-Land detected.

7. These points are illustrated in Frg. 34, where the effects have been somewhat
exaggerated. The foreshore from A to B is not detected, while the land from B to C casts a
shadow so that the land from C to D is obscured.
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Puotocnepn 6O-P.PJ. uieu of Moray Firth,
taken from Position X (figure 35) using WS
type 970 on 2S-mile scale; with input iu normal

." rvarning " Position.-

Pnorocn+pn 61-The same vielv as in photograph
60, but rrith the input turned'down to improve
diicrimination and reduce the shadow areas, thus
enabling more accurate ranges and bearings to be- read off,

180"

Psorocnaps 63-Another view of Burghead Bay
taken from 6 miles ofishore from position Y
(fieure 35). The ship in photograph 62 has closed
in-d is no* bearing tbout 180'- The coast to the
nort}-west of the Firth also appears on this view.

1800

Pnoeocurr: 62-P.PJ. uiew oJ Burghead' Bay
ta.ken from 3,000 yards ofi shore, using WS tlpe 970
on 7-'mile scale, with input turned down. A ship

is shown bearing about 270',

Pnotocneps 64-P.PJ' aieut of Inuerness Firth
taken with WS fype 970 from position Z (figure 35)'
3 ships, showing side echoes, can be seen beari.ng- .pproximateiy 040".

I 80,.

P:rorocn-s.ps 65-P.PJ. aiew tahen off Isle of Man
using WS type 277 oo 0-15,000 yard scale, with
inpu-t turned- down. The southerly headlands of
thi Island show up well, and the Calf of Man and
the " Chickens " stand out as separate echoes. Two

ships are showl, bearing 170' and230"'

oooo

ooo'

I 80"
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19. The most noticeable feature of these views is the sharp definition obtained from the
straight blufi coast from Cromarty to Tarbat Ness, compared to the indeterminate picture of
the iower undulating coast from Nairn to Burghead Bay. Other points to notice are :-

(i) With normal gain, the efiect of the width of beam and shadow area is seen. The' ' bearing of Tarbat Ness appears to be 10o higher in Pkotograph 60 than Pkotograpk 61,
and even in the latter is actualiy 5' too high.

(ii) Similarly the range of coast off Tarbat Ness appears as 7$ miles in Pkotograph' 60
on account of the shadow area and oblique angle, whereas the true range of about
9 miles is shov'rn tn Photografh QI. This point would qot in any case be a good one
to range on : a better plJa would be .to take a point midway bgtwge-n Cromarty and
Tarbai Ness, where the coast'is ai right angles to the bearing. In thls case the range
differencd between the two conditions.is negUgible and the range of 6| miles correct.

(iii) The entrance to Invergordon is better defined on Pkotogralk 6l than in 60, though' it is not well defined on either owing to the oblique angle.
(iv) Dornoch Firth is not well defined, being blanked by the high land south-west of

Tarbat Ness.
(v) In Ph,otografh,6/ turning down the input to get discrimination has had the efiect of

reclucinf maximum range and has rembved all trace of the high land north of Dornoch
Firth, except one peak (probably Ben Lundie).

20. Ph,otographs 62 and.6J show Burghead Bay using type 970 on the ? mile scale. Here
the P.P.I. input ii at the same (low) setting in each case. In Photogra/b 62 the offshore range
is 3,000yds.,ana in Pkotograph, b,l6 miteslifrownas position Y n Fig. 35), The point tonotice
here is ihe way the coastline is fairly continuous at clqse range, whe:eas at_the_greater range
it becomes disLontinuous because the low lying shore line is not all detected and many of the
nearest echoes come from higher lancl beyond. Burghead Point, being prominent, stands out
on the P.P.I.
n,,.- 2L. Tn both Photographs 62 and 63 the wave clutter can be seen round the ship, and
.' another vessef lai L.C.H.) can be seen also.

22. Photograllz 64 shows a ship in position Z (Fig.35) following three others, from whom
side echoes are visible, out of Inverness Firth. Points to notice are'-

(i) The generaliy discontinuous line of thq 1g* lying coast, especiall5l^to*tfe, South,' ' wherd the range is greatest. The land ofi Chanonry Point and Alterlie Point stands
'out clearly, however, as does also the entrance to Munloclqy Bay. These would be
good points to range on.

(ii) The bearing of Chanonry Point is about 5o too high owing to the radar beam " spread'
ing out " the land.

23. TlLe above P.P.I. pictures were, of course, taken under comparatively favourable
conditions, ,i.e,, the coast was sufficiently close for-most of it to be detected, and not too close
and surrounded for the picture to becolme congested or distorted. {t 19ng range, when the
coastjs first picked up, it may bear no resemblance to the chart at all, since onl-y- high peaks
in the hinteriancl majr be deiected. As the coast is closed, however, the resemblance to the
chart will emerge, grdauaUy at first and more rapidiy as low land is detected.

24. Ilmust also !e emphasised that when a land echo is first detected, it should not at
once be assumed that it is tf,e particular point which it was expected to make. Coming down
from the North of Scapa, a ciris"r once- " made " North Baira Island. by.radar. The sub-
sequent detection of large land masses ahgad pro_ved tha! iNorth B?ry^"-w.as r-eally Sule
ts6na. Fortunately, srudace radar will always give good warning of lancl ahead. But it
cannot detect submerged rocks.

ReBorting iniomation hom P.PJ.- 
25. When navigating from P.P.L and a series of ranges (and/or bearin-gs) is re-quirecl, it

has been found conienient to instruct the operator to refer to the selected points by letter,
rather tlran by their proper (ancl possibly long-winded or unpronounceable) names. The
Navigating Officer then- asls th'e opeiator jor, -say, ranges o{ A, q and C and these are read ofl
and ieporled in that order. The-selected Pogls (or sketches- o{ c95t) n-rust, of -co15se, pre-
viousif be explained to the operator who should also be provided_with a -chart with-the points
marke"d oo. it should Ue e{,:tained to the opgrator that the P.P.I. and chart scales are not
the same.

26. Another method of fixing from the P.P.I. which bas been used with success !y t4.
U.S. Navy, ancl which may be of value du:ing bombardment as_well-as_ for navigation, is
designed io minimise the difficulty of the difference between P.P.I. and chart scales. At a
conienient position on the chart 

-a range scale is drawni marked iq y{s, to llq scale of the
bharl. A t6mplate made of tracing paper or perspex is constructed with radial lines drawn
at 5 or 10 deglee intervals so as to cover an arc of aboat 220 degrees. The centre of the
template is pinned to the zero of the range scale on the chart.

- ., -'
'1
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27. The radar operator.js then ordered to take P,P.I. ranges of the nearest point of the
land at 5 (or 10) degiee intervals from one end to the other ofihe pre-arranged s^ector. The
navigator-marks each range .on the corresponcling radial line on the template, rotating the
latter to bring succeeding true bearing linds over-the range scale. The points obtained are
joined and thus form a reproduction of the P.P.I. picture, but to the scale of the chart, and this
reproduction is then fitted to the best position on the chart. The centre of the template will
then show the ship's position at the middle time of ranging.

28. It is claimed that a fix can be obtained in uncler a minute and that this rnethorl
minimises the efiect of :-

(a) uncertainty as to the point or points oI land being ranged on.
(b) slope of the land producing ranges from behind the shore line.
(c) errors in bearing due to the width of the radar beam.iil "rr.""u lgo "rror.
29. Ilisclaimedthatunderfavourableconditionsforradar, i.e.,whercthereisasufrcient

amount of characteristic coast line under detection, this method of fixing is consistently
superior to other methods.. . Where a good large sbale chart is available fixes have been ob-
tained from a position about 8 miles offshore with an apparent error of only 200 yds; In
addition this method avoids drawing a large number of.lines on the chart.

30. The method would however be unreliable:-
(a) If ttre.coast line is straight and low lyrng, gr if there is insufificient coast line under

detection.
(D) If the chart is inaccuratq or incomplete.

P.P.I. Gharts
31. As explained more fully tn Ckafter XVII, it is po5sible to predict what the P.P.I.

picture should, look like from various ofishore bearings and distances, and to produce " P.P.f.
Prediction Charts " for accurate navigational use in Combined Operations.. Owing to the
considerable labour involved and the fact that the picture alters with different sets and for
every offshore position, it is not at present intended to produce predicted charts'for general
use. However, appreciation of the points brought out in this Chapter and'a certain amount
of experience wili produce results which are quite adequate for normal circumstances. It
may also be found helpful to mark on the chart those points or portions of the coast line and
hinterland which are likely to be detected best, ztid,e Fig. 65 n Chapter XVII.

32.-36.
"i

REI{DEZVOUS ''

37. The normal capabilities of surface warning radar are used to effect rendezvous at
night or in lbw visibility, but in the absence of I.F.F. response from the other ship or ships
due caution as to identity must be exercised. Also, own ship must not forget to switch on
I.F.F. whilst closing.

STATION.KEEPING
38. Radar is very useful for station-keeping, particularly when using remote P.P.I.

which should for ihis purpose be switched to ihe-str6rtest ran{e-scaie with Ihe P.P.I. input
well reduced so as to give good disirimination.

39. It is important to remember, however, that the primary function of the WS se! is
warning, and its use for station keeping must not be allowed to interlere with its primary
function. The P.P.L input should therefore not be kept turned down longer than is r€csss&gir
and where no P.P.I. is fitted only occasional ranges and bearings of ships in company should
be called for as otherwise the reliability of all round cover will be reduced. i 

'.t

RADAB BEACONS AND SHOBE NADAR
40. In order to assist navigation, a number of raila,r beacons have been provided ashore

and are fitted on lighthouses or other prominent points where they can be supervised. This
practice will ho doubt be extended considerably.

41. Types of shore radar beacons at present used irre:-
Bearing &ccuracy For use witk

3-5o , Interrogator types242 or 2432-5o Type29l

Tlfe
253S
256

Range
1G-15 miles
90o/o optical

Details are in Chalters III and XIY. The range obtainable is influenced by the height
of the beacon. The range given wi[ normally be 200-500 yds. greater than the tme range,
the error being least when the response is being received at good strength.

14
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+2, Radar Beacons are all provided with Coding so that they can be positively identified.
Details of their position and codes are contained,.forthe Home Station, in H.D. 335 " Naviga-
tional Aids in War." Abroad, the information is promulgated by C's-in-C. Operation is
usually continuous.

+a.+s.
46. Shore milar (Ckapter XVI) is provided primarily for warning of approaching enemy

aircraft or Surface vessels, but all surface tracks are passed to Naval Plotting Rooms ashore
and these have frequently been of great assistance to ships doubtfuI of their position. The
procedure is for the ship to request her position by signal to the Flag Officer in charge oJ the
area in which she believes herself to be, at the same time switching her LF.F. to very wide
(distress) code so that she can be identified.

47. TtLe position of any ship showing distress code is then obtained by radar and passed
through the Coastal Plot to the ship (or alternatively the ship is informed that she cannot
be distinguished).

48. In general, the positions so given are reliable and accurate to within 2-3 miles or less.
It is important, however, that the fimitations of the system shouid be borqe in mind. These

In the absence of I.F.F., and if the shiF has not been tracked all.down the coast and
'" passed " from plot to plot, positive iilentification is not possible. fndeed, the ship
requesting her position may be out o{ radar range, whereas another ship may be
within radar range. Mistaken identity would thus arise. For this reason, it is
unusual to volunteer a position unless I.F.F. (distress code) is observed.
Only a iimited area is covered by shore radar.
Identification may be rliffcult if a large number of ships is present.
In the case of a convoy; echoes from larger ships may be detected but not those {rom
smaller ones. This wbritd give an inaciurate position for the head of the Convoy
iJ small ships were leading.

(e) Bad weather reduces the range of shore radar stations.
fn view of these iimitations a position given from shore radar should be regarded as an

indication of the ship's probable position and not as a navigational fix.
49. Alternatively, shore radar bas often been used to re-route units who are both under

shore radar observation, but who have not yet deteqted each other by radar. Many awkward
situations have thus been avoided, particularly on the E. Coast of the U.K. and in the Gibraltar
Straits.

50. Again, a ship may be.observed from the shore radar plot to be running into danger
minefield or land). fn such a case she can be warned by signal if she is positiuel,y id,entified,.

Alte.rnatively, the plot can order the shore lights to be switched on: Duncansby Head has
been switched on in this manner on at least one occasion.

51.-56.

OTIIER, RADIO NAVIGAUONAI. AIDS
57. Other radio navigational aids which should be mentioned are:-

@) DF.
(b) Gee, which consists of chains of shore transmitters, using pulse transmission. A

Chain of 3 transmitters enables ships fitted with receiver outfit QH to obtatn 2"
position lines up to a range of about 150 driles from the transmitters.
Accuracy of fixes varies with the ship's position relative to the transmitters
and her-distance from them. In the besi possible positions where the range
hyperbolae are close together and cut nearly gt right angles the error of a fix
may be as little as 400 yds. but this error increases with distance and may
amount to several miles at extreme range when the h5'perbolae are witle apart
and the cut is poor. l

(c) Lora,rU whicb is similar to Gee but gives longer range (700 miles by day and
. up to 1,400 miles by reflected slgr waves at night). The receiver is D.A,.S.2 and
the accuracy is of the same order as that of Gee.
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CHAPTER X
USE OF RADAR FOR AIRCRAF'T WARNING

By extending our " vision " of airciaft, radar confers benefits on everybody in the Fleet.
(a) It enables all quarters to be brought to the neiessary readiness tb meit air attack;

this includes organisations such as damage control - as well as those manning the
armament. Conversely it allows relaxation during quiet periods, and this is obviousty.
of greit importance pirticularly when nights are"s'liort. ' Owing to radar limitationi
we have not however reached the stage when everyone can " fall out " until radar
warning is received.

(D) It allows the Admiral time to re-dispose his squadron in the best way to meet air
attack. This disposition may be quite difierent from that required for, say, anti.
submarine protection.

(c) It reduces the number of wasteful stantiing fighter patro.|.s which need be kept in the
. air, and allows time for carriers to be turned into. the wind to fly off. s'
(d) Togethel with efficient R/T, radar makes possible fighter inteiception of enemy

aircraft bent on attacking the Fleet and usually enables the attack to be disorganisetl
before enemy aircraft reach the guns of the Fleet which are the finat defence.

(e) It provides a bearing which enables visual lookouts to pick up aircraft more quickly,
and enables guns and directors to be trained in the right d"iiection in advante.(/) At closer range it provides more precise target indication which enables the armament
to be distributed in the best way for visual or blind fire.

(g) It enables aircraft to be directed on to surface targets (e.g., U-boats) which are out
of sight.

TIIE ITIREE ZONES
2. In discussing how radar provides the above facilities it is convenient to consider three

zones (see Fig. 3Q::-
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Fig..36-Tke n "t'"trorf,!_$fffigg1, snowns coverage requirements for:
B-Fighter Interceptioa zone.'' C-Target Indication zone.

(a) Ihe WaxninC Zone which is dealt with in this chapter and which is obviously required
to extend as far as possible *! op to sql40,000 ft. The ideal is to have a warning
zone which extends far enough td avoid-keeping any standing fightei l"t*t ;-all,
by giving the necessary warning at each height to enable fighters to be-flown off and
climb in time to intercept at the outerfimits-of the Fighteilnterception zone. This
would require detection ai ranges of the order of 100-miles (at the lowest heiehts),.
rising to 200 miles' or more. This requirement cannot be achieved. at present, pai-.,
ticulariy at'low heights. ' r.'

ApCS fr91n the-range, the primary requirement for radar in the warning zone
+ ,llnAlrU of .detection._ preat p_1e9ision_o_f location is not necessary. Approiimate
heightfinding is required, i,e., " High," '"Medium" or .,Low."

(b) The Fighter InterceBtion Zone. This is the zone in which it is hoped to 6arry out
l9tua| fighter intercepligl gf enemy aircraft and must extend sufficiintiy far, iay to
70 miles and up to 30,000 ft., to allow for a chase and combat before thb enemy-air-
craft come within sight of the Fleet and preferably before they come within A.S.V.
range of the Fleet and could report its presence.

-$pqtt from the range, the radar requirements for this zone ate greater precision
anddiscrimination thcn are_necessary for {hewarning zone, and also radar plan display.
The accuracy must be sufficient to enable fighterl to make contact vGudly or liyA.I. (sea Chdpter XVIW. Accurate heightfinEing is also a necessity, since id is jusi
as easy- to miss interception in th9 vertical as in the horizontal planir.

The radar methods used for Fighter Direction, includiirg Heightfinding, are
dealt with in the next chapter.
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(c) The Target Intlication Zone. Assuming that some enemy aircraft elude our fighters
and press home the attack, as is bound to happen, radar is required to provide a plan
display, out to say 15 miles and up to 20,000 ft., in order that thd H.A. gun armament
(long antl close range) can be distributed to the best advantage.

This requires a high degree of precision in location and discrimination, and also
a rapid rate of aerial spinning in order to keep the information absolutely up to date
and compete with targets dt close range with a high rate of change of bearing. Height-
finding is desirable but not vital, as the latest gunnery radar sets can themselves
find elevation once they have been put on for bearing and range.

The radar methods used for Target Indication, and the present Target Indica-
tion radar set (type 293), arc dealt with more fullv in Chaptir XII.

How requirements in the wa,rning zone axe met' 3. As stated bbove, the ambitious range requirements for the warning zone cannot at
present be met. l'here is no teclinical difrculty about high aircraft (above 20,000 ft.), it being
oniy a matter of finding space and topweight for a larger aerial and more powerful transmitter,
but at lower heights the curvature of the earth sets a limit to what can be achieved.

4. In addition to this, it must be emphasised that with long range aircraft warning,
one set alone camot proviile complete cover at all heights. This is because of g4ps in the
vertical coverage diagrams, and the different characteristics of each type which are dictated
by the wavelength used. Thus type 79 gives good high cov'er, type 281 good medium cover,
and type 277 good, low cover, and where complete cover is required in one ship all three sets
must be operated in conjunction, thus providing a complete air warning system. This is in
fact done in Fleet Carriers. In Battleships and Cruisers which have only one WA set, the
object must be achieved by detailing suitable guardships and pooling results. With this end
in view it is the present policy to retain type 79 in ?.5o/o of large ships, type 281 being fitted
in the remainder.

5. Fig.37 makes clear how high, mediurn and low cover is obtained by the use of three
stits.r' Of course the total qoverage is not as great as wor:ld be desired, but it is the best that
can be achieved by a combination of present sets. By mounting types 79B and 2818 at
suitable relative heights in the same ship the former can be made to fiil in the " gaps " of the
latter completeiy.

(rue Huuenous Loaes
AI{D CAPS IN THIS
REGION AF€ ttCI
5i!O9i'tt)

50 60 70

OISTANCE OF AIRCRAFT IN.MILES

FU

E aoooet-ra
Er

Fig. ?f-Method. oJ obtaining complete aiy coaer by wsing lhree railu warring sets of d.ifferenl |,ypes,
WA types 28LB at, 110 feet ---- WA Tgre 7913 at 140 feet. -----WS Type 277 at 100 feet. 'Ihis

figure also illustrates how 'WA sets are used for height fincling, ttde Chapter XL
* High:20,000 ft. and above.

I\{edium :20,000-:,000 f t.
Low:2,000-200 ft.
Very Low:Below 200 ft,
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6. It need hardly be emphasised that to maintain cover it is necessary for the warning
sets to keep sweeping. The following will militate against reliable cover:-

(a) If type 79 (which has no plan display) is required to watch too many targets. This
involve,s stopping to get the bearings of each, and so slowing up the efiective sweep
rate. In the meanwhile a new target may be approaching from an unwatcheil
bearing.

(b) If type 79 is used for long periods for heightfinding. This too, at present, requires
the sweep to be stopped, but means of avoiding this are under developmeri, aid,e
Chapter XI, fara. 33. With good training fairly accurate heightfinding is possible
with tlpe 281, without stopping the sweep, if the sweep rate does not exceed 2 r.p.m.

(tN When it is required to interrogate and read the I.F.F. Code, which at present requires
the combined WA and Interrogator aerials to be trained on the target for L0 seconcls.
Means of avoiding this in future are descri-bed in Chapter XI , t'aras. 14 to 17.. (d) When it is required to count the number of aircraft in a body, .which necessitates
stopping the sweep and using " A " display, aide para. 35.

(e) If type 277 is used for heightfinding. This involves stopping and elevating the
aerial.

Any or all of the above procedures may be necessary. What is important is to realise
tha!, in the absence of guardships, reliable air cover'has temporarily been surrendered.
HEIGIIIEII\IDING

7. As far as the warning zone is concerned only very approximate heightfinding is required,
d.e., suff.cient to tell whether the fighters should be positioned high, medium, or low- The
approximate height can, with limitations dealt vdth.more fully in ChaPter XI, be ascertained
by reference to the vertical coverage diagram for the range at which a new target is first
detected, e.9., in Fig. 37 it would be about 15,000 ft. for the target X.

8. Unfortunateiy the more accurate heights required as tle target approaches and enters
the Fighter Interception Zone, and later the Target fndication Zone, have also at present
to be obtained from the WA Set or sets, and type 277, and this reacts on the reliability of air
cbver as explained above.
R,ADAR DISPIAY

9. Continuously rotating aerials and plan display (P.P.I.) are very desirable for aircraft
warning sets, since

(a) they enable bearing and distance of taxgets to be reported with adequate accuracy' and rndthout stopping the sweep, and therefore avoid interfering with all round cover ;
(b) -many more plots per minute can be told from P.P.L than when using " A " display.
Coritiuuous sweep shouLl thercfore be the nonnal methoil oI oBeration where P.P.L is

fitteat.
SETS USED FOB AIRCRAST \ilANNING

10. The following are brief details of the radar sets used for aircraft warning. Fuller
details are contained inChapter III.
Large ShiPsif. fiBe ?gl9i/gl?gB was the first&A set, and is notecl for its reliability. Owing to the
comparativdy long wavelength :-

(a) it detects high aircraft well (110 miles at 30,000 ft.), and it has fewer " gaps " tbail
type 281 ;.

(b) itt performance is. only moderate against medium aircraft, and poor .against low
aircraft.

(c) because of the wide horizonal beams, plan display is impracticable and hand training
with " A " display must be rised. 'This slows up reporting and sweeping.

L2. ltrA TyBe 281i281ts was designed as t5pe 79's successor. Owing to the shorter
wavelength:-.

(a) It is not so good on high flying aircraft which may fl.y over the first lobe and not be
detected. till .they reach the.second, at a much shorter range. (See Y in Fig.37.)
There a^re more gaps in the vertical coverage diagrams and therefore less continuousr
tracking is possible. 1 ",

(D) It is better than type 79 against medium aircraft (105 miles at 15,000 ft.), but stilll
not a good detector of low fliers.

k) Thq narrower horizontal beam just perrnits plan display. Though this is not very
good it is good enough for warning purposes, and can also be used (on P.P.I. or
Skiatron) for Fighter Interception.

(d) .Because the fust lbbe is lower and the power greater, type 287 sufiers. more from
land echoes than type 79.

13. WA I5rBe 2818M will include two important modifications:-
(a) A pre-amplifier which should increase ranges 10-L5%, reduce gaps, and improve

high cover.
(b) Continuous rotation which will improve plan display and also the reliability of cover

since the aerial need npt be trained, alternately clockwise and anti-clockrvise as rvith
type 2811P.
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14. W.A, lVBe 960 is under development to replace type 28L, but the type 2818M aeriai
will be retained in some ships. The-increased pbwel will give appregiably gteater range.
Where a larger aerial can be itted (types 960M & P) the range will be stiil further increased,
and gaps reEuced, and the narrowei 6eam will giv6 Uett-er plan^disptay grd mory3ccr13te
beariir$. The cover provided by type 960P together wilh lype 9^80 (sea chapter x-{)._y{ !"
sumcielntty continuoui to dispenie with. se.ottdWA set in Fi6e,t Carriers.. Types 960M & P
will atso be capable of rapidwave change to help to defeat enemy jamming-

15. WA (tt.S.) $rpe Sf nttea in certain escort carriers has approximately fhg -saqe p.e.T-

formance as iype'28i-B except that owing to the s]ro$e1 wavelength !h9 nrst lobe is.still
further depresied and the g"pi ar. more nuir,erous. It is therefore a good detector of medium
aircraft, birt less reliable t[air type 281 and much less so than tyge 7-9 against $Sl aircrl4.

16.'WS Tiy11e}|,? being a hilh powered surface warning set is also a g_o_od detectorof low
and very low -alrcraIt wnei Uyei oi:n the horizon (4O mileJ at 1,000 ft., ?5 4iles at ?90 ft.).
The prifiary fuirction of this slt (except in carrieri) is, however,-surface-waming 9d jt.qa.y
therdfore ni,t alw"yr be avaiiabl'e foi aircraft waining. ,{s9 it qray b-e used for height-
finding in which caie the aeriat rrill be stopped and elevated clear of the horizon.

17. U.S. 1!ryes SP anil SMl, which are heightfinding sets fitted in certain carriers, will
give results equai to or better thantype 277 against very low "{-*+ when layed on the horizon
ind greater fanges against higher iircraft, 5ut the sets are likely to be in frequent use for
heightfinding" 18. WS"PJTBg p?USQ anil U.S. f?Bes SG anit SL are capable of deteciing low and very
low aircraft rt i*g.s'of ihe order of fO-fS miles, and have been fouird of value for fr[ing ln
the low gap, but oiving to their comparatively small power cover is not reliable particularly
if P.P.I. is not fitted.

19.-n.
Small shiBs

2L. Small ships cannot normally be fitted with the heavy W-A equipnrggt, and lave. to
'....rely on a WC sethho." performanc-e against aircraft is considerablyless. The classification' i'WC " is actually rathei a misnomer-nowadays in most small ships where_ ?_separate WS

or centimetric Wi set is also fitted for surface warning. fn such cases the WC type 291 or
SA should be regarded more as a " low power WA set," anilis used for lirnited aircraft warning,
for target intlici,tion if no WC (T.I.) sei is fitted, and also in certain circrimstances for limited
fighter clirection.

22. WC [yBe .291 is the standard low powered aircraft waming set Jor sma]l ships arrd
will detect mediom aircraft at 30-35 miles aid low aircraft at 20 miles or less. .Owing to the
low power and comparatively short wavelength it will rot deteci SgF 4t"4t at any useful
r"ogb. The numer6us gaps cause frequent -f4i"g and make heightfinding impracticable..

"23. Nevertheiess tvb6 291 providis useful air warning within its limitations, and its
reliability will be inireiied wnei p.P.I. qr-rd power tT"qi"g_ are eventui{,Y-fitted..

24. V.S. TyBe SA is fitted in certdin frigatts. Itjs-similar to type 29'J-but owing to the
larger aerial gives ranges 15-30% Crqate1._ It has P.P.I.

" 25. WS iets such-as tvpes 2iLl3Q, 277, arLd U.S. types SG and SL give warning of low
and very low flying aircrait- at ranleJ slightly less than when fitted in a large ship.

26.-n.

LIMITATTOT{S OE AIRCRAET WAR,![II{G RADAR
30. Some of the limitations of aircraft warni:rg radar have already been mentioned,

e.g.,theweakness of certain sets against high or low aircraft-, the-presenfe of gaps_in the vertical
.Jneiage.aiago*, and the inabilily of anj radar to see below tie horizon. Other limitations
are described below.
R,ecogaition- - dL th" Interrogator (type 2a3p) fitted with WA-s9t1{ present rotates with the main
set and for reasons explairied^in Chafier X/ the normal I.F.F.iesponse cannot be display-ed
oo F.F:. .A"ctively. 'Consequently it is at present necessary to--.!oP all round sweep ia order
to interrogate. ftris iimitati',ln^is-being ovgrcgme witb lyp" 28L iy pro-viding a separately
controlled"interogator type ?A3Q for nolmal " A " band intgqog{io1 -nd replacing tyP: ?4?bt tyd Saf *niEh witt'itrow 'i-G " band responses from friendly fighters direct on P.P.I.
and Skiatron.

iZ. tn small ships type 29L has an interro-gator -(type 242)-which is omni-directional and
obtains responses for'ran'gi only. The type 24Ifrttedwith the WS set is, howeve-r, directiond
and may bi used to assi"st in iecognition of aircraft if it is acceptable to interfere with the
sweep of the WS set.

33. The absence of I.F.F. response from aircraft targets cannot be taken as positive proof
of Uostite identity. Though thd present Mark III system is y-e_ry- much more reliable and
**" riady nttei tiran its"predec&sor there is .f*"yt tlre-possibtlifV that the I.F-{. (or the
Interrogator) may not be working efficiently. Alternatively, the aircraft,m?y nql beaware
itt"t rtr.:pr aie oplrating in the viiinity and'may therefore not have switched o.n its I,F.F,
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34. It is therefore necessary to consider other evidence before classifying an aircraft
target as " Unidentified " or " Hostile," e.g.:-

(o) whether friendly aircraft are expected;
(b) whether the direction of approach is from an enemy base; /
(c) whether the movement of the aircraft indicates its intentions, e.g., attackers working

up sun;
(d) whether the irumbers reported are suggestive of an attacking force;
(a) information from " Y " sources.

Classificatiou of echoes
3.5.'Aircraft echoes can fairly quickly be classified as such because of their fluctuating

appearance, by the speed with which they move, and by their periodical fading as they pass
through gaps in the vertical coverage diagram. It is not so easy to determine the number of
aircraft in a body, and it is necessary to stop the sweep for a short period and study the echo
closely on " {" dirpl"y. After doing this a good operator should be able to difierentiate
between a " group " (more than 6) a " few " (2to 6) antla "single," thoughit is common for
a single to be reported as a " few " either because the target is a large aircraft or because the
operator wants to be on the safe side. Operators will not improve in this respect unless they
are told afterwards what actually was in the air, and the A.D.R. should provide this informa-
tion whenever possible if they wish for imprbvement

Location accruacy, anil plotting
36. Range accuracy of WA sets on long scale is abgut L mile rvhich is adequate for warning

purposes. Opporbunity should however be taken to ascerbain what index correction exists
(it may be as much as 5 miles). This can be done using an alrcraft flying at right angles on a
knowa course, or by ranging on a series of distant and very prominent peaks. The fndex
Correction can then be " taken out " by adjustment at the set. For further details sea
c.8.4224144.

37. Where two WA sets are fitted it is important to see that the scales at least agree :
otherwise plots will be duplicated and conJusion will arise. It should also be remembered
that R.N. sets are calibrated in sea miles, and allowance for this must be made when exchanging
information with the R.A.F. and Army Organisations who deal in land miles.

x

(6)(a)
Fig, l}-Etlect of poor bearing accuraay of WA sets on
airaraft phtting. A mean track should be drawn
througb the points of d.etettion, as in (D). lbe points

should"uot be joined as in (a).

38. Bearing accuracy is the weakness of WA sets. This is d.ue to the very wide beam of
metric sets. Type fr3L using P.P.I. gives about 3o accuracy, and t5pe 79'with no P.P.I. t"
gives only 5-10''; these figures may be bettered but they may also be worse if the bearing is
changing rapidly. For this reason the plot of an aircraft is seldom a straight line but consists
of a number'of points which should not be joined, but through which a mean should be ilrawn,
aid.e Fig, 38. It will require several plots (at least 3) before an aircraft's rough trackpan be
estimated, particularly if it is flying nearly at right angles to the bearing, and several more
before an accurate track can be deduced. Owing to the greater accuracy and consistency of
bearing, better plots are obtained when telling from P.P.L than from " A'" display and telling
fronr P.P.L is also much quicker since the aerial need not be stopped.

39. The location accuracy of WS sets Sqbh as type 277 is much.better, chiefly gwing to
the nar'rower beam and therefore better bearing accuracy, and. an accurate plot of aircraft
can be obtained correspondingly sooner.
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Diserimination, ani! shailow areas
40. The range discrimination of WA sets is not good,ag a wide p-ulse is used in order to

get maximum wirning. In type 79 the norrnal puise width is 11 Ticr-oseco_nds which give-s
in effective range disdrimination of 1| miles. In type 281 three puJse lengthp are provided.
The longest should be used except wLen mor-e preiGe discrimination is r_equired,-B.g-., when
operating a Skiatrou for fighter iiterception; tn this case the medium pulse lengtb. (5 micrg-
s6conds)-should be used anA wU give effective range discrimina'uion of {-Pttg. This will not

"aose 
ivery serious loss in watrriog range. TargEts where bearings difier b5i-!9ss than the

bearing discrimrnation of the set cai on$be plott-ed separately if tf,eir range differs by more
than the range discrimination distances quoted above.

41. The -bearing discrimination of WA sets is also poor, because of the wide horizontal
beam. Thus targeti at the same or nearly the same raige, aiz., *ithilt tle range discrimina-
tion distance, ca.inot be separately plott6d unless their-bearing diffefs b_y.ololg tlan.apguJ
70'with type 79, or 35" witf, tWe ?Si using P.P.I. With type 281 using " A " display (which
i,s unusual) the,figure is about 20'.' 42. The combined effect of the beam width and range discrimination distance is that a
"shadow Area" is associated with every target, as illustrated n Ckg'pter-Tll, Fig, 27,
Within this shadow area other targets ci""ot-be separately plotted, though the fact that
several aircraft targets or groups ofiircraft are presetit may be spotted by the unusual wiclth
of^the echoes, or by the overlapping of several echoes.
Etrect ol lanil

43. The shadow area caused by land is serious in the case of WA.sets, pdmariiy because
of the wide horizontal beam. Sidi echoes further confise the display and are efiective up
to much greater ranges than against aircraft because of the reflectivity of !{S9 hna gralsse-s.
Type 28{ having a-lower firsi lobe and being more powerful !h"q typg 79, is parlicularly
aftected by land 6choes and its operational usefuhess riay be seriously reduc-ed up to 20 miles
or more fiom high land. For iishore work type 79 is therefore to be preferred' -44. It mayie mentioned that with ""peiibnce 

in a particllar harbour-a g_ood-ope-rator
can obtain sonie results even when there are bad lantl echoes. Thus, during the North African
Campaigrr, a cruiser at Bone got nil results for the first few days, but after-g week was able t9
get riseful waming of high fliers. Again, ships ofi Anzio developed some ski{ in seeing through
I-and echoes : in tnis cise it was foind best- to use the shortest pulse lengtl and shogl range
scale of type 28L (0-30 miles) in order to give the best possible discrimination.

tis, \9-Method of oblai'nins ai,t couer fut elcaating WS type 2/7 i* sleps o! fout-degrees'
Th]s method may 

-bave to bL used for aircraft rvarning when r1 the presence oI Iand or
: Window," but is uot recommended as a normal practice'

45. If land. echoes absolutelv prohibit the.use of a WA set, consideration should be given
to using WS type 277 whose trarrbw beam giveS better discrimination., When layed op$"
frotironl type iiZ wil detect aircraft up to 7,000 fl. at ?J mile5.. -By elyating.t\g "9ti{ 1"
+" steps if ivogld be possible to obtain similar-range at greater heights. Theoretleally- heights
up to20,000 ft. cod& be covered in 4 steps as illuitrated n Fig.39. . This Ploledure !9yeve1
*fuft q"it" good drill and considerablepiactice, and rvill neverle entirely satisfactbry (though
it may be the only expedient).

?':;
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fnhrference anil ja,nrming

,g,*X,,,Y{iiJ'"ffi.!,y{Hi;1ffi:.;li:l %"",1il,i:tilydl;::lll1:,::,,1*.jf::Tfi"ifl' tion and radar wavelengths, control of communic;ii; ;f .:;;;"Ttrtlh"il;;;d ;;_munication aerials as much as possible. ------ -'--- --r*'
. - 47.-Specialslters are now being fitted to reduce the efiect of local iuterference and toaeig{^}ng :imp]:t forms of jamnin?. anothei ;;;t.r-*:hi.h- "* u, tried with t'pes 29and23l is to shift wavelengihs slightly, but a shift of more tnanzy" *iiir.ri"rrriiJio".performance, and this reduction *ili t^"! to-bl baranced "i"i*t *t.-,i3ri;J*r;; il.'irirlr-ferencc oJ jammilg-, .With types J9! and 2818, which h";:-;;;;i;;;ilil&;;fi;""rvire feeders, a shift in wavdlEngth should not Le^attempted.;;;4ro"s damage may result.rn carriers the fitting gt.uoltr tizpes^2918 and z9B isifii..ril"i"r"rance asainst one setbeins jammed. As siated, typei sooivr ana F wlr b;;il;il;ii"ir?-i^,i"?;ifr,i'; ;;;"o;".

Jarrunrng,
.. . #r 49"i", WA sets are particularly susceptible to " Window " (Chapter XZ) because ofll-t:f_d:t"]p 1,nd,poo5 ranfe discrimiiation. So*e reduetion in interference can be achieveclDy uslng the shortest pulse length, but this is not likely to help very much. 1.fr" ""fvllftio"mav be to use the ws iype 277 as suggested iny'a ra. 45 (if.it ca;i" $L;Jf.;r" 5i1}#ffi;i;';
:::t?$T,l:"i:ig".:13$3r-does.not reducethe necessity for maintainins a proper "*";'lookout. Radar still has many weakrlesses, as descriuea-il;*,-# accidenTs cin-f;;;;1,the best regulated circles. Thlus whiliso*! .yu9 ar"-gtouo io o* ,i"tor, perhaps as a resultof radar warning, care must be taken tdkeep a'visual f6"r.""t l" lirr.t sector-s too.

50-s3.
CONTR,OL OF AIR,CR,AFT WARI{ING R,ADAE
Aircraft ilirection room

*rri.il lf|ii$.6."*craft warning radar is exercised from the A.D.R., in inrmediate charge or
' 55. From cer:tain aspects the expres-lion Aircraft Direction Room is an incomplete titleas its respousibilities 1re by ro.meairs limitecl to the direction;i&h;;;;il?;#;:It cannot be too strongly eniphasised that the a.D3. i* orpo*itr"-ior ["o"ins th. ;i; ,it ;d;;as a wholg and for passing out information as follows :_- ------ ---

. . ia)- To the Command-geSeral air inforrnation, with particular reference to enemv aircraftwhich threaten the Fleet. 
. .A filtered air ptot is kepi in trr"-nriagu pl;ifi il;;;;";t "i;be kept on the b5idge.. Alarm reports jre, however, passed ai."t t"-lfr? Uria?i ffifft"fi:;positions by loud speaker.

,n*l?ll*i.operations Room-information about own and. enemy. air reconnaissance, or

^ ^- (,i.i" Aircraft Carriers-to the Target Indication Room, through the Gunnery Liaison
Qfficgr if present-informatio,n aboqt aiproacning enemy-;;d-E;;"drry;;;i';ti;H;
:A?fJr,?'.''#ff:f i!fi iT,[E-,'t"'+*:l'1ru:iml;^:*{{r*iJ$iT,:*.}#*on the Main Aircraft Qisp-tay 

p.r9t. Inal-cases liaison 6.fi;;A;F.D.o.;ai.i:o.;;;thighly developed, particrilqtyjt.oyl fightep are toltowing i";"-.'*y aircraft, when either theguns must be,warned to withhold fire-or the fighters *oit bu.au"ea on bt'RA- il;'J;necessaryto.keeq the AD.o. informed, either thi-ougs the T.r.R. oraire"t, ol trrl pr.r"n; ;;identitvof aircraft whichmlyluns.hj.q-but which Jdo"t.ia"lr,. rir-riJ;;g;j;i;;;ffi;i;20,000.yards) of lhe present-targel -naication Set type 29,3,
V) t_" the_Fleet, if ordered-Air warnings ana ir6ticei.56' In addition the A.D.R. contains thi splgial radar clisplays and lt/T equipme'L for.tlirecting hghters anct otirer airciaii , ii, ciipr? xi: -- .- --r'*r-.'

Main_disn_lavnlot

" .5f. Jhe general njr situation is shown on the Main Display Plot which is the nervc centie
ft#:,T*:i:"lipffitij,:ut'r:il,Pn"sition that immeaia[.-Jo;ffi;ffi;;;ffi#;;:il;..
^-. .(a) own lVA set or sets, and the WS set (type 27i7) or special-Heightfinding set (SMl ors i.,SP) in order to receive information of low fliers wlien thdse set's ;;l;iJ on the horizon.

!a) plne_r_sfip 13gq reports received by V/S, WiT or R/T.-- - ---(c) The Height Filtering Position.
(d) Y inforrnation incluEing DiT bearings. 

,(a) Visual information.
58. The information is-plotted as recrived oo thg back of the transparent surface. -rhe

Plot off.cer has the duty of -".fltgri"s.:' the mass of informatio;;;;.d, ;ai;|fil t" ;;estimated filtered trac\ of each aircdft or group-of alcratt ;l"tit:;6]"h.a';;iE ilri;Part IV. As remarkqd \ fiara. 88, aftcrafl tracks will "ftd;;;#lbearing ;.""-;..r ;d wil require smoothing out. Also there-m"u ,3tlrl;1t"itH1f"t:jif:aircraft-passes-through a gap iii the r,'ertical c6verrge ai"em*lorT;L h;tgil;;."!"i"r'io'iTdetected at all.
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59. The Plot Officer is immediately responsible for :-
(a) Initiating filtered reports of ai?craft tracks which are passed intemally to the Inter-

ceptor'Plots, the B.P.R. and the H.F.P' amongs! other places'--'-iaf i"itLting similar reports for transmiision by V/S-, WI 9f R/T to the Fleet, as laid
clowri ln orders. - Brief, urg6nt reports are usually pass'eil by R/T ; detailed reports of raid
tracks on the Radar Reporiing wave, vide Ckapter XIX.- lrl it C""tiotti"g Sitip, cJnkolling radar forardships and other ships who may be passing

"*cifl'lrfrp#&::*orders to own radar se rs, aiite para.60. 
.

Conhol of own ship's ratla,r---?O Trc pt"tl-t"rp*.itt" for giving orders and/or information to each radar set in use for
aircraft warning on the following points:-

(a) Ord'erslo coinmencb operat'i'ng or to cease opetaling.
h\ Tube anil rate of sueeb.-' ('i)'ei explain'ed ii pn a.9 continuous all-round sweep should-.normally.-be
ordered. There is little dbject in sector sweeping, even against low- $ers, proyldgd
type277 or similar set is avail'able. A possible exiepiion occursif lWeZZZ is not available-r
#f,." it*"y be advantageous to searih for low fllers over a likely sectorusing type 281
or even a suitable gunnery radar set.

(ii) The normal rates of sweeP are :-' ' Type 2Sf 2r.p.^. (4 r'p.m. when conducting fighte5 interception)'
Type 79 about 2 r.P'tn:
Type 277 6 r.P.m.

as e*1if"i".a in bara.6, the effeictive sweep rate qill be decreased if sets ar-e require$
to stop toin igtrtfr".ii"g or io classify 6choes, & in tle'case of type79 if ordered to watch
i"" iirny t*S"is simuitaneously. fhe plot ofrcer must bear these reactions constantly
in mind,"and the order to " hoid- " one taiget should rarely be given'

(iiii In ord.er to maintain.as fast a iate of sweep as possible, and generally speed

"p ti"'trporting of impo*ant largets, it is,_a goo{ plin to order that echoes 9f ,fri,endl,y
aircraft 1or tnos6 outsidi or inside Jcertain distance) are to be disregarded or reporte9 only
.""ty ttri.a or fourth sweep. Similarly, it may weit be unneces,sary to receive continrious
irpoki of -* fighters who6e course an{ lpe_ed are knoyn, until t-hey are getting close to the

"ri*y. These"remarks apply'even if P.P.I. is used, since the operator cannot report
the b'earings and distancei if nomero.ts targets and eftciently watch for new echoes at
the same time.
h\ Information. As much infonnation as possible, a:g. about the movements of friendly

"it"to:1t,-idoJtl 
be given to the operator in order that he-may realise what is going on and

appreciate which taigets are the most important to report first'--"'tA- i"ii*-ttiini -ni;;J pirlie lengns 
""i"._gwett 

in Paru. 40. When close to'
tbe li^ritl a shorter"pr:Ise length may b6 advantageous, vid'e t'ara, tM.

k\ Ranee Scile. ltoriraly tthe longest =dal" ir used on WA sets (an exc:Ption being
*n.i 6to* t'o tana, uid.e para. i4). WS lype 277 is normdly operated. on tle |-{,0!Q^yards
scale when used for surfice *"niing, but".vihen used for air;mf1 warning the G-150,000-yard
scale may be more suitable, if it is acceptable to the Operation:Room'-" 

Ot. h.lor" liaison must be tept'witU the Opeiations Ro_om as r^e-gards tfg.use of yq
tvoe 2i7. remembering that this is brimarilv a ta;tical set*. If type 277 should be required
i6i i"ightn"ding or ariy other purpoie whiili interferes vrith its surface sweep the concurrence
of the 6perationi room-must fifot 6e obtained. Simildrly, the Operations Room must keepthe
A.It:R. i"ltti"t"r*.a if they intend to use sector s*eeping, sinci all round low cover will then
be lost.
Controt of othil shiBs railax. (Sea al'so Ckafter XIn---'62. 

When Con[roUi"J Sttiir, the Plot Offi"rt ds6 has ttre responsibility o.{controlling the
sweepilrg of the guardshifs' rdidar, and controlling the radar leports. trory oi]er shi- pq. 1'h€

rm,t',*gg*:t.fl :,1'i,:'*y,"'JifJi"'ffi#*;,f,:fl1i"ffi ,T'ffi f t:uoH:";"HT-.3-
- - ._ 

At Ai t'"ast one ship should be left as free as possible to keep an all-round- watc\ t-fe d}ty o!
r"poifti pfii.of"t rai&s being left to, or-turned'over to, othei ships available and distributed
ariongsithese ships as equally as posgtb.l9'- - ifii 1.it ""mb'er 

of taigets'or " i"ias " being reported by W/T or R/T should not be allowed
to t.IJn " r."J**"n o"&. serious time lag oi tlie repo*ing wlve. It may be necessary for
orvn ship to watch a number of targets in order to avoid congestion'- - it'6;-iio* itrir, onn snipi radar should be used t9 $eep a general all-round' watch
arrd lf.cti the accuracy'of incoming reports, assigning an-index-corregfon t-o. other ships if
n""..r"w i" order to Leep the3lo[ retrti".ty co-rreci. If the controUing +iP is a carrier,
i-h;;-;& *ru A.o be required ti'pay particuli"r attention to owu fighters and their targets.

*ft"tu typ. 2i7 is primariiy a lorv covii iir warning set and the WC (T'I') set becomes the normal
tactical set.

*:, -.
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(d) Strict control of the Radar Reporting Wave must be exercised by mgans of tle control
sig:nafj provided (F.S.B. Articl,e L4Sa). Some ships _{rave a tendency to wait until.they get a
" jook ii " on the reportiag wave, and then rattle off a stream of reports, many of which are
bv then stale. This hust be checked."t 'i}i'tJn""t rfi;il" kept as brief as possible, " supplementary information " being passed
only every third or fourth rePort.'(f) Tle more complete lirowledge possessed by the controlling ship must be used to co(rect
othei lhips, a.g, to point out that two ships are reporting the same raid.

tsj Cn;, te"cbnidd superiority of certain sets, and- the proved operating effciency of certain
ships."inust be borne in rnind whin assisning duties and weighing tbe value of reports.

^ 63. The control of aircraft warnin{radar in a targe fleet calls for much skill anp j-uclgmelt.
1.ne otlect is alwa5n fe grainfain an -up-to-date plol of the air situation as a whole for the
benefit of the fleet as well as own ship.

Alternative methoat oi conholling a;ill reBorting
64. With the advent of modern radar and communication equipment a different system

of controlling radar and reporting within a unit has been tried and may supersede.present
methods.

65. This system has been made possible,because of :-
iri iG nt'ti"s of two WA sets "ia u uigh-powered WS set (t.e.M" 277) in cert?iT ship.s

(e.g. .A'ircraft Cariers). This enables one ship to obtain complete air cover, Providing all
sets are kept sweeping.

ta-1.Ui a""ao-pdint of automatically continuously rotating aerials and P.P.I. display
i#*ZaiBM- -"tra 

zzz1, and also sectoi displays {or Leightfindla g @ide Chafter XI), whic}rO.p.{vo€rnIp;M--"Ta zzz), and aJso sectoi displays for Leightfintliag (aideChafter XI),
6ti'iaie- tUe necessity for stopping the sweep in normal circumstances.

66. With the new system all sets are kept sweeping continuously. The controlliSs;hip
(ro*eiimes called the "'Reporting skif ") givts a "irniing situation report" by [/T of .alt
the tracks on her main airCraft dfuplay plot. Other ships only make repo{s if lbe l(ePortmg
ship.appears to have missed a raid 6r il lhere is a difierence in information about height, course
or sue.

67. Under this systeni the control of other ships' radar is, _of course, less cliffcult, and indeed
may not becomenecLssary. Much signalling is also obviated.

68-72.

Railar Policy
73. Paras. 59 lo 62 are vdtten on the agsumption that free use of radar is permitted, aud

"t" toUi""i to the " Radar Policy - iir force, ai(i C\ap1er XfX, rvhich contains alsg furthe;
particulars of the organisation for aircraft cover in a fleet.

Other Boints to watch
74. Other points that the plot officer should lvatch are :- '

k\ Tarnrnins or Wi"aor. 'If this is experienced, an impending attack should be suspected,
and it h6cessaryiype 277 used to investigate, aid'e para. 48.

(b\ Land,,' Wien near land it may 6e necessai-y to use t54re 277 as described rn para. 45.
gneii:i rit"t"it frequently approach fiom the land (and even make use of valleys) to escape
detection.

b\ Disabbearance.af trachs. The disappearance of an appro6ching unidentified track
shoddbe redrraea with suspicion. It mayfof course, be du9 to qn-aircraft entering a_gaP-m
;h;;Ji"rt;F";t" diagrd;. It may equ-allybe due to the aircraft intentionally.losiTg hjig+i
$'ith thb obiect of-ayoiding detection and attaining su4rrise; in this case the aircraft should
ultimatety 6e picked up by type 277, if' avulable.

Use of interrogators to fuack bientllv aircraft
75. The Interrogator can frequently be used to track friendly aircraft by *"*, o.t th-ejf,

I.F-F- resoonse. Examples are:-- - l;i il; A/S patroliwho may be beneath the first lobe of the WA set' 1' -'
i;i ilH;##J" uit"t"tt over a U-boat, in which case the aircraft should have switched.

to a }iecial I.F.F. Cotle (No. 4).- a;-F;;ditfighters'olt-of raoge 9f thg WA set,.or in a gap'
iil fryn " i6.h"a.r Policy pJrmits the use of interrogitors but not the use of.WA sets.

76. .The range accuracy obtained by tlis method should be sufrcient, but the bearing
may be up to 30o-or more in error owing to the wide beam of the interrogator.
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us' oF RADAR FoR D*'c"fffffftfi*r'Rs oR 
'TIIER 

AIR.RAFT
T'XGX{IEB DIR,ECISON

1. Without radar and its counterpart-efhcient R/T communication-it would be im-
por.itL to ore ngnters tq defead !!g Ffeet effectivelyagai$ "{ attack, andFleet op-erations
'*oJa t" r"".t.i! na"aicapp.a. With in effcient fi-ghter direction orgaTisation, on the other
n "a, fni n."t "itt Arry aii-opposition and attain itsbbjective even rrithin the range of shore-
Uased aircraft, as witn6ss thelVlalta Convoys and maqY. other operations.--- Z.-ih" i;;brid" of fighter direction is containedin C.B. 04262' and it_ is unnecessary to
t"".pitJ"t" tfr-a"l.h treie.- fne object is to destroy or {top*i:. attactcrng planes.before
theV reach the Fleet. or to destrov a'reconnaissance plane before it can detect our Fleet-b-y
,q,S1V.--1." J" tnir iiir necessary io efiect interception outside visual distance, and p-referably
at 30 miles or more. This requiies an accurate rafar track of ttre enemy from a Plc\greater
distance which may be as greit as 70 miles, in order that fighters _may b9 placed iT tle.most
advlntageous posiiion frori which to applo1h the enemy. .I" -tI" final stages the- tighters
must be"placedclose enoush to be able to pict< up the en€my visually or-by means of their own
(A-I.) ralar. This distance varies between 5 miles and I mile, according to the vrsrbfity or
in" cap"Uititi"s of A.I. (uide Ckalter XYIJD.

3. Aircra3t Warnine sets and tle A.D.R., as described in the previous Qhapterlprovide the
foundation of the radir information required for fighter direction. There are, however,
three important additional radar requirements'-- 

1A \niircy anA iiswirnlnation of l,ocation, in _ord-er to achieve the_ re$tive positioning
t"q"i..ia f.*i;ni*it tor towvisilitity interception whichmay be expected to become a normd
otosssding in future,''--li;ftii)-iitio^n on which a continuous plan is shown and on which iaterceptions can be
carriL6 out direct, sdcutti:rg out time lag in " telling "'

(c) Accwrate Heieht. Ii is just .s jaty to misJ the enemy through flying at the wrong

' heigtrt as it is to misJ him in the horizontal plane.
'twu oF RADAB sEfs usED FoR gtGgrER DrREgIroN

4. At present the WA sets aacl WS sets as described ta Ckap.ter X ge- the ody Snesrrhich
can be "i"h tot fighter direction. The location agcuracy_ ol W-A sets is, however, insufrcient
ioi consistently siccessful low visibility interception,. ancl the. broad.horizontal beam clutters

"f tn. displaf to an unacceptable degree if there is.aly air density. Further, some $$
sets mav have to rtow do*n 6r 

".rr.o 
st-op to obtain hgight, or-classify t$gets, orread I.F.F-

coding, ihus interfering with continuoustrac$nq (and plan.displiY H the ,cT,e oliyp" ?]|
WS tfue 277 overcomis some of these defects but can only " see " a 6' cone at a ttme, and rs
in any lase usualty laifl on tbe horizon.

5. For these reasons type 980 is being developed as a special fighter direction q9t-f9r lar-ge
Carriers and for Fishteib*[cting Ships. -It will rjse the safre transmitter as typc 377,.but thejfr;i*lli il1a1p i"ra * ru"p"d tnrt conti:ruous all round cover will, itis hoped, be giv.en out
to 70 miles with the t"q"it"a'pt""ision of location. The projected vertical coverage diagrarn
for type 980 is shown n Fie. 40.-' "A! an interim *."rltt"iw" SMM is being fitted in Fighter Qirecting FFp: P.s.T.) ; tni.
set is a type SMl (sae below) -modified by the substitution of a large aenal wbrch $ves Plan
displav birt not elevation. Iioth types S6O ard SMM require stab_ilisation 11 9rde1!o preserve
il#;t;;;;"y ;d avoid distortion of the vertical coverage diagram if the ship rolls or
pitches.

lo 'o o,.r^,tloa t" ''tt"o 
lo 'o 7t

4T-Projected aertica,l coaerage d,iagram for fighter direction set type 980'Fie.
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6. U.S. type SM1 or SP, fitted. in certain carriers, can be used to. a limited-extent as- Fighter
Direction Seti.' In SM1 the aerial.scans a vertical segment of.72"-in steps of 3" Q'7t thg-b91m
.iatnl ; any segment can thus bb searched, e.g. O-12' or &-20o gp to 75" and the rblative
oositi6n of lhe dnemv and our fiehters mav thirs be seen on P.P.I' if they are both within
i2o of elevation. Thi primary fuiction of ihese sets, however,_is accu54t9 heightinding, and
*tt o ro emftoyed plan'clisplaf has to be sacrifrced. It is clear.that separate plan-location and
heightfinding s.tr ir" the ide;i and this has led to our policy in developing type 980 (Qara' 5)
and heightfinder type 981 (para. 51).

7. Latse ship{other tlan carriers will not be able to take types 980 and 981, and will
have to coitinu"lto\"ly on the WA set and.whai help they can get from type 277 (or SP).
i5rpe 960M, if fittqd- will, however, be an improvement or type 281 because it will lave a
nrurower horizontal beam.

g.: Sma"tt ships cannot normally be fitted with an aircraft warning set larg.er t-han type 291
or SA. These sels, together with iype n7, wiltprovide limited fighter directing facilitieS'

RADAR, DIflPLl\YS, AI{D LAYOIm IN TIIE A.D.R.
9. The air situation as a whole is showa on the'Main Aircraft Display Plot in the A.D.R.

The actual interceptions are normally carried out at one or more Interceptor pto!: *-? qepgate
p"* ot tire e-1.ft.., fed by filtered information (posilio1 an{ he_ig!t) from the.,N,Iain Plot.
i.lowadays the Interteptor i{ots are themselves radar displays, i.a. Skiatrons, a1d-if tn9 enemy

""a o"i"ngtterc are b'eing continuously detected their iositioncan beplotte.d direct on.the
Skiatron surfa.oe so cuttiig out all tirne lag in reporting, filtering, and passing information
from the Main PJot.

fq. fne Sliatron is normally operated fton fie-!81, but arrangements.aie,made so
that tvoe 277 can be used instead, if] for example Iow fliers are expected to be the-target, or
ii in"i"|a r.Loes are likely to render ine WA sel useless- Tle c]ange over takes half an hour,
;; it [;;".*"ry to fot"i..t whicb set should be displayed. ' In future, of course, type 980
will always be displayed, where fltted.

ff. fne Skiatiorimust be kept set for best perfoimance by_adjustin_g the focus, b_rightness
(marked "bias'i) and input con:trols as described for the P,P.I. in Chaptet II. It is also
iru.."."ry to avoid too iu:tense " painting " which.qay burn perrnanent stains, p.artlcu]arty
*ft* *irg typ. ZiZ. The dangerlf perriane"l stgrnin-g when the aerial is stopped is obviated
by an autdmiiic device which switches off the ditpl"y.- - --' -1i.-i;-aon1uo"tio" with each Skiatron is fittad I p.p.f. which is normally-operatedlrom
whichever set i's not beine displayed on the Skid,tron. Thus a nonnal arrangement-wor:d! be
type 281 ou Skiatron ancftypd 2i7 onP.PJ. The object,of the P.P.I. is to enable the -t'.D.O.
t6tee.at a glance the positidn of airsraft not at present tho*T8 9l th-e- Skiatron,-e.g' because
iht;; i"" *,.;t t."ro." they are too low for detection ty tfre WA set. Alternatively,
the"P.P.I. can-blj used to effect -interception, though this is not as accurate or easy as orn

t*"1?ii" 
some cases the'p.P.I. can atso be switched to the Target Indicating set type.293.

1.n" i"*o"-t pr"rtdt* this faciJity is that when_fighters ar_e-patrolling_leg.rlY overhea4
whicn is 

"ommolr, 
they "are obscured by the ground iave of WA radar which may extend

il;rdr ;d "t**di up to 3 miles;-undeithese circumstarices they cannot,thSrefol!;
p[ti;a;""d orril tn"y "ti"rgr from-dh! croJ1il wave cannot be given an accurate " vector "
to intercept. rvpe 293lo"it" "ln&"n"""d, 

has a ground wave-of only200-400 y-grq:, "1d.'looks op " to aiiangle of some 50-60", so that the exact position of our fighters will often be
obtainable from this set.

rlisBlav 
?ll*ihtn*porrant that the F.D.o. shoqtg b9 

"b-1, 
to tett at a gtance,.,".hi"h ir

oo, foht"rr, ot 
" 

p"iti.ofrr section of fighters, on the radar display. This requireqgnt incle-asei
in im"oo*a-ice witn tne air density. Ilnfortunately, as explained more firlly in Chafter. X.I V '
direct^ disolav on the Skiatron of lhe normal " A " band I.F.F. is not satisfactory, and lt lF lt;."*;a;;;."* to stop the WA sets and Interrogitor aerials on the bearing of tle target_in
5;;;;;i;i; i. t .po"? and associate it with thi p_arent echo, and to readthe I.F.['. code.
This is because the I:F.F. can be triggere{ over a wltle a{cr aT4_ owing t9 its flequency 9w.9*eq
may not be triggered at the_precise moment that the aerial whilst sweeping louno 5,9om!1!q
at ihe target ; id tnat thef.RF. response 4ay be in considerable error for bearing andthere-tore
impossiblE to assobiate with the pirent ech6 on the Skiitron. It can be appreciated that a
;ffi;;; .""n "*Jrt.d responsies would soon confusl the interceptol plgt.gopeletely. ..

1.5. To overcome tlis,fighte5.s are, or will be, fitted.yith a r-nodified {,F'F.}novpt ?:"}ttf
IIIG which, when ordered to be switched to " G-band," res^pondsintermittenfly,o" ",q*::lt)'and fixed. wavelength. A special G-BancI Interrogator type 941 will be fi'tted with typgs {yr.{;
960 and 980 whicfr wili enible response from fighters to be shown on the Skiatron at will wlth
suftcient bearing accuracy and wiihout stoppin-g the sweep'

16. At the same t-#e ; i.p.t"tAy cc,iitroilecl lnterr'ogator type 243Q .wil be provided
which will obtain range bnd beaiing of hormal (' ^e r+9':) I.F.F. resPonse f1o9 any ltt:lgy
aircraft,whether fitted with I.F.F. MarkIII orIIIG, andd1Playit.on a se-ctor 9isplalgane] t+s,,

17: The I.F.F. has 6 codes, 3 of which (numbers 2,3 and 5) may be allocated to aircraft
requiring special identificaiion, as explained h Chapter XIV ' .t2
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Swmming wp tkerefore:-
18. (a) - G-Band-" response from fighters will be displayed on the P.P.L or Skiatron

direct when Interrogator type 941 is fitted.
(D) Normal ('[-Band-"-response cannot be displayed on the Skiatron. At present the

response and code must be obtained by stopping the WA set aerial, since the aerial of Inter-
togltor type243 is fitted to it. When L sep^aiate-Interrogator type243Q is fitted it vrill not be
necessary to stop the WA set sweep.

(c) iwo mdthods of radar recignition of fighters will eveutuallyte qYd3!1": namely
by ty$e 941 and I.F.F. Mark IIIG, aid by type243Q and the codes of I'F'F. Mark III.- -tg. 

Siroutd recogaition by radar metiodsjail, it may be necessary to resort to tFe-expedient
of ordering fighters -to make an alteration of course s-o that they -can be identified by their
track.

20-2+.
IIEIGETT'IITDING

?5. The subject of radar heightfinding is dealt with in this chapter, since it is of_most
importance in Filhter Direction. It should-be remembered, however,_that the Gunnery Target
Indication Organlsation also requires height, as explained inCha/tet XIL ,.

26. Lt prisent it must be aimitted tlat heighlfinding is onebf the weak links in S-hipborne
radar. .It ii a more difrcult problem afloat thai it is asf,ore where the platform is stable and
there is no limit to the size and number of aerials.

27. Ttie requircments ior heishtfiniling acctuacy are :-
(a) In the Warning Zone a rough but reliable i+dication of the he!-g_!t,. say t-q 2,000 feet,

so thii the F.D.O. knoivs whether ff,e fighters vrill have to be positionecl high, medium, o1 lo1v.
(D) As the Fighter Interception Zoie is approached and-enter_ed, the reQuirement is for

more'accurate heiglt, say to 1,600 feet. As thiinterception proceeds tle requirement becomes
more stringent an"d accrira"y of SOO feet or less is desiiable ior some time before interce-ption
takes place-. At this stage relative height (i.e. height differedce between enemy and fighters)
becomes more important than absolute accuracy.';" 28. Al pt"setit requirement (b) can generalty be rnet. Requirement (b) can sometimes be
met given sufficient skill and practice, but cannot be relied on.

METEODS OF IMIGSTSII{DIITG
29. There are two main methods of heightfinding used afloat :-
(a) By making use of the shape and iarying iitensities of the broad vertical ioverage

diagram of WA sets.- (b) BV using a niurow beam set whose aerial is elevated till t is Poqti"S at the target.
This r6quires aciurate stabilisation of the aerial in order to provide 9. honzon datu-4' Sgch
sets are-known as " Heightfinding Sets," or " Heightfinders]' though strictly speaking they
measure elevatiou.

30. The subject of heightfinding is dealt with very fully and clearly in the.Heightfind'ing
Manual, (C.8. 422414E and is only summarised here tcj show its operational reaction.

WA set methoals
31. Referring to the vertical coverage diagram of type 281 shown inChafter X, F'ig. 37'

there are three methods bv which the heieht can be estimated :-
(a) By the range at iohictr an aircraTt isJirSt detected., a.g. enters the first lobe as at X1.

This'nieth"od is fairlj' reliable and.often r"corit" to 2,000 ft. ir better with metric (WA) sets.
It fails if the aerial does not happen to be pointing in the right direction^at t-h9 right trT_e
(when the reported height will beloo low), dr if the aircraft flies over the first lobe, as at Y,
in the latter-case it wiii not be d.etected till it enters the second lobe and the reported height
will be greatly in error, in this caseby 22,N0 ft. (30,000 correct, 8,000 reported).

(b) By tLe points at which the aircraft enters gaps or minima in the coverage dg^Ea1n,
as at'X5 io X6.- These points give a check on the height which may be accurate to 500 ft.,
but again the aerial musfbe looking in fire-right dbection to observe them.

(r) gy the rate oJ change of echo amplitudT as the aircraft traverses each beam. It will be
recoliected 6rom Chipter II, Fig, 7, that the intensity of the beam is stro-ngest at the-centre
Consequently the ecfro at X2 will be'stronger than Xi, and a maximum will be reached at X3
after vihich,-at X4, the echo amplitude wifhave decreased. The rate of change differs in each
part of the lobe and can be related to the height.' 32. In practice all three of these metho-ds are used to deduce the b_est- possible lt"ight
estimation ahd to compete rrith the case of an aircraft changing height. If, for- exampl9, t_he
aircraft in Fig. 7 lost height from Xl to Z, this could be told from the rate of cha_nge-of echo
amplitude actlualy obseried and from the fact that the first minima occurred at 35 miles, and
not at 53 miles as expected.

Disatlvantages of the WA set methoals
33. The most obvious disadvantage of the WA set methods is that it is at fresent necelsary

to stop the sweep in order to measurE echo heights accurately, thus interfeiing with-reliable
all rorind cover, -and also with'plan display in the case of type 281 ; though with skill and
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Ppctice fairly accurate measurement of echo height can be made with type 281 if the speed
of rotation does not exceed 2 r.p.m. fn order to avoid this drawback the inle-ntion is to fit sdctor
display panels L43 with each WA set. The L43 has an after-glowtube and will enable echoes
over selected 6o sectors of bearing to be kept under accurate observation without interfering
with the sweep rate of either type,28L or 79.

34. Another-snag_of the \MA method of heightfnding lies in the fact that ambiguity
may arise, as explained in para.3.1, through uncertainty as to which lobe the target is in. At
close- ranges, where there ?I9 1naqy lobes and gaps, this drawback is accentuated. Type 79
is a better set than type 281 in this respect, since it has fewer lobes and gaps, an{ t[6 first
lobe is high and steep-eirough to rule out'ambigpity at least between the first"a-nd se;6"alot;;.

35. Other disadvantages of using the vertical coverage diagra:rr for heightfinding aie:-
.. Ja)-Jhg.strenql! of e-cho difiers with the size and number of aircraft, and with the-ir aspect
(i.e. inclination). This affects methods (a) and (b) oI fara. 31. /

(b) pn{r.conditions of anomalous propagation the lowe/ part of the first lobe may beextended. This a"ffects method (a), of. para.3J, resulting in an over-estimation of height.-
36. It will thus be seeu that heightfinding by lYA sets is an inexact science. It can,

however, be,made vely much less inexact by constant practice with the co-operation of the
4.p.R,, t"qPy careful calibration Qpara. 40). As the WA method is often the only one avaii-
able, everything must be done to prbduce the best possible results.

Use of two WA seh
37. Where two WA.sets are fitted, as in large carriers, it will be seen from Ckafter X,

Fig. 37, that their verticat coverage diagrams are complementary. The use of boih sets
simultaneously for heightfindingwill therefore grve added accuracyand,more important, should
rule out ambiguity.

U.S. Sets
38. U.S. sets such as type SK are unreliable for heightfinding because when mounted

at normal ship heights the wavelength used results in a large number of lobes and gaps, and
the first lobe is low and lacks a steep front. This results ildisadvantages similar to those of
type 281, but more accentuated. eonsiderable skill is requited to obtiin heights with suchsets. It may be asked why, if this is so, the U,S. Navy have had such success in-shooting dowa
Japanese aircraft. The answer appears to lie in the yery good visibility, and the use of-fighter
patrols at several heights.

ItrC Sek
39. For the same reasons, heightfindilg is practicalty impossible with type 291, ancl in . .

'addition, of course, the maximum-range iismill so therie is^less time in oifu"nt"resolvb
a-mbigutty between lobes. U.S. type SA has a slightly longer range which gives more time to
clear up ambiguity (or to get more Confused).

CAI,IBRATIOI{ OF WA SETS FOR EEIGETFIItrDING
40. The methods of heightfindinC wiJh WA sets depend upon knowing the shape oI the

vertical-coverage diagram. Lttlougtithis can be calculited approximately"for a giv^en aerial
lr"tgltl, it will differ.appreciably in piractice, and it is imperativfthat the piecise siape should
be obtained by cali-bration. This consists in carrying out a number of bpening add closing
runs at difierent heights, as explained in C.B. 4224LA, in an area clear of land ec-hoes. If the'
radar aerial is blanked ove_r.aq axc, e.g. by tlre funnel or superstructure, it wil be nepessary to
check the calibration on this bearing.

41. It is necessary to emphasise the importance of complete calibration at all heights.
The poor heightfinding results obtained by and complained of by many Battleships-and
Cruilirs ar9 dr. ec$y aftributable to the faci that no c6mflete vertital "oi"t"g" diagr;m {asever been obtained; good results are impossible in such circumstances.

42. Altet initial calibration, cheik runs should be carried. out whenever an opportunify*'
arises, and a check is particularly necessary if a major component in the WA sel-has beei.r-

"!g"sed. 
-Th"i"G;;ffid 

"".p""t"tio" Jir," e.o.d,. ui "et;;;,;;; ;;;;; th" 'Ii;; "1
officJwhen an opportunity is abbut to occur and in passing ottrei striis' height e"stimations
ror compar$on.

43. Attention is also drawn to the necessity for range calibratioi (Ckafter X, p,ara. 36).
Ar-' error of several miles arising subsequent to heignt cllbration wil'upstt the p'dsition 6f
minima and render the vertical coverage diagram misleading.

SPECIAIJ IIEIGETNilDII{G SETS
44. The other method of heightfinding, rvhich has been made possible by the clevelopment

of high-powered centimetric radar, is to use a narrow beam and miasure eldi'ation by pointing
the. beam at the target. This, of course, requires very accurate stabilisation of the radar
aeria,l in order to provide a horizon datum which will remain accurate under all conditions of
roll, pitch and ya#.



45. The advantage of a special heightfinding set is that it allows the-WA set or sets (aud
the special Fighto OIt.cUon 'fU" Oirpi"y set) io carry on their proPer function of all-round
.r..f. Furtf;ermore, height ambiguity, io wirich WA sets are p?oni,-can no [qnger rear its

"dy'L"a t ;hil; ai*"t"o".. in tarlet "size and the presence of inomalous conditions do not
affect accurac5z.

46. On the other hand the range of special heightfinding sets is not ye!.gre.at enough to be
able to dispense with the use of WA seti at long iange (i'.e. at first detection). AIso, onLy a
limited nurirber of raids can be dealt with simultaneously.

U.S. TyBes SSI1 and SF
47. U.S' Tyle SMI. whichisprimarily a heightfinding s9!, qes a method of conical

."*oiog which 6'as the same effect is simuitaneous"beam-sditchiog.for beaiing a1a e{1!i91t
A metei display is used to balance the echoes ""q.obtgn ac993:y-of.elev-a:uprl' ulqtt
normal conditioits the accuracy should be 500 feet at 25 miles.and 1,000 feet at 50 miles' Air-
craft can be folbwed i" sr;#"i distances, if they are sufrciently high, but the strength- of
echo will not usually be srftcient for accurate heightfindgg. Heightfindin-g is not,practicable
below about 2b. (J1S,OOO feet at 50 milcs) as the sea reflection then interferes with the beam
pattern. As Sl{L'can iarry out a vertical iegment sweep, as described,in fgr2. A, it should be
ir.ooecess"ry to have to use the WA set to put SM1 on to a !qg"t, -r1i-spite of the narrow bearn.

+5. i".5. Tipit Sp G g";"r.Iy similai to SM1, ranges beiirg slighlly greater but elevation
accuracy slightly less.

W.S. TyBe 2??. Uerght Position Inilicator.
49. Though iype 277 is primarily a WS set it has rougl elevation fr"d,'i"g facilitieS up to

40owhenfittet i"iitgu shipsi and mi.y often prove useful 1o obtain elevation or at least to

"[;11p ;bic';rt "i rr"i$rri rro* ffA sets.' The co_mparativelv. smali ran-ge obtain.-bl"-
ZS *if.'Ji*iT. itt operatlonal usetulaess for fighter dir?ction. 4S"qt*:y above 3!' shodd
It H" which represe?rts1,200-2,500 feet at 25 -miles' Below 3$' (:9'000 feet at 25 miles)
heighffinding is not practicable owing to sea reflection.

- :" " SO. Owftg to tde nar:row beam aird absence of conicaljcalrng.C i! will qsually be necessary
tb put type 2i7 on the correct bearing from a WA set. To facilitate this azicators ar9 bg$g
ntt-.a; i,! tt i"i"g the type 277 aeriai.tine operator rotates d_bearing cursor fitted to the WA
set P.P.I. olaced ou", Liirl and bv bisectine ihe 

"Cho 
on the WA set'display puts type 277 on I

for trainin!.. Type 277 then sweips in elevition and echoes- ar_e di-splayed on a Heig,ht Position
Inilicator tft.B.t)l This is similaito a P.P.f., except tlat the-i.adialjrace represents,elevation
instead of'bearirirg. fn order to give greater accuracy of readitg- off, movement ot the racual
trace is mutfipted'ly 4, i.a. it appiars a:t an angle of 80i when tle elgvation is 20" TtYs spr-eads
oot tn" 

""1o,'which"is 
6G."t.a11y eye and eleiation is read off. Siirce therange of-the-echg is

rr.l, *.**Ja,;;;; on the raie 6t the H.P.I. give direct reading of Eig\!' The H.P.I.is
illustrated A irig. 41. and.may also be seen on thd left side of the type 277 office illustrated in
Photograpk f6.

. ELEVATION
UNRELIABLE
eelbw llz"

@

Fie. 4l-Standard, Hei,sht Position Indi,cator (H,P.L) displ'ay as used with type 277,. sh-owi:rg

"f"?rUo" ."riir, tt.igtt i"*"", ."a tA" cursor r6'ith tri'o 5ange scales' A ty.pical e,ch9 is slorva;
ii. .iatr G t"" iid:. tn't -tig"::ttj"?H# !1"f,'"11;3i.3$e 

the erevation scale is expanded

IVBe 981..
51. Type 981 is under development as a special heightfinding set to worlin conjunction

witU tfre f{iffrtlr Direction Plan D'isplay set tyle 980 in Carriers, and Fighter Directing Sbips'
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Calibration of sBecial heightfintling sets
52. As with WA sets, calibration is

and to ascertain the precise elevation
few runs will be needed.
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necessary to obtain any elevation index correction
below which heightfinding is unreliable. Only a

HEIGIXT FIIJIERING ORGAI{ISATTOI{. THE H.FJ.
53. From what has been said it will be seen that there may be a mass of information on

heightfintling, particularly in carriers vrith two WA sets and a heightfiprling set or type 277,
but that no one source is likely to provide a complete, timelR and unambiguous answer.
Clearly all available evidence must be pieced together in one position, and the " flltered " result
passed to those who require it in the A.D.R. (for fighter interception) and the T,I.R. (for blind
gunfire).

54. AU height information is therefore passed to the lleight Filtering Position which ideally
COntnins :-

(a) P.P.I. and Sebtor Display Panels L43 from.the WA set or sets. L43 enables the echo
heigliti on selected 6o sectors fo 5e kept under continual accurate observation without'stopping
the sweep of the WA set or sets.

(b) Vertical coverage diagrams for the WA set or sets.
(c) P.P.I. antl H.P.I. display and remote control of the Heightfiodittg set ot type 277.

(Note. . Remote control of type 277 trurlung and elevation is under development.)
(d) A filterecl air plot, fed from the Main Display Plot in the A.D.R. This is necessary in

order to follow the air situation and enable raids for which height is required to be pickedout
easily and. referred to by Raid letter instead of bearing and distance.

55. The H.F.P. will ultimately form part of the R.D.R. In the meanwhile it may be
located in one of. a number of alternative positions, depending on the space available, e.g
fype 277 offce, a WA set ofrce, or a separate ofrce. Of these the t5pe 277 office is best until
remote control of t1rye 277 becomes available.

56. The.H.F.P. is mannecl by R.P. ratings, a higher rating specially trained in height-
fiading being in charge. The Radar Oftcer will often take charge temporarily, or supervise,
but should hot himself airsume the duty of permanent heightfinder as his duties and respon-
sibilities have a much wider scope.

57-59.

DIRESTIOT{ OF AIRCRAET OEEF,R IEAN FIGETERS
60. The functions of the A.D.R. dnd F.D. Organisation are likely to be oitended to cover

the radar directicjn of aircraft other than fighters. Examples which have occurred, or couldbe

""tffitStff;G 
"(e,pescort aircraft on to a u-boat which has been sighted or d.etected by

a shiF of the screen.
(b) Assisting sections of an attacking force to rendezvous, or return to base.
(c) Directing an attacking for'ce towa.rds a reconnaissance aircraft over iln enemy surfaceunit. In this gase the reconnaissance aAcraft will be distingriishable by the use of

I.F.F. Code 4. I
61. In ordef to introd.uce the geographical elerient which is desirable in some of the

above situations it is uniler consideration to cornbine a Skiatron with an A.R.L. plot, the result
being known ai an " autb-radar plot.f'

\{
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CHAPTER XN

USE OF RADAR FOR GUNNERY

L. This chapter gives only I tegeral description of the use,of radar for-gu-nnery fire
contiol ""a t"r#t inditation. h t[ aescripli9n oI the use of 

-each. 
type of set and.of the- many

"ppii*ti"* "t'raaar 
to-gunnery is contain6a io tt. C.B. +7L2 seriei, while the effect of radar

on srnnery control ""i ;;;ii""g procedures is dealt with'in the " Firing lVlanual," C.B' 3120,

"ttdthe ll..t. niring Manual C.B. 3001-.- -- i. R^d^, "orip"r-""tes gln-nery fire control. Whereas in its early_day_s :99_Y::. acldect on " to the |unnery or{anisatibn, it is now incorporated in all fire control equrPment
in the earliest stage of desigl.--- -:i. tn order ti appreciitu what radar has done fo! fire control, it is easiest to recall the
deficiencies of fire control in pre-radar days :-

(a) The .*e. *"t- of6; inaccurat6, particularly at long r-anges' R?"99 -taking wast-' ;;h rff'".t.a Uy"t*osplreric cottditiqtts and ilependeda lot on the individual range-
taker.

(b) Range was consequently inconsist ent, i.e.an irregular " rate plot " lvas the rule rather
' ' than the excePtion.
(c) Ranse-takins i"6aa visibility was rlifficult and at_night_imPossible without illuminants

' -' 7."rt'"tttiEht 6r starshell) andihe use of these may be embarrassing'
fat in tfre dirk no accurate line of sight for bearing was available.
i;i fi",g-;;lit1"-l'1'*"i"S of the alproach of taigets, and'consequently guns could not
' ' all be trained on the correct look-out bearirg'
(fl Without the aid of .pottiog aircraft, spot€frg--for range yls not possible on salvoesu' ;bi$;"* ""i "*""tiy in lire, and in pbor viJiuilitywis difrcult even when in line.
fel ihe-alience of continiuous and accurate ranges precluded any form of forecasting the

enemy's movements tluring time of fligh!'., +. Railar can'efiectively overcome these deficiencies as follo,ws ..-
' irl e*".pi"gai"st.rt.t/lo* br very hi.gh aircraft ample warnin8 it-q"."1:-^^^r^ +L^+ ^r *Laiaj n"ndinsis availabie in any visibiliiy to a range and accuracy which exceeds that ot the*' 6'"-ine ;d*-;g; erior, if *V, f a conslant and is no greater at long range than

it short range ; andit is littie affelied by-weather orthe human factor.
(c) In the dark a iine of sight is available wtricl in modern sets i: nearly as accurate ast-' ;;;. -T" tnJ"t"rt a"i'ti-aircratt sets a line of sight for elevation is also given..
(4 A;;;;rJt "itai*a (c) accurate and smooth rate of changg of range and bearing. can

' be obtained.
k) Fdl;til;;es which are in line or nearlv -irL li1t 9* !e snoitg{ :1-tili: "l-?ifl::-' mo"h greater than tho"se_ of " o1d-fashioned " night actions of former days, and tnrs

can be done in anY visibilitY.
( f ) il; ;#; iontinuous accurate ranging available, forecastihg of the enemy's
" 'ro6vements"aurine the time of flight becomes possible'
5. The net result oi"Tf lnir ir thatbyiay fire is mrich more accurate;-and there is no.reason

*n r 
"U 

i"lvoes Gncluding the first) shoiild not be exceedingly close to the target even rJ tney
i"'# ,#A;. *ily 

"isf;ia"; ir tfu "".*y uses a smoke.59-ree-n.!v aav) lclio;n1:TJ-:-f:*c.li
"i i*s". ;hi"n apftoaEn those of d-1y aclion- (" Duke of York " engag;{; :"^n13T::t^-.tl
;;t0,0b-0y*dt,*rii'"n*".trre rmil-ot.tier-splash'spotting range yll }.r* G: lIPi^ 19f^Ti1"lT:
ffi;iti|d *."in.t condili9ns). Naturally, the accuracy by "igH 

is not qurte what lt rs Dy
dav. since radar line of sieht is not yet as good as visual-; 6ut that it can be efiective at long
i#i" it* t."" proved in irany British and-American actions'-*-6. -Ol;;;iri ttr. advanta[e given to us over the enemy by radar assumes

(a) That we have better iadar. This is so.at present 
r'-

iaj fnat we are using it to the best aclvantage'
(c) That tir" .rr"*.i &o.. "oit"r." .m"iu"t ra'dio countermeasures such as-jamming or. the
", ;;;ffi#;'dr-cn itii xl.l. ini, is a struggle which mly 9*glopat any time,

and will be similar to tie race between the gun and armour (only in this case the reply
is.to improve anti-jamming methods)' i--

7. Ar;;t;;'d. 6 iri;;e?t " fi'"*i"s irhecessarv : inferior radar well used is better than
first-class radar misuiJ. - iilid *.rns "that continlous radar training is of the greatest
importance.
SPECTAL REQUIREMEI|ITS FOR' GLNI{ERY R'ADAB SEIS i

8. Subject always to being able.to get sufficient range (which in these days presents little
aimcuftyl, ihe speciat technicalrequirements for gunnery radar are :-

(a) Accurate and constant range'
(6) Goott range discrimination'

, (c) Accurate bearing.
idt Good bearine discrimination.
iaj Accurate eleiation in the case of anti-aircraft sets'

fj ffrc-"Uifitt," .p" ioii""!. "na 
fine up to the maximum range of the gun'
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Requirements (c), (d) ancl (a) call for a set with a narrow beam. Unfortunately, maling
the beafi narrow iri i sii whosb'aerial is fixed to a director and therefore cannot sweep fast,
mjkes it more difficult to search for and pick up the target ; this has lecl to the necessity for a
separate Target Indication Radar set and organisation, vide t'ara. 77,

Range accuracy
9. Very accurate range is achieved by taking !!r9 particula-r parl-g{ the radar range trRce

in lvhich th'e control is intirested and " eipanding " it electrically. Thp 9n be co-mpared to
using a sort of electrical magnifyin-g_gJass. Fie. 42 shows so.me.tYnlqaf^expa-nded traces,
and it witt bq seen that in the-casd dl-L171L8, thelrace is expaaded for 1,000 yards-either side
of the target echo. In all expanded tracds the leading edge oi the target egho t: "Iq"..d dll
some defiiite mark such as a ?'stiobe " or the edge of I dip on the trace. Turning the t?andle
to fring the echo into the right position also autoinatically transmits the range aryay t9 the fire
controi table (or wherever-it is required). This cuts out time lag and therefore increases
accuracy.

(c)
PANEL L2O

(c) Used with WSR sets,showingbright spot
ii " strobe "whichis aligned with th6lga'ding

edge of the target echo'

(b)
PANEL L22

(b) Used with GA, GB, and GC sets. showing
hip ot "step " in trace aga.iust which tlre
teiaing edfe of the targel echo is aligned.

(d)
PANEI. L24

(d) Used with GA dnd GS sets. The " well "
in'th" ttoce of L24 is being abantloned in
favour of a dark spot or break in the trace,

equivalent to a " strobe,"

(a)

(a) Usecl
oqnnded

PANEL LI7II$
GS sets, showing

yards either side of
echo.

trace
target

witlt
1,000

Fdg. 42-Expanded' traces used fm accurate ranging.
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Range iliscrimination
l0.Bythisismeanttheabilitytodistinguishbetween(an1|if-necessaY^l$:-:ll^:*f

or *oi" le.igets close togethet on o-r near thJsame bearing' Good-range dt-t:Ty?lill.t:
essential for"effective radar splash spotting, and is also necessaxy if there arq."I:t+:,EP.t,]i
the enemy's line and it is regired to-fire af onq who is not the neatest' Range ctrscnmrnatron
is actrievdd by using r ".wt5"* p"tre length ; unfortunately,-lhi9.atrq9ts tfre maximum range

"ti"i""ui., i,i tit"i""lt a prlctical ti*it to rihat can be done in this direction.

Switchirig, as explained in Ckapter II.
are orovid-ed go ,. 

"611plise 
" the beam,

thei practicable; and the radar reveits

Bea,ring accuacy
11. Thia is achieved in gunnery sets by Beam

Should the beam-switch break down, arrangements
but accurate bearing and blind fire by radar are not
to the status of an accurate rangefinder.

Bearins discrinination
L2, By this is meant the ability to distinguish between and take,individual bearings of

two targets wnore ,aogelis .the;A;"; 
""rrfy in. same, i.e., does not differ !_l n::1P:ll:

t""g" diJti*Grtioo dlst*"r. Goott bearinf.discrimination calls for a narrow beam m order
thaf echoes not on ot ot"q the targetts beaiing may not be seen at all'

EEF,EGT OF BEARING DITICR;IMIIIArION A,I{D R,ANGE DSICR,IMI$AfION ON GI'ITITER'Y
CAcryrcs. '

13. The extent of the bearing and range discriminatio-n-of rqclqr sets has a considdrable
effect on tactics as it concerns gunnery, and warrants careflil stucly'

:::;'.k"{:(#':*;:{rz:':ffiy':f '#:";z#'wxe"iJ;}"*:ffi "f*i'i'Hrkrxi"t#srf iitl"g*m'rs:t51or*ri:rufi"ff1113+:q4i'ii{"tii
tJre otbers since it ir "Jp-.oi!a 

frod any other- t?.rgli by an amount gre,ater than the bearing
discriminatioo .oa ,t#5tl!"ili"ttio".' rue auoi figuies assume a searcb witl a'.warniag s-et

iJi"l;;;;-*- -- r?iln:i. t" ";l ir," ""s"rij:=l^'1,::,j".:l**,9ff*" must be
^ 'approximately twice as great, as exPlainect lrLuhePtet vtt'

14. The subject is discussed inchafter.vll andat greater length in chapterlV of c'E'
4LL2 (t). Briefly, *h*il;;;-d";r.i it't..i".a on a tarlet.the-combined effect of the width
.iiUJiia"it""i r'a th. i""gtiliiliadar pulse causes-a " rada,t shadoq.a'req " (!ig' 43 .(a))
*itni"],i,li"i, tn. ..rr" ft"*;;;aT"tg;L'yiU Ut swamped-by that of the tust, i'e', discrimina-
tion between the two t;tg"df; polsible. The secbnd tarCJ! w.11 therefore not be seen'

In fact it is possible fot *?.t"f t"igltJsuitatly positioned, as.in -F{S. 43 (b), to be ir.Idistinguis-h-

"'Ui" 
o" """6"nt of their e'J;;:rgi"g as tfie^radar beam is traiied. It is only fair tq ad$,

however, that the "*"rptio"Ja"fif,liJ*iatn 
of echo of-the supposed-single target. should

;;;;;il;l; tt.-r""i t^iliit*E i."uy *t" than one. It should also be noted that target
ii;j;;n;i"sil tilSil"d; 619; 

""or6a 
uy any other target, will be distinsuished separatelv.

BEAU
wtDTr{
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15. Although the bearing and range discrimination of gunaery sets (and particr:larly
GS sets) is intentionally made as good as possible, the " Shadow Area-" may prove embarrass-ing. It can also be made to be embarraising for the enemy iJ he is approaChed ea s lin6 sf
bearing, rather than in Iine ahead. This is made clear from Fig. 33 of Chapter VII.

16. For the same reasons, the radar beam casts a shadow area around the edgil of land.
provided it is high enough to give a good reflection, and targets lying rvithin this 6lind area
cannot be ranged on, nor can bearings be taken by radar. It should be noted that this shadow
area rrill be worst when approaching the land obliquely, and least when approaching it at
right angles. Thus in Fig. iI4 the target X could be ranged on by B, but not by A. The moral
is obvious.

Fi'g, 44-Shoaing tlu effect of railu shadou area near land as seen from two positions A and B.
From the former ti.e Coast is viewed. obliquely; from the latter it is viewed at right angles,
Target X can be detected from B, but not from A. (For the inethod of constructing the shadow

al:ea, see Ch*pter VII, Fig. 28.)

17. The above remqr_kg apply to surface targets. For aircraft targets a third dimenSion
is introd.uced, and the width of the vertical bea.ur of the GA (or GC) set iryill deterrrrine the sile
of the space within in which two targets cannot be separated out. gimilafly, too, if 'the
aircraft is approaching over land, it may be obscured, by the vertical shadow area caused by
detebtion of the land. The very wide vertical beam (!22") of GA type 285 will clearly caus-e
great diftculty in these circumstances compared to type 275 whose vbiticat beam ii oti +91;:

18. _Waming radar sets in general have wider bearns and longer pulse lengths than gunnery
sets,.and therefore cause larger shadow areas, parbicularly.when displaying on P.P.L Tha
gunnbry sets must therefore be used to obtain <liscrimination and to separite out'targets.

Snags of bea,m+witching
19. Beani switching is fittecl to improve bearing accuracy, but by splitting the beams

and setting them out at_aa angle_the total_ coverage is increased by irbout 50d1. Bearing
discrimination is thus reduced, and the shadow area increased in proportion.
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LOW ANGLE GUNNEBY RAD.A,R' 24. Tine problem is illustrated n Fig. 46 belorv :-

couRsE oF sALvo

.A
O\YN SHIP

Fig, 46-The L.A. gunncry Control problem. Ugi"S the track oJ the enemy_plotted by raclar up
tolhe point B, it is necessiry,.Jfffffii["".lf*T"Jt[T;;T;,r|,tt" Salvo, fred from position A,

The course of the enemy will have been plotted either by radar range and bearing, or
(preferably) by radar range and visual bearing. This gives his rate of chcnge of raage an(l
dearing and-assuming tha! he continues on the saure course and speed-and taking into
accsunt own ship's velqcity and the efiect of wind antl lallisfis5, enables the salvo to be fired
at the right range and in ttre right direction to coinside with his arrival at C.

%. Th;; rad.ar range haoiog been corrected to allow for enemy's movement during the
time of flight, own ship's velocity, wind. and bdlistics, has of course to be converted into."
elevation o-f the directoi and gun, and to make use of this it is necessary to have a horizontal '
4"t"fr'-*oou 

visibilily the horizon or.the target can be used, but -f9r blind radar fire the hori-
zontal datum must be provided by other means, e.9., gyto or bubble.

26. Another important point is that the radar range as reacl ofi aq{:-aft9r applying any
index correction, gives the precise geometrical range of the target. This, however, is not
necessarily what is required for the gun, because the gun does not al-ways behawe exactly as
the ballistic range.tablts say it should (or alteraativdy the rsnge tables themselves may.not
be quite right).- What the gunnery oftcer wants to know is the difierence between radar
ranje and f;itdi"g goo t*g"i;.e., tie " straddle correction " to be applied to qadar range in
order to achieve a-hit. The straddle correction hirs to be obtained by calibration at sea, by
firing a series of salvoes at known radar range and.obseiving the fall of shot as describetl in
C.B. 3120(1) Chapter III.

27. However, even if calibration of guns to radar has been carefully done, it is too much
to expect that every salvo will fall correctly ; for example, meteorological data_ may be il-
accurite or the estimation of enemy's course and speed may be in error. So the r-recessi-ty
for spotting remains, and here radar is able to help again as_echoes are received.from-the
splasLes uf to considerable ranges. Splash spotting is-best with-centimetric sets (g.S.,. tlFe
[Z+1, whl6 with 50 cm. sets (e.g., tjpe 284) tbe performance is being improved by the intro-
duction of " Brads " (a large'numbei of small dipoles) into the ballistic cap of the shell.

28. Radar splash spotting is, however, far from easy, and requires a special radar spotter
with experience. The difrculties are as follows :- |

(a) Because the echoes are only fleeting, the operator telds t-o range on the peak of the' - echo and not ihe leading edge. This causes over-estimation of range.
(b) Splash echoes vrill .6 swanB'r each other if the distance between shots is less than the

range discrimination distance.. (c) Splash echoes of an " Over " or " Straddle " *ay be " b_lanked " by the.target itself,'.' aia wil in any case be " swamped " if they are less than the range discriminatiou
distance beyond the target. J

(d) Ricochets riay grve echo-es as big as those from the proper splashes.
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Experience to date seems to indicate that it is betterto range orr.the nearest splash echo

and add halJ the normal spread, rather than "tt;;;t t" estimate ihe " Mean Point of Im-pag-t "
by ransing on each ;;"ril-td;ie;;ff"itt-Jo""t"sion, however, mqy be altered a1ter

eiperience *ith tYPe 27 4'

IIYPES OF RADAE USED FOR,I,OW ANGI'E GI'NNER'Y

(Typical layouts are illustrated in Fzgs' tJE f:if""* 
are also illustrated in Photographs

GS sets
29'InlargeshipsaspecialGSsetisfitted.InfuturetwoGSsetsvri]lbefittedinBattle-

ships and large Cruiserl, ffi^t;i."j "ia 1"" "tl i";td.t i" provlde for divided control and

in some cases to "1"* i;;fi;rk;ffi;;; l;;"kd;; "f one s6t' Il small Cruisers' the alter
GA set will carry out [h; fuilit" of the seconcl GS set when required'

30.TyBe284(Fi,g.47)has!:""l.h"standardGSradarset'-Formerly(type284M)the
ranging was done in tnetrJaar om"", tn" ,"."riI.*s gassed by R.q.,u. to the T's. In type

2g4p, however, the accurate ranging-panelr..*u iff,^t* tubg-aJe situated in the T.S. itself,

as is also the remote t;;;g't"&f;ifh itt aitpt"y'* teim-switched echoes' So all necessary

radar inforrnation is ";t;-ti; ditect observali-oi and control of-the T'S' offcer' 'd remote

training tube is, h"*";;;;da;d dlh-"^bcr. * *"tt, principally in order:to get the best

".""oiy Jfe#ns at the moment of firing' 
accurate ranging panel

31. With lype 2& arrangements c?q also be made to use the
L18 (parr of type nz\fiip:Ri;"il -rs.-inir p*"t gives bette.r accuracy than could be

;#"H; by t#; t8a7ffir";"d ir "l'"rui.ta"'auy tdr type ?34M or 284P'

32. riIVBe 2?4 (Fig.48) is the successor to-typ e 284 and'is an improvement in every respect'

i.e., maximum ,*g", ,li!i-;;ffi&pa aiJ#i-i""tion, bearini accuracv and discrimina-
.-tion, and ability to .pofi?il;i-rh;i:' 1no.-"["*tte"9 h".," bee]n achieved by the use of a
''';il;i;;;;Giistn tio ""*) 

-titU 
" ""oo* beam and short pulse length'

33. The remote ranging and training tubes are fitted in the T.S. A special spotting tube

is also provided, so.that tie iame operatoi aout "Jn""" lo tty to spot and range simultaneously'
;;;#l; tiaini"g meter is fitted in the D'C'T'

34.Splashspottingcanbecarriedoutatgreater.l?ngeandwithbetterdiscrimination
than with type 28*. h;id*;1il;Jiti"sl;-p"*ilie"to the -eltent that it can be seen

whether shots are f.d; [i;;;shi; #;d.eTali turv are within the beam. The actual

extent of the error caon"ot' howevir, !6 TTf---------------urecl 
accurately'

Si,;r-rry of perlormance of tJrpes 284eild'n[
35.Thefollowingisasummaryoltheperformarrceoftypes2S4and'274.Forfurther

details see Ckapter II7 and' Appmdi'x I'

I RELIABLE RANGE.t
t-ryoetT-' I aottt"tUf'l BattleshiP-

I Aaat'asniP I Destrolter
Shel,l-

Sfl'ashes

RANGE
ACCIIRACY

RANGE
DISCRIM-
INATION

BEARING
ACCIIRACY

BEARTNG
DISCRIM.
INATION

284 I aO,oooyar. I rs,ooovas.tt
274 I +z'ooova.' I aa,oooYos.

20,000 yds'
(15',)

25 yds.
(284P)

200 yds. F10',

25,000 yds. Plus
(14" A.P.C.)
35,000 yds.ft4" K set
iron-delay)

15 yds. 100yds. 3-5', 1+"

qr

t With aerial ASF; with aerial ASG it is 10"'

GA sets
36. rn small ships such as Destroyers where olly one long range gunnery set is fitted

tne 6A t.t ""*.t oi,t iftt m"tio" of-the GS set in larger ships'
'"" ;;. ;;. iii o* been the srandard G_A set. ai with type 284^the range was formerly

read in the ractar "m"" GV"p.""zSSUf ii"t 9l;ter modifications liypes 285P and Q) the accurate

ranglng panel, with " t|ffi"tt ipJtting tube-'.is in the T'S'

38. ISBe P?5 willtpl""" type 285 in shigs with Mark 6 -o-r'I]'!" Mark 37 dLectors and

the improvement wiu j;S:Jil'&i[:ihil;flydt74 over-284 .(aid'e 
para.32) except that

;il: ;#;"i'Ha;'';;;;;; ii is primarilv an anif-aircraft radar set'



















NORMAL TRACE
SHOWIhIG CORRECT

ALIqNMENT OF
A TARCET FOR

RAi$QE

NORMAL TRACE
SFNOW]NC SEVERAL.

ECHOES NONE
ALIGNED FOR

. RANCE

FINE RANCE AND
RATE HANDWHEEL

COARSE RANCE
HANDWF{EEL

.RATE
S'ETTINC KNOBS RINC PEDA.L

AUro *j;#or uNrr
ranging panel L.22, used with .GA type 2E5 and GE Type

t'
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Type 2?5 (Fig.50)
56. This will replace type 285 in ships fittecl with Mark 6 or U.S. Mark 37

direitors. Compared io t5rpe 285, type 275'has improved range discrimination, beariag
?c-guracy and bearing discrimination. In addition it iaq measuqe elevation and so permit
full radar blind fire. - This it achieves by ^ " conical scan." Instead of the beam sooi"St"S
right and left in the horizontal plane only, as happens with beam-switching in type 285,-the
beam is split into 4lobes and each is energised inturn in rapid succession. Two pairs of split
echoes are thus obtained; one pair is shown on the bearing tube, the other on tLe eldvafron
tube. It should be mentioned.that accurate elevation is aol possible between 3$" and $'elevation because the low lobe then gets distorted through reflection from the sea,-while the
high lobe remains una^fiected. Below fo this does not have effect, and accurate measurement
of elevation is again possible.
_ 57. The ran$e, elevation, and bearing displays and meters are contained in one panel
L36 in the H.A.C.P. (or T.S. in a Destroyer). -Rernote bearing and elevation meters are also
provided in the Director,

58. An H.P.I. will also be provided in the H.A.C.P. or T.S. for reasons e.xplained inpara. 93.
Summaly ol Berfomance of trBes 285 anil 2?5 against aircraft ta,rgets

59. The following is a surnmary of the performance'of types 285 ancl the forecast per-
forrnance of t5pe 275 agunst airCraft targets. For further-detaits see Chapter III ind
Afpend.ix L

RELIABLE RANGE
AGAINST MEDII'M

soMnen

RANGE
ACCI'RACY

RANGE
DISCRIM.
INATION

BEARING
ACCURACY

BEARING
rirscnraa-
INATION

ELEYATION
ACCURACY

285.

,, 215

*2340,000 yds.

20;000 yds.

25.yds.

20 yds.

Not possible

15'

HIGII ANGUE CIOSE R,AIIGE GI'I{NERY RADAB
60. The problem of close range H.A. gunnery is similar to that of long range H.A.

8unnery as_described tn fara.33, ttrough a much greater rate of change of bearing is usually
encountered.

61. So far the biggest contribution radar has made to the problem is to provide accurate
range. Radar range combined with the estimated rate of change of bearing and rate of the
target allows a reasonably accurate " aim off " to be applied.

62. It should be mentioned, hortrever, that, compared to GS and GA sets, the GC set
has had an unlucky career. In its early days, it had frequenfly to be used as a source of
supply for spares for the other 50 cm. (GS and GA) sets. Secondly, type 282 was the last of
tbree to be fitted with beam-sritching, and during a close range attack by several aircraftit was often impossible owing to the rn'ide beam and absence of beam-switching, to be sure
whether the radar was ranging on {he same target as that at which the director was lqeking.

63. These days should now have passed, and t5ryes ?82M and P should give the aid for.
which they were designed. The dose range system as a whole is not, however, at present an
accurate one. The successor will make allowance for movement of the target in all three
dimensions, and radar type 262 witl be usecl to " lock on " to the target and provide con-
tinrrous range and rate, line of sight, and rate of change of bearing and elevation, so making
full radar blind fue practicable.

TYPES OF R,ADAR USED FOR, CI.OSE R,ANGE II.A. GITNNEBY
Trpe 282 (Fig. 51)

64. Type 282 is tine standard GC set and is mounted on Pom Pom directors and
Bolors mountings in the majority of ships. The ranging panel is fittecl in the radar office.
The training tube, giving displry of bearn-switching, is normally on the gun mounting in the
case of Bofors, or in the radar office in conjunction with R.P.C. of Pom Pom directors. In
some cases, however, no bearing tube is fitted.

65. Ranges 9arl be taken of aircraft up to the limit of the scale which is 6,000 yds. in
type %32M and 7,000 yds. in type 282P.

66. Type 282 cantot obtain elevation. This is not such a great disadvantage, however,
as vrith type 285, as ftrll blind radar fire with type 282 is not aimed at : beam-switching for
bearing is fitted primarily to ensure beilg on the right tareet, as explained in para. 62.
IVBe 262

67. Type262willbe the successor to type ?32 and should be a marked advance wherever
it can be fitted, as it should make possible accurate blind fire againsf close range targets.

t'

* Dependiog on height of aerial and height of aircraft.
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68. The complete set, including the 2-ft. parabolic mirror which forms the aerial reflector,
is fitted on and. tor*, ,ri-i"i.gtrr'p.* or tie gunmounting or director with which the set

ir "r.""itt.a. Type 26i will b"e fitied with the-foltowing close range svstems :-
GUNMOUNTING ORDIRECTOR TYPE

40 mm. Bofors t*d'inA'Ac.-ln-t tt mounting"' IYII'
Close Range Blind Fire Director 'i zvz\1)
Close Range System Mark I Director"'
B.U.S.T.E.R. Gunmounting ... av'\a)

69. The aerial system will scan 15o in azimuth at the same time "191"i19^:i",:ll^*t?1';;
;#'ffiTtk#m"'ru*:lffi f i"?"*"1l;J:*T"'ift:?iliH,ltr-3h;"#:Fii
a target is picked rrp *ittiio the space thus sealched., the aeriJ. ivill ' lock on " to the target
and automaticatly touowlTf;r.ft;; il;rtt"C;;alngle of sight. This will provide all the
data required foi Prediction'

AIITO.BAR,RAGE rIR'E
70. In barrage fire the object is to lay a curtain of steel t-hrough which an approachjnq

target such as a torpedo-il;b* *t1tt git. As iegartls lethal as 6-poosed to psychological

efiect, this is of course "lt.Lt-."ri"" to.ilut. titt"uiorrry sa-lvoes will-burst before and after
the target has passed through the barrage'

71. The id.ea of auto-barrage is to make use of radar to enable one telline salvo to be fired
at exactly the right range to hit. The target e"no Glofio*ed in on a tptEial radar display
lrrown as the auto-b.oig. ;"it, and the t"t" it-ln"i*."t*.a. When 

-the critical moment
arrives, and providecl the'control of auto-barrage fit; fu been given to the iadar ofrce' the
;il;p;;;.btt"..lf ;;;;l#,f*r, If he"is ra$qg ac"glatulr *nd the other necessary

factors such as rate and deflection have been "orrecttf 
.tiowed for, i hit should result. The

fititg ttog" varies between 3,500 and 5,000 yds'
T2.TheRadarconcernedisfittedvrithbeam-switchingprimarilytomakeouitesurethat

ffi*1ffi';1';{ft#.i,"$":T"ffixg 'Ltlii'"ilH*'giy,:"i?:#.idfr i
outside information, e.g., fromthe Height p1t"i"'sT"'sitio" oi ait""t from the wA or Height-
finding set.

IYPES OF RADAR IIfIIID FOB AIIIO.BAA,RAGE FIR'E
73. Two types of radar are used for auto-barrage fire :- :

(a) Gts lVBe 288
This set is fitted on a special auto-ba:rage director and is used 'for auto-barra$e '

control of main ar:narnent in Cruisers and se?ondary armament in Battleshi-ps'- The
Remote Bearing 1.ute l. in the Director, *a til A.b.f. (scale G-7,000 yds') in the Radar
Omce (Frg. 55)'
(b) CA Tvle 285

An A.B.U. is fitted with each type 285 to provide for auto-barrage flre of the H'A'
armament in DestroYers and above.

COI{TINIIOUS PR,EDISTION

'*g*:";1i*'"mf 
*E*ryp**"fr1:i:ff##i;"Hi#";;Hi

75. The A.B.U. is therefore being replacea ty " Continuous.Prediction Unit whose scale

i. O-fjOOii-Vas" ""a *Li"n """Uio i seiies of "-auto-barrages " to be firgd' -:
76. Type283M, to which.type 391 *$ F..-odified, is flttecl.wit} the C.P.U. IvIk. I. Type

263, an adaptation of typj 292;*+ be fitted-instead. -"i ltn" 283NI itr conjunttion \4'ith the
M;,ii"* ffige System'fiL. f to give continuous ptedictii,ir. njl

TABGET INDICAIION
77.1Jntfl. recently, no precise form of radar target-indication svstem was iltted' alro

indeed it was not * iinp.riuoe need t"".orJiL *i8e t"ams of earlier.gunnery tigi-::f
enabled them to l" "il{l}1t"i"uitg, also provided a rough look out bearing was glven'

,-,l""ln:rl*:ui,-.t'Jf'Ji+sldiqf #:Hl'{it#$,'"1:.&:rii-:;ht;Gh- in" eitit"tt Piot to ttre GA, G9-*j
swung to anct fro untii?he !q*,.yt pi"k"J"p i" tn. case of GA tvoe 2i35 itis usud to

search with an elevation of 10o, which ensure. il;;ti";;iLt*.tty trilrr aircraft without a

*"tt"a loss in range against low aircraft or surface targets'
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79. This rough and ready system is no longer acceptable for the following reasons-:- ..(a) In order io improve ti.riins discrimination and |rovide other advantagies, " modern "
gunnery radar-sets have mich narrower beams lhan their predecessors and require to
be " prit on " to the target with greater precision. Comparative figures are :-

CLASSIFICATION

GS,
TYPE BEAM ]MIDTE

120
30

2+"
12"
60'
15'

( 28+t 27+r 285t 27sJ 282\ 262

GA

GC

(D) With the increase of night aA attacks by enemy aircraft, it is necessary to -make fi:lluse of 'the ability of mJdern gunnery seis to carry out radar biind fire, and to make
the best use of the [mited ab"ility of ear]ier sets. 'This can only. be done b-y a $.1$3r
Target fndication Organisation, iemembering that the A.D.O. himself can be of little
help in the dark.

80. The requirements for a rad.ar target indication set are that it shall provide acc31at9
bearing, range, ind elevation of all ah and-surface targets within 15 miles g! !h9 ship, and that
the informaiion shall be brought up to date at leait once a second. Tqit- it necessary to
compete with close aircraft, wiose rite of change of bearing may be very high.

lYps gg3.ant T.I.U Dlark II
81. A target indication set (type 992) is under development whirh will have_a high rota-

tion speed and- will. meet the main iequirements except thit for angle of sight. In the- mean-
while WC type 293 is being fitted as tlie standard target indicating set in Destroyers and larger
ships.

82. Type 293has an aerial rotation speed of 712 or L5 r.p.m. and will detect all aircraft
between Zbb ft. ana 20,000 ft. at 1!20,000 yds. (18-25,000 yds._with type 293M .*.Hi* h* i
larger aerial). Range against surface targets depends upon the height.gl-aeqat; tyPrcar
figrlres are liattleshi!-ni'tUesfrip 42,000 yds. and bestroyer-Destroyer 24,000 yds.

83. Target echoes are displayedon a P.P.I. in the Targ-et-Indication Unit which is situated
in the Targei Inaicatioriioofi- (tiiiis. i2 ia7^l"n"p!r.!4. $ overhead opt*rr system
(a, a) throivs up to 5 Urignt feaiing f;"s o-n t_o the faie 6f the'P.P.I. A, nu3$er oj,oryl{:t:
i"tdn tU" p.P.i. and byiurning halndwheels (b, b) .ligo the o_ptical bearing lines with selected
targets and thus autodaticaliy"pass away th.j t."hog1o the i.t. and H.A. fire control rooms
and. directors where it iil"eed.,i for putiing on the frrnnery radar sets. Thes-e.sets may sl$
need to search, but the ;;;h ;;d 1igr*Aiy only be" a sma-ll one (type 262 and later type 275
will search automatically either side of the target).

84. Operating the bearing haudles also has the effect of t-"t""Li"S a 6" sector of the P.P.I.

""d ;;d6ttid?rris !a* of ihe picture on to a Sector Ditplay Pa;el L37 which consists of

" typ" oil; e'rairpliy. -Gotn.i op.t"tor is then able toiate t4rty accurate ranSel (100-
ZOdiaq "f tn. t"ig.t ;h"*";; hir clisptay, aflcl pa99 the r-ange to the.ippropriate^T19::*l
Rootr. 'Range as #e|| as bearing is nectss-ary to indicate the target, since there may be several
echoes on the same t.rri"i ; *d i" arry c"sd p"n elL 37 provideJ a useful check on the rangrag
,.t.--Wfifi-t'p"''i;i, "kZ,'"-;'t*torit 

;' t"ige is reqriired because this set searches auto-
matically in iange as well as bearing.

85. The number of sector Display Panels varies. A large ship has 2 and'a small ship 1'
Each display has two traces and cin deaf with two targets simultaneously

86. The Target Ind,icating olficer is in -charge of the Target Indi-cation Room, which is
normauy situated itt tu"-f5in.l'i.i.1tr: ;Gltrirt" tarsets.to u9 i1aic.al9{I"T,,Bf'IU,:
;a;;E.;;;Js"id"""" of th; A.D.o. (o1P.c.o.).. In Air"c.raft.Carriers i1._l';1.^53^"^T^ti
separate fr[m the X.n.n. and in this case a' Gunnery Liahon Olficet ,is in the Aucratt Lttrecuon
Room. He is in t"""lt'#;ha. g"".i"i"it sit'lation, andii able-to keepthe T'I' Oftcer
intormed oi trrg;tr *ni"f, *iU .t o"rtly "o*. within range of type 293 and therefore aPPear
on the T.I.U.

87. Id.enffication of Targets. In the T.-I.-Room id.entification can be obtained or checked
uv *..". "laitl"ti""tr i*.*%gator type 242.frtied'with type ?93' .Tru:f3b;*:m**l
c6ntrolled for bearing and cin theiefore interrogate gly. tarCi'-t- re-quired' }:ryry$-:"i
i.rp""." iif .ry) on paiel L43. As a further check, each GA type275 will have an rnterrogator'

Snaes of tyBe 298
88. Bearing. The rotation speed (15 r.p.q) is not Jast enough to comp-ete with crossing

targets at close range, and intelligent forecasting may be nec-essiry.. The bearing accuracy
as obtained from the p.i;j.'ir"td-itl*-;1; ,ttid"t i..,o*able coictitions up to 3_5" if the
rate of change of bearing is high'
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89. Additional error may be caused if the ship rolls or pitches as the aerial is not stabilised.
This results in an apparently unsteady course of the target. A cross-level corrector is being
fitted to allow for this.

90. Range. The range of detection F not as great as could. be desired, and the WA and
lVS sets may have to supplement the T.I. set.

9!. Tactical, fwnction. In small ships wherb there is no separate WS se! an_cl,gJso io larger
ships 

-uch as Ca"hers or other ships directing fighters, where the types 277, SM or SP may

"ofrt"otty be used for heightfindiig, typg 29i3 ii atso the surface warning set and-therefore
has a duit function-tactiiat and tlrg6f indication. Warning demands the use of _the long
fufse.fengn and a relatively slow rotation (i.e.,7\r.p.m.), which-are the opposite of.the target
indicatioi requirements. flowever, the chiange oJ rotation speed and pulse length takes little
time.

92. Etrevation Type 293 cannot measure elevation. Information on height ^mrrst .P:
ottaioealrom the Hei[6t Filtering Position (see Chafter_Xl) rq clirgct from type 277, SM or SP
if these sets are not being empl,oyecl for tactical or Fighter Direction purPoses.

93. Fortunately, the lack of elevation is not very seriorrs, as with type 28S $u.tma $r9
is not possible. Wiin twe 275, once on the correct bearing a sweep in elevation is carried
;;t;ftl th" larget is totatea and the echoes balanced on the elevation tube. In addition,
it is intended to ht a Height Position Indicator with t5rpe 275, lor two reasons :-

(a) To permit quicker sweepirig in elevatioa'
iaj e. i" insuriance agains't biea"kdown ot type 293. The procedure will then be to use
'-' 

" io"Sh fook-out bEaring from the WA sel-and carr5r outblevation sweeps in elevation,
at ihJ same time movinig the director in 4' steps of bearing.

94. GC type 262 wilt search through 50o of elevation as explained tn fara. 69.

BOMB.ARDMEN:T
95. In bombardment the problem is largely one of accurate navigation, which is dealt

with in Chapter -IX. Radar cin be of assistance for firing in the following ways provided
attention is -given to obtaining good conditions :-

h\ Raiee and, Bearing can be obtained from a prominent mark such as a lighthol\c9.*i 
112;A; *a U."ti"{ "an 

also be obta,iled from a radar marker beacon (e.g., type,950)
or sfrore Radar B6acon (e.g., type 258) if it has been possible.to pL9" these-ashore.
The range given may require a correction of.2400 yds., but this can be tound dunng
preliminarY Practices.(b\ hanee canbd obtained from blufi land, or from low land if special P.P.I. cbarts have

'-' taff-"i*"t a fuMe Chabter XVI\. The U.S. Navy have iarriecl out a number of
;;;.J.f.ri bomLardmenti from P.P.I. alone, and have found it useful to,letter
prominent points A, B, C, etb., for quick reference by all concer:red'

96. Alternatively, position can be found or checkecl by other radio navigational mea-ns
such as Gee and Loran, if available.

MIfICEI,LIINEOI'S POINIS ASOUT GI'NNF,R'Y RAD.AR,

Range accnracy' mnge tests anil chec}rs, and calibration
97. These points are <tealt with very fully inC.B. AnF) and other gunnery publications,

and are only t6uched on brieflSr here.
98. Range Accuracy. This term is employed somewhat loosely in.this.book, thoug:t the

g.rr.iJ ;;;t*llt b6 understood. If a seiies of radar-range-jeadiltgs-5- taken against a
fr"ea t"tget of trowa range the mean radar rangg Tay (and usually will) differ from the true
seometric ranse due to the electrical constants 6t tne iabat circuit. Thi: difference is known
ilil;-iid;Eio-.qtiol ""d radar rarge + Index Correction: True ge-ometrig-r9.qe' {he
i"a"" Coo.ition should only vary froln day to day a matter of a few yards provided the raclar
is properly set up. " "i

99. However, not all the readiugs o-btained against the fixed target .will have, beenlthe
r.-", do. principally to human erroi of observation .?nd rea{in€ off' T}: *1i"-T9--*il:
"foi" 

t" tnJ.. mdan ; point birt some will be lad readings-and lie some distance away. -the;i""n" accuracv " refirrecl to in this book is the average distance of readings from the mean
ooiot"(tni. should be k6own, strictly speaking, as the (range consistency")' ..Uonsequenuy,trii trAi* correction has been apfl,ied,, radar ranges should not on tle average-dilter lrom true
;;;ttil range by more than iie.figure-s given in this book. In a few cases the error may be

i"tg"t, but in i gr-eat many more it will be smaller'
100. Range Tests to obtain the Index Correction for each -gunnery radar should be, ca11e-d

out weeklv. The norril-pio".a"t i. io take the range of a sEore Ringe Testing-Mark w{9h
llslrallv co'nsists of a large sheet of wire netting mounted so as to form a cgod rel9.ctol'. .tl";;il'- o,"tt rnoUa bJat a reasonable range and must be mounted in such g' position ttrat rts

""ii8-i'"t"* of all interference from land or other shipping' A series of readiags l1l{1" T"
comparecl to the true $eometric range which must be koown to an accuracy ol lU-lJ yos'
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101. Range Checls for each gunnery radar should be carried out daily. They are carried
out in the sarne manner as range tests but consist ol a few readings only. Their purpose is
to see that no sudden jump hai taken place in the Index Correction, which would of course
require aa immediate iull Range Test. -

L02. Other methods of carrying out Range Tests or Checks are as follows:-
(a) Using two ranging marks simultaneously.
(6) Using three ranging marks simultaneously.
(c) Using a reflector in a ship's boat at short range, in conjunction with a visual range-

finder.
(d) Using double reflection from a nearby ship.
(a) By comparison with the most consistent raddr set.
Full details gre given in C.B. 4112(1) which lhould be consulted.

103. The fndex Correctiou once found is applied either in the R.T.U. or in the radar panel.

104. Range Calibration, not to be confused with a Range Test or Check, consists in firing
a series of salvoes to find out the difference between true geometric range (: radar range +
Index.Correction) and the actual range of the gun. The difieience is the ratlar shatltlle cor-
rection and should result in consistent straddling as explained rn para, 26.

105. Radar range must therefore be corrected for two factors:-
(a) Index Correction, rvhich is constant and is due to the effect of electrical circuits,

and is found by Range Tests.
(D) Radar Straddle Correctiorl, which varies with range and is due to error in the gun

or range tables, and is found by Range Calibration.
(c) can only be found occasionally, since it must be done at sea by firing. It is therefore-.ali the more iriportant that (a), the other factor, shouid be checked regularly, and obviously

the Index Correction Setting must never be altered without the knowledge of the Gunnery
and Radar Offi.cers.

106. The results of all range tests and checks must be carefully recorded. It is usual to
test and record, the visual rangefinders at the same time.

Bea,ring antl elevation acfllracy tests
107. It is, of course, equally important to test bearing (and elevation) accuracy so that

btind fire may be as good as possible.
Bearing can conveniently be tested against the ranging marks or other isolated shore

objects ; or alternatively it can be tested against a ship ftrreferably end on) at sea. ffnecessary
the radar aerial can then be realigaed to the director as explained ia the Technical Handbook
of each set.

108. Eleuation accuracy of types 262 and,275 must be tested against special balloons
provided. Bearing accuracy can, of course, be tested at the same time. With type 262
jigs will be provided to check the relative position of waveguide and mirror, and this will
check the bearing and elevation accuracy roughly.

Measurement of muzzle veloaity.
109. It is possible to measure the muzzle velocity by means of Cine-camera cum radar.

The method is, however, not very convenient and a new all-radar method is under development.

ABproaching shells
110. Shells approaching own ship can be seen on the radar trace of a radar set pointing

at the enemy, rrr'd^ h"tr. oJcasionallsi caused alarm and despondency. It has sever?l timei
been suggested that the trace should be blanked ofi short of the target. This is nqt practicable
for a number of technical and practical reasons. It should be explained to operators that the
phenomenon is no indication of a hit as, owing to the wide beam at close range, salvoes that
will be short, over, right or left, will all be seen. In facJ, the appearance of balanced echoes
outside the ground wave means a probable miss for line, since the path of the shell is a spiral.

Personnel
111. Radar Control (R.C.) ratings are provided to operate gqllery radar sets and man

fi.re control rooms. Their organisation is discussed n Chafter XXI.
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Use of gxmnery railar for wandng Burboses
tL2, It the event of breakdown of warning radar, gunnery radar should be used-as

it was used in the early days-to provictb wa:ning, even though this may involve keeping
directors trainbg for periods which are normilly undesirable. For example :-

(4) GS types 284 and 274 and GA types 285 wili give good surface warning (pariicrnaily
if mounted high up), and can also be used to provide low aircraft cov€r over a small
sector.

(A) GA type 285 will give useful aircraft warning out to 15-20 miles against aircraft up
to 20,000 ft., or higher if the aerial is elevated, rilde C.B. 4112(5).

" New Eets" versws 3'Olil sets "
1l:!. As explained in Chafter IV, tbe vdrious types of radas sets and their successors

have been for convenience, called " Old " and " New " ; and. the better performance expected
from the latter will, no doubt, whet the appetites o{ every gumery off.cer. To avoid dis-
illusionment therefore it mirst be made clear that for a large number of reasons (non-avail-
ability of ships and uasuitability of directors being among them) it will be a long time before
the majority of tbe Fleet will be re-equipped with " new " radar. Types 282-345 may be
', Old," but they have plenty of life to run yet. It is therefore important not to get the " Wait
till we get 275 " compLex, but to realise that the vital thing to do is to squeeze the last ounce
out of the gear that is actually fitted, and this applies both to operation (drill) and to technical
performance.

r3
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CIIAPTER XM

USE OF RADAR FOR TORPEDO CONIROL AI\d SEARCHLIGHT
CONTROL

1. The torpedo control problem is shown n Fig.56. Unlike a shell, the torped.o is not
affected by own ship's movement. Knowing the torpedo speed and range, the information
required in order to fire a.zone of torpedoes is:-

(a) The enemy's course and speed, and previous movements, so that his future mean
line of advance can be forecast.

(D) The line of sight on firing to an accuracy of Lo, so that the correct " aim off " (called
the ",Director angle ") can be calculated

(c) The approximate range of the enemy (say to 500 yds.) so that it may be known when
he is within torpe{o fuing range.

(d) Knowledge of the position of other friendly units, to ensure that they will not be
endangered.

(a) Identification of the target, inciuding its size, so that the appropriate depth settings
may be applied to the torpedoes. The likelihood of estimating size is fully discussed
n Chalter Y.

Fig. 66-The torped,o contuol foobtem, The torpedo must be aimed a.head of the
enemy by an a.mount equal to fhe " director angle " in order to hit at X. To achievethis ftre -e_nemy's cours6 a^ud speed, ancl beariig at the moment of fring, must beknown. Own ship's course_and-spee! dg not afiect the problem. It is aecessary

tp ensure that fri^enilly ships r"" rro1 ""aio!;;e- 
-

2. WS rajlar ysing P.P.I. clisplay can give all this information (except (e)) with sufficientacc]l:acy,- altd radar information for torpedo control is therefore obtained from the P.P.I.and,Local O.perational Ptot in_the Operitions Room_and passed. from there to the TorpedoControl Position. This procedure erisures that the Torpeldo Officer is aware of the wholetactical situation, and not only the present bearing and.r'ange of the target.

BIJI{D TOR,PEDO flRE
3' Bli''d€re g.l long range is expensive because aot only is the efiect of rad.ar and torpedo

error greaterbqt there is more time in which the enemy miy alter or even reverse his coirrse,particularly if he suspects from his radar observations thit we may have fired torped.oes.
As against,this, at very lo_ng range le may not have detected us at all aird the attack *iy 

"otneas a complete surprise, though this is uirlitely.

s.,

-'\FiTENDLY slrP Nor ENDANcERED
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4. Blind fire may, however, be the only mea^ns of attacking with torped.oes. In this
case one operator in the Operations Room reads off the P.P.I. bearing, which should be possible
to an accuracy of 1o, and a second operator transmits away the bearing to the Torpedo Control
Position. A special disc is fitted over the P.P.I. which enables the Torpedo Oftcer to tell at
a glance whether other friendly ships will be endangered.

ITON.BLIIVD TOR,PEDO EIRE
5. Radar information can be put to gobd use even iI blind fire is not employed, e.g.:-
(a) The enemy,'s M.L.A. can be forecast and the general tactical situation seen at a glance

from tllp P.P.I. and Local Operational Plot.
- (b) Own ship or unit can therefore proceed so that the enemy is sighted on the best

relative bearing for torpedo fire (if this is the primary objec.t).
(c) The radai information will give an early lookout bearing and indication of the line

on which the enemy is likely to be sighted. and supply data from which the director
angle can be cdculated and set on the torpedo sight before the target'is visible.
This enables the torpedo to be fired immediately the enemy is sighted and identified,
and is pa.rticularly valuable in destroyers where the torpedo tubes can be trained
in advance on the corect side and the direction of the turn to fire inticipated.

EEFECE OF R,ADAR, SEADOW AREA ON TOBPEDO FIRE
6. The cause and effect of radar shadow areas are explained'in Chafter VII, q.v, One

or more ships may be concealed by the radar shadow cast from an adjacent ship, or from the
land. fn the case of an action against severdl ships'the efiebt of the radar Shadow Area is
not however so detrimental to blind torpedo fire as it is to blind gunfire,.as the bearing accuracy
required is not so great and since a torpedo." zone" is fired the bearing of the centre of the
unit (as opposed to the bearings of individual ships) mai well be acceptable.

7. The radar shad,ow area cast round the coast line might well be put to our own use to
execute surprise torpddo attack, either blind or visual.

SYNC,ER,ONISED TORPEDO AIITACK
8. Some investigation has been mad.e into the practicability of synchronising tolpedo fire

at night from destroyers placed in suitable positions relative to the enemy. ft must be
remembered howbver that drastic alterations of course by ships on firing will a.lmost certainly
be observed. by the enemy's radar, and evasive action on his part is therefore likely.

9. For further details on the use of radar for torpedo control see C.B. 4045 Torled'o Firing
Manual which is the authority on this subject;

10-19. :

SEAnCHLIGST COIIIROL
20. Although radar can provide an accurate line of sight, and when using P.P.f, can

virtually " see " in all directions, it still sufferslromthe inability to provide positive identi-
fication- and primarily for this reason cannot altogether replace the searchlight

21. Radar can help searclrlight control by:-
(a) Providing an accurate bearing on whitb to expose the beam, tbus avoiding or cur-' tailing the dangerous period before the target is picked up.
(b) Avoiding the necessity for sweeping ain area by searchlight. There should be no need'' to expose thd bealn at all until radar has given warning that an object is in the

vicinity.

b.,

,tt4r
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CHAPTER XIV.

RADAR RECOGMfiON (INTERROGATORS, LF.F. AND RADAR
EEACONS)

BADAR, R,ECOGSrIION \ .

1. The inherent wealness of radar is its inability to distinguish at once and with certainty
between those echoes that are friendly and those which are not. The object of the radar
recqgnition system, loosely ca-lled " f.F.F.," is to fili this deficiency.* &

2. This is d,one by the use of an Interrogator in the locating s$p pqg an I.F.F. -set (or
..Responder,,) fitted-in the located ghip (if f{e1{fl, as gxelainqd in clraftl lJ,-the two
formiig a radir'recognition system wbich is subsidiary to, but an integral part of, the radar
warning system.

3. I.F.F. has had an uphill struggle, for reasons explained 1atg1,-and-though it |as got
yet achieved finality the radar recogiition system is much more reliable than it used to be.
it stiU has its limititions, but these must n6t be allowed to discourage its use and develop-
ment. Even if the system is not ideal, it provides at presellby far.the most secure form of
recognition, and in fict the oaly one whicl c1 !e uped yJely at night-aitd:"-enable.us to
take-full tactical advantage bf radar, especrally in the offensive use of blind fire.

4. For thqse reasons it is the duty of executive officers to be just as conversant with the
rules for the use df intei"roeators and I.F.F. as they are with the older establishecl visual
recognition systems. The plecise ridar rules are laid down in C.B. 04092144-and amplified
in Slation Oiders; the redarks in this chapter should be taken only as a guide.

5. Before soins further it is as well to be clear about the difference between I.F.F. and
'gadar Beacons] Tf,e o$ect of the Recogaition system (Interrogator Plus I.Ff.) is to provide

iecognition between frieitl and foe, or b6tween cfog or more fiendly units. The range of the
systelm should therefore only equal or perhaps slighdy exceed Jhat of the associated location
1fr'arningl system, and this is what is aimecl at. T|t gIS"t of a _radar Beacon on the other
iand is-friirarilyto afford homing or navigational facilities, so a.beacon it FSd." as powerful
as practicable in order to give maximum iange, In p_ractice, as explained.lter, an LF'F.
set-is sometimes used as a sfort range beacon, while a radar Beacon cau be used for_recognition,
in certain circumstances. This dols nbt, however, affect the primary object of these devices
and therefore their design.

Development of the recogrition system
6. Early I.F.F. sets (Marks I and II) responded direct to the transmissions of the location

radar sets, which were iherefore their-own- interrogators. As more radar sets andwave-
lengths carne into service ttris system'became impracticable ; for one thing it would have b-een
imiossible to make a compaci I.F.F. set cove?ing 3 cms to 7! metres. It was therefore
tte&detl to use one special waveband for the radar recognition system, and t$s g_avg 5rse to
the necessity for a selarate interrogator, i.b., a subsidiary radar set, to be associated vrith each
warning loiation radar set and such gunnery railar sets as require their own recognition
facilities.

7. An exceptioh to the rule of "separate band interrogatibn" is_that a.ircraft.use 1|
metre A.S.V. (M:ark IIN) to interrogate diiect, in order not to overburden them with equipment.
Modern A:S.V. working in the deiimetric or centimetric bands, requires a separate interro-
gator which is known as " Lucero.'

8. The early troubles of I.F.F., which gained it such notoriety, were due to :-
(a) the fact that I.F.F. Marks I and II only responded to a few radar sets ;

(D) the fact that many aircraft and mbst ships were not fitted with I'F.F. ;

(c) technical unreliability.

9. These deficiencies have to a large extent been surmounted with the Mark III system
which is now the standard allied equipment.

* It should be noted that S.P. 02220 (Recognition Manual),lays down that Recognition consists
oI a challenge and an identification signal (replyl, and Iilentitication of a lpent-aneoqs sigaal meaning
" I assume -you to be a friend," Thi use'of iadar Interrogators and I.F,F, therefore constitutes a
Recognition System. In the R.A.F., however, the term " Identification " is used when distinguishing
aircrift out ofsight and " Recognition " when aircraft can be distinguished by actual features of their
appearance or by special visual signals,

e;,
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$IE MAR,K III SYS1!EM-I.F.F. MARIT III AND NTPE 258
10. In the Mark III system the interrogators commonly used are types 242 and, 243.

When inter:rogating, radar elergy is sent out and if this strikes a friendly transponder the
latter is " trigge:ed " into life and sends back a distinctive response, usually on the same
wavelength, to indicate friendly character. The transponder is caled f.F.F. Marh III if,
fitted in aircraft and type 253 if fitted in ships. In the U.S. Navy they are known as ABK
and BK respectively. They are all identical. EW

. I.EE MARK MC CIVES CHOPPED RESPONSE ON SEPARATE FFEQUENCYFOF*sEC: FOR REMA|NINC *SEC.SWEEPS A-BANO
TYPE 94I ZO9

INTERROGATORS

G-BAND

I.EE MARK ItrOR TYPE 253 SWEEPS A-BAND CONTINUOUSLY A5 s'{OWN BELOW

TYPE 242

TYPE 243

r87
lE2

179

r76A,S.V. I
LUCERO

FREOUENCY
uc/s

167

. TIME IN SECONDS

Fdg. ||-OPeratdon of LF.F. Marh III pA rype 253) showing also the Interrogating frequencies
in aaval use. For example, fnterrogator t1p" t:|y, trigger I.F.F. at the moments marEecl X X

11. When switched on, the LF.F. searches continuously over a small waveband (in
freq-nency t57 to 187 megacycles-pelsecond) qaled the " A " Band, ready to be triggered by
an interrogator. This is shown n Fig. 5?. The object of the sweep is two-fold:-

(a) It guards against Intdrrogators being off tirne.
(D) It allows Interrogators_ of difierent services or functions to bq grouped separately,

thus avoiding mutual interference
In the R.N., WA Interrogators (type 243) use 179 mc/s. ; WC and WS Interrogators

(type 242) use 182 mc/s.'
Corline

12. Tbe I.F.F. sweeps its waveband every 2] seconds and under normal conditions wil
therefore send back a response every 2| seconds provided the bea^rn of type 243 or 242 is pointing
towards it. This response mqy take lhe form of a narrow pulse, a wide pulse, of a very
wide pulse, and it is nbrmally displayed in a downwards direction on the i'.A.-" display of thi
parent set where it can be easily related. to the location echo, as shown n Fig. 58. Actually
the I.F.F. response appgars at a slightly greater range (about 200 yds. for a strong response
and up to 500 yds. for 

"_*e"k 
response.)

5-

Fig. i8-Narrow LF,F. respottsc on "A"
Display, uith associ,ated, Iocation echo.
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13. The response can be varied, as between n.urow (N) or wid.e (W) or a combination of
each, by switching the I.F.F. coding to one of 6 positions which are:-

No. 1. NNNN
No.2. N-N-
No.3. NNN-
No.4. NNWW
No.5. N-W-
No.6. NNW-

that is to say, provided the interrogator is kept pointecl towards the transponder, the response
will be a narrow pulse every 2$. seconds in the case of Code No. 1 ; in the case of Code No. 4
the first response will be narrow, the second narrow and the next two wide, each response
being separatedby 212 seconds of time as the I.F.F. set sweeps through its waveband, and the
whole cycle therefore taking 10 seconds. It will be observed. that Codes 2, 3, 5 and 6 give no
response at certain times. It follows that the interrogator mgst be kept trainetl towards
the transponder for 5 secouds to make sure of getting a response at all, and establishing
friendly character and for 10 seconds when'it is desired to reail the code. Fig. 59 illustrates
the appearance of successive responses when using code number 6;

0 3EC3.

NARIOT

*. s:cs.
NAIiOU

5 SECS,

'IDE
Fig. 69-Cowplete Cod,ing cycle of I.F.F. Mqrh III (or tyfe 253) showing Code number 6. 1. Echo.2. I.F.F.

.. resPonse.

14. Co,ti'rg is provided in order to distinguish between difierent friendly units, or to
recognise a unit perforrning some special task. The rules for using codes are indicated in
fara.58.

15. A very wide putse is alqo available and is resbryed for usd in emergency. It is known
as thq Disfuess Cotle.

16. Type 253 has a special conical aerial designed to give an all.round coverage diagram
so that a response cau be given from whatever direction the ship is interrogated.

17. Ihe Bolicy for fitting is:-
(a) Aircraft. All operational aircraft should be fitted with I.F.F.
(b) Warsdips. . All warships down to and including Coastal Force Craft should be fitted.

with type 253. Large ships will be fltted with two sets, one being a stand-by.:
destroyers, etc., will be supplied with a spare.

(c) Merckant Skifs. Certain fast independent merchant ships may be fitted wiJh type
253, pimariTy to avoid attack by allied aircraft.

18.-19.

INIENAOGATORfI IYPES 24P AITD 248
20. Details of interrogators are contained n Chapter IIL Briefly, interrogators can be

divided into the following categories:-
(a) Directional, and, rotatabl,e such as type243lM fitted with WA sets, and type 242when

fitted with WS sets. In some cases the Interrogator aerial is fitted on to the top of
the locating aerial and rotates with it, and in others it is fittetl separately and rotates
in synchronism with the locating aerial. With new WS and WC sets, where the
Iocating aerial spins, the interrogator type 242isfrtted and controllecl indepenclen{ly.
(See al,so type 243Q para. 92.)

(b) Directional, and, fixed,, sach as type 24?fitled with WC sets in coastal force craft.' Ahead coverage-only is given. fhe aerial cousists of two parts, set at an angle, and
beam-switching is used to provide bearing. The craft must be swung so that the
response is ahead whbn accurate bearing is required.

{c) Non-d,irectional,, such as type 242 fitted with WC type 291 in small ships. Range
only is given.
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27, Tbemain weakness of naval interrogators is their poor bearing accuracy, which arises
because there is only room to fit a small aerial array. As a result:-

(a) It is necessary on " A " display to sweep right ald left to get " cut ofi " beariirgs of' a response, and the accuracy is seldom better than 5-10'.
(b) O*ittg to the extent of the horizontal coverage diagram responses are received over

a wide arc which may be as much as 200o at short range.
22. Consequently the primary method of relatjng I.F.F. response to location echo is by

means of rangel and ihe dijadvantage of non-directional interrogators is not so great as might
be imagined

23.-24.
CAPABILIUES OF TTIE R,ADAB R,ECOGMIION SYS1EM

25. Asstated previously, the object is to be able to obtain recognition at th9 seqre range
as location, or peihaps a ilightly jreater range in order to allow for anomalous location
conditions.

26. In aircraft detection this is amply achieved, and rough tracking of friendly aircraft
by their I.F.F. response can be carried.'oir outside location range (e.g., when the. aircraft is
v6ry low, or very fdr away), or when the aircraft is in a gap of the locat'ion set's vertical cover-
age diagram. fnis is ofie'n of considerable operational-value, particularly in the case of AiS
esbort aircraft circling over a U-boat.

27.In surfacd ddtection by modern high powered centimetric sets thc recognition range
with type 242.is less than locaiion range. lyi:e242M is therefore being fit_ted and its highe5
power'jhould ensure recognition at leait befdre btind fire becomes practicable.

28_29.

IJMIIATIONS OF TEE RADAB NECOGNrIION SYSTEilI

Technical houbles. tnBortance of tests
30. Like other forms of radar developed hastily in war, InJerrogators and-I.F.F. are not

100o/o reliable. Apart from possible faiiure thrgug-h--I.F.F.- qot being switched on at all
(*hi"b is not as co:m*ott as ii gerierally supposed), failure of the system may be due to the
Interrogator or the I.F.F. set, or both.
Interrogators. 31. It is important that the wavelength .of both the tlterrggato-r and its t"."ioer
(responsor) should be carefully checked. Tf,ey are {e-qgenjJy_found to be out of tune. It
ir "iro imfortant to find by tiiat the beariirgs-over which. the Interrogator is inoperative. or
its efficiericy is reduced, due to screening from tle shipis superstructure.

IVpe 258 antl IJ.F.
32. This may also be screened, and it is obvio-usly * Ihu rytgrest-s of -the ship's.safety to

ensure that the dest clear high site-is selected for the i.erial, and that its all-round view is not
disturbed by the subsequent"fitting of some new device. As muchcar9.1P9 precision should
be devoted.io siting th6 type 253ienal as is paid to sitlng navigation lightg. .

33. Partial scriening"oi the I.F.F. in air:craft is often inevitable, particutarly in Eying
toats, bul every efrort is made to provide a clealarc ahead so that bpproaching friendly
aircraft may be identified at once.

festing the system
34. Itis obviously of first importance to test the system regularly, an{jt is recommended

that this should be d6ne as r mittut of routine on pioceeding to sea. The proledure is tothat this should be d6ne as a mittur of routine on pioceeding to sea. The proledure is to
ota"t f.F.f'. to be switched on in ali ships and for *h t$p tq interrogate 1ll. tle others. in
i"*, trr"iln."H"s u"ih the i"tenoggtol SndiyPg 253. ,Altirntt*-.1,V,, l:t::t*:*:: :l*:?1g;'b; fitt.d to "?oy o"i tests wi"th ships lea-vgg harbour. - In eilher case the test^should
t.o ^o-iaA arrr or thp rnewimnm distence oracticabie. orovided it is within location ringe-.-tbe carried out at the maximum distance prac proviclecl it is within location ringlil,Illcu uul atL Lllg ulrululll uJl4rvv yrovLrYevrv,

35. On board, rough tests may be carried out as follows:
(a) By disconnecting the suppressor unit, own. ship's interrogator will' trigger lype 253' ' atia obtain a form of resdonse if type 253 is working'
(b) I-;"il;d ramp-i. fitted'on the briige to indicate wn9n.|f.ne.{53,is,tefq.Hqq:::g

i;y-;i#;1ti;.;'1or-aircraft's) interrig"t-otr. - Although.it- is .titety 1g b{ llgg!t?*hir ewtraneoris transmissions'a"lso. and therefore 'is of limitecl operational value atby extraneous transmissions afso, Pe
piesent, it provides a good guide to whether typg ?51is '' alive'
i-"ig; rhipJare being f-rovid"ed with a test set iv.lrich should be used daily.

R'eBorting tailues 
,oirze recr.'onqec from fr t under circumstanctis when36. Failure to receive resPonses from friendly ships or aircryf

tneir t.Ilb. should be switched on and own ship's-interiogator i-s.known to be working-ProPe+y
should always be reported on return to harboui, in orderlo enable an investigation to_be mad.--e-*

Only by th"is mearis is it possible to raise and maintain a good technical ang.oPer?tlop?!
standaid, ,

(c)
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Clutter
37. Unwanted and even wanted I.F.F. responses can clutter up and so confuse the radar

display for two main reasons:-
(a) The lack of bearing accuracy and discrimination of interrogators.
(b) Through the use of too many interrogators and I.F.F. sets in one area.

Lack oI bearing accuracy antl iliscrimination
38. As has been stated, the horizontal coverage even of a '1 directional " interrogator is

very wide, and therefore responses"are received from all I.F.F. sets within range over a wide
arc, and not only from the exact direction in which the interrogator aerial is pointing. This
naturally confuses the display and makes it slower to sort out what is really required. There
is also a risk that an enemy may at first be " identified as friendly " if he is at the same range
as a fiendly craft and within the bearing discrimination. In the case of aircraft, which are
not likely to re.main at the same range for long, the mist'ake should soon become evident.

39. When'the'Interrogator aerial is fixed to the location aerial of a set which is sweeping
in azimuth a further trouble arises because the I.F.F. set itself is searching a waveband-and.
it may not coincide with the interrogator's wavelength unttl?$ seconds (or with some codes
5 seconds) after the interrogator has swept past the bearing of the I.F.F. set.

A response may then be received wniCn is considerably out for bearing. Owing to this'
limitation and the very wide response egho which would be painted in any case, direct display
of " A " band responses is not practicable on P.P.I. or Skiatron tsee Fig. 60) and this is th6
reason why separately controlled .interrogators have to be used with continuously sweeping
sets, the response being shown on a sector.display, In ord.er to give direct display of own
fighters G-band I.F.F. response, special methods are used. (Qara. 86).

Fdg. 60--Showing efiect that woulcl be obta.iaetlby attempting to display " A "-Band, I.F.F.
response direct on P.P,I., wit.h the Location
and Interrogation aerials sweeping in slm.chro-
nism. t, 2, 3 and 4 show typical positions of
*i"h""*?h1.i?Biri;o#"i;*8*d.""Jf,

ing positious would differ.)
40. Too rnany interogalors and,I.F.F. sds'i,n one area. will obviously clutter up the radar.

scan. Responses will be shown (at the right rangQ not only from all I.F.F. sets triggeretl by
own ship's interrogator but also (at the wrong range) from the " unlocked " responses from
f.F.F. sets triggered by other ships' and aircraft's interrogators. It is therefore necessary-

(a) to switch on interrogators only for so long as is actually necessary ;
(b) under normal conditions to restrict the use of I.F.F. to one ship or aircraft in a unit,

when in clobe company;
(c) in the case of large operations, to " ration " still further the use of LF.F. in congested

areas.
Over-inJerrogation

41. The capacity of an I.F.F. set is limited and it will therefore give weaker response and
therefore less range the more i4terrogators are triggering it. This is a further reason for
restricting its use in congested areas.
Secuity

42. The chance of an I.F.F. response signal being intercepted and D/F'd by ordinary
means is practically nil, and it strould be remembered that even when switched on there is no
actual transmission until triggered. Wlere a danger does arise is in the possible use by enemy
aircraft or ships of radar whose wavelength lies within the I.F.F. band; this would present
him on a plate with valuable recognition and homing facilities since he would observe the
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range and bearing of the distinctive response direct on his radar display. Should intelligence
s_uggest tle likelihoocl of this happening the fact wouid be promulg-atetl by Admiraliy or
Commanders-in-Chief. The development of more secure shipborne transponders (sirnilar
to types 951 and 952,paras. 144'and 145) is under consideratiori.
Simulation

43. Another possibility that must always be borne in mind is that the enemy might copy
our- IJ.F. or use i captureh specimen. Reirembering the iength of time it took !s to"devefoir
and fit the Mark III system, this evil is never like[y to beCome widespread., but in penny
g_ugbers it pight be most annoying and might tenil to destroy confidence in the systeni.
Unfortunately, some hations are born copiers.
Summa,ry

+4. It wili be seen from precerting paragraphs that I.F.F. is not at present 100o/o depend-
able, and lack of response cannot therefore be taken as establishing hostile identity. 'It sLould
be -regarded rather ds a lrery uSeful quich means of establishing friindly identity (ixcept in the
unfortunate circumstances referred to rn para. 43), a;;rd whethbr I.F.F: is sho'wing or not other
evid.ence should be taken into account, e.e. a-

(a) Knowtedge of movements of friendly craft.
(b) Direction of approach and general behaviour of targets as plotteil.
(c) " Y " ahd other intelligence.
+549.

RI'I,ES I1OR USII{G IJ'.F. SETS A![D CODES .AIID II{IIERROGATORS
50, Precise rules for using I.F.F. and Interrogators are laid down in C.B. 04092144 afi

station orders, and the following is only a summary and guide.
ffIhen to use I.F.F.

- 51. Ships. The Senior Ofrcer is responsible for ordering the IJ'.F. State which is normally
either " I.F.F. ON Continuously " (State K) or " I.F.F. OFF " (State J).

52. I .F.F. skould be on wbenever it may be of value, e.g. i-
(a) When the visibility is less than hofizon range (since this range is normally achieved by

surface location sets) and there is any chance that enemy forces may be in the
vicinity.

(D) Always when the enemy is known to be in the vicinity and other frientlly forces may
be also.

(c) Wben maLing.a rendezvous with Allied-warships, when it should be srritched on an
hour before radar contact is expect€d.

(d) When the I.F.F. set is being us^ed as a short range beacon for aircraft , vid,e fiara. L22. '
53. Failure to switch on I.F.F. in the above circumstarices, either due to forgetfulness or

due to fear of D/F, etc., may have serious consequences which are likely to be more serious as
the efrciency of blind gunfire and blind bombing increases. .A cruiser, not showing I.F.F.,
was recently straddled by depth charges {rom a long-range aircraft.

54. When ships are in close company the Senior Officer will detail an IJ'.B. Gua,ril (normally
his own ship), in order to avoid cluttering other ships'radar display as explained in para. 40.
If a ship temporarily parts company I.F.F. should be switched on, and, it is most important to
remember to switch or keep I.F.F. on whilst rejoining the unit in low visibility, or a false alarm
may be caused. *

55. I.F.F. should, not be switched, onbecaase it is
equipurent, e.g.:-

not necessary and only wears out the

(a) whgn it is highly improbable that enemy forces are in the vicinity, and this fabt is. generally known I
(b) when n6 other friendly forces are likely to come within radar range (this inchfdds

?iraircraft at nighQ t
(c) with horizon visibility (unless LF.F. is required for the purposes explained in fiara. 52

(c) and (d)).
56. Wken coasting and.within 25 miles of the land I.F.F. state "L" is adopt€d. This

consists in switching the I.F-F. on for a selected 10 minutes in each hour as laict dorrn by the
local Commander-in-Chief or FIag Ofrcer (aid,e C.B. 04092144 Section 11). The object of this
is to enable shore radar plots to recognise frientlly units and to assist in tracking them. State L
is automatically replaced by State K if enemy forces approach.

57. Aireraft. The rules for aircraft differ somewhat in each area, and are tempered by a
reluctance to use I.F.F. near enemy territory for fear of gratuitous warning and recognition.
As far as co-operation with ships is concented, however, therc shouldbe no trouble as the rules
in every case allow for I.F.F. being switched ON when over thq sea and friendly warships are .

known or believed fe !s sailing in the area. However, there are inevitably occasions wlen the'
aircraft is for dome reason or aiotber unaware of the presence of ships in f,er vicinitR anil i$V
not therefore have switchecl on I.F.F.
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normal code for ships and aircraft. other c,odes are used to.distinguish

between different friendly units (such as'.sectiols of fighters,- or between reconnaissance and
ngiti.t "iro"tt), ot io ai.ii"goish traft engaged in sometpecial task such as shadowing.

59. Uniaersal' al'l'ocations are :-
No. 4-A ship or aircraft engaged in shadowing enemy ships or submarines on the surface,

while they are actually in contact'
No. 6-Shore-based fighters (who wili always be within 150 miles of the land)'
60. This leaves numbers 2,3 and 5 (and also No. 6 whea more than 150 miles from the

land) for allocation btilirr Offi""t. whb should whenever possible inform other authorities
concerned of the altocation. Tlpical allocations at present in force on various stations are '-

No. 3-For loming an A/S escort on to a convoy or unit when it is not desirable to use the
high-powered beacon type 251M.

No. 5-For use by aircralt over a u-boat after the latter has dived.
No. 6-For rrr", o1 request, by aircraft over a convoy (more than 150 miles from Allied'

territory) in order to assist lr'llied warships to close the convoy'
6!. Di,stress Cod,e. In addition to the 6 codes above there is a special di"stress. code lor

use in emergency, to *fti&ifrips or aircraft may_switch if necessary. This will assist in the
identificatioi Ull ian* Jinipj anA aircraft y-lti"I h1ve..s9nt distress messages and, in cases
where no such fressage can bdsent, will in itself indicate distress.

62. The distress code may also,be used:-
(a) By a ship afterhaingasked for a shore navigational T, "t explained nCh*pter IX.
(6) Subject to station orders, by an aircraft circling survivors.
6M4.

$Ihen to rse Inte.rrogators
65. Unlike I.F.F., an interrogator can be inteiceptecl and P/f'a and unfortundqly the

wavelength lies withilthe bantl oi whicb it is known that some German interception receivers
oo"r.tu." For this *"ror tn. "*estricted 

us'e of Integ_ogators is not always permitted and is

!'ov"rnea Uy the Radar Policy in fotce, uid'e Chaptet XIX '
66. Restrictions on the use of interrogators should, however, be !are, for the following

t*tl}i 
fiu power is tow ; type 242 is ontyulo0th the power o.{ type 29L, type 242M isU10th'' ' The interception range is therefore comParatively smau'

(b) The interrogator is not (or should not be) used continuously, but only in single bursts
' ' of 5-10 secdnds in one direction.
67. Ttmust also be remembered that interrogation is by far the saflst form of obtaling

ru"o.oition in low viribility, and should therefore-be the ptimary m9?$ of.challenging. It is
;;;ffiilil-;; .;;;J 6ccasiotrs A/S escorts (fitted_with type 242) have,illurninate{-ly
;;A1gil;; rt"t.n"ff " " U-boat " wbich turned dut to be another escort (fitted with type 253).
i; ,;A..",;the advantage of using the interrogator clearly far butweighed its possible danger.

68. Interrogators and. I.F.F. have also proved useful for :-
(a) Tracking an A/S air escort flying too low for detection'

iAj ft".f.i"! fighters outside location range, and through gaps in the vertical coverage" diagram-.
(c) Making a rendezvous with aircraft (showing I.F'F' Code 4 or 5) over a U-boat'
69J0.

DF{ITR,USTION OF I.F.F. IN EMER,GENCT
21. I.F.F. and type 253 must not be allowed to fall intact into-enemy hlndsr When fi.tted

in aircraft, merchant ittilr, and small srgfrye craft a destructor device is fitted which should
t;6;;ti"'d io emerg.tt"f, as_describe{ in 9.8. 040qqr!, Section 74. I{ the destrucjgr fails,
o, i.'"oi nited, the iraniponder should be burnt or bioken up and ihrown overboard in deep
water.

72:74.

VARIATIONS OF TIEE UABK Iu SYSTEM
75. The preceding paragraphs descl1le ge.nerally, tbe plain tq"tghltoryard Mark III

,vrt"ol. -i"*li" vario:ti6ns o"f tie Mark Iri system will now be mentioned. Future deveiop-
ments are mentionedinfaras. 100 and 104.

'A'1
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TyBe 258P'- 7;. T;" 253P witl replace lype 253in ships and contains modifications designed to reduce
the insecurity of the Mark III transponder. The modification consists of two features:-

(a) Morse coding which can be used, in addition to the 6 normal narrow and wide codes,
in order to confirm friendly identity or to distinguish a particular ship or unit.

(b) Means of reilucing the power of the transponder, so reducing the risk of enemy aircraft
homing on:. ts eryn rtrin.' 77. There are three aJternative conditions :-

(i) Bwtton A, Every alternate 5 seconds the transponder carries out two normal sweeps
on " A " band, the pbwer of the transponder being reduced, if desired, for the reason
given above. During the other 5 second periods the response consists of a two-letter. morse signal on a fixed wavelengtb, namely that of the WS interrogator type 242
(182 Mc/s.). This response cAn be read ofi the display by the radar operator (if
trained), or by a communication rating detailed for the purpose.

t.F.F.
STEADY SWEEP

TIME tN secbNos

Fig. 61
Fig. 61-Illustrati,*g the operation of tyfe 253P on Button " A." Foi alternate periods
of five seconds the I.F.F. sweeps the normal A-Band (Slving trzurow responses when.
triggered)' ""Hr$tJiffiiffxff; 3'ilE::d:fif#:%: is $ven (when

(ii) Bt'r.tton B. d "chopped " (i.e.verydistinctivebutuncoded) response is given on a
fixed wavelength, namely that of the WS Interrogator type 242 (182 Mc/s.). This
condition is foi use by ad important unit such as tie flagsfu:p requiiing to disiinguish '
herself, or by a ship acting as a datum point. It is observeii that, were it not for the
wide interrogator bea^rr, condition B would make practicable plan display of I.F.F.
since the bearing of the centre of the response would always be correct.

(iii) Bcrtton I: Normal Mark III sweep, for use when friendly aircraft require homing and
type 2.51M is not used. The power of the transponder can be reduced at will while in
this condition.

78. Use of morse coding with ty\e 253P. The present intention is to use morse code
groups to distinguish particular ships or units, and these are allocated in S.P. 2576 and.2576L.

79-80.

Rarlar recognition in submarines. Tyle 258MW arxil I"B,T.
81. Type 253MW consists of type 253 adapted for use in Submarines, particularly when

co-operating with aircralt. It can be used in three conditions :- e ..-\,
(i) Bwtton I. Normal Mark III sweep, but reduced in power to appioximate to thq-,

expected location range of a Submarine from a surface ship, in order to preservrJ',-'
security outside this distance.

(i) Button B. (Beacon.) Coded response on a fixed wavelength, namely that of aircraft
ASV (l-76 mc/s.), in order that the aircraft can d.etermine by radar the relative position
of the submarine and a target detected by ASV. Full power is used.

.(ii) Bwtton K. (Keyed.) Provid.ed the transponder is being interrogated by ASV the
response can be keyed on a fixed wavelength (176 mc/s.) like a W/T transmitter in
order to communicate with the aircraft on a wave which, compared to ordinary $T,
is relatively safe. :

82. At present submarines do not carry an interrogator, owing to space limitations. A
combined Interrogator-Responsor-Transponder (I.R.T.) is under development which will
give submarines the ability to interrogate, as well as beacon antl keying facilities, but nor:nal
I.F.F. facilities will then have to be sacrificed. Of the two, interrogation is more important
than I.F.F., since a submarine does not usually operate in the same area as friendly ships

@E€E EEE@ 1 @g@a @Eg.EE! !
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53. Fig.62 illustrates the tactical use of type 253WW buttons B and K.

SUEMARINE CO-OPERAIINC WITH AIRCRAFT

Fig. 624perational use of type 253 MW in a submarine co-operatins with a recoruraissance
aLcra{t.

Red-Aircraft loeates target by A.S.V.
Blue-Aircraft obta.ins range and bearing of submarine from type 253MW button B fBeacog).

Green-Aircraft passes necessary inlormatioa to submarine us*g keyed A.S.V. ; submarine
answers using button K (keyed) of type 253I\4W.

8ffis.

I.FJ. Merk IIIG anil intenogptors tyBes 941 anil 248Q
86. Fighters are fitted with a special modification of I.F.F. Mark III, known as Mark IIIG.

When the fighter is ordered to switch to " G " response the I.F.F. gives short periodic responses
on a preset fixed wavelength outside the " A " band in much the sane way as t5rpe 253P in
ships will respond on Button B.

87. The o$ect of this is to provicle direct plan display of I.F.F. response on P.P.I. or
Skiatron while the rad.ar set is sweeping so that our fighters can be recognised immediately
by the F.D.O. Owing to the wide bea"m of the interrogator, this display would be unsatis-
fictory without special measures fosing taken, and the response would appear as in Frg. 63 (a).

Fig. 63-Dis/lay of " G-Band " I.F.F, nsponse. on shiatron as it appears (a) without " gating "
(A) with " gatiag."

A-Echo from friendly fighter.B-" G-Band " I.F.F. response.
G-Echo from a,oother aircraft.
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88. Inaddition,of course, type243willonlytrigger"A-Band"I.F.F. AspecialG-Band
Interrogator type 941 is therefoie being fitted'to WA type 281BM (and will be€tted to its
successor, typir-960); to work only on the selected G.Band wavelength. In order to avoid
ciuttering the display with wide responses, a system known as gating is bmployed. Responses
only reach the Sliation when they are at exaclly the same range as the location echo, and will
only be shown over the same arc is the location-echo. ' This will result in a false though useful
imprcvement in the apparent bearing discrimination of the Interrogator, as shown in
Fig. 63 (b). :

89. It is possible for a snag to arise when using " gating," if an enemy airct"ft *9 a friendly
are at exactly the same range, and both are witbin the beam of the interrogator{say,.about
70?). In this case the enemy may also appear to show I.F.F. response when the loc-ation set
is trained on it. The false r6sponse w'ill, L-owever, disappear as soon as the ranges of the ttro
aircraft draw apa*, as they ar6 almost certain to do.

90. \Mhen type941 is fitted and displace! ty?9 243, ani'A" Band Interrog-atortype
243Qwithsepariiely controlled aerials wiil be fitt6ii in association with type 28lBM (or 960).

91.

SEPARAIELY CONTROTJ,ED TNTERROGA ORS,ITHE CF,IITRAL INIEiRROGAITNG
POSTTION
92. The difrculties of using on " A." Band I.F.F. with an interrogator which is attached

to a sweeping location aerial, asixplained tn para,39, lras led to the use of separately controlled
interroga-torJ with sets such as types 2818M-, 277 and 293. Th9 system is_ to emplgy a sector
display-panel L43. A 6" sector fiom the plan display o{the location set is selected and all echoes
in ttrii s-ector are,shown on'the top trac-e of the seitor display, where they persist for a short
time. The I.F.F. response or responses in the direction in wnicn the interrogetor is pointing
are shown below bn aiecond trac6, and can thus be related for range withthe location echoes.
The appeararice is, in fact, exactly similar to Fig, 58.

93. This arrangement is at present fitted in the appropriatelocation radar ofrce. When
the Radar Display-Room'is deieloped, the various sectoi displays an{ I1tery.ggator Aerial
Controls wil b6 nitea in the R.D.R. and will form a Cenhal Intenogating Position. It may
then prove possible to economise in the number of interrogators fltted in a ship.

94-95.
R,OTETS

96. Mention should be made oI.a non-radio recognition devlce known as a rotet. This
consists of a rotating reflector which gives a distinctive rise and fall in echo height when a
centimetric set is triined on it. It *as used extensively in the direction of coastal force

"r"ti Uy high-powereattor" radar sets at a time when the iaclar recognitiol sy-stem-yas.unable '

to obtJin.i.p^otr"s at anything like the location range. In qery_g! iis limited application and
the developrient of the Lighei powered interrogatoi (type 242M), the -rotet. system will not
become gerieral. It may pr-ove ulefirl, however, fr special cases ; -one of these is the recognition
of isohtEd shore rangin{ rirarks (Chapter X/.I) where the fitting of type 253 is impracticable-

97-99

FIITURE DEVU..OPUF,IITS
100. the Mark W gystem of I.F.F., with associated Interrogators, has been developed

in the U.Sl. Uoa.t cert-ain circumstances it might be used by British ships co-operating with
U.S. forces. It operates on about 60 centimetres.

101-103.
104. the Mark V system of I.F.F., with associated Interrogators, is under tleveloprient

for Allied use as an eventual successor to the Mark III system. It will overcome m,aly of
the iimidtionb of the Mark III system, particularly as r-egards security and direct disPky_
on P.P.I.

105-109. :
U.S. I}ITEBR,OC.{TORS

110. The following Mark III system U.S. Interro$ators may be met with :- '
(a) A-Band Interrogator type P]-., for use with U.S. types SA and SK.(b) ,, . ,, qU, ,, ,, sM1.(tt ,,, ,, pry, .. ,t ,, lg'and sL'
(a) C-nana Interrogator type BO, ,, ,, SM1-
111. These Interrogatoq aerials are either directional and built in to

aerial so as to rotate witf, it @.g. BL) , or alternatively are omni"cltectional'
Ll2. U.S. Interrogator BP is for use with the Mark IV I.F.F. system.
113-115.

the location set
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R,ADAR BEACONS
116. As explained n fary.d, the object of radar beacons is to provide homing facilities

for aircra{t, or navigational aid for ships. A radar beacon works on the same principle as
I.F.F. It requires to be triggered by an Interrogator or Aircraft's Lucero, or in certain cases
is triggered direct by a lpcation radar set. The beacon then responds, usually on the same
wavelength, with a morse code or other distinctive signal. Until triggered the beacon does not
transmit, even if switched on.

117. The bearing accuracy obtained is of the order of 2-5o when a dhectional interrogator
is used. The range accuracy is 200-500 yards, depending on the strength of the response, the
stronger response SwinS the better accuracy; range should therefore be read off when the
interrogdtor is pointing directly at the beacon, and not whilst training right or left to get the
bearing.

Ratlar beacons usetl for aircratt homing
1i8. Raitar Beacon ltrBe 251M is the standard radar beacon for homing aircraft and is

fitted in all large ships, a proportion of convoy escorts, and in certain other ships such as
Flotjlla leaders accoqding to operational requirements.

119. Type 251M is triggered direct by A.S.V. Mark IIN. The Interrogator " Lucero "
fitted with later (centimetric) A.S.V. has less power, and to compensate for this, type 251M is
bding converted to tyBe 851P which has greater sensitivity and power, The range obtained
depends primarily on the height of the aircraft. . T5rpical ranges are :-

LucERo. .u. 251p
A.s.y. MK. uN. u. 251lvr A.s.v. MK.IIN. a.25\p

Aircraft at 1,500 ft.
Aircraff at 5,000 ft.

50 miles
80 miles

60 miles
100 miles

120. The morse code group for distinguishing the ship or unit in which a beacon is fitted
is allocated in S.P. 2560, and islet on each iridividuat beacon. It is cJranged at intervals.

t21. M.A.B. Type 251M is also fitted in those fast merchant ships who sail independently
and may be provided with air A/S escort. When fitted in a merchant ship thd'set is called.
" M.A.B." for security reasons.

1?2. I.gE.lVBes 258 MWiP used as radax beacons. Type 25LNI operates in the centre
of the " A "-Band of the recognition system, and therefore it is possible to use the I.F.F. set
type 253 as a low-power radar beacon if no t5rye 251M is available, or if it is desired to restrict
the beacon range for security re{rsons. $me 258 wiil give ranges to aircraft A.S.V. Mk. IIN
of the order of 30-40 miles, depending on the aircraft height, and to aircraft Lucero of the order
of 20 miles. Wilh tyBe 25gP tire sam6 ranges will be obtained except when the set is deliberitely
desensitised to avoid its use by enemy aircraft; in this case the maximum iange obtaiirable
is about i-5 miles.

L23. TVBe258MW in submarines can be used as a radar beacon as expiained in para. 81;
indeed, this is one of its most important functions.

L24. When I.F.F. sets are used as beacons, one of their special codes is generally used to
d.istinguish the particular ship concemed, as explained in paras. 59 and.60.

L25-726.
L27.V.5. Radar Beacon l}pe YJ. Type YJ is a radar beacon fitted in certain aircraft

carriers, which will respond either to A.S.V. Mk. IIN or Lucero (on 1$ metres), or to aircraft
radar sets using 50 cms. (ASB). It is generally similar to type 257M.

L28-t29.

Use of ratla,r beacons for homing aircratt to shiBs
130. Radar Beacons are.somewhat more liable to enemy interception than LF.F.'sets

because of their greater power and the fact that they remain on a fixed wavelength instead of
sweeping a waveband. For this reason they should only be switched on when actually required
to home aircraft.

131. On the other hand they provide the most secure method at present known of homing
by radio.means and, unless enemy ahcraft are known to be using precisely the same wavelength,
the value of the beacon to our aircraft will usually far outweigh the possible dangers of its use
or interception by the enemy.

132. The Senior Officer is responsible for ordering the Ratlar Beacon State for ships in
company. This is normally State P (Beacons off). Typical examples for the use of State.B
(Beacon switched on cpntinuously, ready to be triggered) are :-

(a) When homing aircraft, when the beacon should be switched on one hour before the
'expected time of arrival of the aircraft, and switched off when it arrives providecl the
vilibility is good. (These are the instructions given to Merchant Ships for using
Ir.A.B.)

(D) To assist escorting aircraft to keep touch.
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k) Wh"l operatirlg-with radar-fitted aircraft, for example, when aircraft are sweeping an
arba in the vicinity.

(d) When no I.F.F. set is availablu in 5hiFs, and it is necessary to provid.e recognition,
e.g. to avoid attack by friendly aircraft.-

. 133. The Senior Officer witl also detail a Ratlar Beacon Guaxd, so that only one ship in a
unit willnormally switch on her radar beacon. This avoids too many beacon reiponses appear-
ing and cluttering up the aircraft's A.S.V. trace, and enables the- beacon cohe to be'read
without confusion. The fact that a Radar Beacon Guard has been detailed does not, however,
prohibit otber ships switchin_g on their beacons in cases, such as several carriers being in
company where aircraft must be able to recognise a particular ship in the unit.

. 134.-The precise rutres for the use of Radar Beacons in ships are laid down :mC.B. 04092144
arid amplified in station orders. They are also applicable toiype 253 when used as a beacon.
., 135.- L.ike type 253, Radar Beacons are fitted with an indicating lamp to show when
they are being triggered.

136-139.

Ratlar beaeons us€al for ship nav8ation
140. Radar beacons_ are becoming extensively used ashore for navigation in conjunction

with-surface wdrning radar sets and their associated interrogators. They are also used afloat,
particularly in assault operations to mark important units such as the-Senior Officer's ship,
or a ship being used as a datum point. Details of perlormance are given in.Chafter III.

141. Type 258f1 is an I.F.F. set type 253 fitted ashore, for use with interro gator type 242.
L42. Wne255 is a m#ker buoy beacon for use with t5rpe 291 onty.

_ y'3. Type 256 is a shore radar beacon for.use with type 29L only. There are also some
R.A.F. typ" " O " Beacons, similar to type 256, which can be used byiype 291.

144. TyBe 951 is a secure marker beacon for use ashore or a"float in assault
operations, and has to be triggered simultaneously by type 970 (or other 10 cm- set) and the
associated. Lucero or Interrogator,

145. Type 952 is similir to type 951, but has to be triggered by a 3-centimetre set (e.g.
type 268) and an associated fnterrogator

146-149.

Railar beaoons usetl tor aircraft navigation
150. Type 251M is used ashore to assist aircraft fitted u'ith A.S.V. Mk. IIN or Lucero.
15t-L52.

Coiling, ule anal conhol of shore rai*rr beacons
153. Radar beacons used for ship navigation are provided with 3 or more alternative

codes. The details of. the position, code, operating hours, and controlling authority are laid
down in H.D. 1&f-Naaigational' Aids ii War tot home waters, and promulgated by
Commanders-in-ChieJ abroad. Operation is usually continuous.

154. Similar dsfeils for radar beacons used for aircraft navigation are contained in
S.P, 2558 and. S.P. 2559.

.q. '1,
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CIIAPTER Iff
ENEMY AND BRITISH RADIO COUNTER,MEASURES AND

AI{TI,IAI4MING MEASLRES

1. The term R,C.M. (Radio Counter-measures) has in the p"ri b..o viewed with some
suspicion, perhaps with reason, as cloaking one of the darker forms of black magic. Actually,
the subject is not particularly abstruse, and it is certain to come into increasing prominence.

2. There is at present a foreseeelble limit to the ad.vance in radar. Thrrs surface detection
is limited to opticalrange, air warning radar has achieved. the object if fighters can be florrn ofi
in time to intercept, and accurate gunnery rad.ar is not required outside the range of the gun
itself. When both sides have reached these limits, and in the absence of some startling new
technical developrnent, they. are bound to turn to m'eans of spoiling their adversaries iadar
by means of " counter-measures " while retaining the use o{ their own by improviiig " aJrti-
jamming measures." This will piovide another analogy with the race betweeg gpn and armour.

3. Alternatively, if the enemy's radar development does not catch up with ours he is even
more likely to look around for some quick cheap method (i.a, counter-measures) which will
nullify our success and restore the tactical balance.

4. It is therefore clear that R.C.M. and A-J are subjects of irnportance, which must be
kept to the forefront. This chapter.briefly describes the operational conSiderations. It is not
poisible to go more deeply into the subject here partiy because much of "the technical informa-
tion is secret aacl partly begause it changes so rapidly. Certain information is cqntained in
C.8. 030671i13-Eiemy-Rad.ar. The rest is tikely to continue to be promulgated by Admir4Jy
Letter or M'essage as iriformation and Intelligenbe.on enemy radar techniQue becomes available.

5. The seguence of events may be summarised as :-
(a) Intelligence and Interception, which are necessary to discoverwhat radar frequencies

are being used. Intelligence is not within the purview of this book.
(6) Counter-measures tb spoil radar. These may be " radio " (e.9. jamming), or " non-

(,) Xfil;-"-f#;'H*$]io evade or mitigate the enects or (b).
6. For convenience the following remarks are written primariiy on the basis of what we

can do against the enemy. They are equally applicable 1e his possible action against us.

II{TEROEPITO$ AITD II{TEBCEPTION RECETVEBS
7. Before counter-measures can be taken or even developed, it is necessary to discover

what radar wavelength or waveband is being used, and interception receivers are used for this
purpose. Once thJenemy's radar wavelengths have been ascertained, th6 object of inter-
ception receivers becomes :-

(a) To give tactical warning of the approach of enerny ships or aircraft, in order to attack
or evade.

(b) To give warning of the moment when the enemy is about to open fire, obtain the exact
frequency of his gunnery radar, and so tune and operate jammers to interfere with his radar
rairging, bearing and spotting

8. .Although interception receivers do not necessarily lead to the use of counter-measures
it is convenient to deal with them here. The outstanding feature is that they general'l,y cover a
wide waveband in order to be able {o intercept a number of known enemy wavelengths arid
provide against his using new ones. The fact that a wide band.is covered. reduces efficiency
in three ways:-

(a) The sensitivity of the reqeiver on any particular wave is relatively low.
(D) The fact that the operator has to search over a fairly wide band reduces the average

range of interception, since the other ship's radar aerial may not be pointing at the intercepting
5hip at the moment when the receiver is on the precise wavelength of the radar. Meanwbile,
the two ships are closing.

(c) Owing to the wide band covered, a large number of extraneous signals and noises
wili be heard, some from outside sources and some from own.ship's radar or other electrical
apparatus. Examination oJ these vdll slow up the search and so further reduce the average
range of interception, and false alarms will be common.

9. It is for the above reasons that if is recommended, in the table of likely interception
ranges n Chapter V, para.63, that Column / shoulil be used in practice when considering
interception by the enemy. In fact, the range rna.y be even less than that shown in Col,wnn 7,
when tle difrculties of fitting and operating gear a"float are taken into account.

10. On the other hand it is wise to remember that if the enemy decided to go in Jor inter-
ception in a big way, for the reason gSvenrnparit J, he could improve results very considerably
by fitting and manning a larger number of more efficient receivers each covering a smaller
waveband. This might bring the interception range up to the figures shown in Col,umn 2,
in Chapter V, or lo Column 3 under conditions of anomalous propagation,

-''',
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11' The bearing ljcYracy obtainableJrom interception receivers varies considerably anddgl.-en{s primarily on.the impirrtance attached to ttre sufljecl, d.a. whether it is consid.ered worthwhile fitting a complicated iotatable ".rirr-in " .1";;;id;+i"u.rrv ri il* *".trr""a-"t trr"
-exPense of .something.which ga.y le--cgnsidered mor" o.efof such is a radar sei.-- Gven thebest conditions, therJis no technital diftculty in obtainint " m"ri"! "ir"y;;dilransmissionto-an accur":y 9{ 3o or better. -In practicl it is unlikeft that thi"s will'be oUt"i"ua. Withmetnc wavelength :9ts (r.g-. against-our WA sets,- 1n-d 1! metre WC sets) the accuracy mightb.e 1,5-30.', o1-i! F g,ht only-be ngssible to distinguish bet'freen q""a*ii,'o;.6;;;port andstarboard. With decimetric and centimetric s.is 1r.g. against ;";50;;. s""";tt:."ts or our10 cm' WS and wC 1e.t$ the bearing may well tb ilor? accotate, p.thdr-t";r'in". " s-aurotatable reflector could be fitted.
OBeration of tactical interceBtion receivers
,, L2' Depending on _personnel available, interception receivers should be manned when
Jh",.IrfTy .n1ay be wittlin range of radar intercept-ion under anomalous conditions. When(and lt) first intercepted the enemy's yarnl5 ra$ar yift prob-ably be sweeping. As the ranledecreases the momdnt may-arriv6 when his"radar detedts itre fu,terceptiirg ihip.-- i7 e.eii.,^t-::!{9:d.this moment y+ P" apparent by the radar beam st."ayi"s on';rfi.iii}i orB"ro*i11g
??T"*tly fnt91esj9d, lTd this,,ofpourse, should be reported at dncJ to the Opeiations Room]
!!F:!,/'_it_!dt!a,{ (w.ni,ctt would bg.anpargnt from the legularity of tlie sweep; itrere may be norndrcatron that the intercepting ship has been detectird.
InterceBtion receivers used in coniunction with jamming.sefu

13. The function of Tactical trnterception Receiveri is to intercept warning radar. Oncecontact between forces has been,made, whether-by rada-r or visually, it ir o"o"rr"rry to pt"prru
l9_j-"T the enemy's g-ulnery 1adar. This involves nird.ing the exict wavelength"in-oradr tottlLe t-he jammer, a$ fll this purpose an interception riceiver must be cloiely associated.with the-jammilg set. The recEiv6r may or may'not be the same as tfrai usea"tor tacticalrnterceptign. If a sp,ecial receiver is fitted, it is usually known as a " monitor " receiver.

14. -OBeration. 
-\ilhen the enemy ib-heard to #itctr on his_ Soo""ty r"drt,-ii may teexpe.cted-+hat hb will shgrtly open Ge. This should be reported "at ottc6 to the OperationsRoom. Meanwhile tle jarruirers are tuned.to the enemy freiuency ana oper"tJasEpUi"ea

! tf*. 31,et seq... ft is, however,'most important to maiiitain"**t"trt"1te interteption
receiver, internrpting the ja'qning for brief periods i{,necessary, in oider-to observe and f6[owany ev_asive shift in wavelength grade by the enemy.

15. During this phase Jtt the rada-r sets in o#n ship will be in operation. and their har-monics may interfere with the operation of the interceptibn receiver util"rs cdre hai been takento identify them beforehind.
Types of interceBtion receivers- - 16.-hiftshE;;ioeril-'dfi]FY1 (or QV4whenfittedinsubmarines) covering.50-150ims.
and giving -qua{r_antal be.aiing, has bedn tf,e standard British interieption ruceiier anoat. itis being fplaced by a series of new receivers covering a wider total wizeband.
^ _I7..Eotqy receivers. A list of German seaich receivers.(G.S.R.) wiltbe found inC.B. |!1-ry^A,gN..I.P. !444). U-boats now carry receivers covenng:-

(i) 120-180 cms. with automatic scannin_g,_visual__presentationi.nd an all-round. |sel.ingaerial. This band covers ASV Mark IIN and WC type 291.
(ii) 8-12 cms.. with a directional aerial and heaitphoi6 or loudspeaker reception. This

band. covers centimetric ASV, and tyfes 2ZL 13,27 4, 27 S, 27 6, d77 and, N3.1' 18. The 120-180 cm. receiver is thougLt to be'a good and efrcient receiver- but even soit is believed that the.average.range athiJved against-ASV Mark IIN is only of .the ord.er of
15 miles. This shows the considerable difference-between the theoretical range obtainabte and
the sort of range gbjaing{ under opel{ional conditions. The early t5rpe o} 10 cm. receiver
had.a low-gain aerial and it is most unlikely that under the best conditidns its range exceedecl
5 Tiles. . The pt"t"ttt-model, hbwever, hai a horizontal cylindrical reflector gi"i"? increased"
aerial ga.in, -and_may give warning 1t about 10 miles. It wilt be observed thaf oncdagain tfrl!
figure falls far short of the theoretically possible interception range.. h',

1g-2+.

COUI{IER"IIIEASIINES
25. Once the en#y's radar wavelength is known counter-measures can be taken] These

may be i-
(a) ltadio Counter-measures, d.g. jamming;
or (D) non-radio counter-measures, a.g. " window."

Railio Counter.measures
tramning

- 26.:S.h;Fborne jamining is u.suall.y confined to atfempting io spoil the enemy's gunnery
radar ranging, bearing, and spotting, ire. dgny hjm blind gunfire facilities. It might, hbwever,
be extendqd to jammiirg warning radar in order to prevent the accurate tracEng.which is
required for fighter direction and torpedo control.

o3
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27. Thedisadvantages of jamming warning radar are:-
(a) It discloses the presenie of the jamming ship, who may not have been located by the

opposing radar.- - (D) Although it stops the eneiny ranging, it provides a good bearingof the janmer.
(c) Excepiat closdrange a radar sel is only jammed when it is. pointing at the jammer.

In or'd-er to riask a whole unit completely several ships must be fitted with jamniers- to- cover
all the enemy radar wavelengths in use. This is often impracticable under normal circum-
stances.

28. In spite oI these disadvantages tactical jamming may be used in certain circumstances,
such as an aisault when it is vitaltoionceal the-strength and disposition of the invading force ;
and widespread. jamming was in fact used in the 1944 invasion operations- Nice judgment
is requiredto avdia iamriit g unnecessarily soon, f.e. before the force might otherwise b€ located
by radar and other mqans-.

29. Airborn'e jamming is comparatively commol, 1nd is usually directed against G.C.I.
(Ground Control oi Interception) oi S.L.C. (Searchlight Control) radar sets.

30. Typical effects of jamming on 'f A " display and P.P.I. are illustrated n Fig. 64.
31. Operation of iannmins sets against enemy $rnnery ratlar. Type 91 is the jamming

set fitted in Battleships and Cruisers, although it may betqperseded,(e.g. by type TDY), or
additional jammers miy be provided in future, its operation viU be described as being typical.

32. Tine ideal procedure is to pick up the enemy's radar o! the Jnlerception receiver, and
then tune type 91io this wavelength, iirterrupting the jamming for brief intervals to check
that the enemy has not iltered his wavelength.

33. The above piocedure sounds simple. In fact it is far from easy o1nqg -to various
technical difficulties,-and interference reieived from radar sets in own ur-rit. ,It is imperative
therefore that every opportunity should be taken of practising jamming dgti"g exercises,
particulariy when ii is idmemberid how few opportunities may occur to test the or.gaSrisation
in action. - The inclusion of jamming as a noinal part of firing exercises will also emphasise
the serious effect it may have on gunnery, and ensure that all possible anti-jamming rneasures
'have been thought out.

34. The correct moment to jam enemy gunnery iadar requires judgme+t. _ If it is done
too soon it,may enable the enemjr to put his inti-jamming measures into operation in time to
regain the ladir " initiative.;' fU. t ie"f is, of course, to Start jamming jusl before the ene_my
opins fire. In practice the moment is likely to be delayed until thq enemy's first salvo, when
jamming should be started without further orders.

35. Ba,nage ia,mming. Owing to the difficulties of operating the Interception teceiver
it is quite possible that the enemyt gunnery radar will not be picketl up_a! all. 'fn this case
the janrming set should be switc[ed.on as sbon as the enemyopens fir_e, being 9e! r1llrance
to tfe believid eqemy wavelength. It cannot do aqy harm and maJ' wel! $o good (it is b_elieved
that "Duke of Yorli "inteilered effectively with SCHARNIIORST in this manner). If there
are two or.more ships, the jamming sets should be mutually staggered iq wavelength- so as to
cover as wide a band as possible around the beiieved enemy wavelength, thus putting up a
radio " barrage."

36-39.
40. Shore ia6geing. Remarks on jamming would be incomplete without a mention oi

the Dover Straits, where ja^mming of radar first came into prominence. When the Germans
started using radar for accurate ra-dar blind-fire the passage of our Convgys lhrough the Straits
was seriously threatened. It wds as a reply that type 91 was first dev_eloped. Lalge numbers
had to be fiited along the coast, so as to cover eacli sector as viewed from each enemy radar
station. Later the Germans retaliated'by increasing the number of radar sets and using
different wavelengths, necessitating more and more jammers on our P!rt, 9.nd so the race
proceeded with oui side usually managing to keep abreast and sometimes ahead.

41. Similar occasions might arise in future if it waS iequired to cover a strait against enemy
fire using radar, or possibly to cover a prominent shore mark against radar ranging by
bombarding ships.
Other raclio counter-naeasrues

42. Othet radio counter-measures have also been developed. These include methods of
falsifying radar range and bearing and/or creating false echoes.

+344.
Nou-rarlio connter-meastues

45. Non-radio counter-measures make use of reflectors which confuse the display either
by providing a few false echoes or by i' infecting " a whole area.

46. Winrtow. Window consists of .strips of tinfoil or paper backed with tinfoil cut to
half the wavelength of the radar tp be jammed, so acting as good reflectors. Bundles_ of these
strips are dropped frorn aircraft and 'i infect " an arealwhich .may be many miles deep and
wide, depending on the amount of window dropped and the beam width and range discrimination
of the radar being " jammed."

*'',
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47. Tlne strips float graduaily to earth (or sea), moving, of course, with the wind, and the
area often remains infected for L5-30 minutes. The appearance on P.P.I. is that of rather
indeterminate land echobs, and it is diff.cult and often impossible to Jollow the movements
of aircraft within or behind the infected. area. " Window " is used to prevent the use of radar
for fighter direction, gunnery, and searchlight control, and its appearance should be a warning
lh{_sqqetling is in the air. Pkotograpki 70 and 7/ illustrati-the ertect of " Window " oi.
P.P.I. display.

48. Naturally " window 'i is more effective ashore than at sea, since shore radar sets
cannot steam away from it ; but the possibility of its use by aircraft at sea cannot be excluded.It is also possible-to lay it from shells fired sL that the ""window " echo upsets the enemy's
radar bearing accuracy, particularly if beam-switching is being used ; and it-will also interf6re
with radar rangmg should the window and ship echoei merge. Alternatively, it might be used
to plant false echoes similar to those of large ships, and do trap the enemy into a taCtical error.

49. Decoys. 'Reflectors attached to balloons or spars can be used to cadse d.eception.
The German radar decoy balloon (R.D.B.) is described ii Chapter VIII, and a radar decoy spar
(R.D.S.) has also been irsed with'the obj'ebt of making our iircra{t and ships waste efi6rt^by
investigating or attacking false contacts. - The R.D.B. and R.D.S. aim at Siviry the same sized
echo as a U-boat. They can best be identified by plotting; the fornrer will move down
wind at about two-thirds wind speed ; the latter wili remain nearly stationary.

50. Large ghips approaching enemy coast have been simulated by the use of reflectors
attached to towed balloons, the height of the balloon and eharacteristics of the enemy radar
being taken into account to give tf,e appropriate'" first detbction "'rang€ and size df echo.
Balloon reflebtors have also been usdd td inaik bombarding ships against 6[nd firb from shore
batteries by upsetting bearing accuracy and possibly randng ilso.- ttre procedure is for the
tHP .l{ balloons to keep within the beam width of the enemy radar set,with the ship to one
sidd of the balloons and at a slightly greater range from the shore.

51-54.

AI$TI-trAMMING
55. Anti-jamming measures are used. to defeat or mitigate the efiects of counter-rneasures,

and can be most conveniently deatt.with under similar headings.

A-tr against radio countff-measrnes
A,gainstiammins

56. The measures in the reverse brder of their likely success, include :-
(a) Technicat devices such as fiIters.
(b) Shiftu-rg wavelength.
(c) Use of a difierent waveband.
57. Filters and other technical d.evices which cut out unwanted signals without seriously

lgdu-cu-rg the size of wanted echoes can compete with the simpler forms df jamming, and will bi
fltte"d in new rad.ar sets and retrospectively-in some old ones.-

58. Shitting wavelength may hpve to be tried if the filter d.oes not reduce the interferencesufrciently. W-ith \YA types 79 altd 28L,1$ metre WC sets, and 50 cm. gunnery sets a small
thangq in-wavelength can be made and may be effective, and should th-erefore be exercised
from time to time. If the extent of shift eicbeds that laid down in the technical handbooks
and C,B. t1212 tbe range will be seriously reduced, and with gunnery sets the.bearing accuracy
U$t ; -t!is limitqtion must F"_!4q"fqaagainst the bxteat ofthe inierfer'ence. With-WA types
79B ancl2818 and centimetric WS, WC an-d gunnery.sets shifting wavelength is not practicible.

59. It should be remembered that. shifting wavelength is an acknowledgment of the
enemy's success, lntl lre is likely to folJow suit witl his jammer. Efforts to se6 through thejamming shogld therefore continue as long as possible. :Operators who have had exp&ience
of jamming car] often obtain usable results with perseveranie. On the other hand., oierators
who have never even been exercised against ourbwn jammers are likely to give up it onc";
this is'another good reason for carrying out jamming exercises.

60' Use of a ilifferent wavebanil. It is.unlikely that more than one waveband will bejammed at the same time, so an obvious counter is to use a radar set in a different waveband '
to that being jammed,.accepting the loss of efficiency and inconvenience invoived. Forexample:-

-(;) Big ships are likely to have a selection of gunnery sets in the 10 cm. and 50 cm. bandto choose from.
. - (a). WS.and WC sets, and WA type 28IlB it still fitted with a ranging tube, can range,with faircccurlcy-i! it is accep-table to-frve up'their srveep and therefore tieiiwarning functi6n.In new WS and WC sets ranfrng can,be carried out witliout stopping the sweep, by"the use of

. Sector Display Panels.
(c) Gtinn6ry sets can be used for surface warning and limited air warning.

.*i
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61. Ari organisation should therefore be worked out in each ship, and practised, to compete
with the jamming of one waveband or t54pe of set. It islargely a matter of internal communica-
tions and drill, and is therefore almost sure to fail if it is tried for the first time in dction.

62. Where several sets are fitted using different wavelengths in the sanne.waveband, such
as types 274 and.275, it wili be advisabld to keep t!9m a! gwitched on and trained on the enem)t,
eveijf they are not all actually required (tfryo 277 and 293 wili, of course, also be on, but will

.be sweeping). Tltir procedure may well confuse the enemy, since he may, for example, try
to jam iypri ZZS instead of type 274 drt'ng a surface action., The game argument ?-pplies
to ihe 50 ims. gunnery sbts; even though the optimum wavelength is the same for all sets,
there are slight differences in practice..

Asainst other radio count€s'measuxes
63. Against other radio countqr-measures a possible _defe19g is to examine the situation

with one oimore other radar sets using different wavelengths. If the extra echoes are proved to
be false they can be neglected and only the nearest echo tracked.

A-J aeainst non-radio counter-measrues
64. Against Wi1dow. There is no complete countqr to " window," but its efficiency is

less againsl radar sets whose wavelength differs from that for which-the strip-s are.cut,-parti-
cularf when the radar wavelength is greater. Thus-type 7.9 is less likely to be afiected than
type 28t. Although centimetrii sets r-nay be afiected by ry-ind9w cut to--a longpl wavelength,
tLiir narrow beam- and good range disciimination generally has the effect of localising- the
infected area and may eriable a target to be tracked,througl_r it. Type 277 :\o919, therefore,
be used to investigate an infected aria, as recommendedinCka|ter X, the aerial being elevated
€rs necessary.

' .65. Against ilecoys. The appearahce of the echo-may help to classify a decoy, but it
will usually be necessary to confirm this by plotting, vide Para. 49-

6ffis.
:

PERSONNEIIJ
70. Hitherio jaruning sets and their associated interception receivers have been m:"nned

by the radaiUr*.ift, while"-other interceplion re.,g.ivers have usually been manned by thq com.
niunications branch- In future they irdll all be manned by the communications branch'
(Telegraphists ($) (N).)

!,.;
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CHAPTER M
SHORE R^ADAR

Shore radar is an inter-service concern; and the Navy has considerable interest's and
certain responsibilities which require study, particularly when p]anning a seaborne assault.
Assuming i successful landing, it is still necessary to protect sltippi"g against air attack in
harbour,lr'E-boat antl U-bo5t attack in lhe approaches, and this cannot be achieved_ if the
cioabilities and limitation of shoreradar are unknown to the Staff Officers concerned. Similar
fadilities are of course required for esta6lished bases but in general these have by now been
aclequately provided as fir as the U.K. and Mediterranean-are concerned.

FUNCIIONS
2. Shore rad.ar services embrace radar equipment capable of perlorming one or more of

the following fu4ctions :-
(a) Detection and. trackin$ of high andior low flyrng aircraft (air cover).
(b) Detection and tracking of ships (surface cover).
(c) Control of air intercePtions.
(d) Control of surface interceptions.

RESPONSIBII,MES
3. For these functions, a large number of difierent t54pes of sets have been produced

and/or manned bV the three services, and. this together with the fact that many sets have been
emt'loyed in a duil funption (t.g., (g) and (b) r!gy") ha,s in the_past led to a iertain amount of
cooiusion as to responsibilitibs. The responsibilities -for,production and manning have now
been defined as follows aiid are laid down in detail in C.A.F.O.'s:-

(a) R.A.F. For all approved requirgne-nts in any are-a-in- which there is an Air Defence' Commitment involving the R.A.F,.in provision of fighter aircraft.
p) ArnV. In areas wherl there is no commitment for an R.A.F. air warning systern,' ' to mlet requirements for:---:

(i) Surfati cover, including cover for surface interceptions, for ports and anchorages
defended bY coast artillery.

(ii) Air sover in conjunction with A.A. Artillery in- gun defended areas,
(c) RJ{. Surface cover aird control of surface interieption and air cover for use with' ' squadrons of naval aircraft landed temporarily in,an lrel not c_overed bY (a) a,1d/or (b).
4. This merlns that the R.A.F. will often froai;d.e and' man the radar requiled. However,

no matter who provides it, it is invariably place{ at the disp-osal of the tleatre o5 area Com-
mand.er-in-Chiefl and used as necessary tof ttre benefit.of all services requiring it. Thus, a
set provided by the R.A.F. for the dual function of low aircraft cover and surlace cover would
feed the Arm!' tUrough the appropriate Gun Operations room and the Navy through the
appropriate Naval Plotting Room. /

PARTISUL,AR, NAVAL INTEtsESTS,
5. Apart from the obvious requiremer-rt of air warning_ so that sFpg in harbour-or near

land may be brought to readiness ana join {t 4.A. fi.re, theNavy-'s particular interests lie in :-
(a) 

-General 
Surface Warning, 

"5pgciqlly 
in.qstrait,.in order t9 dep-loy_fgrces to cut off' ' the enemy, or to warn ships iri harbour of impending attack (e.g.,by E-boat or Human

Torpedo).
(b) Detiiled'surface information in order to car4r out radar controlled interceptions of

enemy merchant ships or warships (including E-boats and U-boats) by destroyers,
Coastal force craft or A/S vessels'

6. Clearly the type of set iequired corresponds to the WS set afloat, and some typi""l
naval developed seti^are described. below. fhere are, however, a considerable number of
other suitable R.A.F. (" A.M.E.S.") sets or U.S. sets which may be met with.

TYPICAI, $HORE BADAR SETS
7. Sets fali into two categories :-
(a) Mobile sets, given the suffix T (Transportable).
(a) fixed sets, given the suffix S (Shore).

TyBe 8??T (also known as A.M.E.$.1fype 5?, or IVpe 14 Mk. U). (Photqraph 16)
8. Type 277T is a trailer set using similar panels to the shipborne W_S -get typ.e 277,bal

with a laifer aerial to give greater range and better.bearing_accuracy.and_discrimination.
9. TE transmittei is contained in one trailer (weight 7 tons) with the berial mounted.

on top. To obtain bearing, the whole cdbin is ro,tated_by hand... Two fprt|gr trailers (*qg!t
6$ toirs each) are required to provide power, and a " Matador f' 9r eguivalpirt towing vehicle
with a generitor mounted onlt is required !9 tow lhe type 277T. A further generator on a
trailer (weight 4 tons) is provided as a standby

i'l
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Results,depg"q Ppgl thg height of the site selected. From a 200-ft. site, a largeM'1'.8. can be detected to 35,000 yds. and a " Hunt " class destroyer to 51,000 vds. Lowand rnedium aircraft can be detected to 80 rniles, very lo-w aircraft tdstghtly ot .t [n" opticalhori4on. All these results may, of course, be exceeded unaet rtin&iiuir. oi ""L*"io"tpiopagation.

11. Range accu-racy.is 200 yds..up to 10,000 yds., range discrimination 40O yds. Bearing
accuracy is !" yrt[bearing discrimination 1f oll " A " dis.play.

72. Both P.P.I. and " A " display aqe prqilded- Th; p:p.r. should be marked in gnd
co-ordinates and is used when sweeping and for plotting. The " A " display is used'for
counting or identifying targets.
. 13. Lack of power training tends to limit the capalility of the set for low aircraft detec-

tion, since tar_gets--ca:r be missed during the slow sw6ep anil also if.many stops are made for
counting.or identifying surface targets.
. L!. Interrogator type 242 isitted and a large interrogating aerial is under developmentin ord,er 1o gtrg better iange and bearing of I.F.F. respon--ses.

15. A.local p.lgJI1nS rgolq is provided in one of the trailers, together with the necessary
communications (W/T.or RIT) to the Naval P,lotting Room.

16. The crew consists of a total of 19 ratings, usublly with an oftcer in charge. The large
number is accounted for by the fact that the crew havb to be self supportingfusually in in
isolated position.

L7. this set *n !" superseded by A.iVi.E.S.,Typ" 14, Mks. III and IV, which are lorry"-
mounted equipments incorporating type 277 panels,

$rBe P??S (also known as A.M.E.S. IYne 50). (Pkotograpk 17)
_ 18. Type27:IS is similar to type 277T inperforrrance but is a fixed sei used in estabiished
coastal areas; The equiprirent is contained in a brick or concrete structure.

19. The aerial is porier operated, which increases reliability of detection of low aircraft,
but hand training using " A " display (" inching ") can be used.

2O. Communications to the Nava1 Plotting Room are usually by telephone, with a W/Tor R/T standby.
2L-2g.

Other Sets
.30. Earler Naval WS sets have also been modified and used as fixed or transportablesets. Examples:-
AIR MINISTRY TITLE

A.M.E.S. 37
A.M.E.S. 41

ARMY TITLE
C.D. No. 1 Mk. IV
C.D. No. I Mk: V'f

BASIC NAVAL SET
Type 27IP
Type 271Q
Type 273Q5

3-1. rn ad.d.ition, as stated, there are a targe number "t *.o.r!'#itfJ.t{.'ii|":%:l
+qy be met with. Operational details of those in service are contained in a summary of
" Shore Radar Se.rvices " which has been prepared under the direction of the Radar B6ard
and will be issued as an Air Ministry publication to authorities (including planning staffs)
concerned.

POIMS TO AEN@IBER ABOUT SHORE N,ADAB
Plotting anil Comnunicatio$

-32, Tine information providetl by shore radar will be wasted unless efficient communica-
tions, plotting, and fiIteriig are also provided. This applies particularly to aircraft detection
(a fast aircraft.closes 6 miles in 60 seconds).

33. This may seem rather obvious but it is worth stressing as in fact there have been
numerous cases where compldints {irected against " Shore Radar " have been traced to poor
(or even almost non-existent) communications and plotting, which are not strictly radar
commitments at all. ft is essential, therefore, that these points should receivr thorough
consideration in the planning stage.

34. Oirect teGpfrone communication links to the Naval Plotting Room are the ideal,
but W/T or R/T may often have to be accepted in the early stages after.landing.

35. The Naval Plotting Room stands in the same relation to its shore radar sets as does
the Operations Room to the WS set afloat (Ckaflter VI). Besides filtering radar tracks,
passing information to the Fleet (and possibly other services), and conducting controlled
Interceptions, the Plotting Room must give all orders to shore radar sets for switching on,
tlpe and rate of sweep, and orders to watch, interrogate, hold or disregard targets.

36. The Ptotting.Room should also give as much general information as possible to the
radar sets, includingadvance information about expected movements. This rsil enable the ;
radar operators to carqr out their job more intelligently, r.g'., know which are the most im-:'
portanftargets to report first, and vrili enable the local ptotters to carry out a certain.?4-o"u4t
bf useful pre-filtering which wili relieve the pressure on the main plotting room. "':i ''''','



Sitinc
.. 3!, Tl.- p-j""t.d site for a shore radar set should receive carefgl consid.eration, and thesite should- be changed .sl'b_sequently if found technically unsatisfaitory. Land .iho", "."c9rt1ry to be ",:-<perienced, buf if the site is well chosen, satisfactory 6perational efrciency

$o"ll be possible over 120o. The blanked arcs must, of course, be kirown to the Naval
""':?:$ti;fi t: the consid.erations of lan4 echoes the site chosen should usuauy be as highas possible, in order to get best range. This will have the result of causing a blank area itdistances.up_to 5 mileg or more- owing to wave clutter and the fact t'hdt tde beam is nearlyhorizontal'. In special cases, therefoie, where cover is required at close range it *"y Utbetter to site the set low down, or use two sets.

Ihe Crew
'39' Attentioir'shoqld be given to the comfort of the crew, provision of adequate trans-port and messing facilities, etc., bearing in mind the isolated condiiions under.which thev often

worJr (aid'e Pko.tograph 80). In exceptional conditions of heat or cold, it is the praclice to
provide two crtiws in order to allow firr periodical relief.

Dual purBose sets
40. As stated n !ar1.. 4, maty shore radar sets have a dual function, and this may leadto difficultiei. -'A typigal instance-is a set which provides information tof Uotir t& rii 

"on"tand controlled surface interception. The formei demands continuous iotation and P.P.I.
#tptqY, the latter -often n-eces3itates stopping at inte5vals to count and interrogate targets(" inching "). It will qsually be necessaqif-or t-he Area Commander to resolve these"d.ifierenies,
e.g.,by laying down lhat lhe sweep F?i be stopped for, say, more than 20 seconds in every
two minutes but not for a longer perioa.

Pla;rning
41. Staff Officers planning a seaborne- assault are advised to bear the foregoing remarksin mind. ' It will also be necelsary to decide on the correct time at which shoie sJts should

be landed. This wiil uguall-y be ?-ssogl as possible (in the 1944 Invasion operations, they werel*{..{ gl Dt1), but the time_of landing ol the associated communicationi and plois, "ird theavailability of ships to provide temporary radar cover, will inf.uence the deciiion.'
42.49.

SIIORE RADAR, sETs IN TtlHIgH I'IIE BJ{. Ifl NoT DIRE0IT,Y IIILERESTED
50. In addition to the t5pes mentioned, there are many forms of shore radar in whoseprovisiol ?!d manning the E N. -is, not normally directly iirterested except posSibty in the

case of R.N. l\ir Stations. The information reieived fr6m these sets is, iroiever, "often of
acute interest, T5rpical sets are:-
R,.A.F.

{a) gich anit medium.qu oove!. Long range cover is provided. by Chain Stations around.
llt"- cpast. _(CH-Ctrarl I{ome, CO:Cliain Overseas) or by mobile stations (MRU-.
Mobile Radar Unit). Li8ht waxning sets are also rised t6 provide limited warningparticularly in assault operations until heavier equipment cai be installed.

(a) Sldiun-aqd l.ow afu cover is providerl by.a similar chain (CHL-Ch4in Home Low,
COL-Chain Overseas Low; working in Lonjunction with (a)).

k) !o]I34 lerV low air cover is provided by high powered centimetric sets such as
A.M.E.S. Type 50 previously described.

(d) Fl8ht€r InterceBtion is carried out by GCI stations (Ground Control of Interception)
which need careful siting especially when inland.

k) Helehtfinding is an easier problem ashore than afloat and with (a), (b\ and (d) above
is.s9]ye{ ty-havqS tyo Jets o-f agqals, one hig-h and one low, inl'compiring thereiative heig_4ts of echoes received. by each. Narrow beam heightfinderi are" also
used, e.g., cMH (centimetre heightfiniler) now calletl A.M.E.s. Type 13, Mark Ir.

(/) Grounil conhol of approach is exercised bv GCA equipment which controls aircraft
down the narrovr beam of a centimetric radar set.

(g)
(h)

Anny
(i)

\

Gun co1h9l ilcluding llind {re radar facilities are provided by GL (Gun Laying)sets. GL Marks t anE lt are inetric sets. GL Mark iII is a cettii*etrit set corip#1
able to GA Type 275 and requires to be "put on " by a metric GL set.
Searchlight 0onfool by radar is provided by SLC sets mounted on the searchlight.(k)
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CIIAPTER XVU

COI'ItsINED OPERATIONS AND ptANIi[ING

1. Radar and otler types 9f radio equipment play an indispensable part in assaultoperations' -Though the piiiciples of the uie ot radai aie "o am"i!"i-il; ih;;. Eescribedrn previous chapters, there are a number of special points which must be borne in mind whenplanning combined operations. These are:-
(a) the requiremint for great precision and reliability in navigation, in order to makesure of reaching the desired objective;
(a) tfe need for spicial security (rl.dar silence) until surprise is lost;(c) the employment of R.C.M., biten on a brle scale, ti mislead th. "o.*y about thecomposition and position of the assault fordes, and later to spoil radar cohtrolled firefrom shore batteries i(d) tl,9 largg-numbers- of ships and aircraft operating in a restricted area, which com-
, . plicates the provision and control of surfaie and"air cover;
(a) the necessity fo_r careful organisation of communications, iadar, and. R.C.IVI. wave-lengths to avoid mutual interference
1 Fgtt in the planning ""a "i.""1io" ri.g"r co-operation with other seryices is required.,.cularly as regards (d) and (e) above and th]e poficri foi usine interroeators and I.F.F. :particularly as.regards t{) dirg (e) above and thle polici fo'; ;sing int;;g"t;;;;e1.it.F.

- 5. 'Ihe following notes take intb account the expeiience at Anzio and in the 1944 Cha3. .The plowing "qlir_I4f_b!q account tfre txpe,hence air... roe rouowrng notes take mto account the e*perience at Anzio and in the 1944 Channelopgrations (operation ':N_EBTI}NE ") and assumi that provision must be made againstattack by enemy aircraft, E-boats anci U-boats
MIInIAT INIER EREIISE

4j An Inter-service Mutual Interference Committee will be necessary in order to segregatethe qrany-communication, radar, and R.C.M. radio wavelengths invoiv,ed. Known'enemy
wave,lengths, and the extent of the enemy's Y sbrvices, must i'lso be tatin into-account.5. The value of " window " use-d by 6wn forces must be balanced against the interferenceit is likely to cause against own radar.'

6- Arrange-ments should be made to have wavemeters rebalibrated shortly before theoperatio_n, as they are frequently found to be considerably in error.7. Instructions should- be given that R/T should be sivitched off when not required., toreduce interference from the carrier wave.
, .. ?: WaginS radar sets may require special "A-J " filters to reduce interference from otherrnendly radio transmissions.

RECOGNIrION AND IDENTISICATIOIiI
g;-When large numbers.ofjhip. qlj "ir.t"tlar,e operating in proximity the indiscriminatduse o{ I}terrogators^.and I.F.F. would overload the radar reco$rition system and make it

prqgtically.useless, fol$q ieasons grve1:Lq4after XIV. It i{riil, tleietore, t" o"".s"ryto " ration " the use of Inte-rrogatorg 1n! I.F.F. 'For example, in a'very largeoperation thlfollowing instructions would bJ desirable:-
(a) Interrogatorl t9 !e. reduced in power and only to be used by one ship in each unit,

and by 
"on1t6l 

5hiFs.
(b) I.F..F._normally to be used only by-(i) ships;

(ii) aircraft in distress;
(F) airgraft co-operatirrg with ships;(rq night fighters.

-10. Even so, the-radar recognition system is likely to be less reliable than usual, owingto cluttering of displays and thJdifficulty of quicHy ielating location echoes and I.F.F. rel
sponses. Recognition must therefore be amplified 6v- :

(a) observing the direction of approach bf echoei, ,i.e., whether from bnemy or fiendly
._. territory, and whether the ti6ck suggests hostile intent ;(b) a Movernents Liaison_System, z'.e., promulgation of the movements of friendly air-craft. As such {gnals.ml-st -be made in a secure code or cy.pher this inforniation
, . lg+ usually only be available in control ships, owing to the tifiour involved;
(c) t intormation can often establish the identity of an fucraft where other svstems fail.
11. As an alternative !o lhe rationing of I.F.F. 6y types of craft, it might'be"practicableto ration 1t*by_q9as. This has not however been tiiedin practice, and lhe lorft range ofaircraft I.F.F. (100 miles or more) militates alainst it.

sEcrrglry
12. In normal sea operatiol" it is recommende d. (Chapfer XIX) that radar should be used

when the balance betwedn its advantages and possibie ddngers is detcate. In assault opera-
tions,'howev9r, i! may_b_e 1nse.-t-o attalch rathdr more impi*ance to the interception ddngeriunlii surprise is lost. - Much will depend on the knowled'ge thirt is available ot^the e+p$'..,'s:Y Service in the area concerned.
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13. Whatever instructions are issued it should of course be left open to Force and Group
Commanders to use their judgment in breaking or relaxing radar silence; and the value of
intermittent radar transmission for station keeping and navigation must be borne in mind.

BADrO COIINTERMEASITRES (R.C.M.)
14. Ass.uming that the enemy has shore radar in the area of the-assault, extensive radio

countermeasures will be necessary with the objects bf :-
(a) Avoidirig detection of specific units, and so misleading the enemy about the.com-

position and position of the main assault force.
(b) Creating diversions.
(c) In the late stages, spoiliug radar controlled fire from shore batteries.
15. With regard to (a) and (b) @ara. L4) a large number of devices may be used,

including-
(a) jamrning,;
(b) window;
(c) reflector balloons;
(d) various WiT ruses.
16. Ja,mming will have to be carried out on a wide enough scale to prevent useful D/F

bearings beirtg taken of the true area of assault, and must of course cover all enemy radar
wave-bands. As an example, in operation " NEPTUNE " 700 jammers were used. to cover
3 enemy wave-bands on a 30 mile front and even,this was only about half the number that
was theoretically required. Clearly the fitting of jammers in ships and Jraining of personnel
will present a large problem.

17. The correct moment to start jamming will require nice judgment, as otherwise
surprise.may be lost (unless the enemy has been trained to associate widespread jamming witn
impending air attack). Generally it should be started shortly before thd leading units come
qithin radar detection range from the shore. In assessing this range the possible effect of
anomalous conditions must be remembered, and in this connection the experience and know-
.ledge of our own shore radar stations will help.

18. Winilow may be used to confuse the shore defences, or alternatively to simulate
ships. In the latter,case it should be dropped or fired so as to give the appearance, above
the jamming, of an echo approaching at likely ship speeds.

19. Towetl balloons may also be used. to simulate the approa'ch of large ships.
20. At subsequent stages jamming may again be required in selected areas to protect

bombarding ships. The extent and duration of this jamming should be planned and controlled
by the Force Commander and not left to private enterprise. In addition moored balloons
may be used to provide protective " shadow areas " for bombarding ships as described in
Ckafter XV.

ET5'EGT OF ENEMY R.C.M.
21. The.possible effect of enemy R.C.M. rirust be borne in mind. Where possibte, alterna-

tiVe wavelengths or methods should-be available. This applies particularly in the case of
na.yigational aids where reliance on one method alone is cleariy inadvisable.

SIIORE RADAE (see al,so Ckapter XVI)
22. Apart from G.C.I. aud L.W. warning equipment, shore radar of the type 2777

(Transportable) type wili be required to be landed at an early stage of the operation to
provide surface and low aircraft cover, and arrangements for loading will have to be made
accordingly.

23. These shore stations must be sited as favourably as practicable, i.d., high up and with
the clearest possible arc, and should be allowed latitude to change their position in ord.er to
reduce permanent land echoes. Sandbags or other splinter protection should be provided as
well as facilities for living in an isoiated position.

2+. At the outset these stations will usually make reports by W/T or R/T to tbe surface
radar controlling ship, tsing naval methods. Later they will report to the Sector Operations
Room Plot, when established. ashore, using L/T if possible or alternatively R/T or flT and
the shore station " Radar Tracking Code."

25. It is essential that plannine and staff officers concernetl shoukl aBBreciate the caB-
abilities of shore raalax stations (aid.e Chafter XVI) and, ensure that arlequate commuuications,
Blotting anrl'conhol arrangoments a,re provideal. It is necessary to emphasise these points as
experience has shown that the value of shore radar, which has been perfectly sound technicaily,
haq frequently been wasted in the past and defence of the anchora[e has sufiered accordingly.
The working up period must also include practice in the associated communications and plotting
without which shore radar is valueless.

26. Once established, shore stations should be kept informed of thb tactical and defence
situation in order to assist them in the identification and priority reporting of hostile or
suspicious targets.
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PROVISION AIiID CONTR,OIJ OF AIR COVER, . I
Besponsibility antl provision of air cover

- . 36- In the planning stage the responsibility for provision of air cover must be defined.
This will generally devolve on the R.A.F. (aid.e Ckapter XZ), but shipborne radar will of course
play an important part particularly in the early stages before shore radar arld plotting arrange-
ments have been established. Even then shipborne low air cover tb seaward wiil be valuable.

Obiects
37. The objects of air cover are to profect the anchorage and beaches by providiri'g the

necessary information for gunnery (usually barrage fire) and for fighter interception. When
low flying air attacks are prevalent these two forms of defence are equally important and are
often complementary ; for example barrage fire may force aircraft to fly high where the fighters
can get at them. Clearly it is advisable to vest the'co-ordination of air warning radar in one
authority who can control both forms o{ defence,

Difficulties
38. The particular difficulties in providing air cover and mdking full use of radar informa-

tion during assault operations are:-
(a) The large numbers of ships in the area which, together with decoy balloons, own

radio transmissions and R.C.M., enemy R.C.II., etc., confuse the radar displays and
make detection and individual tracking (particularly of low flying aircraft) .rr"ry
difficult within 10 or more miles.

(6) Land echoes, which further confuse radar, expecially WA sets.
(c) The large numbers of aircraft, hostile and friendly, that come under detection.

Generally these greatly exceed the number available for working up exercises, and at
first ships' organisations and contro,lllng officers may be somewhat overwhekned.

(d) The fact that enemy aircraft are prone to make use of land echoes by approaching
from th.e direction where they are worst, or by approaching down a valley where they
caanot be detected at all. Alternatively a low attack from seaw4rd may be favoured.

(e) The fact that more than one service is usually implicated in the provision.and control
of air cover, and may not at first be conversant with the others' capabiiities anclmethods. 

-

Methotl of achieving shiBborne air cover
39. As regards the shipborne contribution to air cover, the following remarks apply and

afiplify Ckalters X and XIX.
40. As in normal sea operations, complete cover can only be achieved by the use of

several types of set, e.g., types 79, 281and277. Of these type2EL is very tikely to be affected
by land echoes, which may obscure the trace up to 20 miles off shore if the coast is very
mountainous, and in such cases t14pe 79 may be the only effective WA set.

41. When land echoes are bad, or in the presence of !'window," it may be desirable to
use one or more types277 elevated to 4o or moie to provide medium air cover.' +2. In order to provid.e efiective low cover it will bq necessary to station special radar
guardships with type 277 on the flbaks, or even tb station radar guardships weli to seaward
where tGy can give adequate warning and avoid the interference referred-to in t'ara. 3S {a).

43. Also, owing to this interference and the effect of iand echoes, WA sets are likeiy to
be of little value at*medium and close range unless:-

(a) short scale and short pulse lelgth are used to improve discrimination;
(D) the arc of sweep or responsibility is restricted to a sector;
(c) targets are held while being tracked..
44; Given sufrcient ships, therefore, a suitable organisation for as complete air cover

as practicable would be:- -
(a) Distant couer. One type 79 and one type 281 using.all round sweep on-long scale;

.long pulse, and watching (but not holding) targets.
(b) Close coaer

(i) Three or four WA sets, preferably type 79, with sector responsibilities and
probably using sector sweep on short scale short pulse and holding targets
detected.

(ii) One or more additional WA sets on short scale short pulse and watching those
sectors in which targets may be being held by (i).

(iii) One or more WS types 277 elevated as explained in fara. 41..

A) LT) 
fi,t{" 

"rrin 
ships on the flanks and/or to seaward.

(O Type 277T or similar set ashore.
(d,) G'A sets. Type 285 sets, sweeping in sectors, may prove of value for supplementing

the low and medium coVer at close range.
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61. When an S.O.R. (including a naval surface plot) is established th9 re.quge,ment for
shipborite surface cover will probibly. lapse owing to the greater.rgnge obtained_-by shore
radar if sited sufficiently high. A ship guardship to seaward may, however, still be con-
sidered a wise precautioh to deal withvery small objects such as " One-man " submarines
operating within the radar shad.ow area of ships in the anchorage.

Confuolletl sur:tace interceBtiou
62. Ships to seaward with an eficient WS set and P.P.I. disptay have been used success-

fully to conirol surface interceptions, e.g,.t by M.G.B.'s operating against E-boats outside the
range of shore radar (see Chapter XV\.

63. Control srgnals from F.S.B. Article 1488 may be used.by WiT. Alternatively plain
language R/T should be used.

ffig.
PER,SONNEI.,
Officers

70. Qualified radar ofrcers will be required on the planning staff" on the staff of the Force
Commander, for the Air Controlling Organisation (Para. 49) , and later for any port maintenance
organisation that may be established.

Ratings
71. Radar operators should be provided on the normal scale for ship radar sets. - Ad-

ditlonal maintenince personnel will towever be required. to look after th6 numerous special
radio aids likely to U6 nttea in a combined operation. Special training in maintenance of
these aids should be arranged.

Training
72. It is important that rad,ar personnel should be provided in sufrcient time to allow

for training and working up. This applies particularly to the use of navigational aids, and
to aircraft plotting teams. The working up time is always likely to be all too short, so that it
is essential that a good proportion of personnel should have had previous experience.

1IIAINrINANCE
73. Before the operation is launched the maintenance and tuning of radio equipment in

the many small craft concerned is most conveniently carried out by having a number of self-
contained mobile maintenance units, rather than by attempting to establish an even larger
number of static organisations.

74. After a foothold has been obtained it may be d.esirable to establish one or more port
ptdar organisations. This will however depend on circumstances, i.e., the distance from the
advanced base and whether a maintenance ship has accompanied the expedition.

t._
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. CIHPTER XVM

RADAR IN AIRCRAFT

.1. Cruisers were once the " eyes of the. fleet'l but. when flying is possible atcraft haveto a large extent taken over this-function.' Radar can give airc.itt d valuable increase in
the extent of their vision, eyeq py day, and enables them to carrJr out forms of attack which
would otherwise be lmpracticable.

EQI]IPMTNT .AND CAPA3ILITTES OF A.S.V.
$pes ol Search railar (A.$.V.) fitteit in airuatt

2. Search radar fitted in aircraft is known as AS.V. (Air-Surface Vessel). The older
1y.P_es__q.9..V. _1[f<- IIN and AS!) are ahea4 looking_only. Nbwer t5pes are a]l iound looking
(A.S.V. Mk. XI) or cover a wide sector ahead (ASH). '

3. A.S.V. Uk. IIII is fitted in some T.B.R. aircraft (Swordfish and Barracuda) and in
A.B.R. aircraft Walr:us). It operates on 1$ metres.

4. Two aerial array-s are fitted,-mounted on oppositewings and set out at an angle, Stvinga horizontal coverage diagram of the shape shown in Fdg. 66. It wiil be seen that tirE besl
Ianges are obtained on the bows, at a relative bearing of about 45o, while detection right ahead
19 not .so goo$. Tle objegt of,tlris a"rrangement is to give the best compromise betwEen ahead
detection and maximum breadth'of sweep when on search. Detectioriabaft the beam is not
practicable.

rs9

uatN Lot€

Fig. 66-Horizonl'al aoaerage iliagram fot A.S.T. Math IIN, illustrating the directions of best
detection which are at about 45 degrees on each bow. The appearance display ciffargets

A, B and C is shown in Fi.g. 67. 
_pZ
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.5. The aerials are energised alternately, so that for targets ahead two echoes are received
(on the same principle as in beam switching with ship gmnery radar sets). The echoes are
shown on an " A "-display which is similai to that used in ships, except tlqt lhe trace is
vertical and the twin ec-hoes are shown one on either side of the traee asin Fig.67,

Fig. 6l-Type of " A " display used with
A.S.V. Mark II, showing ground wave and sea
returns, and echoes. l-right ahend,Z aod 3-

to Port.

6. When the target is right ahead., two equal echoes will appear, one either side of the
trace. When the target is to port or starboard the echoes will be unequal, or one echo only
may appear to port or starboard, as shown rn Fig. 67. Range is read ofi vertically.

7. The vertical coverage ahead is nearly complete, as shown in Fig. 68.

Fig. 68-Vertical Coaerage of A.S,V. Marh IIN, omittiog back radiation. The sea returns rvill
be strong from point A, but ryeaker fi"T::-ff"fTrlAq;{rrf"- 

B) since 1[e {m,nsmission strikes

8. ASB is fitted in Avenger type T.B.R. airciaft. It operates on about 60 centimetres.
The layout and results axe very similar to A.S.V.'Mk. IIN, but the aerials can be rstated so
as to give the best results in 

"tty desired direction between the beam and the bow. The beam
position gives the greatest width of search and the ahead position the best " homing."
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9. A.S.V. Mk. >(I is fltted in those T.B.R. aircraft (some Swordfish and Barracudas) who
can take this heavier form of equipment. It operates on 3 cms. and uses a spinning type of
aerial and reflector, mounted Seneath the fuselage, which grves all round Cover. Display
is on P.P.I. The aerial also scans in vertical steps, giving an efiective vertical coverage
diagram as shown n Fig, 69.

Fig. 69-Vertical. coaerage of all-rowd, loohing cenlimetria A.S.V, (Marh XI) in a Baraauda'
Tde spinning aerial scans in-tlrree steps, the cente. of tJrg stepg buqgs O dggees, f$ degrees and
6 degiees befow the horizontal axis, and the efiective widtb of each stqr being.T degreesr For
ch^rifytueupperstephasbeen.-ffj"?t1""*##io,Jlr$;*n-.tbecomethemostimportant

10. Apart from all-round cover and P.P.I. display, the advantages of this equipment over
earlier t5rpes include :-

(a) Fetter discrimination, which enables specific targets to be selected out of vessels
in forrnation

(D) Better range performance, particularly.at low heights against small targets.

11. ASII is a lighter type of centimetric A.q.Y. which gay be fitted instead of A.S.V.
Mk. XI. It covers in arc 75o on either bow and gives continuous presentation. ASH may
irlso be used for Air Interception, a'i'de para: 57.

Range Berloruance of A.S.V.I 12. The maximum range obtained by A.S.V. depends upon a number bf factors, chief of
which are the height of the aircraft, the size and inclination of the targ-et, -the state of the
sea, efrciency oi dperating, and'good maintenance of tle equipment- The fo_llowing typical
results are bised upon average conditionS and a target inclination of 45'(or 135').

EEIGET OF
AIRCRAFT

(feet)

5,ooo
2,000
1,000

DErEcrroN RANcE (miles)

A.S.V. MK. Xr
TYPE OF TARGET

Bdtkshit'

Larga Crwiser...

Destro5ter

Fwlly SwrJaced Submarine ...

5,000
2,000
1,000

5,000
2,000
1,000

5,000
2,040
1,000

4q
35
33

33.
30
25

27
22
20

16
t2
11

35*
27*
20*

25*
29*
17*

17
12
9

10
I
5

* 5 miles less with ASB.

IJMITATIONS OF A.S.V.
Liability to interceBtion and D/I' and ih effeot on the use oi.d.S.V.--- 13: ifd;ribl" range of 6tteryy interception of A.S.V._increases with the aircraft height,
and may cons*iderably exEeed the figures giv6n n Chapter-V, paras. 6L64. Such is the value
of A.S.V. to aircraftjhowever, thetit wiU Ue exceptional to impose A.S.V. silence elcepj:;

1a; lnthecase'of earliermarksof A.s.v.r11gg?dvi;ih$ty_lv.daywh91 ithaslittle' ' advantage and is not normally used, (Centimetric A.S.V.- is normally used in "al.l

visibilities,)
(b) During the approach in a surprise attack, e,g.' on the enemy coast.

rr:r (urr:r rrtr xor sxorx)

A.S.V. Ur. rr N
ASB

(on best bearing)

p3
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14. Alternatively, it is possible to use methods of deception which enable A.S.V. to be
used with less chance of losing surprise. One of these methods called 66 Vixen " which is
used against U-boats consists in reducing the radar output power as the target is approached .
in such a way that the enemy ieceives a decreasing or constant strength of signal in his re-
ceiver, instead of an increasing signal, and so imagines that the aircraft is going away or remain-
ing at a distance.

$ea Retunrs
15. Sea returns correspond to " wave-clutter " in shipborne sets, but their effect is usually

more pronounced. It will be seen from Fig. 68 that the transmission strikes the sea at A
nearly at right angles and mtch of the energy will be received back and will obscure the first
part of the trace as shown in Fig. 67. At the point B in Fig.68, tlrrc transmission strikes the
sea more obliquely, and consequently the sea returnq at that range are weaker.

16. With earlier marks of A.S.V., the'sea.returns extend to about 6 times the aircraft's
height, but in vbry rough seai may extend much further. For example, an aircraft flying at
6,000 ft. in rough weather might experience sea returns up to the first 6 or 8 miles of the trace.

17. With new (centimetric) A.S.V., sea returns increase up to heights of about 3,000 ft.
after which they begin to fade in intensity; and the effect of rough weather is not so pto-
nounced..

18. In rough weather, sea returns may make it diffrcult or impossible to locate very small
targets at close range, and to follow targets right in (e.g., during the course of an attack).
A filter (c/. " anti-clutter device " in ship sets) may be fitted to mitigatg this efiect. In calm
weather, there is norrnally little difrculty in following targets right in provided the aircraft
is at a low altitude

ldeetl to Switch off earlier maxks of A.S.V. Beriodicaly
19. It is necessary to switch ofi A.S.V. Mk. IIN and ASB periodically (usually for 5

minutes every 15), to rest the equipment and the operator, and to providg a W/T listening.
period if reception is doubtful due to A.S.V. interference. These breaks reduce the overall
effi.ciency of search, especially against small .targets.

Snowstorms anrt thunrlenstoms
20. These cause interference. and may seriously reduce the efficiency of A.S.V. ; they

may also obscure targets beyond them.

Fatigre
21. Normally there is only one operator available, so that tricks cannot be worked as

in ships. As a result the efficiency of search by A.S.V. usually begins to deteriorate after
an hour, and after two hours may deteriorate rapidly.

I.F.F., INTER,R,OGATONS, AI{D R,ADAR BEACONS
22. I.F.F. Mark III is fitted. in T.B.R. and A.B.R. aircraft, and I.F.F. Mark IIIG in

fighters, as fuily explained ta Chapter XIV. The only additional point to mention here is
that I.F.F. in a shadowing aircralt is often used as a radar beacon (or " Rooster ") to enable
an air striking force to home on the target.

23. A.S.V. Mk. IIN triggers I.F.F. clirect and is therefore its own interrogator. Other
types of A.S.V. are fitted with a separate interrogator cal.led " Lucero."

24. Radar beacons (usually type 251M) are used in conjunction with A.S.V. Mk. IIN
or Lucero to enable aircraft to home on to friendly ships or shore stations, as explained in
Chafter XIV.

TASIICAIJ USE OF A.S.V.
25. The authorities on the tactical use of A.S.V. are C.8.04040 " Naval Air Fighting

Instructions " and " Naval Air Tactical Notes " issued to ships carrying aircraft. For full
and up-to-date information reference should be made to these publications. The following
notes are only a general guide to the subjeit.

26. T}:le main tactical uses of A.S.V. are for :-
(a) Search.
(b) Shadowing.
(c) Attacking, with or without illuminants.
(d) Co-operation with Submarine (usually by long range R.A.F. reconnaissance aircraft).
(e) Navigation and minelaying.

SEARCII
27. The value o{ A.S.V. for aircraft search is that it enables aircraft to spread to a greater '

distance apart and so cover a larger area (or search a given area more quicktry); and the
efficiency of search is very much less dependent on visibility.
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SIIADOIIIING
35. A.S.V. enables -shadgwrlg aircraft to maintain contact while confusing the enemy as

much as possible by uging cloud cover, changing height, and retiring and apfroaching flom
clrlterent bearings. A.S.V. reduces the risk of enemy evasion by splitting his forces.

ATTAG1K

, 39. Perhap-s thf biggest 3r.dvantage that A.S.V. confers dn attackin$ aircraft is the ability'
to make use of cloud cover. In the cale of strikes, the forces can be splitirp, correctlv statione[
and can thus deliver a co-ordinated attack from difierent directiois. Without i.S.V. such
an attack is out of the question in poor visibility or cloudy conditions.
.. 37' Night attacks_may be carried out with or without prior illumination by flares. Inthe forrner case, A.S.V. enables the flares to be positioned iorrectly and the mbvements of
the flare-dropping and attacking aircraft co-ordinlted.'

38. " Blind ittryks " by night or in low visibitty may also be carried out by A.S.V.
The accuracy of such an at[ack-wiil not of course be io gobd as by visual, but mithods of
rmprovtng accuracy are under d.evelopment.
. 39. As Previously-stated, -an air striking force may make use of the I.F.F. C' Rooster ")in a shadowils aircraft in order to home o-n to the tiarget. Depending on the height, thii
may be possibie up to 80 miles with A.S.V. Mark IIN, and 6O-ZO miies whJre " Lucero ;is used.

CO.OPERArION WIIE SIIBMARINES
40. Aircraft are able to co-operate with submarines ftted with I.F.F. type 253MW, and

lead them towards a target locate& by the aircraft A.S.V. The meihod of ddiE so isd.es&bednChafler XIV and iltritrated i fig:62:
NAVIGAfIOI{ AI{D MINTEITAYING

41. In acldition !o the facilities provided by- shore radar beacons in friendly territory,
A.S.V. is of considerable value for nariigation by-detection of land, and can theref"ore be us6dto_Tlt*_j" gTelayrng operations. Gis applies pariicularly where P.P.I. is fitted, as in
A.S1V. Mk. XI, but even earlier t54pes can obiain fiirly accur-ate fxes from promineni head-
lands or isolated islands, thg_ugh 

-the discrimination giivea by centimetric ridar provides afar more realistic mapping effect.

USE OF A.S.V. AS A RANGEFINDER
-42. The greatly increased accuracy of rad.ar ranges ag compared. to visual estimation is

made use of in enemy reporting, and in the finai stages of attacting. A.S.V. Mk. XI has an
expanded trace whicl cair be riied for accurate t"ofrog of the f"si"O mifes ;fih; afproactt.

+349.

A.S.V. IN B.A.F'. AIR,CR,AF9
.:r50. R.A.n, long range reconnaissance aircraft are fitted with A.S.V. normally operating

on 10 cms. The remarks above apply generally.

RADAB IN MSIIT ITGIITERS
- 51. f1S.nt-er9 used for tow visibility and night interception may be fitted with a form of

Sadalfor Airlnterqention (,4Q. The present intention for naval fighters (Helicat or Firefly)
is to fit a modified lorm of ASH which scans in the vertical plane froi 30" bilow the horizontalto 10" above, at the same time carr5ring,out its 150: sweip ahead. This set shoJd gt". t
range of about 4 miles -on an enemy,bomber within the detection zone, These figures "deter-
mine the. accuracy for location and height within which the fighter directing radar (CkaltterX/) must position the fighter.
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CHAPTER 
'{IXEIVIPLOYMENT, ORGAMSATION AND CONTROT OF RADAR AT SEA

EMPLOYMENT OF RADAR,
1. The best results from radar are of.course achieved when its unrestricted use is

permitted.
The question of restricting the employment.of radar at sea arises because any radio

transmission is capable of disclosing the presence of the transmitting ship. As with W/T
therefore ofrcers must use judgment and learn when radar should be used, when radar silence
should be kept, and when it should be relaxed or broken.

2. In making the decision, the questions to be answered are:-
(a) What is the extent of the danger in using radar ?
(A) What will be gained if radar is used, and what will be iost if it is not used ?
(c) What is the alternative to using radar ?

3. In the past there has in general been a tendency to attach too much importance to the
security aspect. Radar is more difrcult to intercept and D/F than W/T, neither does rada^r
usually travel so far. At the same time its va.lue is considerable and will further increase as
most organisations become very largely dependent upon it. It should be remdmbered that,
so far as is known,noshiphasyetbeensunkthroughusingradar; butseveralhavebeensunk
or damaged through failure to use it, or failure to switch on in good tirne.

4. It is not possible to lay down hard and fast rules when to employ and when not to
employ radar. This must always be a matter of judgment and will depend upon the con-
ditions at the time. For this reason the normal pracJice in different Fleets has difiered, a.g.,
the Mediterranean Fleet operating in fi.ne weather and waters covered by enemy air recon-
naissance have tended. to use aircraft warning radar more than the Home Fleet.

5. The following remarks are therefore only a gurde. Where the reparks are framed as
instructions they are of course subject to their acceptance, amplification, or modification by
Commanders-in-Chief in Fleet or Station orders.
Extent of risk in using rada,r

6. The risk of using radar depends upon:-
(a) The possible range of interception, and the practicability of D/F.
(D) The extent and skill of the enemy's interception and Dp, i.e., his " Y " organisation.
7. InterceBtion. The probable and possible interception ranges for all sets are given in

Ckafter V, faras.63 to 65. It vrill be seen that alternative figures are given according to
whether the enemy has " average " or highly developed listening apparatus, and also for
conditions of anomalous propagation. As a matter of practical politics it is recommended that
the smallest frg:re (Col,wnn 7 of fara.6J) should always be taken until there is evidence that

- it has been exceeded, or unless special security is required.
8. D/T. As explained in Ckapter Y, t'ara. 69, D lF is a comparatively simple matter from

shore stations, but is not nearly so easy from ships.
9. The combhed'interception and D/f' risk is summed up as follows:-
(a) Interception is not easy, and bearings i{ taken are likely to be inaccurate espbcially

from ships.
(D) Sets with short wavelengths and narrow beams are the safest.
(c) The newest wavelengths are safest.
tA S*""pG makes the"enemy's task harder.
(e) Restriction of the number of sets of one type in use at the same time may give a slight

increase in security.
1.0. Enemy '6 Y " organisation. The above remarks and those tn Ckapter Z assume that

the enemy is in fait listening to our transmissions. This may well not be t[e case, particularly
with ships at sea, and for this reason alone the danger should not be exaggerated.

11. On the other hand it would !e quite possible for an enemy to concentrate his efforts
on efficient interception, and an enemy with inferior radar might well do so in order to iestore
the tactical balance as explained in Ch'apter XV. Intelligence on the latest known state of
the enemy's " Y " organiiation afloat and ashore is promulgated whenever obtained. The
enemy's " Y " organisation ashore is always likely to be more comprehensive and efrcient
than that afloat.
Danger antl tlisailvantages of ,p; uging radar

12. The following disadvantages and possible dangers should be borne in mind if rqdar
is aol used:- d

(a) Lack of warning outside visual range. The arma.nrent will require to be kept at
a higher state of readiness, as will also fighters.

(6) Theie is no guarantee that the enemy will not use his radar, and if he does so he wili
be at a considerable tactical advantage whether the object is attack or evasion.

(c) The effrciency of most organisations, and particularly'gunnery and fighter direction,
will sufter considerably unless radar is switched on in sufficient time.
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13. It should be remembered that radar and its associated organisation (e.g., plotting)
take a little time to settll 9oy" Td give results, and will not immediately sp-nng into full
efficiency after a long period of rada"r silence.

Other factors affecting the use of railar
14. In addition to the probable advantages and disadvantages given above, the following

factors should be considered when making the decision whether or not to use radar :-
(a) The object of the operation.
(a) fne fikelihood of enemy ships or aircraft being in the vicinity, and whether of any

special ty'F)e, e.9., raiders or U-boats.
(c) The proi<irnity'to enemy bases and to possible enemy listening stations.
(a; Wnefirer the ln_emy-is or may:lready be aware of the unifs position-, through-air

. reconnaissance, breLking of flT silence, or other reasons, For example there is less
object in keeping radar silence if long range communication is being, or has recently
been, carried out.

(e) Whether the operation is a routine one, and therefore likely to be known to the
enemy.

(f) Whether the unit is a particularly tempting target.
19 fne visibiJity and weather which may afiect the operation of aircraft or small ships.
(e) The proximity of other friendly units who may be keeping radar silence.
ff) The ilependance that can be placed on own 1'Y " organisation to disclose the presence

of shadowing aircraft or other enemy units.
(A) The need for relaxation of a proportion of the ships' company.
(l) The need for periodical rest and maintenance of equipment, and rest for operators.
15. All these pgints and perhaps others, will affect the decision, though they ma-y affect

it in difierent ways under different circumstances. For example, while attack normally calls
. for the fulluse of radar; a surprise attack on enemy coast may require special security measures.
Again, evasion may suggestladar silence but in-the vicinity of superior enemy forces, radar
may be the only method sf sveiding being surprised or ensuring evasion.

RADAR POLIgg
16. After considering the factors mentioned above, it is the duty of the Senior Ofrcer

to decide upon and promulgate a 6'Batla,r Policy." This is done by means of the signal for
" Assufire Normal, radar fol,icy, or poldcy ind,icated, :-

L. Sdknce.
2. Silence excefit for rad,ar guard,ships.
3. No restrictions.
4. As I'aid d,own in ord.ers for tke ofueration."
If it is desired to impose or relax restrictions on certain sets but not on others, this must

be signalled separately.
17.'Ships will then conform to the policy ordered, but it must be remembered that the

situation may change rapidly and before the Senior Officer can promulgate a revised policy.
Slrips must therefore use their initiative and, if necessary, anticipate the Senior Officer's
instructions.

18. It is a universal rule that ALL RESTRICTIONS ON RADAR ARE AUTO-
MATICAI,LY EEMOVED WHEN IN THE PHESENCE OF'THE ENEMY (STTJPS
OR AIRCRAFT) ORWHEN ACTION IS IMMINENT. Gunnery sets must be switched
on in suf0cient time to give a good plot.

19. Detached ships must decide on their own.radar policy, but should bear in mind the
possible effect of their radar transmissions on nearby units who may be keeping radar silence.
A euiale to the Bolicy for using rlifferent milax sets

20. The following is a' guid,e to the policy lor using different radar sets, based on the
normal practice at present.

21.WA Sets, which have the longest interception ranges, should not normally be used
when outside range of enemy aircraft. When within range the use of one or more WA sets
will nonnally be expedient, and when enemy aircraft are known to be in the vicinity all
available WA sets should be employed.

22. Therc is little danger of interception of WA sets by shore stations when more than
200 miles from enemy territory.

23. Fighter Direction is impracticable rvithout the use of WA sets (and R/T).
24. WS Sets, when employed for surface warning, should normally be used for detection

of enemy ships, rend.ezvous with friendly units, or station-keeping when the visibility is less
than horizon distance (since modern sets achieve this range against large ships).

25. When the function of WS sets is primarily to detect tT-boats, WS sets are normally
used when the visibility is less than 5-6 miles. It should be noted that in A/S warfare inter-
ception of a WS set is most likely to cause a U-boat to dive. The use of WS sets is therefore
very unlikely to endanger a convoy.
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?.6. Ot other occasions, the use of WS sets is unnecessary as far as surface saming is
*":;:tfi 

restrictions are imposed on the use of WS sets, which is unusual, consideration
shoutci tre Si"dlo p"n"itting intermittent use for station keeping in low visibility.

28.- Modern WS sets give the besL l,ou flyd"S aircralt warning. Conse.quently., when low
flying attack is possible, ii will be desirablti to keep at least one such set in use, irrespective
of the visibility and surface warning requirements.

29. 10-cm- WC Sets. when used for surJace aarning, sbould follow the policy for WS sets.
When used for target ind'ication, they shoirld be switc-hed on automatically.in.time 19 "1twout theirfunction, I.g., when approaihing hostile or unidentified aircraft are within 20-25 miles.

30. 1+ mehe WC Sefrs lie vrithin the waveband of German U-boat search receivers. Con-
sequentlyiin areas where U-boats may be present, their use is generally only permittecl in
the foliowing circumstances :-

(a) For"Swrface warning, if r,ro WS or centimetric WC sets are availabie in the unit.' ' Intermit'tent use foi station keeping may however be permitted in bad visibility.
Restrictions are removed when U-boats are known to be attacking.

(b) For Ai,rcraft wqrni,ng, if no WA set is available. Therg is,. of course" no restrictio;n' ' when enerdy aircraft are known to be in the vicinity.
31. Gunery Sets.need not be switched on continuously but may be used as required

for exercise andshould be tested once a watch, unless orders are given to the contrary. In
the case of 50-cm. sets the transmission should be away from the enemy coast or supposed
direction of enemy units.

32.lntewogators use 1| metres and therefore sufier from the same dangtr-as l$-metre
WC sets thoug[ the possibfe iiterception range is appreciably less. Transmission, wiich is
normally direc-tional, iasts 10 second-s only on each occasion of interrogating. Provided this
is not exceeded, restrictions are not usually imposed since :-

(a) ihe radar recognition system is an intdgral part of Jhe 1a{gr warning system.
(Aj fne alternativd methods of effecting recognition (starshell, searchlight, or visual' ' recognitionsignals), areusuallyagreatdeal more dangerous than using the Interrogator.
33. When required for continuous tracking of lsrr_or distant aircrafts' I.F.F. responses,

Interrogators should follow the policy for 1! metre WC sets'
34. I.F.F. There a.re norrrally no restrictions on the use of I.F.Fjn ships. The occasions

on which it should be switched on are given in Chapter XIV' para. 52.
35. Ratlar Beacons used for homing aircraft should normally be used when so required,

as explained n Chapter gIV, 7t;6y6. /32. When special security i_s r9eu19$_lh9 use of I.F.F.
instedd. of the Radir Beicon foay be ordered for homing, tida Chafter XIV, paru, 122.

36. A.S.V. h Aircratt Gee Chabter XTn. The policy for employment of A.S.V' in
aircraft is usuaily ordered ty tne se'nior ofrc6r, Aircr4t Carriers, but iI tho",ld be reported
to the Senior Odcer since it'affects the security of the Fleet, and he rnight wish !9 modify it.
Normally, earlier types of A.S.V. (Mk. IIN anil_,l,,SB) are._19t g:94 i"_S9o^{rdsibility, put are
used on-othet oc"isfons, while centimetric A.S.V. s'ets (Mk. XI and ASH) are used at all
tt*?. 

It is recommended that, in order to simptfy sigaalling, the normal poficy to be
followed should be laid down in Fleet or Station orders. The normal Poligy will of cosrse
require revision from time to time in the light of fresh intelligence concerning enemy " Y "
activities.

3844.
ORGANISAfION AND CONTROL OF RADAR FOR AIR' COVEB

(Note :--The organisation described rn Paras. -45-102 is that which has been dev-eloped.in
the ieriod 1g3g-Lg&. With the developnient of .continuous aerill,rotatio.n_ and-plan radar
dispiay, 

"tta "tro \rH/F R/T, it is likely tnlt the present rnethods will be considerably modified,
as briefly described in paras. 105-110.)

45. The objects of radar for aircraft warning Fg.grven in ckaper x, faru.. 1., The'
provision of r"fil"tf. air cover requires careful orginisation and control; unle-s attention is
iraid io these matters, there is a rist< of surprise attack from an unwatched direction or height.

46. The following remarks apply to a large unit where sufficient radar sets of the. right
type are available, an]d where th,iri: ire no reslrictions on the use of radar. In a small unit,
oi where radar resirictions are in force, the organisation will be less extensive and the reliability
of air cover w$ be proportionately less.

Provision of air cover anit methoils of sweeB' eta. (see al'so Chapter X)
47. As explainetl in ChaPter X, complete air cover for all heights can only be obtained

by the use of several sets, e.g. .'-
High and medium aircraft
Low aircraft ... , WS TYPe 277

At least one of each of these or similar types should therefore be employed when available.
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48. l}pe of sweeB. It is also necessary to cover the area effrciently in azimuth. All,
round, stueeping is er4loyed in the absence of other orders since:-

(a) It allows for breakdown or reduced efficiency of other ships' radar.
(e) With normal air density, the rate of sweep of WA and WS sets is sufficient to cover

all sectors efficiently.
(c) It avoids the necessity of reallocating sectors if a ship parts companv or her radar

breaks down.
,49. Sector Responsibilities for all ships or for selected ships may, however, be preferable

under the following circumstances :-
(a) If. the air density is considerable, then control is likeiy to become very difrcult, as

is also the telling and reporting of raids. Ships detailed for sector responsibilities
will become responsible f.or reporting raids in their allotted sectors. There is however
no objection to continuing all round sweep, and this will be most convenient if P.P.L
is fitted.

(D) If speciai attention is required to be paid to a particular sector, e.g., toguard against
low flying aircraft, or because of batl land echoes in that direction. Ships so detailed
must use their judgment whether to use contiriuous sweep and P.P.I. display, or
whether to use hand trdining and " A " display; the decision will depend on the
size of the sector allotted and whether it can be covered and raids told efrciently by
the latter method.

50. Whether all round. or sector sweeping, or both, are employed it is necessary to ensure
that if one ship holds a target, or watches a number of targets, the remaining sectors are
efciently covered. This is a matter for good control (aid,e para. L02) coupled with intelligent
team work on the part of ships.keeping watch.

51. The norrnal rates of sweep of sets used for aircraft warning.are gi-ven in Ch,apter X,
52. Sange scales. Nonnally ships will use the longest range scale when keeping watch

against aircraft. In certain circumstancesl a.S.t in the case of type 28L near land, better
results are achieved by using the shorter range scale and one or more shiFs ma5r be detailed
to do so; this will probably be combined with the allocation of a sector responsibility. One
or more other WA sets must of course remain on long scale in order to provide long range cover.

53. When the shorter range scale is used, short pulse length should also be used. to improve
discrimination.

54. Small shiBs are fltted with low power sets such as WC type 29I. This set can give
useful warning but does not provide complete or long range covei. It is usual therefore to
use all round sweep, and unless responsibility is definitely allocated the set is used primarily
as a warning and target indicating device for the ship herself, rather than for the unit.
Confuolling ship

. 55. In order to orglnise and maintain reliable cover, as explained in the preceding
paragraphs, a csafoslling stip is necessary. This requirement is distinct from that forihe radai
guqrdsiips (para. 65) who actually provide the radar information, although the control ship
may also be one of the guardships.

56. The bontrolling qhip is normaliy specified in standing orders and is usually either the
Senior Officer or the Senior Of&cer Aircraft Carriers. On oae hand, an aircraft carrier often
has more experience of controlling and may also be in the best position to know the movements
of friendlly aircraft ; on the other hand, there is some advantage to be gained by leaving carriers
free of other duties so that they can concentrate on fghter interception.

57. The duties af. the air cover controlling ship are :-
(a) SUbject to the radar policy issued by the Senior Officer, to detail the necessary rad.ar

guarclships and standby guardships and control the operation of their radar, and also
that of other ships keeping watch on appropriate sefs, so as to maintain reliable air
cover for the unit.

(b) To order, by means of the Guard Duties Signai (F.S.B. Articl,e 2L0), tlne types of
detections to be reported and the methods of reporting them, if this is not irlready
iaid down.

(c) To maintain a complete and up-to-date picture of the air situation. This involves
co-ordihating all available " Y " information and other intelligence with the radar
information

(d)To ensure that aircraft carriers or other ships carrying out fighter direction have
sufficient radar information to make interceptions.

(a) To control the radar reporiing wave, or other wave/s so far as their use for radar
reporting is concerned.

(f) Subject to local orders, to issue air raid warnings and notices to the fleet.
(g) To inform the fleet when approaching friendly aircraft are about to come into sight.
(lz) After air attack, to inform the fleet when the area is clear of unidentified echoes.
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Ooiles used for reBorting
79. The standard code for making reports is contained in F.S.B. Articl,e 148A (Rad,ar

rePorts of Aircraft). The code consists of :-
(a) Groups for reporting relative bearing and distance of raids. .

(b) Amplifying srgnals concerning height, movement, etc.
(c) Control Signals.
80. A Raid l,etter f.or identification purposes should be allocated in advance to each ship.

These raid letters precede all reports made in code and in addition to distinguishing the
various plotted tracks, make the continuous use of call-signs unnecessary.

81. If a raid under lgpo*- spiits into separate units the raid letter is retained and the
units are numbered, e.g. C! andC2.

82. Positiins of reporting ships are nbt normally signalled, but should be added if the
ship is a considerable distance from the main body or from other units who mayintercept the
report, i.e. whenever the reporting ship's position may be in ddubt. Geographical positions
or lettered.'sgreening diagram positions may be used. If the reporting ship is more than a few
miles away, the controlling ship and intercepting ships must remernber to make the necessary
allowance when plotting.

83. The Combined, Air Warning Cod,e (A.P.3046) may be used instead of the naval system
when:-

(o) Air cover is being provided by more than one service, or the reports from one service
are of value to another, a.g. in Combined Operations.

(6) A number of units are operating in the sarne area, but out of visual distance, bnd
warning received by one rinit may be of value to others.

84. The essential difierence between the " naval " and " combined " systems is that, in
the latter; detections are expressed as geographical positions of the target (using a grid method)
instead of as relative bearings and distances of the target from the reportingship.

Methoils of reBortingl
85. Efficient communications Ere an indispensable part of the fleet's air cover. Although

their provision and organisation are the responsibility of theCommunications branch and the
precise function of various reporting waves may vary considerably as laid down in detail in
F'leet Communication Orders, ihe mettrods most usually adopted are described here since they
concern the radar and plottiug ogganisations. In all cases; the use of W/T qtF./f for reporting
radar detections has tb be related to the general $T policy, the use of R/T for directing
fighters, and the radar policy.

86. Tl lS i! often used for making first reports, except at night. As a rule it is too slow for
a series of detailed reports.-L 

87. The W lT rad.ar reporting waae is the stairdard channel for passing a series of tletailetl
reports. Radai Guardships ancl stantlby guardships should Leep continuous watch on this
wive and use it when or&red to " Commence W/T reporting " by the Senior Officer or the
Controlling ship.

88. Other large ships set watch on this wave when the first report oj-a group of aircraft
is received by V/Sfor anbther wave. The object of setting wat-ch is to enable them to intercept
reports from zu'ardships and so follow the air situation, but they should only transmit on the
ra-dar reportinlg wave in the circuinstances described in f ara. 76, or .if. controlled to d.o so.

89. Only the Senior Officer and Controlling ship may ask for repetitions of signals made
on the radar reporting wave.

90. It may be convenient to use this wave for passing slgnals such as those concerning
guard duties and radar policy.

91. Small ships (e.g. fleet destroyers) do not normally keep watch on the radar reporting
wave owing to lack of personnel

92. ryf may also be used in connection with radar reporting, especially for passing shcirt
orders or information.

93. The Inter-F.D.O. RIT Waue may be used by the Controlling ship for passing control
orders, asking for supplementary information about 1qids, and clearin-g up difficulties such as
apparently duplicateifreports oi doubtfirl identity. This wav_e may also be used on occasions
f6ipassin! detailed reports, although this is not its primary radar function

94. Control orders and d.etailed reports when passed by R/T are transmittecl in ptain
language, using the words from the Fighter Director Voiabulary wherever applicable.

95. The control signal "Check" may also be used by R/T meaning "Check whether echo
exists bearing ...,..... distance ..........."
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96. The Fleet RIT aaue (or other R/T wave) is used, as far as radar is concerned, for the
following purposes :-

(a)For broadcasting information on the air situatisn generally, and in particular about
approaching raids and frieadly fighters. This broadcast is of particular value to small
ships who are not keeping watch on the WIT radar reporting wave.

(b) By small ships, e.g. on a screen, for making urgent first sighting reports in which case
the report is made in plain language. Example :-

" This is GRUMPY in Position Baker, torpedo bombers bearing one two zero, very
low, over." " Roger, out " (orfepeat back).

97-99.

Technique of reportilg and conholling
100. Good reporting calls for strict. W/T and R/T discipline, especially when the air

density is heavy. - Good controlling results from experience and requires frequent exercise
(seeCkafter XXI\. The following points should be borne in mind :-
ReBorting.

L01. (a) Detailed reports made in the flT reporting code should, for speed, normally
contain eight symbols only.

(b) Amplifying information should be signalled every third or fourth report only, and
should in any case be confined to information which the Controlling ship cannot extract fromthe
plotting of all reports iri their simplest form.

(c) Movements of targets must not be anticipated. " Forecasting " is the function of the
controlling ship and/or fighter directing ships.

(d) Reports of raids outside 30 miles should be riade about every 2 minutes, those of nearer
raids about every minute or more often if so ordered.

(e) Stale reports are not only valueless but mi.slearling antt must not be fuansmitteil if there
is more up-to-date information from own ship or other ships.

Gonholling.
.102. (a) The object, namely to rnaintain complete cover for height and distance, must

always be borne in mind and ships controlled accordingly.
(b) As a rule, the ship first detecting a raid should bb allowed to continue reporting it.until

detection by that ship becomes uhreliable, a.g. the,target enters,a gap between lobes or-becomes
too low 9r farawalt when reportTg of the raid_Tay sometimes u,sgfully be transferred to
another ship with a different type of set, or to a ship in a better position.

(c) As far as possible, the raids being'leported should be evenl-y-distributed between
guarddnips and othir ships keeping w1tch. -With type7p i-t i9ryt possible efficiently-to watch
ind repoit more than two raids simultaneously, particularly !! lttgy,are-on 9pf9sit9 bearings.
Type 2t1 or American W.A. sets can handle more raids.since P.P.I. display is fitted and it is
n6fnecessary to stop the sweep to obtain bearing.

(d) It must be remembered that a ship tolcl to " hold " a ta:get will not be watching other
sectois. Also the effect of heightfinding is to slow down the efiective sweep of type 79 (unless

. a sector display panel is fitted).
(e) At least one ship should be left as free as possible to inaintain all-round watch and

report new dctections.
(f) The controlship'sradar should, if possible, also be kept free to keep a general watch

on tlie situation, confirm identificatiol, and clear up difrculties such as when two ships are
apparently reporting the same raid. The. accuracy of-.other_shipsj reports.tlg"l9 also be
ciricked si, tfrit any-necessary indexcoriectioncanbeappliedandtheplot kept relativelycorrect.' (g) The number of raids being reported by W/T should not be aliorred to reach a level which
caosditerioos time lag on the rep6*iirg wave. ti this level is approached the controlling ship
nray have to take on ieporting of some raids in addition to the functions itr (fl.

(la) Strict control of the radar reporting wave must be exercised, and any tendency to pass
" stale " reports checked.

(a) In adclition to knowing t!9 capabilities and limitations of the difierent types of radar
in usi, tne controlling offcer should endeavour to learn the relative efficiency of different ships.
This will belp when ityt"S to resolve conflicting reports.

t03-104

AI,I'ER,I{ATIVE UETEOD OF ORGANISING AITD COI{IIROI,LIITG RADAR FOB AIB
COVER,, AND REPOBIING

105. With the advent of modern radar and communications equipment, as described in
Chabter X, a different method. of organising and controlling radar-foi irir cover, and radar
rep6rting, has been tried and may suPersede the methods previously described.
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106. The new systerir, which is described briefly below, has been made possible because
of :-

(a) The fitting of two WA sets and a high-powered WS set in certain ships (e.g. Aircraft
Carriers).

(D) The deielopment of automatically continuously rotating aerials and P.P.I. display,
and also sectordisplaysforheightfinding, whichobviate the necessity for stopping the
sweep in normal circumstances.

(c) Thegeneralfittingof VHp R/T.
107. Railar nranlship anrl conholling sbiB. A ship fitted with suitable radar sets is detailed

as the combined radar guardship and the controlling ship (sometimes called the rada,r repo*ing
shiB). This ship is generaliy an aircraft carrier by day, and a battleship or cruiser by night
(in order to rest the carriers' sets). The duties of the reportrng ship nre as given in fara. 55,
where applicable.

108. A " running situation report " is broadcast of.all tracks shown on the reporiing
ship's main aircraft display plot.

109. Ofter ships keep all-round or sector watch, or a watch between specified ranges,
according to the radar policy and orders in force, and. plot the tracks received from the
reporting ships. They make reports only if they detect a raid which is not being reported,
or if information differs about the height, course or size. In such a case, the reporting ship
will either:-

(a) Order the ship to continue reporting the new track,
(D) Acknowledge the adclitional information.
(cj OrAer the siip to " Hdld" or " Watch" or ignore (" Negate") the new track.
tLA. Method of reportdng. VH/F R/T is used normally for radar reporting. The Inter-

F.D.O. R/T wave and Fleet R/T wave are also used as described in t'a.ras. 93-95.
tLL. Trach numbers are used instead of raid letters, and are allocated by the reporting

ship. If a raid splits into several portions the tracks are designated 1A, 18, etc.
tL?-724.

ORGANISATION AIID COI{TROIJ OF RADAB FOR SIIR,FACE COVER
125. Comparetl to airciaft warning, the organisation and control of radar for surface

cover is usually much less elaborate because :-
(a) The number of targets is usually fewer.
(b) Speeds of approach are smaller.
(c) Maximum detection range is much less.
(d) At present there are seldom any restrictions on the use of WS sets.
126. Consequently the surface cover provided by WS radar is usually associated. with

the individual ship rather than with the unit as a whole and radar guardships for surface warning
are not usually detailed.

127. Nevertheless, ships have the responsibitity of warning others in company of un-
identified or hostile surface vessels which thev may detect, particuiarly if they are first detected
at clope range and/or are closing rapidly. The differeoce ivhich a te; mileiin position may
make to the radar " vision " of the unit shoulcl be remembered, and it should not necessarily
be assumed that the Senior Ofrcer or other ships have also detected a new echo.

$urface ratlar guaralshiBs
128. Surface radar guardships may be detailed under the following conditions :-
(a) If. special security is required and it is desired to limit the number of ships trans-

mitting. Ships on the wings, with good ahead arcs, with high sited WS sets and fitted
with P.P.I. display are most suitable.

(D) In persistent low visibility, in order to permit rest and routine maintenance.
(c) If it is desired to provide special cover in a particular small sector, e.g. E-boats approach-

(4 *-JfJilift#"diffif;:"*.s (a.g. the ws sets in some destroyers cannot rookright

(a) If there are a large number of targets in the area. In this case, sector responsibilities
f.or reforting may be allocated, dd,e Chapter XVII.

t29. All round watch should be kept unless otherwise ordered. Radar guardships should
report all unidentified detections, or those in their sector of responsibility. Friendly detections
should also be reported if they may become a navigational danger.

-139. .lhips not detailed. as guardships but keeping surface warning watch should report
similarly if the guardships fail to do so within a reasonable time.
If no guartlshiB is detailerl

131. If, as is normally the case, no guardship is detailed, all ships should keep WS watch.
(a) Provided the radar policy permits.
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(D) When the visibility is less than detection range of the largest type of target, it is desired
to detect (fqras. 24 and 25).

132. Under these circumstances, ships should report all detections which they consider

ililni*:,,
133. Modern WS sets have spinning aerials and P.P.I. display and. all round' sweep is tbe

normal method of operation even if sEctor responsibility foi reportTg l3s been allocated
(para. 109 (e) ). Thd normal rates of sweep and range scales are given n Ckapter VI I .

134. When, however, sector resfonsibil,ity has been or4ered for the .purp ose in_para 12,9 .(c) 'hand training dnd " A " display iray be used in certain circumstances in order to obtain
maximum delection *e" "" &pi"i".tii" Ckabter VII. The decision whether to use automatic
or hand training will delend ufon the size of the sector and the speed and detection range of
the targets expected.

135. With old WS sets not fitted with P.P.I. display, there is little object in sweeping
abaft the beam if the ship's speed exceeds 24 knots.

136. Special rules for sweeping by A/S escorts are containe d in Chapter V I I I .

Conhollingship
137. .For surface warning, the controlling ship is always the Senior Offcer unless otherwise

ordered. The controlling ship wili:-
(a) ensure that surface cover is adequate ;
(D) detail guardships if necessary;
(c) control the reporting wave;
iil ii tu.pitg rah*r *""t.h herself, 1n!tiai9.enemy-reporis of hostile or unidentified' ' d.etectibns] It is imporiant that other ships in-th9 unit should be able to intercePt

such reports so that iney *"y be assured tf,at the Senior Officer has the target under
radar detection.

Gotles usetl lor reBorting
t38. Fi.rst re1orts are made by means of alarm signaf J. (Surface ppf! deiggtetl by

radar, bearing .. . ].. distance ... . . .) iollowed by a position 'i-f the_ reporting ships' Position qay
not bi g"net"ily known to those iri Company or to other units who may intercept the report.

!39. Subsequent rcports may be made i1a similar mlqnel (as -'amplifyrng_reports.").orattern.livefy tV *.."iof the'icode for radar reports of Surfate Contacts"-({.9;{. Articl'e
tia91. -fnfu 

t".ra" is the surface counterpart of tf,e air -reporting code (Artdcle 1484), and is
pa*id"frrfy suilable when therb are sev6ral largets rya.l repo5t._ It includes a.number of
lnplifying sigttJr, and the necessary control sign-als. It also includes certain directing signals
(see para. 742).

L40. Positio?ts ate sie71alled in the normal mzlnner except when co-operating with other
services or when shore radlr reports are also being used. In tf,is case, a grid system is normally
used.
Methotl trsetl lor reBorting

141. Unless special arangements.are necessary (T in the..case of.combined.operations,
Cltaptei XVt4 thi normat intErcommunication wa'ie bf the unit is used for reporting surface
d.et6ctions, suliject, of course, to the W/T policy in force.

COI{ItsOLLED SURI'ASE II{IIERCEPUON
L42. As explained b chapter vII, paras. 47:4F,.WS. s9t9 q"Y -b. used to.direct smaller

""rtAilr.g.-.A,/descorts 
or M.d.B.'s1 ori to a_prget not yet detecteil by the small shi.ps'radar.

1.le &ticii"S lftip i" 
"o"togoou 

to a Fighter Pg."*"g ship grd may either use directing signals
from the cod"e in f.S.A, ,qhicte 7488, or plain language, R/T.
. t+3-L44.

I.F.F. AT{D RADAB BEACON STATES AND GUAR'DSIilPS
t+5. The occasions when various I.F.F. antl Radar Beacon States (Policies) should be

ordered or adopted are given it Chaptet XIV.
146. When their use is permitted, the Senior Officer should detail I.F.F. and Radar

Beacon Cuaraships wiihin ""ii, ooit. in the absence of a guard signal, the Senior Officer's
ship will herself assume these duties,

L47. The object of d.etailing guardships in a unit is to avoid unnecessarilY cluttering radar
displays, but shiis otl"i th"" fUE goara;nay switch on their own I.F.F. or Radar Beacon at
any time if it is Considered necessary to do so, e.g.:-

(a) I.F.r.
(i) if the guardships' I.F.F. appears to be defective'
(ii) in nieht action ;
liiij o" pirting comPany temporarily (or permanently)'
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(D) Badil Beacons.
If it is necessary for aircraft to distinguish a particular ship in the unit, a.g. if several

aircraft carriers are operating in compiury.
148. I.F.F. Cotles. Under certain circumstances the Senior Officer may require to

allocate special I.F.F. Codes, uid,e Chafter XIV, faras. 58-60.
L49.

COIiITROIJ OF R,.C.M.
'150. The use of counter-measures to enemy radar (e,g. jamming and " window ") is

described rn Chapter XV, and at sea these are usu-ally confined tb spoiling the enemy's surface
warning (tactical) and gunnery radar.

151. The Senior Ofrcer will be responsible for co-ordinating and controlling tactical
counter-measures. He may also control the operation of jamming sets against enemy gunnery
radar, but if nq orders are received ships may carry out barrage jamming as soon as the enemy
opens fire, as explained inChapter XV; Para. 34, sets being staggered in wavelength.

752-154.

INSTBUOITIONS APPIJOABI;E TO AI,I. RADAR SETS
Most apBroBriate set to be userl

155. When detailed as rad.ar guardship, a ship should use the most appropriate set fitted
whether for high aircraft cover, or low aircraft or surface cover. If the most appropriate set
is not available, the fact shoul.d be reported.

Breakilowns
156. Radar Guardships must report if radar breaks down stating the expected delay in

order that another guardship may be detailed as necessary, to preserve reliable cover.
157. Other ships should not normally report breakdowns at night, or by day if the period

out of action is unlikely to exceed one hour. Judgment in this matter is, however, necessary,
e.g. if the WS set in a iruiser on an extended slreen breaks down at night it may be advisable
to report the fact at oncb, since the efficiency of search is at once reduced and a redisposition
of the screen may be necessary.

Periorls for rest anilroutine maintenance
158. Ships should take the opportunity, when not detailed as guardships, for resting

equipment and personnel and also for carrying out the necessary routine maintenance tests.
In hot climates, a period of rest may also be required to allow radar offices to cool down.

159. As a rule, WS sets should be rested by day and WA sets by night.

Sigpals concendng malar
160. It is advisable td keep in the Operations Room and A.D.R. an extract of the signals

and codes most commonly used in conjunction with radar, aid,e lhe Frontdsfi'ece, Tabl,e I.
Ceasing euarit aluty

161. Radar Guardships may cease guard duty:-
(a) When radar silence is ordered, but in the absence of other ordets, guard duties are

resumed when silence is relaxed.
(6) If ordered to cease watch, or when a signal is received detailing new guardships.
(c) On anchoring or parting company.

Ceasing wate;h
162. Ships not detailed as guardships may cease radar watch on anchoring or, if radar

is not required, on parting company.
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CHAPTER XX

EMPTOYIT{ENT OF RADAR IN zuRBO[JR
EMPI,OYIYIENT OF BADAR, IN DF;FEI{DM EASBOITRS

The responsibility for providing radar cover in defended harbours lies with the R.A.F.
or Army, as described in Chapter XVI, and in the majority of such harbours the shore radar
System is adequate so that radar guardships are not normally required.

2. Time spent in harbour can and should therefcjre be d.evoted, as far as radar is concerned,
principally to inaintenance dnd training, so that when ships proceed to sea their radar will be
working.and will be operated as efrciently as possible.

3. Maintenance and repair work should be put in hand as necessary, but if standard radar
exercises or other exercises involving the use of radar are ordered by the Senior Officer, per-
mission to be excused using radar must previously be requested if necessary.
A.A. euartlship and railar lookout

4. A.A. Gunfire from the fleet is generally used to augment the shore defences, and an
A.A. Guardship is normally detailed. The A.A. Guardship should use her own radar (WA,
WS and T.I. Sets) as an aid to target ind,ication, keeprng all-round watch. This is termed
" Radar Lookout." If the A.A. Guardship's WA radar is out of action due to mainttlnance
requirements, another ship may be detailed to keep a radar lookout for her.

5. Although the Radar Lookout ship has not the full responsibilities of a radar guardship
at sea (Ckafter XIX) she shoqld report to the Senior Officer if one or more groupl of unidentified
aircraft are detected. provided that :-

(a) They are not the subject of a Current Air warning or notice from the shore organisation.
(D) Their movements indicate possibility of hostile intent.
6. If the Senior Ofrcer is connected by LIT and if time pennits, he should generally check

the report with the local Sector or Gun Operations Room before taking fuither action, as the
S.O.R. should be acquainted with the air situation as a whole including the movements oftn*#t#I:t"na 

u"rro". and the necessity of confirming hostile identity, the warning given
by ships in clefended harbours is likely to be short. The use of the siren or gunfire to attract
attention is useful.
Other ships-- 5:lOif,.r ships will not normally keep radar watch in harbour, but in the event of air-raid
warning or notice " Yellow " appropriate radar should be switched on if available.
EAABOIIRS IYEERE IHE SHOR'E RADAR WARIIIIiIG SYSTEM Ifl INCOMPLEEE

9. In harbours where the shore radar system does not give adequate cover, it may be
neceSsdry for ships'radar to augment it, and in this case radar guardships should be detailed-

10. It will generally be best for the radar guardship or ships to work directly with and
under the control of the local Sector Operations Room, communicating by L/T if possible.
Reports to the S.O.R. should be made in " Combined Air Warning Code " using grid positions.

11. In addition, however, reports should be made to the Senior Offrcer as in fara. 5.
IIIIDET'EI{DED EABBOUNS

72. In harbours where there is no effrcient shore radar warning system, air and surface
cover must be provided by ships present.

13. The organisation and control shogld be the s:une as that used at sea (Chafter XIX'1
except that there will be greater emphasis on the need for rest and maintenance. For this
reason, ships to be detailed as radar gqardships should receive as much warning as possible,
and ships should not normally keep watch unless detailed for guard duties.
SEfiIilTY

14. In harbour it is not usual to impose any restrictions on the use of radar or the associated
reporting waves. In special cases, such as a nbw or advanced base, the need for security (with
a corresponding loss of radar cover) may have to be considered, and if restrictions are necessary
the Senior Ofrcer will promulgate a Radar Policy.
BEREIIING OF SHIPS TO AVOID I/IIID ECHOES AI{D BIJANIiING

15. Land echoes in harbour are always likely to be troublesome, and this factor must
always be considered when selecting or berihing radar guardships.

16. Where land echoes are bad, it may be necessary to resort to the use of one or more
types 277 elevated as necessary (Ckapter X, para. 45), and it may be necessary for WA sets to
keep watch on short scde (Chaflter X, Para. 44).- 17. Where surface cover ii required, e.g. against E-boat attack, radar guardship-s must
also be berthetl sb as to avoid being blanke-d by other ships in the anchorage. In addition,
reliability of surface cover will not be attainecl ii small crafl, ships boats, etc., not fitted with
I.F.F. are allowed to move about the anchorage at night, and suitable restrictions should be
imposed.
AIRCRAF'T PLOTS

18. Tt will be of assistance, particularly to guardships, if the general configuration of the
land and the grid system in force ashore are superimposed on aircraft plots in harbour.
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CIIAPIER XXI

PERSONNET AND INTERNAT ORGANISATION, IT{AINTENANCE
SECT,IRITY

STAT'US At{D DIITIES OF OTEICIERS AIiiD N,AIINGS
1. The fitting of radar in the Fleet has calied for progressively larger numbers of watch-

keeping ratings, who were provided initially as a " Radar Operator " branch and formed a
specialised section of the Communications Branch. Owing to the large numbers involved,
and the fact that little watchkeqping is carried out in harbour, it became apparent that harbour
employment on other duties than radar was essential and accordingly, in November, 1942, all
new entries to the branch were trained as seamen. In February, 7943, the branch started, re-
organisation on a seaman basis, and in October, L9+3, * was decided to introduce the non-
substantive rates of Radar Control rating and Radar Plot rating, which became effective on
lst March, 1944.

2. Ths decision to reform the branch on a proper searnan basis, with " Radar Control "
and " Radar Plotting " non-substantive rates, was also due to the following considerations :-

(a) The flat rate of 3d. a day radar allowance for all ratings ofiered little inducement to
advancement though this was offset somewhat by the rapid advancement of ratings to Leading
Seaman Radar and P.O.'Radar.

(D) Operators tended to lack "sea-sense " vrhich showed itself particulariy in their
difficulty in appreciating the difference between tme and relative bearings when making
reports.

p) Finally-and most important-experience with the old " aircraft plot " had shown the
value of the men at both ends of a telephone having an equally good appreciation of the capa-
bilities and limitations of radar, and WA operatbrs were becoming widely employed as aircraft
plotters for this reason. It was considered that, on the warning sicle, the same argument
applied to WS sets and the " Tactical Plot. " On the gunnery side, the fre control organisations
were becoming increasingly dependent on radar information, and indeed the. majority of
ranging, training and spotting displays are now fitted in the T.S., H.A.C.P. or director and not
in the iadar office at all. ft was clear that there was every advantage in having the same
breed of rating to work (for example) the spotting plot and the radar spotting display, and
that they should be interchangeable.

TIIE R,.C.-R,.P. BBAIIGTI
3. In some ways it might have been desirable to have had a rating who was trained in

radar and all of its associated functions, but lack of training time and the limitationS of the
human bqain clearly precluded, this. It was decided instead that ratings should divide into two
nsn-substantive branches, viz. z-

(a) Raila,r Conhol (R.C.) ratinss, to man
(i) AlI gunnery radar sets.
(ii) Certain positions in the T.S., H.A.C.P., and T.L Room.

(6) Raila,r Plot (R.P.) ratings, to man
(i) Ail warning radarsets.
(ii) Plotting and internal communication positions in the Action Information centre

(except the T.I. Room). .

4. This is now the established policy. New entry ratings, having qualifred in Seamanship,
undergo an initial basic radar course on either warning or fire control rada.r sets. They then
carry out a further course in Plotting or Gunnery schools and qualify as R.P.3 or-R.C.3 non-'
substantive ratings" Thereafter, tbeir progress is on exactly parallel lines to other seamen
with non-substantive rates, e.g. A.A. or Q:R.; that is to say, an R.C.3 rating may advance
to R.C.2, R.C.1 ancl Gunners Mate subjeci to passing the necessary examinations at the Radar
and Gunnery schobls (or in sdme cases afloat). On the substantive side the progress to higher
rate is also identical, i.a. subject to passing ihe necessary seamanship examinations, etc., the
avenue is open to Leacling Seaman, P.O., C.P.O. and to Warr4nt and Commissioned rank. .

Full d.etails'are contained ilt e.f'.O.'i and in B.R. 1066. )
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The changeover foom the okl to the new sJrstem
5. The changeover from the old system is being carried out by allocating provisional

R.C. or R.P. rates tb ratings of the old ridar branch according to whether their initial training
and subseguent experience was in gunnery or warning radar. Confirmation in non-
substantive rate is subject to a course it ttre Radar and Gunnery (or Plotting) Schools. In
addition, of course, it is necessary to qualify a very large n-umber of ratings in seamanship.
fn practice a rating may qualify in sqamanship before receiving non-substantive confirmation,
or ttice aersa, andhis prbgiess in conversion mly therefore take one of two patbs as illustrated
in the following example:-

(A)
Qual,ifies in

Seamanskip fi,rst

or (B)
Qwaffies in Fire

. Control' first

elu*l *...
I

nship Cowse

L. Sea J..., ,",
I

Fire Contral Course

L. Sea R.C.2
I

I
NEW SYSTEM

In two stages therefore he has dropped the title " Radar " and assumed the full non-
substantive rate of R.C.z. Full details for each rating, and the procedure in the case of
failures, are contained in A.F.O.'s and in BR 1066.
How executive anil speeialist ofrcers can help

6. It is of great importance to get the new twin branch on its feet as soon- as possible,
and in,particulai to expedite the changeover process in the case of ratings of the former radar
branch. Executive and specialist officers can assist in this by:-

(a) pressing on with seamanship courses;
(b) encouraging men to quatify on board for the 3rd class non-substantive rate, where

this is allowed ;
(c) ensuring that the most suitable men are recommended for high non-substantive rate ;

and are released for shore courses as nec'essary
Men rmable to tunr over to the new branch

7. In the early days of the radar branch the eyesight requirements were not so string_ent
, as they are for the seaman branch and for this and other reasons it happens tha! -a number- 
of the old branch are ineiigible for transfer to the new. These ratings form ,a special_ case and
will contiirue to be known as L. Seaman (Radar), P.O. (Radar), etc., with the addition of
" R.C." or " R.P." as appropriate after quelification in Fire Control or Plotting. They will
not qualify in seamanblip, and will therefore not become full seamen.
Aating oBerators

S. tn the circumstances explained rn para. 22 certatn srnall ships may employ lctr,ng
radar operators for watchkeeping purPoses. Such_ ratin-gs do not foIT P"f-t of the R.C.-
R.P. brinch but they are clear$ a good source from which they can later join it, i{ recommended.

R,ADIO DIECHAMCS
9. Radar operators are primarily operational and not technical. In order to undertake

maintenance ofittre extreme[r complicated apparatus used in radar, as well as for-WiT, the
Radio Mechanic Branch was-formed. As with operators, it was necessiuy to subdivide the
branch and ratings are at present trained in the following categories:-

B : Radar in big ships.
W : WT and Ra-dar in small ships (up to date their'radar duties have predominated),

and Fighter Direction RiT equipment in larger ships.
S : WT in shore stations.

OLD SYSTEM

L. Sea (Radar) trained' in gwnnery rate became,
automatically:-

L. Sea (Radar) R.C. (P):(Provisional)

t'
Fire Control Cowrse

L. Sea

Seama
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10. It is under consideration to regroup the categories as follows:-
WiT : flT in ships and shore stations.R, : Radar in big ships.
TllR = W/T and Radar in small ships.
11. In the former case the higher ratingb, or a proportion of them, undergo a course in

!h9 '-' opposite " subject and are thgl grven the category .( C," e.T., C.P.O. Radio-Mechanic (C).
. In the latter case it is under consideration to confinb the rating of Chief Radio Mechanic'tb
WIT or Radar, in which case the opposite subject will not be tairght.

12. A Radio Mechanic is an artisan and goes to sea as a Leading rate. After a year's
experience, and subject to a certificate of efrciencyfrom a qualified Communications or Radar
Offi.cer, he may be rated Acting Petty Officer and confirmed after a further year. It is under
consideration to reorganise the Radio Mechanic branch on the same lines as other artisans
by the introduction of 5th class, acting 4th class, 4th class, etc., and Chief Radio Mechanic.

13. It should be appreciated that owing to the short time available for training in war
time, and the fact that most mechanics had no connection with radio before they entered,
the Radio Mechanic is not a radio engineer and lacks practical experience at sea. His duties
are primarily to carry out routine maintenance tests, fault finding, and fault mending: in
these duties he is the radar offi.cer's assistant. It should be noted that the Radio Mechanic
(W) (or WR in future) is usually on his own and without the immediate guidance of a Radar
Officer ; the responsibilities of this category are therefore considerable.

R,ADAR OIE'ICERS
14. Radar Ofrcers were originally trained and provided to make radar work, i.a., primarily

as tecbnical officers, but owing to the widespread lack of knowledge about radar in the fleet
radar officers afloat soon added a much more operational role to their duties, as advisers on
the use of radar. In this they have done much valuable service, but the lime will come (if
it has not come already) when the specialist " users " of radar (G, N, F.D., A/S, and T) must
take direct control of the application and development of radar in their particular sphere:
indeed, delay in assumption of this duty is likely to have ill effects, for ra-dar is not itself a
weapon but rather an importa.nt adjunct to nearly all weapons.

15. The tendency therefore will be for radar ofrcers to resume their original technical
function, acting of course as technical advisers to the " user " branehes and belng responsible
also for the purely technical side of the training of operators and their supervision in radar
ofrces, and for the trairiing and supewision of radio mechanics.

16. Ultimately, also, radar ofrcers will doubtless become responsible for the technical
working and maintenance of all radio equipment, d.e., both for communications flT and radar
equipment, and will thus become " Radio Officers." A start towards this objective has
already been made (aid,e A.F.O.'s), but its full realisation is dependent on being able to give
Radar Ofrcers the necessary training to fit them for the additional responsibilities.

L7.In the meanwhile the exact proportion of a radar offcer's radar duties, as between
" operational " and " technical," will depend upon personalities and the extent to whibh the
" users " can incorporate radar in their organisations.

18. As with mechanics, the wdr-time training of radar officers is ali too short, and ex-
perience has to be gained at sea. After qualification it is usual for officers to join, and stay
in, one of the following categories:-

(a) Large ships, starting as 2nd radar officer
(D) Escort gxoups.
{c) Coastal Forces.
(d) Ship'fittins.
19. In small ships who do not carr5z a qualified radar ofhcer it is the practice to detail

an off.cer to act as " Radar Ofrcer " to co-ordinate the use of radar and look after the ratings.
20.In fleets and in certain squadrons a qualified radar officer is appointed as Fleet (or

Squadron) Radar Officer. This officer's duties are also subject to the remarks in faras. 74
to -26, brrt in addition he has to undertake co-ordination of radar policy and use, and exercises.

COMPIJnMENTS, STATIONING, AIID DIVISIIONAL, ORGANISATIO$
Raila,r oBerato$

2L. The complemetrts of R.C. and R.P. ratings allowed are laid down in C.A.F.O's.
They are based on the following considerations :-

(a) At act'ion. It is necessary to man fully all warning and gunnbry radar sets and in
addition the necessary Fire Control and A.I.C. positions.

{b) At crudsdng and, defenie stalions warning radar sefs must be manned continuously for
long periods and three watches 4re required. (The minimum number per watch is
two so that operators and loggers can change round every half hour to avoid eye-
strain). Gunnery radar sets on the other hand are not used continuously and are
therefore generally manned in two watches in conformity with their associated fire
control organisation. Close range (GC) gunnery radar sets are not manned: this
provides a number of R.C. ratings who are available as watchkeepers on the warningt sets.
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22. Attention is drawn to the fact that the onus of apptying for R.C. and R.P. ratings
now lies on the ship, and operators are not provided automatically as.-heretofore. The -pro-
ced.ure is to work oitl tire nllmber of ratings illowed (a) at action and pl at cruising stations.
The larger number is the authorised complJment, and if (D) exceeds (s) R:P. ratings are allowed
in lieu 6f " Seaman (other) " except in -small ships where on account of space considerations
acting operators are employed and paid.

23. Divisional organisation antl nessing. Formerly radar operators formed P{t-of the
Communications Diviiion, or formed a separate Division under either the Radar Ofrcer or
an executive oficer. Wittr tne inaugurati6n of the new scheme it is logical lhat $.C.. ratings
should be split amongst the seamen- divisions and mess with the other rating:s in {!e5 fire
control team. Sit"dly R.P. ratings should mess with the other seameh of their division;
if possible their mess sliould be neai the A.I.C. and ivarning radar oftces.

Ratlio Mechanics
24. Ratlio mechanic complements are laid down in C.A.F.O's. With the increasing com-

plexity and numbers of radai sets fitted a considerable increase in complements may become
necessary.

?5. At action stations radio mechanics should be split up between the principal radar
ofrces and positions, whence they can proceed to other poJitions if required. TSpical positions
would be R.D.R., WA set, WS iet, WC (T.I.) set, and GS set.

26. As artisans, radio mechanics should mess in the artisans' meit.

Raitar Ofrcers
27. Radar Officer comBlemeuh are laid down in C.A.F.O's. In larger ships, where an'

R.D.R. is fitted, the RadarOffcer's normal action station will be in this position. Alterna-
tively he may be in the most imporiant radar of&ce, according t9 lhe operation in progress.
It is-importairt however that the-Radar Officer should not be tied down t_o lnY one'position,
e.g., by-carrying out heightfinding or ptotting duties, since he may be needed in another part
of the ship should technical trouble occur.

28. Where a second radar officer is carried he should preferably be stationed at action
in a position remote Jrom the first.

MIfICEIITA!{IEOUS PO$ITS ABOIIT OPERAIORS
Ilarbour iluties

29. At sea all radar operators will be engaged in watchkeeping. In harbour it will be to
the general advantage, aJpreviously explained, that they shou$ be-employed as much as
possible as searhen. lt witt, however, be necessary to dltail a number for cleanin_g, repair and
^maintenance duties, to worl under the radar ofrier. This standing party is analogous to th'e
Torpedo party, and it is false economy to reduce its size or withhold it from its duties under
normal conditions.

0leanliness oI offiees
30. Ratlar eguipment is now sufficiently stabilised to render_ it_unnecessary for-,radar

ofrces to be less clean than any others, and dirt and dust have a bad electrical as well as a
bad psychological effect on pdrformance and operation. Radar ofrces should always be
included in " Rounds."

**lTH::"11"*T lit*u maintenanpe is the actuar perfornance oJradar "g"ir,rt-t*g.t,of various size, and the operator is in the best position for observing this. Operators should
therefore be firlly converiant with.the performance to be expected from their set and en-
couraged to repoil when this performance is not being achieved (aswell as when it is exceeded).
The tirget figires for each set 1a;Ae ApPendix I should be kept displayed in the-radar office
except *hen-dockyard workrnen, etc., are present. Details of ranges, type_an_d height, etc.,
of ta:rgets actually detected should be note-d in the operator's Iog (Chapter XXII) for future
record and analysis.

Effect of rarla,r watehkeeBing. Eyesight tests
32. Constant alert watchkeeping imposes a considerable mental and physical strain,

and for this reason operators should not -ontinuously watch a 1a{a1 dlsplay for more than
half an hour in normal circumstances, but should change round with the logger or communica-
tion number.

33. Provided this is done there is no danger of eyestrain. As an additional precaution,
radar operators should be given eyesight tests half yearly as iaid down in A.F.O's'

34. The superstition, at one time widespread, that radar waves act to the detriment of
manly attributes is without foundation.

3s-39.
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.52. Although the primary duty of the shore organisation is first fitting of eq-uipment,
their services are available and should be called upon to deal with defects or maintenance
problems outside the capacity of ship stafi. It shoirld be remembered that the shore orgal-
isations, by the variety bf their work, are likely to attain a higher technical standard than is
possible in ships: no reluctance should therefore be felt in asking for their services if it is
deemed necessary.

53. In addition to the fitting organisations above, the majority of srnall ships such as
destroyer flotillas and escort groups have their centralised maintenance organisations, either
in a depot ship or ashore (where in some cases they are combined with the Port fitting organ-
isation).

Perlomance is the real test
54. Finaliy it'should be stressed again that in spite of the necessity for routine tests and

the benefit that is gained from performance meters (where fitted) the final test of efrciency
is the performance achieved. It is essential therefore for mechanics, no less than operators,
to know the target performance figurei given in Afpend,ix I.

55-s9.

SECURITY
Secruity classifioatious

60. The normal security classifications for radar equipment,
spondence are summarised below. Where co[rmon sense indicates
permissible, such grading should be applied.

A. EquiBment
Types of eqwipmenL

1. Equipment under development ...
N ormal' S ecurity grading.

Seuet. If however the equipment will per-
form an operational function for which
radar has not previously been used, it may
in exceptional cases be graded ToB Seeret.

( @) n known by the enemy to be in our'{ possession-Resfuicteil.
L (D) if this fact may not be known--Secret.

publications and corre-
that a lower grading ip

2. Equipment in service, induding trainers Notgrtly Confialential, but may be Reshictetl
and test gear. only if the equipment is known to have

been captured by the enemy.

3. Enemy equipment

B. Publications anal Correspontlence
1. Publications on the use of radar, technical The same grading as the equipment to which

"handbooks, and performance frgures. they rgfe1, i.e., norma)ly $eqe!. tof. gqqiP:
ment under development and Oonfiilential
for equipment in service. .

2. Operating and servicing instructions which Reshicteil.
do not include details of application or
performance.

3. Correspondence and reports As for B 1 as far as radar is concerned, but
if they are part of a report (e.g., of action)
a higher gratling may be necessary.

Destruction ol ratlar eguiBment anrl Bublications in emergency
61. In emergency, every endeavour must be made to destroy radar equipment and

publications in oider to avoiil useful information faling into the hands of the enemy. Pub-
iications (including radar operators' logs) should be burnt.

62. Equipment should also be destroyed by fire if possible, or alternatively dismantled
and the coirp-onents thrown overboard sep-aratety in dgep water. It is important-!-o deny the
enemy of knowledge of wavelengths and lpecial techniques. Consequently, special attention
.shodh be given tdaerials, wave-guides, #avemeters and components such as magnetrons of
whose details and manufacturing techfique the enemy may not be aware.

63, I.F.F. sets fitted in naval ships smaller than Corvettes are prwided with destructors
which should, if necessary, be operatet as described in CB. 04092144 Section 14.
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STANDARD RADAB EKEROTSES
15. A number of set-piece standard exercises are contained.in BR-" Radar Exercises "-

and are classified as follows:-
A series-Aircraft warning, plotting, and reporting exercises.
S series-surface warning, plotting, and reporting exercises'
H series-Heightfinding calibrations and exercises.
J series-Coun't"r-m"tslure and anti-jamming exercises.

16. Some of these exercises are suitable for use in harbour in which case they are normally
arranged by the Senior Ofrcer. A11 ships are required to take part unless pe.rmission to be

"*"o.Ed 
h"ipreviously been obtained on aicount of iuaintenance work, ammunitioning ship, etc.

17. The remaining exercises are desigaed for use at sea and can conveniently be carried
out while on passage.

18' rt should be emphasised that the primary object of the exercises in B'R'-is to
perfect the " mecJranics "-of plotting and reforting, so that radar may play its part efficiently
in tactical and aircraft exercises, and later in action.

Practice firings
19. The associated radar wiil naturally be used during p119!ice €ring9., but opportunity

should also be taken to exercise " stand-b1i " sets such as itre WA set or other gunnery radar
seti in ranging and, if possible, radar spotting.

20. It is also wise to exercise other forms of radio transmission during part of the firing,
c,g., by making a dummy enemy report and by transmittilg on the fire control wave, and on
n]f. "fUs brftgs to liglit any rirutiial interferlnce and enables remedial measures to be taken
during the dress rehearsal stage.

21, To enable radar to be fully exercised during gunnery flrings, targets have to be fitted
with special reflectors. Battle Prictice Targets n/Uattoond with corner reflectors suspended
from fhem. Sleeve targets are fiited with -metal-lined or wire *.* :' 1"9. " which. enable
i"og". to be taken of ihe sleeve instead of the towing target. Details are contained in
c.8.4112(1)

" Ai[ hoo " etercises
22. Numerous other occasions arise when radar teams can be exercised' These include :-
(a) Inclination exercises.
(b) When another sbip or convoy is met.
(ci When an A/S air escort or escorting fighters are in company.
(d) During dummy bombing attacks.
?3. ln harbour the normal local air activity will often provide good practice in aircraft

detection and ptotting, and target indication.

R,EMABKS ON VAB,IOUS E'OB'MS OT'F,XEROTSES
Aircratt wa,ming anil ptotting' 24. There is usually a very wide difference between the number of aircraft available for
exercises and the large iorces, -both friendly and hostile, that come under detection during a
ti! oferation. The risult is that the raid handling capacity of the fleet's plottingorganisation

"fa fr" "."...ary control on the radar reporting iave are iometimes found wanting in action
25. To counteract this in exercises, it should be arranged that selected thip! have read,y.

" 
oo*b", of do**y t ports which are uied to keep the trafrc up to a high level and occasionally

to deliberately confuse the situation
26. One of the chief lessons to be instilled during these exercises is that ships must not

transmit stale reports. The exercises are also_of great.vdue T glvtnq exp-erience to the con-
6ili"t rhitatt6'remarks on control by an indepe-ndent experienced ship should be called for
where possible.

Sruiace waming anil Ptotting
27. Theremarks above apply also to surface warning and plotting, though in a lesser

degree on account of the smafei iumbers and slower speeds involved.
28. During surface warning and plotting exercises, it should if-possibie be.arranged that

the iarget *oi"r out of d.etect'ion ra'ng9 frdn time to time, in order to -exercise picking up
pto."arit. including quick estimation 6f a new target's course and. speed'

29. Once confidence in the surface warning and plotting organisation has been obtained
bv simole exercises, it has been found valuab6 to carry ou{ " Night Encounter exercises -bYA;; l; *hi"n tn. units are manceuvred entirely on 

-radar information, from the Bridge
Fi6tti"Jno"*. The " visibility " and effective blind gunfire range are communicatbd before
the exercise starts.
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CHAPTER XXM

RADAR OPERATING PROCEDTJRE AT{D DRILT
'No organisation can run eff.ciently withou! good drill. It is necessary .to insist on

correct radlar operating procedurc (i.e., drill), both !Y operators ancl..b51 the. controlling
posiiions.* Shtk or iico-rrect drill iryiU slow irp reporting and will usually lead to error and
confusion.

2. Radar operating procedure is laid down in:-
B.R.-Operating froced.ure for uarning r!.d,!.1-@brch will:qpg."qg^q.8. 41804).
B.R. gB:4-DrliU yo, gwnnei.y rad,ar sets (which superseded C.B. 41808).

3. The following summary of the main poilts to rememb-er refers to warning sets. The
r"*. pti".ipio "ppiy to gu'rinery radar sets, but additional control orders ate ased, vid'e
Table 3 and B.R. 984.

CTOSING IIP
4. When ordered to close up the operator warms up his_ s-qt (which takes from 5 to 20

mio-uies, depending on the typ6), testi communicationi and lines- up ins!rum91!s. When
r""Ay, fre ieports".6 Reaily -t^i 'operate." The Control Officer then orders '( Com.nence
;Bg;ifiogl, 

- 
fro trar,smisii6tr ii to i"t e place until this order has been given, or unless ordered

to " Test foalrsmitting;."

IIIIFOR,IYIATION TO BE GIVEN TO THE R,ADAR, OT5,ICE
5. At the same time the Control Offrcer must give the following information to the radar

ofrce:-
(a) Ihe tme of sweep to be carried out, whether all round or sector, An all round sweep' ' is thi norrral and is assumed in the absence of other orders'
(D) |[he rate of Sweep if other than normal. Norrnal rates of sweep are:-

WA sets, tYpe 79 ? t'P'^'' 281 2 r.p.m. (4 r.P.m, when conduct-
ing fighter interception).

ws sets, type27tl2l3 without P.P.I. B t.P.*. (t r.p.-+. inpugh weattrer
when searching for small tar-
gets).

27Ll2l3 with P.P.I. 1 t.P.*.
277 ' 6 r'P.m'

WC sets, type 2761293 used for warning -. !12 r'p'm'
27d1293 used for target indication 15 r.p.m.
29L' 1 r.P.m.

k) the scale to ffie if other than normal. Normal scales are:-
WA sets Long scale'
WS sets in large shiPs 75,000 Ycls'" WS sets in A/5 escolts ... 15,000 Vdt._yitq an occasional

sweep on 75,000 yds.
WC sets ''': 75,000 Ycls'

(d) fhe pulse length to use if other than normal. Warning sets normally use long pulse
lensth." Nott to (a\-(d,). " Normal sweep and settings " sh99l$ be orde'ld !v the con-
flelling positibir *ir.o ro desired. fhe occasions on which L-t-*"y be desirable to
deparffiom normal sweep or settings are explained' n Part II'

(r) The ratlar Bolicy tor interrogators, r'.a., whethe,r, interrogation may be carried out
' ' automatiofly oi only by order from the controlling position'
(f) Information on the situation which will help the operator to show an intelligent
"' """t".i"tion of the situation and therefore in turn help the Controlling Officer. In-

idrination should include the position and movements of ship-:- T cgm-pany (or the
iearing timits of the Convoy),'whether any.s-h1n19r lq{ "{. likely to be met with,
.trd d."t"itr of the zig-zag if iir- force. Even if P.P.L is fitted, t{9. oper.at91 should be
lrovided with a smafl niooring board on which the ielative position 9f tltipt in com-
b"r,y c"o be plotted. Ships iricompany 1nq otber known.qUjqg!. in-steady proximity
i.oiit "r A/$patrol aircrfrt showin-g I:F.F.), when olce id9-ntifi9d !V t"gO, are not
ieported uhteis ordered. or unless the operator considers that fresh and important
circumstances make a report necessary.

* The Controlling Positions are :-
For aircraft warning ... A.D.R'
For surface warning" ... Operatioas Room (O.R.) or alternatively the bridge in

mall ships.
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FIRST R,EPOR,T OF AN ECHO
6. The essence of a first report is speed rather than accuracy, and details are confined to

bearing and distance, a.g.t
" Echo bearing tuo seaen ok, d,istance twenty (or forty thousand,)."

Notes :-
(a) the- distance is,reported in miles when the scale is graduated in miles (e.g., WA sets),

and is reported. as a range in yards when the scale is graduated in yards (a.g., in WS
and WC sets). (In gunnery radar sets, the range is reported in hundreds of yards
as a three 6gure group, e.g.; " Ok Jhte tkree.")

(D) the classification of echo may alsb be given in a first report if it is at once obvious,
e,9., an aircraft.

7. Unless the radar policy restricts the use of interrogators, the operator will then, in
the case of a new echo, train the interrogator and transmit for 10 seconds, reporiing either" Showing I.F.F. Qsils-" or " Nol showi,ng I.F.F."
AMPIJFYING R,F;POR,TS

8. The first report must be repeated. back by the control position, and will be followed
as soon as practicable by an amBlitying report, the characteristics of which are:-

(a) Greater accuracy of bearing and range.
(D) Inciusion of subsidiary information such as classification of the echo, numbers of

aircraft, and approximate height (see however fara. 25).
9. The words " bearing," " distance " and " range " are omitted in an ampli{ying peport,

of which the following is an example:-
" Echo two seaen three-nineteen-grou! of aircraft-height, one thousanil."

OR,DERS BY TgE CO$TTROIJLING POSITION AfiIER, RESEBT OF A FIRST REPORT
10. After repeating back the first report, the controlling position will normally wait for

the first amptifying report, which is made as soqn as possible.
L1. If no specific orders are given, the operator will continue to make amplifying reports

at intervals of about two minutes. The exact interval will, however, depend on the number
of other echoes under report,.and also on the distance (near or far) at which the echo was
first detected and its speed ol approach

12. Alternatively, the controlling position may order the operator to 3( watch " or " holtlo"
if more detailed or more continuous information is required, or to 36 (lisregartl."
66 Watch )'

13. ('Watch " is an ord.er to pay particular attention to an echo and report it in detait
on each occasion oI sweeping past when using hancl training and " A " display. When using
P.P.I. display, the echo is reported about once a minute, or more frequently if orderetl.

14. The order to " watch " does not however in any way alter the type or rate of sweep
in force.

15. While an echo is being " watched. " or " held " it is referred to as a '6 Ta,rget." If
severa^l echoes are being watched they are called c'Target Ar" " Target Bri' and so on, these
letters being allocated by the g6nh6lling position.

16. It is not practicable for more than about 6 reports to b9 made per minute. The
controlling position must therefore exercise discrimination between which echoes are to be
watched and which are to be reported normaliy. Too many " ta:gets " will leave no time
to observe and report other echoes.

17. When particuiar interest in a target no longer remains, the operator should be ordered
to " cease watcbing" (if normal reports only are required), or to 3'tlisregaril" (see fiara. 27).

'6 Holtl "
18. 36 Holtl " is an order to concentrate attention on a particular target and. pass reports

as frequently as practicable.
19. The order to hold means that the sweep is intermpted and the aerial kept trained on

the target until further orders, and consequently all round. warning and P.P.I. display is lost.
A target should therefore only be held under very exceptional circumstances, e.g., a U-boat
at close range, when following a target to extreme range, or when using'the WS set for gunnery
ran8ug.

20. When a target need no longer be held. the order (6 Resume Sweep " should be given.
The last ordered type end rate of sweep is then carried out.
66 Disregartl "

2L. lf. an echo is of no further interest the operator should be ordered to 6'Disrega,rd"
in which case he will cease reporting it and told the reason (a.g,, "Eddystone Lightho.use'l).
The operator should howevef resume reporting if, owing to an important change- in the
behavibur of the echo, he considers it shouldbe reported again (e.g., " Eddystone Lighthouse "
starts closing at 300 knots).
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OTEEB ORDERS AIID &EPORTS WHICH MAY BE GIVET{ OB RECETVED
's Investigate "

22. 3( lnvesfiga1r-" is an order to cargr out a special search over a particular sector,
e.9., it the approach of E-boats from a particular direction is suspected. Example:-

" Inaestigate oh two oh to ok fowr oh."
23. Naturally, all round warning is lost and with spinning sets (e.g., type 277) hand train-

ing must be adopted.* FulI P.P.I. display is lost, but the P.P.I. may still be of sgme value.
The speed of sweep should be as fast as possible if P.P.I. is used, but slower than normal if
" A " display is used.

24. Tbe operaJor will continue to investigate between the bearings ordered until ordered
to resume sweep, reporting " Arc Inaestigated " after the first investigation and subsequently
at intervals
63 Interrogate.

25. Norrnally the operator will interrogate a new echo automatically on first detection,
vdd'e para. 7. If however the use of interrogators is restricted for.security reasons, the Con-
trolling Officer must ord.er " interrogate " when required, in the light gf the tactical situation
and weighing the advantage and disadvantage of transmitting on the interrogator
(Chapter XIX).
" Ileighi "

26. As soon as aircraft are fi.rst detected, the operator will when possible report an
approximate height. If a series of more accurate heights of a particular target are required,
e.9., for fighter direction, the operator or Height Filtering Position (if fitted) must be told to
pass in 66 Heighfu of Target-", and will then endeavour to do so at intervals of.2-3 minutes.

27. It must be appreciated that unless a sector display panel is frtted, the requirement
for,accurate height involves [s]:ling the target for considerable periods i{ using WA t}?e 79/8,
and thus reducing the efficiency of all-round warning. Heights of more than two targets
should. not therefore normally be asked for at the same time. With \MA type 281/B fairiy
accurate heightfinding can be carried out without stopping the sweep providecl the sweep rate
does not exceed. 2 t.p.m.

28. TbLe operator should be instructed 6'Ta,rget...Cease heightriniting " when heights are
no longer required.
36 Targiet lrost,,

29. The operator will report dr Targiet L,ost ,' with the bearing and range when d.etection
is no longer possible. When 6saling with a small fluctuating echo such as a U-boat at extreme
range, the operator may report " larget regained, " if it is clearly the same target, otherwise
he will make a fresh " First report."
CEASING OPERATING AIID CTOSING DO1IIN

30. The control offrcer will ord,er 6( Cease oBerating " when radar is not imnediately
reqgired, but the oftce is to remain manned with the set kept warmed up and ready to operate.
The order 66 Close dowrx " should be given when radar is no longer required and the operator
can fall out.

EGHOES TO BE RAPORTED
31. The operator must report all echoes detected except :-
(a) Ships.in_company, and other targets referred toinpara. S (/), once these have been

id.entified.
(D) Echoes which he has been tolil to " Disregard " (but see para. 27).
If there are so many echoes that the operator is unable to report them all at reasonable

intervals, he should report the fact and should be given instructions on which echoes to
concentrate.

MISCEUTJANEOUS POIMS
Acloowletlging anil reBeating back orilers

32. ThLe following ghould always be repeated back :-
(a) First reports.
(D) Control orclers.

Other.information should be acknowledged only.
33. The radar office may be addressed either by type number or by classification, a.g.,

" A.D.R.-WA."
" O.R. -WS." or " Bidge-271,"

* Note. Some sets (e.9. WS types 268 and SL) have no hand control, and ii is therefore not possible'to " Investigate."
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Classilication of echoes-assistance to operators
34. If operators are to acquire skill in classifying echoes, it is essential that controlling

positions should inform them oI the exact nature of the target when this eventualiy becomes
known. This is particularly important as regards numbers of aircraft in a group.

35. The height of aircraft when sighted should also be communicated, for comparison
with the last radar height estimation.

Switching off I.F.F. dudng interrogation
36. If own ship's I.F.F. interferes with efficient operation of !!e Interiogator, as some-

timds happens, the-operator has authority to switch off I.F.F. whilst actually interrogating.

OBerators'log
37. A record of all orders received and reports made is entered in the Operators' Log

'ithich is kept by the operator not actually reacling the trace at the time. Details are ion-
tained in RadaiOperating Procedure. Diill for Waming Sets. Efficient- ope-ration-of the
set and efficient rtiLrorting must, however,'take precedence over entering details in the 1og.

38. The log must be signed by the operator at the end of each trick, and should be
inspected periodically:
fundng over a watch

39. At the end of a watch the operator is responsible for t-urning- ov9-r to his relief the
general instructions and information hi has received- (fara. 5) and any detailed orders (watch,
disregard, etc.) about echoes under detection.

Raila,r offiee olocls, gf,ro compass reBeaters and reuiote tlisplays
40. Radar office clocks and gyro compass repeaters should be checked with the con-

trolling positions at the beginning:6f each ivatch. "fhc aerial alignment of Remote displays
should similarly be checked.

Fe
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CHAPIER XXIV

REPORTS ON MDAR
Reports on radar divide themselves into two kinds:-
(a) Operation&lo i.e., reports cteaiing with the use of equipment in action and in exercises.
(b) Technical, i.e., reports dealing with defects and maintenance problents, and suggesting

improvements.
2. Although the forwarding of reports is often irksome, their timely lecgipt is of-great

importance and it can be stateii that -even if they are not always answered they_ are a$ays
read, and action taken rvhere possible. The general disseminatiou of information such as
is contained in this book, " Fighting Ex.perierice," anci the various Radar Bulietins must
be based on reports from sea ; while-acti6n experience must form the basis when formulating
new radar stafr reguirements and deciding upon rvhich radar projects our finite development
staff should concentrate.

3. On the purely technical side, the rectification of faults and provision of extra spafgs
again depends upon-information reaching Admiraity and A.S.E., while ships are often able
to suggest minof improvements which can be incorporated in standard equipment.

4. It is clear, therefore, that sh.ips have a considerable responsibility for forwarding
reports on radar.

OPERATIONAI, RFBOR,T{I
5. Operational reportg include
(a) Reports on actions and exercises.
(&) Reports on firings.
(c) Special reports.

Action ReBort"s

6. The use made of radar should be included in reports of action, and also reports of large
scale or special exercises. It will often be convenient to group the information together in
an Appendix. The following points should always be covered if applicable:-

(a) Radar policy in force prior to the engagement..
(D) Detailsbf initial detections, with type of sweep in force, and subsequent radar ranges

and bearings as relevant to the narrative.
(c) The use made of other ships' radar information, and remarks on the radar inter-

reporting system.
(d) The functioning of gunnery radar equipment.

!4 fne functioning"of the radar recognition system (Interrogators and I.F'.l..).

Firings
7. Details of the information required in gunnery rad.ar reports on firings, whether in

action or practice, are given in C.B. 4212(1) Ckapter XI. A.A. actions are covered by
Form 5L515.

SBecial reBorfs
8. Special reports may be forwarded at any time, and may include suggestions on new

applications of radar or proposals concerning radar operating procedure (drill).

TECHMCAI, BEPORTS
Detects

9. Radar technical defects should be reported on Fornt 51.183 direct to A.S.E., rvhere
they are analysed and the appropriate rneasures taken w'here possible. Reference to technical
defects may also be made in reports of proceedings, etc.

10. Gunnery radar defects should be reported on Forrn 51148(lt) (Failure of Gunne.ry
rnaterial) in addition to Fomr,51183.

Routine ReBorts
11. In accordance with C.A.F.O's ships are required to render Routine Reports to

Adpiralty, for Director of Radio Eguipmeirt (copies-to the Administrative Authoiity and
A,S.E.). as follows:-

!, --- .---J - '
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(a) Report No. 1 (Equipment tittetl)
A list of the radar equipment fitted, to be forwarded within one month of refit.

(A) Report N0..8 (Alterations anil suggestions)
(i) Alterations, other than those authorised by A.F.O., giving the authority or

reason,
(ii) Authorised modifications not yet carried out.
(iii) Suggestions for improvement.
To be forwarded half yearly, on 1st February and l-st August.

(c) Report No. I (Perforurance)
A summary, based on experience at sea and the records kept in the operators' log,

of the actual performance against targets of various size and/or height for all
radar sets fitted. The accurate compilation of this report is of the first im-
portance as it is the main guide to whether radar sets in service are giving the
performance for which they are designed. This report is therefore the criterion
of good design and good maintenance. Reports number 3 should be forwarded
after 6 months' experience of the set or sets.

SBecial reBorts
12. Special reports should be forwarded at any time to cover any unusual point or sug-

gestion of technical experience or interest. Whether or not the suggestion is ultimately
incorporated as part of standard equipment, it is often d.esirable to promulgate it generally
as advance information, e.g., in the " ,4.S..8'. Bullet'in."

13. Alternatively, it is sometimes possible to prevent a ship perpetuating an apparently
advantageous modification which, in the light of knowiedge not available to the ship con-
cerned, has been found to introduce the probability of undesirable consequences. As an
example, the useful suggestion of using pane[Lt8 with type 284 came from sea,-but the method
of inter-switching as originally suggested introduced a ranging error.

COPIES OF R,EPORTS, AIiID AIIIHORIrIES II{IERESTED
14. It is perhaps not generally realised at sea that owing to the large number of interested

Divisions, Departments and Authorities inside and outside Admiralty, circulation of reports
and therefore necessary action is likely to be delayed if too many subjects are dealt with at
the same time; indeed a good maxim is " One Subject, one report." Where this is not
possible, it is advantageous to provide additional copies so that advance action may be taken
on each separate subject.

15. Alternatively, and subject to the instmctions of the Administrative Authorities,
copies may usefully be given to specific authorities. The following list of the principal
interested authorities may therefore prove useful:-

AUTI{ORITY, ETC.
(i) Adrnirattf, Director of Radio

. ment Department (D.R.E.).

SUBJECT.Equip- Use of all radar equipment, All radar tech-
nical questions. Radar maintenance
questions (including personnel).

(ii) Captain Superintendent, Admiralty. Signal Establishment.
(iii) Adrniralty, Director of Tactical, Tor-

pedo and Stafi Duties Division
(D.r.s.D.).

(iv) Admiralty, Director of Gunnery and
A.A. Wailare Division (D.G.D.).

(v) Admiralty, Director of Naval Ordnance
(vi) Admiralty, Director of Air Warfare and. 

Flyrng Tiaining Division (D.A.W.T.)
(vii) Admiralty, Director of Navigation

(D. of N.).

' Ditto

Use of radar for tactical purposes and tor-
pedo control. Personnel matters (other
than maintenance).

Use of radar for gunnery fire control. The
R.C. Branch.

Gunnery/radar equipmentl
Use of radar for Fighter Direction.

Use of radar for Navigation. The R.P.
Branch.

(viii) Admiralty, Director of AIS Warfare Use of radar in A/S warfare.
Division (DA/SW).

(ix) Captain Radar Training, H.M.S. Personnel and Training.
Collingwood

n3
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APPETiIDIX I
PERT'OR;MANCE TO tsE EXPEOfED FROM RADAR, SETS M SEBVICE

1. Below are listed ttre results which should be obfained from R.N. and certain U.S. Radar
sets under service conditions.

2. As a rule, if sets do not produce the results shown they are ndt working at proper efficiency
and they should be specially examined to find the reason.

3. It is however possible that with sets having a slow r-ate of sweep (such as \ype: ZjZ 1nd ?91)
optimum results vrill irot be achieved, particularly against fast closing targets. . Similarly, {gtectionoi aircraft by sets rrhose vertical coveiage diagrims have numerous gaps (such as t5pes 291, S.A.
and S.K.) may be uareliable especially at their longest ranges.

4. Swrfa.ce anil lou flyins aircraft warning.-(a) For a given set results depend upon the height
of aerial. Typical'casa [,nt] are s6own. For other heights results will differ approximately as the
square root of the ratio of heights concerned.

(b) Where optical horizon range is mentioned it refers to the distande between own ship's aerial
and the top of the target's superstructure (not her mast).

(c) Retiabl,e anilmaximwmranges.-Reliable range is that at which tJre-echo height is_sufficient
for tliti target not to be missed by air average operatoi and assumes a normal sweep rate. Maximum
range is tlit to which the, target-shoutd be iubsequently followed.

(d) HtCh power centimetric sets (such as typ* 276,-277,293 and' sometime-s type n\F Q)
will, 'uider-coriditioos of anomalous prbpagatiou, Sve results greatly in excess- of the normal figures
shown, but these exceptional resultsmrisinot be-depended upon. . Anomalous conditioas are most
frequent in hot climates on windless days.
. 5. Aircraft Wa.rni,ng.-The results shown are those to be expected-against one medium bombei

or two fighta!, and assime that the longest pulse-length is in use. Using_ a short pulseleosh, tlth
the object of getting better discrimination witl reducewarning by up,to 20 per cent. On the other
hand, in the case of WS and WC sets, a large bomber will give results 25 per cent. greater.

wA (wARNtr{G ATBCRATT) SEI'S

IbBes ?9, ?98, g?9

Against Aircraft at 20,000 ft.

l3:333
5,000
1,000

Battl,eship or Fl'eet
Carrier wi,th Aerial

at L50 Jt.
mil,cs

97
'85
70
50
2s

Cruiser or Escort
Carrier with Aerial,

at L00 fr.
rniles

87'
IJ
62
44
19

rvn; aeVn

Against Airuaft at 20,000 ft.
15,000
10,000
5,000 .

1,000
iVoda .. Pre-amplifier when fitted is expected to increase ranges 10-15o/o, reduce gaps,'and improve

high cover.

Barfleshi! with
Aerial,

at 150 ft.
miles
L17
105

.Cruiser or Fl,eet
Canier utith Aerial

at LLO Jr.
rnil'es
110
98

87
62
29

80
.58
27

U.S. $rue $A

Ag7inst Atcraft
Sae Note (3).

5,000 ft. and above
1,000 ft.

Frigale, Aerial at 7O 7t.
mil,es
35-50

25

U.S. TyBe SK

Against Aircraft at 20,000 ft.
15,000
10,000
5,000
1,000

See Note (3).

Escort. Carri,er, Aerial at L00 ft.
mil'es
120 (unreliable)-' 110
90
65
30
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l'US (WARI{ING SLAFACE) SETS

Tvpe 26e

IVLT.B./IVLG.B. (aerial 20 ft.)

Rel.i,able
yard,s

30,000
7-8,000

Very low aircraft may be detected at 2-3 miles.
Note : Type 268 results are forecast figures only.

Tvne 2?1q

Destroyer, frigate, corrrette (aerial
at 30-45 ft.)

Agahtst Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat
U-Boat ...

Low flying aircraft cau
yards.

Rel,iabl,e
yard,s
26,000
24,00a
2L,000
18,000

9,000
8,000

be detected

Maximunt
yards
29,000
27,000
24,000
27,000
12,000
11,000

at,20-25,000

Tvpe 2?2P
(a) Cruiser (aerial at 80 ft.)

(D) Destroyer (aerial at 70 ft.)

(c) Sloop (aerial at 35 ft.)

Saa note (3).

Agaiist Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...

Agahrsl Battleship
Large cruiser

. Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...Against Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destrover
D-Boai ...
U-Boat ...

30,000
26,500
24,000
17,500
8,500
7,500

24,000
22,N0
20,000
16,000

7,000
6,000

19,000
16,000
14,000
1l-,000
6,000
5,000

33,000
30,000
27,000
19,000
9,500
8,000

26,000
2+,000
22,000
17,500

8,00Q
7,000

2L,000
18,000
16,000
13,000
7,000
6,000

TyBe 2?8Q
(a) Battieship (aerial at 100 ft.)

(D) Cruiser (aerial at 65 ft.)

Against Battleship
Large cruiser
Smali cruiserDestroyer 36,000 39,000E.Boat 17,000 20,000
U-Boat ... 15,500 17,000

Low flying aircraft can be detected at 3&40,000
yards.

Agai,nst Battleship 35,000 40,000
Large cruiser 33,000 37,000
Small cruiser 30,000 3q000Destroyer 26,000.. 29,000
E-Boat ... 14,000 17,000
U-Boat ... 72,000 15,000

Low flying aircraft can be d.etected at 25-30,000
yards.

46,000 50,000 .43,000 47,00a39,000 42,000

trBe 276
Swrface taryets.

(a) Battleship (aerial AUJ at 150 ft.) Agahtst

(b) Destroyer (aerial AUJ at 70 ft.) Against

AiruaJt targets
With aerial AUJ.

Against.arcraft between 200 ft. and 6,000 ft.

Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat .,.
U-Boat ...
Battleship
Large cruiser
SmAll cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat .,.

' Reliable
yards

50,000
47,400
44,000
39,000' 20,400
19,000
39,000
35,000
31,000
27,000
14,000
12,500

Reldable. Maxitnwm
lmds yards25,000 35,000
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Type 2??
Surface targets.

(a) Battleship (aerial at 100 ft.)

(b) Frigate (aerial at 3240 ft.)

AircraJt largets.
Fleet Carriers (aerial at 80 ft.)

Against Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...

' Against Battleship
Large cruiser
Small eruiser
DestroYer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...

Reliable results on targets larger than a destroyer
should be equal to optical horizou range, 'i.e.:-

yard.s
47,000
44,000
40,000
37,000
23,000
22,000
36,000
32,000
29,000
23,040
14,000
13,000

(a) With aerial laid on horiaon, aircraft up to
about 5,000 ft. should be detected as
follows :-

Aircraft at 4,000-5,000 ft. 25 miles
. 3,000 28 miles

1,000 40 miles
P) With aerial elevated above 3|'aircraft should

be detected and height-finding possible to
25 miles.

(c) Above 3|" elevation accuracy should be Ft"
Q.e. t,200-2,000 ft. at 25 miles).

Tne 970

L.C.H. or M.L. (aerial at 30 ft.) Against Merchantvessel
(5,000 tons)

Destroyer
M.L. or L.C.T. ...
L.C.P.
Cliffs over 500 ft.
Cliffs at 100 ft. ....
Cliffs at 20 ft. ..,
Land, 100 ft.,

slightty sloping
Land, 10 ft.

slightly sloping

ReIiabl.e
yards.

16,000
14,000
6,000
3,000

40,000
30,000

8,000

2rpa}
5,000

Maximunt
yards.

20,000
16,000
7,500
4,000

50,000
35,000

9,000

25,000

7,000

(When modi-fied aerial is fitted, add 15 per cent.
to results given above.)

U.S. Trrpe 8G

Escort carrier (aerial at 96 ft.)

Frigate (aerial at 75 {t.)

Agahrst Large ship
Medium ship
Small shiP
U-Boat ...

Reliabl,e rangeSG SGLISGLayards yards
37,000 43,00031,000 35,00024,000 30,00012,000 15,000

Low flying aircraft can be detected up to about
30,000 yards.

Large ship 33,000 38,000
Medium ship 28,000 31,000
Small ship 21,000 27,000
U-Boat ... 9,000 12,M0

L<iw flying aircraft can be detected up to about
25,000 yards.

U.$.Type 8I,

Frigate (aerial at 75 ft.)

Rel,iable range
yards

37,000
33,000
24,000
11,000

Large ship
Medium ship
Small ship
U-Boat ...

Against

Low flying aircraft can be detected up to about
30,000 yards.
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wc (wARNrNc COMBTNED) At[D TABGnT II{DICAIIOI{ SETS

Tvpe 26?W
(centimelric portiott, oJ set) ,

SiM (aerial at 20 ft.) Against Large ship
Medium shipE-Boat .. I 10.000U-Boat... ...1

Very lorv aircraft may be detected at 3-4 miles.

. N^*_:_The above results are forecast fgures only. For the rnetric portion of the set see und,er
type 291W.

Reliable
gards
30,000
20,000

Type 291iUlW
Sarface taryets.

(o) lypq 297 in l)estroyer (aerial at Aga.btst
80 ft.)

(b) Type29lU in M.T.B. (aerial at 20 ft.)

Ratr'iabl,e Maxdmwnyard,s yard.s
17,000 20,00014,500 18,00013,000 15,00011,500 13,500

'I

:::] 6,000 7,000
9,000 11,0007,500 9,0006,500 7j500, 6,000 7,000

Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...
Battleship
Large, cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat...
Battleship
Large cruiser
Srnall cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat ...
U-Boat ...

3,500 4,000
11,000/4,000 13,000i5,000
9,000/3,s00 10,500/4,500
8,000/3,000 9,000/4,000
7,00013,000 8,000/3,500
5,000/1,500 5,50012,000

k) Type 291W in S/II (aerial at
30 tt.l40 tt.)

Against
,::]
'::...)!
...,1

Sea note (3).
AircraJt targets.

Against aircraft at

Sea note (3).

Destroyer
wilh aerial,

ATQ or ATR
at 80 ft.

rniles
30-3s
30-35, 30-35
30-35

23

Feet
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
1,000

Destroyer MTB with SIM with
with aerial aerial, ATS aeriatr ATT

ATQ or ATR at 20 ft.at 35 ft.miles rniles miles
3.5 nil 30-3525 nil 30-35t7 1s 30-3532 22 3015 t2 15

Type 298/M
Surface largets,

(a) Battleship (aerial AUR at 150 ft.) Against

(D) Destroyer (aerial AUR at70 ft.) Against

Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat
U-Boat ...
Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
E-Boat
U-Boat ...

Reliabl,e
yrds

42,000
39,000

. 35,000
30,000
15,000
14,000
30,500
28,500
25,500
24,000
11r500
10,000

AircraJt taryets ^i:fi!:
With aerial AUR against atcraft between 100 ft. and 20,000 ft. 15,000
Wlth aerial AQR (type 293M) against aircraft between 100 ft. and

20,000 ft. 18,000

Maxfuwm
!ards
20,000

25,ffio
Notc : Type 293 results are forec4st figures only, and will be confirmerlafter more sea experience.
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IIBGIIfFINDIT{G SETS
U.S. Type 8M1

(a) Heightfikd.ing accuracy up to 50 miles is 10-15 minutes (i.e. 500 tt. at 25 miles, 1,000 ft. at
50 mites).

(b) Aircraft targets oI sufficient height can be Jollowed further, up to 75 miles but rvithout height-
finding.

(c) Surface targets larger than a destroyer can be detected to horizon range if the aerial is laid on
the horizon.

GX'NNEBY SETS

Surface targets.-(Note : pefiotmance varies with the height and type of aerial fitted.)

GS $rye 2?4.

(a) Battleship (aerial A\JM at 100 ft.)

(&) Cruiser (aerial AUO at 60 ft.)

Against

Against

Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Distroyer

Rel,iabl,e
yards
+2,000
41,000, 40,000

::: 38'000

IVlaximunt
yard.s

GA TyBe 276
(a) Cruiser (aerial at 60 {t,)

(b) Destroyer (aerial at 40 {t.)

Agahrst Battieship' Large cruiser
SmaJl cnriserDestroYer ...

Agaiilst Battleship.
Large crurser
Small cruiser
Destroyer 20,000

Note : Type 275 results are forecast figures only, and will be ampiified after sea experience.

GC Tyles 282 NIF anil 288
Surface vessels larger than trawlers should be detected up to the limit of the scale (6,000 yards).

GS 15me 984 MiP
(a) Battleship (aerial ASF at 100 ft.) Against

(&) Cruiser (aerial ASF at 60 ft.) Against

Birttleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer

30,000
26,540
24,000
18,000
26,50Q
20,000
18,000
16,000

32,000
28,000
25,500
19,000
28,500
2I,500
19,000
17,000

GA TyBe 985 M/P
(a) Cruiser (aerial ASG at 60 ft.)

(6) Destroyer (aerial ASG at 40 It.)

Againsl

Againsl,

Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer
Battleship
Large cruiser
Small cruiser
Destroyer

22,004
18,000
16,000
13,000
17,500
1.6,000
14,000
10,000

24,A00
19,.500
17,000
14,000
19,s00
17,500
15,000
11,000

Aircraft targels.

G0 Type P,69

GA TyBe 275
Forecast results, which are sutlect to sea experience, are 30,000 yards maxirnum and 20,000

yards reliable against a medium.bomber.
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GC IVBes 282 M/P anrl 288' Aircraft should be detected up to the limit of tle scale (6,000 yards).
GS lVre P84 M/P

The set is not designed for aircraft detection, but low flying aircraft can be detected, e,g. ap ta
40,000 yards from a bat'tleship against aircraft at i,000 ft.
GA TvBe 285 M/P

Performance does not materiatly alter with height
elevation of the director. Optimum iesr:lts are :- of aerial, but depends to some extent on

Frorn Bailleshdf Frorn Destroyer

Against aircraft at 20,000 ft.
10,000 ft.
5,000 ft.
1,000 ft.

yards
23,000
36,000
38,000
40,000

yard*
2+,000
26,000
28,000
30,000

EEARING .A0gt'R.6,6flr FOE BIJWD FIR,E

GC Type 262 against airaraft targeh
Accwracy

GC IVBes 282NlP antl 288 acainst aircratt ta,rgets

+WZ{}|j-fittetl with remote bearing tube or RP.c.
Type 282 without bearing tube. ... 2 deg'rees.
Note.-Inpracfice the attainment of the above bearing accuracies is very dependent on operating

ggndiiions, experience of operators, and accurate transmisiion when the Ueiring tufe is rern6te trori
the director.

30 minutes.

GS IlrBe 874 against surlaee ta,rgets 5 minutes.
GA TyBe 2?5 aeainst sur:frace or aircraft tareets.

Bearing accuracy ...
Elgyatiog a-ciuracy against aircraft targets, except when between

f'and 3fo
Note,-Tlbe above results for t1rye 275 arc forecast figures only.

15 minutes.

15 minutes.

GS Type 284 M/P acainst surface ta,reeh.
Small rate of chaage of bearing
Large rate of change of bearing

5 minutes.
10 minutes.

GA [ype 985 M/P aCainst sur{ace or airoratt ta,rgets.
Small rate o{ change of bearing ...
Large rate of change of bearing ...

15 minutes.
30 minutes or more.

SPI,ASIT SFOSITNG BAIVCES
In calm weather, and provided salvo is in line.

GS Typd P74

14-in. K shell set non-delay (single shot)
14-in. A.P.C.
6-in. (6-gua salvo)

Rel'iable range
yard,s
35,000
25,000 plus
23,000

GA Type 2?5.
4-in. shell
4.5-in. shell

11,500*
14,500+

* Forecast figures.

GS IYBe 284 M/P.
14-in,,.15-in. and 16-in. A.P.C. " I( " (3-gun salvo)
6-in. antl &in. G.P.B.C. " K" (6-gun salvo)
4-in., 4.5-in. antl4.7-in. (,{--gun salvo)

20,000
15,000
8,000
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SE.AR,CIHISC FOR, ^A U.EOAT AT SCHSORIffiI, DEPTIT\._

I 
-

Frocealrrre in Escort Vessels using F.PJ.
1. The followin'g notes on caryrng out a sweep t6 detect U-Boats at schnorkel depth are based

on experience gained in Westerri Approaches Command during the latter part of tbe w-ar- aggns-t
German U-Boats and in sea trials against a submarine fitted with a mock-up schnorkel. Such
information can, therefore, only be taken as a guide for any future radar.procedure which may be
devised for improved types of radar equipment in advance of Radar, Type 277. It has been
assumed that t[e schnorkel was not fitted with a pressure-tight 10 cm. search receiver or covered. witL
anti-radar miterials. It wil1 be noticed that the procedure is essentially a'system by which radar
information is checked by asdics and vice-versa. 

.

2. A schnorkel is not a good radar target. Experience has shown, however, that vrittr wave heights
below 3 ft. there is a reasonably good chance of detectiTg a schnorkel at ranges of 2,000 to 3,000 yards:
It is essential tbat operators are carefully instructed in the procedure to be adopted and have taken
pa.d in exercises agalnst a submarine fitted. with a schnorkel. With wave heig\ts grelter tharr 3 ft.
dbtection of schnoik6t is ver:y rrntikely with existing types of radar sets. Irt trials slightly greater
ranges have been obtained along the troughs of the sea than across the sea'

3. Although trials have shown that in seas of force 22 and. below a schnorkel can be detected at
ranges of 2,50b'to 5,000 yards, in practice, considerable diftculty is experienced by e"-hoes from sea-
gdG antl floating objects-when thetea is smooth, and frorn wave echoes w'hen thesea is slight. It is
important, thereiiore, that a means should be available for rapidly confirming whether radar echoes,
detected between 1,500 and 5,000 yards, are genuine schnorkel echoes or are caused by other targetg.
At night, or in low visibility, the only means readily available.for conirming whether ? smtl echo is
a schiorL.el or not is to atte:mpt to obiain an asdic etho, closing to asdic range as requisite. If dangbr
from acoustic homing torpedoes exists, the search should be carried out at saJe speed.

Sea,rching Proceilure
4. In view of the above considerations a sweep designed to detect U-Boats at schnorkel depth

should be carried out as follows:-
(a) Ships should be in line abreast about 4,000 yards apart. This distance reduces the chance

of side echoes appearing on the displays at a range of 2,000 to 3,000 yards, at which
schnorkel detection b;i radar is most probable. This distance also allows slips room to
man@uwe independently while investigating contacts, while at the same time, ensuring
that the search is reasonably thorough.'(b) Radar operators should be insiructed that schnorkelling U-Boats may be expected, and that
they frust, therefore, concentrate on the area up to 4,000 to 5,000 yards fiom the ship.
It is essential that all echoes which paint twice on the P.P.I. are reported.

(r) The operator ia fhe ofEce must pay particular attentiol to the first 40@ to 5,000 yards of
the -display, a considerable reduction in the a.rnount of " reporting " which can be c.qrried
out froin ttre ofrce P.P.I. will have to be accepted. This difrculty has been overcorir4'by
employing two ratings in the plot, one plotting and the other reporting from the remote
P.F.I.' In which case more use w"ill have to be made of the remote P.P.I. for navigation
and manceuvring Purposes.

(d) As escorts will be leaving station at frequent intervals to investigate ry,ilar_e9!9q, radar
operators should be instructed to.report whenever a consort closes to within 2,000 yards. '

(e) As eacb " possible schnorl<el " radar echo is reported, it should be confirmed by asdic, using'i hand transmission if outside 2,500 yards and closing as necessaxy. Even with radar
reports limited as in-sub-paragraph (D) irbov'e, it is probable that a large number of radar
echoes will have to be invesaigated in a short time.

(/) As a U-Boat at schnorkel depth does not normally provide q very good asdic-target all
" possible schnorkel " targets first detected. by asdic shor:Id be checked bV r"adar.

5, In good visibility by day, experienced look-outs will detect a schnorkel at greater ranqe"than
radar. 

r -r --J' ---r--------- . ttt 
.'

6. The optimum speed of aerial rotaiibn for Radar, Type 277,has been found to be 6 to er.p.*l
7. The oftce P.P.I. should be set up for maximum sensitivity. . t

(cs7052) s,s00 2/46


